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PREFACE TO THE 1977 SEMINAR EDITION 

Analog-Digital Conversion Notes is the first major revision of material previously published 
in the highly successful Analog-Digital Conversion Handbook, first published by Analog 
Devices, Inc., in 1972 and reprinted in 1976. 

This volume contains Parts I and II of that book, updated wherever specific converter 
products are referred to, in order to reflect the revolution in cost, size and (in some 
cases) performance brought about by the development of converters in integrated-circuit 
and hybrid form. 

Two entirely new chapters have been added to further reflect changes in the structure of 
the technological marketplace brought about by the availability of both converters and 
computers as true components. Chapter 11-2 is a consideration of the relationship between 
processes, configurations, and performance in miniature low-cost converters. Chapter 1-4 
considers the application of converters with parallel and serial digital interfaces, micro
computers, asynchronous serial data ports, and proprietary integrated data-conversion
subsystem architectures-a natural sequel to the wide-ranging discussion of system con
siderations in Chapters 1-2 and 1-3. 

As with the earlier volume, it is our hope that this volume will help the purely digital or 
purely analog designer obtain appropriate practical knowledge of the complementary field 
and the interface between them, and that it will serve as a useful text and reference 
source for all designers and users of interface equipment. We will welcome the comments 
and suggestions of our readers for the benefit of future editions and readers. 

March 1, 1977 
Norwood, Mass. 

i 

D.H. Sheingold 
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· (D. H. Sheingold, with apologies to Leonardo da Vinci: Rule of Proportions, Academy of Fine Arts, Venice) 

Figure 1. Functions in a data system. 
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Data-System Components 

This book is basically about A/D and D/A converters: understanding them, applying 
them, testing them, choosing them, and using them in systems. 

When used in systems, they are often accompanied by an impressive panoply of other 
devices, both analog and digital, to measure input signals and perform intermediate 
processing with varying degrees of sophistication. 

This chapter provides what might be termed a brief biographical "thumbnail" sketch of 
the main role players. Their general characteristics and aptitudes are summarized, and 
their roles in further conversion activity are hinted at within the short discussions devoted 
to each device. 

In this book, the reader will quickly find that by far the greater weight of discussion is 
given to the properties and uses of analog circuits and their characteristics in the 
performance of system functions. The reasons for this lie primarily in the extreme 
fme-structure and the many degrees of freedom associated with analog circuits. They 
must labor in the real world, where noise immunity is a function of resolution and signal 
level, speed is a function of signal level, accuracy is a function of component tolerance 
and signal level, and the challenges to the designer's knowledge and ingenuity are many 
and unrelenting. On the other hand, their basic promise, in favorable environments, is 
functional simplicity, speed, and overall low cost. 

With digital techniques, on the other hand, the principal challenges are to combinational 
ingenuity, equipment architecture, decreasing the cost and complexity of interconnections, 
and - in common with analog techniques - anticipating where Murphy's Law will strike 
next, and debugging where anticipation has failed. Digital circuits have high noise 
immunity, no drift, high speed (individually) and low cost (individually), and the rules 
for using them are few and simple. 

With the exception of pre-amplification, a great many of the functions described here in 
analog form could be performed digitally, after the conversion. That they are not often 
is (so far) the result of favorable tradeoffs in cost, speed, and complexity. However, 
reductions in cost of digital integrated circuits and the increase of chip complexity are 
rapidly making feasible the development of devices that are intended to perform analog 
functions, but contain digital components. Examples of these include analog function 
generation with read-only memories (ROM's) and the universe of arithmetic, logic, and 
control possibilities with microprocessors. 

Figure 1 illustrates the relationships of the principal components of a data system in a 
"global" perspective. Those to be introduced in this chapter include the following: 

Sensors 
Operational Amplifiers 
Instrumentation Amplifiers 
Isolation Amplifiers 
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Function Modules 
Multiplexers 
SCL'llple-Hold Circuits 
Analog-to-Digital Converters 
Digital-to-Analog Converters 
Up-Down Counters 
Filters 
Power Supplies 
Comparators 
DPM's 
Digital Displays 

Rarely will a system use all of the above components; on the other hand, the more
complex systems will often use appreciable quantites of one or another of them. 
Furthermore, as components shrink in size and cost and become available as integral 
parts of subsystems with specified performance (and perhaps even a modicum of 
software), the designer may not even have to think of them as individual components, 
but rather as sub-blocks in a supplier's diagram (examples may be found in Chapter 1-4). 

SENSORS 

One might imagine that the systems designer has very little say in the choice of sensor, 
that he accepts whatever data signals exist without protest and gets on with the interface 
system design without further ado. However, if the systems engineer can have a say in 
the selection of the original transducer, he can go a long way towards easing his own 
conversion-design task. 

For example, in monitoring or controlling mechanical shafts, the designer may be 
confronted with signals obtained by three radically-different position-sensing approaches: 
digital shaft encoders, synchros, and potentiometers, plus variations on all three. 

Likewise, temperature measurements may be accomplished with thermocouple and 
thermistor, while mechanical force may be measured directly by load cells and strain 
gauges, or obtained indirectly by integrating the output from accelerometers, or even by 
counting interference fringes in an optical system. 

Although it is not our role to recommend any particular type of signal transducer for a 
particular application, we thoroughly endorse the idea of getting the systems-design 
engineer into the act before the signal sources are settled upon, instead of later, when 
it is found that the designer is painted into a corner by the few options allowed. 

AMPLIFIERS 

If the transducer signals must simply be scaled up from millivolt levels to an AID 
converter's typical ± 1 O-volt full-scale input, an operational amplifier with appropriate 
closed-loop gain may be the first choice. Possibly, if the system involves many sources, 
each transducer can be provided with its own local· amplifier so that the low-level signals 
are amplified before being "shipped" to the data center. Besides scaling, operational 
amplifiers are used for a host of linear and nonlinear, static and dynamic functions. 
Specialized amplifiers, such as instrumentation and isolation amplifiers, are always worthy 
of consideration, because they are frequently the most cost-effective option. 

COMMON-MODE PROBLEMS 

If analog data must be transmitted over long distances (and often, over quite short 
distances), differences in ground potential between signal site and data center will add 
spice to the interface systems design problem. In order to separate common-mode 
interference from the signal to be recorded or processed, devices designed for the purpose 
(i.e., instrumentation amplifiers) may be introduced. Typically, an instrumentation 
amplifier is characterized by good common-mode-rejection capability, high input impedance, 
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low drift, adjustable gain, and somewhat greater cost than operational amplifiers. They range 
in form from the monolithic AD521 and hybrid AD522 to potted modules. 

ISOLATION 

In the event of either very-high common-mode voltage level or the need for extremely-low 
common-mode leakage current, or both (as might be mandatory for many clinical 
medical-electronics applications), an isolation amplifier is required to interpose a break in 
the common-mode path from the signal source to the data center. Isolation amplifiers 
involve optical isolation or transformer-coupled carrier isolation techniques, and (for a 
given technology) they typically cost about the same as instrumentation amplifiers. 
Though most-often used for isolating input data from system level, they may also be 
used for communicating system outputs to devices at other levels. 

FUNCTION MODULES 

These are special-purpose analog devices and circuits used for a wide variety of signal 
conditioning operations on signals that are in analog form. Where their accuracy is 
adequate, they can simply, and at low cost, relieve a processor of an expensive and 
time-consuming software and computational burden. This category is large and open
ended, but some of the more popular operations performed are multiplication; taking 
ratios; raising to powers; taking roots; performing special-purpose nonlinear functions such 
as linearizing transducers; performing rms measurements; computing vector sums; 
integration and differentiation; current-to-voltage or voltage-to-current transformations, 
etc. Some of these operations can be purchased in the form of such readily-available 
devices as multiplier/dividers, log/antilog amplifiers, etc. Others represent but a sampling 
of the vast potential inherent in operational-amplifier circuitry, available to the designer 
at low parts cost, and limited only by his ingenuity. 

ANALOG MULTIPLEXERS 

If data from many independent signal sources must be processed by the same computer 
or communications channel, a multiplexer is usually introduced to couple the input 
signals into the A-D converter in some sequence. Additional logic keeps track of which 
data source is coupled to the converter at any instant. 

Multiplexers are also used in reverse. For example, when the converter must distribute 
analog information to many different channels, the multiplexer, fed by a high-speed 
output D/ A converter, continually refreshes the various output channels with computer
generated information. 

DIGITAL MULTIPLEXING 

Often, a digital distribution system uses no device that specifically goes under the label 
of "digital multiplexer." Unlike the comparable process of shunting analog information 
from computer to many output channels via a single D/A converter, or from many sources 
to a single A/D converter, the digital multiplexing function is often delegated to the 
devices being multiplexed, as they share a set of common inputs. 

For example, if many digital sources must be multiplexed into a computer or data
transmission channel, they are usually tied to the computer by a common set of 
parallel "bus" lines. 

Commands from the computer then instruct the individual sources which one among them 
must feed its burden of data into the common bus, thence to the computer. Conversely, 
if the computer is bent on updating a number of digital output registers (each of which 
might be connected to a D/ A converter), the updating process is accomplished by 
computer commands that strobe the selected register to accept the data being transmitted 
over the common output bus lines. Only that register instructed to receive the data can 
do so; the remaining registers simply ignore the data fed in parallel to their input 
terminals. 
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SAMPLE-HOLD CIRCUITS 
In many interface systems, the original signal varies quite rapidly, calling for some 
subtlety in the interface linkage. Because an AID converter takes a finite time to 
digitize the input signal, changes in this signal level during the actual conversion process 
could result in gross errors with some converter types. In any event, the lengthy 
conversion period would be completed some appreciable time following the conversion 
command, so that the final digital value would never truly represent the data level 
prevailing at the instant at which the conversion command was transmitted. 

Sample-hold devices are typically introduced into the data link to make a fast 
"acquisition" of the varying analog signal. and "hold" this signal for the duration of the 
conversion process. Sample-hold circuits are also used in multi-channel distribution 
installations, where they enable each channel to receive and "hold" its own signal level 
for activation of different output processes. Usually, a data-acquisition sample-hold 
circuit must exhibit ultra-fast signal acquisition, with minimal droop for a matter of 
1 to 50 microseconds. By contrast, an output data distribution sample-hold circuit can be 
updated more leisurely, but it is often required to "hold" an analog value for many 
milliseconds - or even seconds - in the interval between updates. 

AID CONVERTERS 

These devices, which may range from monolithic IC's, such as the AD7570, to high per
formance modules such as the ADC 11 02, convert analog input data - usually voltage -
into its equivalent digital form. Key characteristics of AID converters may include abso
lute and relative accuracy, linearity, monotonicity, resolution, conversion speed, stability, 
and - of course - price. Other aspects open to choice include input ranges, digital out
put codes, and physical size. 

Although the industry tends to converge upon the successive-approximations technique 
for a very large number of system applications, because of its inherently excellent com
promise between speed and accuracy, other popular alternatives include counter-compara
tor types, and dual-ramp and "quad-slope" approaches. The dual-ramp has been widely
used in digital voltmeters. In addition, synchro-to-digital and resolver-to-digital converters 
are used where data from mechanical shafts must be converted into digital form. 

D/A CONVERTERS 

These devices "reconstitute" the original data after processing, storage, or even simple 
transmission from one location to another in digital form. The basic converter consists of 
an arrangement of weighted resistance values (or divider ratios), each controlled by a par
ticular level or "significance" of digital input data, that develops varying output voltages 
or currents in accordance with the digital input code. 

Although converters have fixed references, for most applications, a special class of DI A 
converters exists, having a capability of handling variable and even ac reference sources. 
These devices are termed multiplying DAC's, because their output value is the product of 
the number represented by the digital input code, and the analog reference voltage, which 
may vary from full scale to zero, and in some cases, even to negative values. In some 
instances, such as for ac measurements and resolverlsynchro conversion, the multiplying 
converter's weighted divider circuitry is based on tapped transformers, instead of precision 
resistors, since turns ratios have excellent long-term stability and immunity to temperature 
effects. 

REGISTERS 
Digital registers are used to hold information in readiness for passing it along to com
puters, DINs, and so forth. For example, a multi-channel interface system using an AID 
converter for every input channel would store the digitized values in each converter's out
put register until called on by the computer to feed the stored value into the common 
input bus. The converse holds true for output multiplexing, where a number of 01 A 
converters provide different voltage levels for the independent output channels. Each 
D/A is then fed by a storage register, which "holds" the digital input word until the com-
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puter feeds in the new, updating digital value. 

Shift registers are used, for example, where the data is transmitted serially over a single 
pair of wires, instead of as parallel bits over many wires. In this case, the shift register 
accumulates a serial input word in much the same way that a train and its many carriages 
(bits) enters a station. When all the bits have entered the shift register, the data bits 
(passengers) may be read out (detrained) in parallel. 

UP-DOWN COUNTERS 

These devices, analogous to ramp generators, are quite useful for performing a variety of 
"tricks" with AID and DI A converters. Specifically, they are used in forming electronic 
servo loops for automatic error correcting, offset adjusting, long-termed sample holds, etc. 

In electronic servo applications, the up-down counter accumulates pulses representing the 
variable being controlled, adjusted, or measured, in much the same way that a servo-motor 
shaft accumulates rotational angle. The counter is often used in conjunction with a D/A 
converter to develop an analog value proportional to the accumulated count. The 
process is also used in tracking-AID converters and resolver/synchro-to-digital converters. 

FILTERS 

Filters are used on the input side of an A/D converter to remove unwanted components 
of the input signal. Noise and line-frequency pickup are also attenuated in this way, but 
at the expense of reduced response to fast input-signal amplitude variations. Filters are 
also used on the analog output from D/ A converters, in order to smooth out the "lumps" 
created by discrete digital values. Often, the electromechanical device being actuated by a 
D/A converter (examples include d'Arsonval meters, servo motors, magnet coils, loud
speakers, etc.) acts as a filter in its own right, owing to substantial electrical or mechanic
al inertia. 

In high-speed information-processing systems, "anti-aliasing" low-pass filters are used 
ahead of A/D and following D/ A converters to avoid errors caused by intermodulation of 
unwanted high-frequency components of the signal (and input noise) with harmonics of 
the sampling frequency. 

COMPARATORS 
Conversion systems involve both analog and digital comparators. For example, the A/D 
conversion process involves balancing the unknown input voltage against some form of 
internally-produced reference. A comparator responds to the polarity of the inequality 
between input and reference. More rarely, comparators are used as fast, high-gain (open
loop) amplifiers. Digital comparators, as their name implies, are used on digitized, rather 
than analog forms of data. For example, a digital comparator might be used in set-point 
control to provide considerably better accuracy, resolution, and stability, than is possible 
with an equivalent analog process. 

POWER SUPPLIES 
Accuracy of interface systems is steadily rising, to the point where 12-bit resolution is 
quite routine, and 16-bit operation is frequently involved for higher repeatability, 
resolution, linearity" and accuracy. Consequently, the design of the dc power system is 
no longer a trivial matter (it never really was!) since errors that remain second-order 
effects at 8-10 bits become menacing first-order effects at the 16-bit level. In many in
stances, careful separation of analog and digital grounds is required, demanding, in tum, 
considerable isolation between the various outputs that modem power supplies provide. 

We certainly advocate raising the priority of power-supply engineering from the status of 
an "afterthought" to that of an item that should be eliminated as a concern early in the 
design process. Too often, the power supply design (or choice) is left unti11ast, where it 
is presumed to be able to take up all the slack or tolerances that other design stages 
create. Instead, at least as much initial attention should be devoted to the power supply 
as selection of converters, amplifiers, sample-holds, multiplexers, and other devices. A 
related question is whether to use power supplies and/or regulators in large, medium, or 
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small "chunks," for major portions of the system, for individual chassis, or perhaps even 
for mounting on individual boards. The issues involve space, cost, circuit independence 
vs. excessive lead length and wire size, avoidance of ground loops, allowable loca! dissipa
tion levels, etc. 

If continued operation despite loss of primary power is essential, either from consider· 
ations of overall system reliability or because of potential loss of data in volatile memory, 
the system design should include some arrangement for continuity of supply, for detection 
when standby power is in use, and for contingency decisions or alarm. 

DIGITAL PANEL METERS (and DVM's) 

These devices form a kind of self-contained digital processing system all on their own. 
They can, of course, be used in conjunction with computer or digital recorder, owing to 
the BCD output that most DPM's provide. 

Basically, the DPM may be regarded as an analog-to-digital converter, complete with case, 
overrange capability, input protection, visual readout, and remote electrical output, usual
ly in BCD format. Thus, the DPM may be used as an AID converter, complete with visual 
displays for initial adjustments, in a multi-channel conversion system. Alternatively, it pro
vides a very unambiguous and error-free component for quality-control systems, where 
human operators use the DPM with high resolution and repeatability in set-point appli
cations for adjusting temperature, pressure, weight, and other industrial variables. 

DIGITAL DISPLAYS 

Decimal displays are often required in conversion systems for initial setup procedures. 
Although normal operation of the system involves data rates considerably too fast for the 
eye to follow, calibration, checkout, and other manual operations nonetheless require a 
display to be added, often in conjunction with a counter. Thus, manufacturers offer deci
mal displays in decade increments, and usually with input data compatible with con
ventional logic levels and prevailing codes. 

ONE MORE IMPORTANT ELEMENT 

As Figure 1 indicates, there is one additional element that is always present in a data 
system but seldom shown on a block diagram: homo sapiens. These systems are designed, 
built, programmed, tested, and perfected by humans to serve human purposes; and quite 
often humans interface with data systems in operation, reading displays and making 
adjustments-to, and- within the system. It is to all these humans that this book is fra
ternally dedicated. 
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Data Acquisition 

(~hapter I ~2 

Analog data is acquired in digital fonn for any or all of the following purposes: 

Storage 

Transmission 

Processing 

Display 

Data may be stored in either raw or processed fonn; it may be retained for short, medi
um or long periods. It may be transmitted over long distances (for example, to or from 
outer space), or short distances (from a lab bench to a minicomputer alongside it). The 
data may be displayed on a digital panel meter, or as part of a cathode-ray-tube presen
tation. 

Processing can run the gamut from simple comparison to complicated mathematical ma
nipulations. It can be for such purposes as collecting infonnation, converting data to a 
useful fonn, using the data for controlling a process, perfonning repeated calculations to 
dig out signals buried in noise, generating infonnation for displays, simplifying the jobs of 
warehouse employees, controlling the color of paint, the thickness of a wrapper, the speed 
of a subway train. 

But it all starts with getting the data in digitial form, as rapidly, as accurately, as com
pletely, and as cheaply as necessary. 

The basic instrumentality for accomplishing this is the analog/digital converter; it can be a 
simple shaft digitizer, a DPM with digital outputs, or a sophisticated high-resolution high
speed device. To accommodate the input voltage to the specified conversion relationship, 
some fonn of scaling and offsetting may be necessary, perfonned with an amplifier (/at
tenuator). To convert analog infonnation from more than one source, either additional 
converters or a multiplexer may be necessary. To increase the speed with which infor
mation may be accurately converted, a sample-hold is desirable. To compress an extra
wide analog signal range, a logarithmic amplifier may be found useful. 

The properties of the data-acquisition system depend on both the properties of the analog 
data itself, and on what is to be done with it. 

In this chapter, we shall show some of the configurations that have proven useful and/or 
popular and discuss some of the considerations involved in the choice of configuration, 
components, and other elements of the system. Additional information can be found in 
the chapters on the individual devices. 

THEN AND NOW 

Two decades ago, A/D converters capable of 0.05% perfonnance and 50,000 sample! 
second conversion rates, cost about $8000, consumed about 500 watts, and occupied peI"" 
haps one-third of a cubic meter. Today, Analog Devices' AD7570 requires less than 20 
microseconds for a lO-bit 0.05% conversion, lists for $49 in 100's, and is packaged in a 
28-pin DIP. And it is designed for easy interfacing with the modem microprocessor. 
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In the past 20 years, through several "generations" of equipment, data-acquisition hard
ware has changed radically, thanks primarily to the semiconductor revolution, and prices, 
have come down to the point where digital, rather than analog, "massaging" of infor
mation is a matter of routine, rather than exotic necessity. 

What have not changed, however, are the fundamental system problems confronting every 
digital data-systems designer. Of course, it helps to have small, quiet, low-cost, cool, low
drain components. But (s)he is still up against the laws of Mother Nature, who often 
seems to prefer to keep her secrets safely obscured by noise, rfi, ground loops, power-line 
pickup, and transients coupled into signal lines from machinery. Separating the signals 
from these obscuring effects, then, becomes a matter for ingenuity and imagination, cou
pled with a great deal of experience; it is not merely a matter of purchasing fast, high
resolution A /D converters. (But having them available at realistic cost provides incentives 
for giving them useful jobs.) 

ENVIRONMENT AND COMPLEXITY 

Data-acquisition systems can be separated into at least two basic categories: those suited 
to favorable environments (electrically quiet laboratories), and those intended for hostile 
environments (factories, vehicles, military surroundings, and remote installations). The 
latter group includes industrial process control systems where, for instance, temperature 
information developed by thermocouples located on tanks, boilers, vats, pipelines, bear
ings, oil burners, etc., (that are often spread over miles of factory real estate) is fed into a 
central computer that provides real-time process control. Included are digital control of 
steel mills, automated production processes, numerically-controlled machine tools. Any 
or all of these applications may be characterized by the vulnerability of data signals to the 
phenomena mentioned above and the requirement for almost routine isolation and 
measurement of off-ground voltages. Also included are electrically-noisy environments, 
such as generating stations, where thermocouples measuring bearing temperatures of rotat
ing machinery are exposed to volts of interference caused by megawatt changes in load; 
and aircraft control systems, radar stations, etc. 

On the other hand, for laboratory-instrument applications, and such test systems as those 
gathering long-term drift information on arrays of zener diodes undergoing constant
temperature life tests in well-shielded ovens, or gas chromatographs, automatic weighing 
machines, mass spectrometers, and other sophisticated instruments, the system designer's 
problems are related more to the performing of sensitive measurements (usually under 
favorable conditions) than to the gross problems of protecting the integrity of analog data. 

Systems existing in hostile enviroments may require devices capable of wide temperature
range operation, excellent shielding, considerable design effort aimed at eliminating 
common-mode errors and preserving resolution, conversion at early stages, redundant 
paths for critical measurements, and (perhaps) considerable processing of the digital data 
to ensure that it is reliable. Measurements in the laboratory, with narrower temperature 
ranges and less ambient electrical noise, may be easier to make and communicate, but 
higher accuracies (or resolutions) may require more-sensitive devices, and a still-consider
able degree of effort to preserve appropriate signal/noise ratios. 

KEY FACTORS 

The choice of configuration and circuit building blocks in data acquisition depends on 
several critical considerations: 

1. Resolution and accuracy 

2. Number of analog channels to be monitored 

3. Sampling rate per channel 

4. Throughput rate 

5. Signal-conditioning requirements 

6. The cost function 
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Besides the choice of appropriate component perfonnance levels, careful analysis of the 
above factors is required to obtain the lowest-cost circuit configuration. Typical con
figurations include: 

1. Single-channel possibilities 
Direct conversion 
Pre amplification and direct conversion 
Sample-hold and conversion 
Preamplification, sample-hold, and conversion 
Preamplification, signal-conditioning, and any of the above 

2. Multi-channel possibilities 
Multiplexing the outputs of single-channel converters on a processor bus 
Multiplexing the outputs of sample-holds 
Multiplexing the inputs of sample-holds 
Multiplexing low-level data 
More than I tier of multiplexers 

Some of the more-interesting signal-conditioning options include 

1. Ratiometric conversion 
2. Wide-dynamic-range options 

High-resolution conversion 
Range biasing 
Automatic gain switching 
Logarithmic compression 

3. Noise-reduction options 
Filtering 
Integrating converters 
Digital processing 

Finally, in evaluating tradeoffs, there are at least three types of "budgets" that should be 
considered: cost budget, system time budget, and error budget. 

SINGLE-CHANNEL CONVERSION SUBSYSTEMS 

Direct Conversion 

Figure I represents the simplest digitizing system, a lone AID converter, perfonning repeti
tive conversions at a free-running internally-detennined rate. It has power inputs and an 
analog signal input. Its outputs are a digital code word, including "over-range" indication, 
(in parallel or byte-serial fonn), polarity information (if necessary), plus a "status" out
put, to indicate when the output digits are valid. 

Perhaps the most well-known converter of this kind is the digital panel meter, which con
sists of a basic AID converter and a numerical display. For many applications, the sole 
purpose of digitizing is to obtain the numerical display, i.e., to use the DPM as a meter, 
rather than as a system component. 
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Figure 1. Simplest data-acquisition system configuration. 
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The DPM, however, is not necessarily the best way to digitize a single channel. Its two 
major shortcomings are: it is slow, and its BCD digitial coding must be changed to bina
ry if its output is to be processed by binary equipment. When free-running, its Qutput is 
strobed into an available interface register when the data is valid, rather than by an inter
face command. 

Converters designed for system applications (including many DPM's, such as the AD2008) 
can usually receive external commands to convert or hold. For dc and low-frequency 
signals, the converter is usually a dual-slope type, which has the advantage that it is in
herently a low-pass fIlter, capable of averaging out high-frequency noise, and nulling 
frequencies harmonically-related to its integrating period. (For this reason, the inte
grating period is usually made equal to the period of the line frequency, since the major 
portion of system interference usually occurs at that frequency and its harmonics.) 

If the converter is responding to individually-important samples of the input, the maxi
mum rate of change of the average input for full resolution, and the conversion rate, have 
the following relationship (binary conversion): 

~i = 2-nVFS IT CONVERT 

max 

For example, ifVpS = lOY, n = 11 0/2048 resolution) and Tconvert = O.ls, the maximum 
rate of change of input is about 1/20 VIs. At faster rates of change, I LSB changes cannot 
be resolved within the sampling period. 

If, on the other hand, individual samples are not important, but large numbers of samples 
are to be dealt with, essentially delineating a stationary process, the only requirement is 
that the signal be sampled at least twice per cycle of the highest frequency of interest. 
For this purpose, in the example given above, the maximum signal frequency that can be 
handled is 5Hz. 

So far, the context has been that of the dual-slope integrating A/D converter, which 
spends about 1/3 of its sampling period performing an integration, and the remainder of 
the time counting out the average-value-over-the-integrating-period as a digital number, 
and resetting to initial conditions for the next sample. It should be noted that the dual
slope type will always read out the average value, which results in a valid sample of the 
input waveform over the integrating "window." 

Though it is slow, an integratingA/D converter, such as the quad-slopeAD7SS0, is quite 
useful for measurements of temperature, battery discharge, and other slowly-varying volt
ages, especially in the presence of noise. 

However, by far the most popular type of converter for system work is the successive
approximations device (described amply in Part II), since it is capable of high resolution 
(e.g., 16 bits), high speed (e.g., IllS for lO-bit conversion), and quite reasonable cost. In 
the above example, if T convert, using a successive-approximation converter, is lOlls, the 
maximum allowable dV /dt for maintenance of bit-at-a-time resolution becomes SOOV/s, an 
improvement, but far from sensational. 

The successive-approximation converter has the weakness that at higher rates of change, it 
generates substantial linearity errors, because it cannot tolerate change during the weight
ing process. The converted value lies somewhere between its values at the beginning and 
the end of conversion; but the time uncertainty approaches the magnitude of the con
version interval. Figure 2 illustrates this point. Finally, even if the signal is slow enough, 
noise rates-of-change (perhaps introduced by the signal itself) that are excessively large 
will cause erroneous readings that cannot be averaged, by either analog or digital means. 
An external sample-hold can greatly improve matters, as will be shown. 
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though one starts at 124/256 and the other ends at 129/256. 
Error increases with ramp speed. 

Direct conversion, especially near the signal source, is most useful if the data must be 
transmitted through a noisy environment. This can be seen, even in the case of an 8-bit 
converter (1/256 resolution) and a high-level 10V signal, if one considers that bits will 
be lost if the peak-to-peak noise level induced in the analog signal is greater than 40m V 
(approximately lOV/256); the standard TTL digital noise immunity, on the other hand, 
is 1.2V (or 2.0 - 0.8V), a gain in signal-to-noise of better than 10: 1. 
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CONVERT COMMAND 

TO COMPUTER 
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·CHANNEL 

Figure 3. A/D Converter with preamplifier. 

Preamplification and Direct Conversion (Figure 3) 

Converters designed for OEM system applications are, in most cases* "single-ended" in 
reference to signal ground, and have normalized analog input ranges of the order of 5 
or 10 volts, single-ended or bipolar. It makes sense to scale signal inputs up or down to 
the standard converter input level, to make fullest-possible use of the converter's available 
resolution. 

If the signals are of reasonable magnitude (already preamplified or outputs of an analog 
computer), and already exist within the system, the scaling may be simply accomplished 
with operational amplifiers in a single-ended or differential configuration. If the signals 
are from outside the system, or are quite small, or have an appreciable common-mode 
component, a differential instrumentation amplifier may be profitable used, with charac
teristics depending on the gain required, the signal level, the needed CMR, bandwidth, 
impedance levels, and cost tradeoffs. 

Finally, if the input signals must be galvanically isolated from the system, a light- or 
transformer-coupled isolation amplifier must be used to break all conductive signal paths. 
This kind of isolation is essential in some medical-instrument applications. It is also use
ful where large common-mode spikes are encountered, for industrial applications requiring 
intrinsic safety, and for all applications in which the signal source is at a high off-ground 
potential. 

*Extremely-high-resolution converters, such as the ADC-16Q, have a high-CMR differential front end. DVM's, and some 
DPM's, also tend to have differential inputs, in consonance with their low full-seale-input levels (e.g., O.1999V). 
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Sample-Hold and Conversion (Figure 4) 

A successive-approximations converter can be made to operate at considerably-greater ac
curacies at high speeds, overcoming the weaknesses mentioned above, by introducing a 
sample-hold at its input. Between conversions, the sample-hold acquires the input signal, 
and, just before conversion takes place, it is placed in hold, where it remains throughout 
the conversion. It can be seen that, if the S/H responds instantaneously and accurately, 
the converter can convert changes (from the preceding sample) of any magnitude accu
rately, at speeds up to the conversion rate. In practical sample-holds, however, there will 
be acquisition time, tracking delay, and aperture time; typical values of these quantities 
are 2J.1.s to 0.01%, a fraction of a J.l.S, and 2Sns, with 2-3ns uncertainty. If the aperture 
time and tracking delay compensate one another, or are unimportant as long as they are 
consistent, the principal source of time error is the aperture uncertainty. The relation be
tween aperture uncertainty and maximum rate of change for maintaining resolution in an 
n-bit system is 

dV/dtl = rnVps/tapu 
max 

for the example given, (fsample = 100kHz, VFS = lOY, tapu = 3ns) 

dV/dtl = SmV/3ns = 1.67V/J.l.s 
max 

This number is also limited by the slew rate specification of the sample-hold. 

Figure 4b shows, in contrast with Figure 2, that the successive-approximations converter, 
with a constant input applied by the S/H, will deliver an accurate digital representation 
of the beginning input at the end of each conversion interval. Any errors that are 
functions of time will be due to errors of the sample-hold, including the acquisition errors 
above, plus droop during the conversion interval, and any linearity, offset, and transient 
errors. Noise present on the signal, though sampled and converted, may be susceptible to 
digital averaging by the processor. 

Since sample-holds usually operate at unity gain, with errors referred to full-scale (which 
should be the same as the converter's full scale range), scaling or pre amplification should 
occur before the signal is applied to the sample-hold. 
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Sample-hold devices can be used with other types of converters, to establish precise timing 
of the signals being sampled, independently of the time required by a given device to com
plete a conversion. Their utility is especially evident if the conversion time is variable, as 
in counter types. 

Signal Conditioning (Figure 5) 

This is a blanket term that includes a wide variety of possibilities. Scaling of input gains 
to match the input signal to the converter's full-scale range is a simple, obvious example. 
One might also include dc offset to bias odd ranges, such as 2.5 to 7 volts, to levels more 
compatible with standard converters. Preamplification, as discussed earlier, is a typical 
example. Linearizing of data from thermocouples and bridges can be performed by ana
log techniques, using either piece wise-linear approximations (generated by biased diodes) 
or smooth series-approximations using low-cost I.C. multipliers; it could be done digitally, 
after conversion with a microprocessor or by using a ROM to store the inverse function. 

Analog differentiation could be used to measure the rate at which the input varies; inte
gration could be used to obtain total dosage from a rate of flow. Either could be used 
to produce a 90° phase shift; an op amp could be used to provide an arbitrary phase 
shift. Sums and differences can be used to reduce the number of data inputs (analog 
data reduction). 

Analog multipliers could be used to compute power by squaring voltage or current 
signals, or by multiplying them together. Analog dividers of various types could be used 
to compute ratios or the logarithms of ratios, or square roots. Devices that compute 
Y(Z/X)m can take ratios over wide dynamic ranges, and perform ideal-gas computations. 

Comparators can be used to make decisions based on analog levels (e.g., to convert only 
when an input exceeds a threshold or is within a "window.") Op amps and diodes may 
be used to perform simple "ideal diode" functions. 

A...d - what seems almost like getting "something for nothing" - logarithmic modules 
can be used for range compression to permit the conversion of signals having resolutions 
of 106 with 12-bit converters. (This will be discussed later in the chapter.) 

Active filters are essential elements to minimize the effects of noise, carriers, and un
wanted high-frequency components of the input signal. Their growth of use, and the 
increase of interest in their design are reflected in the large number of magazine articles 
and the preponderance of filter discussions in such publications as the IEEE Transactions 
on Circuit Theory, plus a growing number of books on both analog and digital filtering. 

One could go on and on, but the basic point should have been made: That in system 
design, all data-processing need not be digital (with all due respect to the great potential 
inherent in the use of microprocessors). Analog circuits can perform processing or data 
reduction effectively, reliably, and economically, and should be considered as alternative 
ways of reducing numbers of transmission channels, software complexity, noise, and -
more often than not - cost. 
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Figure 5a. Op amps used for offset and scaling. 
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MULTI-CHANNEL CONVERSION 

In multi-channel conversion systems, elements of the acquisition chain may be shared by 
two or more input sources. This sharing may occur in a number of ways, depending on 
the desired properties of the multiplexed system. Large systems may combine several 
different kinds of multiplexing, as well as cascaded tiers of the same kind. 

Multiplexing the Outputs of Single-Channel Converters 

Although the conventional way to digitize data from many analog channels is to intro
duce the time-sharing process, whereby the input of a single AID converter is multi
plexed in sequence among the various analog sources, an alternative parallel conversion 
approach is becoming increasingly practicable. Cost of AID converters has dropped radi· 
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cally during the past decade, and it is now possible to assemble a multi-channel con
version system, with the seeming extravagance of one converter for every analog source, 
just as economically as the conventional analog multiplexed system. (Figure 6.) 

DIGITAL 
MULTIPLEXER 

Figure 6a. Basic multi-channel conversion scheme, using digital 
multiplexing before transmission. 
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Figure 6b. Multi-channel conversion using remote AID converters. 

There are a number of important advantages to this parallel conversion approach, which, 
by the way, is virtually standard practice for resolver/synchro conversions beyond about 
the to-bit accuracy level. First of all, quite obviously, slower converters may be used to 
obtain a given digital throughput rate; alternatively, the converter-per-channel may run at 
top speed, providing a much greater flow of data into the digital interface. For a constant 
data rate, however, with more channels (and fewer conversions per channel), the reduced 
conversion speed, plus the fact that each converter is looking at continuously-changing 
data, rather than jumping from one level to another, may allow the sample-holds to be 
eliminated, at a cost saving. Fewer conversions also mean that a slower converter might 
be used, generally resulting in even further cost saving, especially since some channels may 
not require a great deal of resolution. 

The parallel-conversion approach provides a further advantage when applied to industrial 
data-acquisition systems, where many strain gages, thermocouples, thermistors, etc., are 
strung out over a large geographical area. In essence, by digitizing the analog signals right 
at their source and transmitting serial digital data, rather than the original analog signals, 
back to the data center, a considerably immunity to line-frequency (SO-60-400Hz) pickup 
and ground-loop interference is achieved. Among other factors, the digital signals can be 
transformer or optically coupled, for example, to gain complete electrical (hence ground 
loop) isolation. Also low-impedance-digital drive and receiving circuits drastically prune 
vulnerability to noise. 

Not least, among the subtle benefits of digitzing sensor signals at their source, is the abili
ty to perform logical operations on the digitized data before it is fed into the computer. 
In this way, for example, main-frame involvement with data is streamlined and redundan
cies are minimized. More-specifically, logic circuits can arrange to access data from slowly-
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varying thermocouple sensors less frequently, while reading-in data from critical sources at 
enhanced speed. In fact, the versatility of a digital subsystem may be exploited to make 
its own decision as to when a particular data channel should be fed into the computer: if 
certain signal sources remain constant or within a narrow range for long periods, then 
change rapidly later in the process, it is possible to ignore these data until the changes oc
cur. (A local microcomputer can store the stationary values and make the decisions). 

In summary, a great deal of flexibility and versatility is gained by transferring the inter
face process from analog multiplexing to digital mUltiplexing. Logic decision circuits can 
exercise judgement on when and what data to feed the computer, and, in general, can 
give the overall interface a much larger measure of autonomy than is possible with an 
entirely-analog conversion system. (The computer cannot make decisions about the data 
submitted by an analog multiplexing system until it has received the data upon which to 
base its judgements ... this means that the data have been interfaced before the computer 
can decide that that particular piece of information is redundant. And there is no guaran
tee that it will be redundant on the next pass.) 

Finally, it should be noted that if the data is being transmitted from a lunar vehicle to 
Earth, the channel is quite crowded, and the sort of redundancy-reduction data compres
sion described above is absolutely essential to make sure that the items of data that get 
through are those having the highest priorities, by virtue of containing intelligence rather 
than redundant information. * 
For each channel of the digitally-multiplexed system, there could be the array described 
earlier: preamplifier, signal-conditioning, sample/hold, converter. It is also possible that 
for one or more of the channels, there are a number of sequentially-multiplexed sub
channels, especially if they are carrying similar information . 

. Multiplexing the Outputs of Sample-Holds 

Working back from the interface (with a minimum number of shared elements) towards 
the more-conventional situation in which the number of shared elements is maximized, 
we consider the case of a shared A/D converter, with a multiplexer at its input, switching 
among the outputs of a number of sample-holds (Figure 7). This configuration is found 
where sample holds are updated rapidly, even simultaneously, then read out in some 
sequence. It is generally a high-speed system, in which all items of data delineating the 
state of the system must do so for the same given instant. Multiplexing may be done 
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Figure 7. Multiplexed simultaneous sample system. 

*"New approaches to Data-Acquisition System Design," by T. O. Anderson, Analog Dialogue, Vol. 5, No.1, January, 1971. 
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sequentially, or by random addressing. For this kind of operation, the former is more 
typical. The sample-holds must have sufficient freedom from droop to avoid accumulat
ing excessive error while awaiting readout, which period may be considerably longer than 
in the case of the converter-per-channel. Increased throughput rate could be obtained by 
using additional converters, with fewer multiplex switch points and faster update rate. 

Applications that might require this approach include wind-tunnel measurements, seis
mographic experimentation, or in testing complex radar or fire-control systems. Often, 
the event is a one-shot phenomenon, and the information is required at a critical point 
during the one-shot event ... such as, for example, when a supersonic air blast hits the 
scale model. 

Multiplexing the Inputs of Sample-Holds 

The next step towards increased sharing is to share the sample-hold as well as the A/D 
converter. Figure 8 shows the typical system embodying this idea. For most-efficient use 
of time, the multiplexer is seeking the next channel to be converted, while the sample
hold, in hold, is having its output converted. When conversion is complete, the status 
line from the converter causes the S/H to return to sample and acquire the next channel. 
Then, after the acquisition time is completed, either immediately, or upon command, the 
sample-hold is switched to hold, a conversion begins, and the multiplex switch moves on. 

This system is slower overall than the previous example, and, since the channels may tend 
to be diverse rather than identical, the multiplexer could equally well be switching 
sequentially or in a random-access mode. For some systems, a manual mode, for check
out, may also be desired. In the random-access mode, it is quite possible that some chan
nels (those with more "intelligence", i.e., change/time), will be accessed more frequently). 
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Figure 8. Multi-channel analog multiplexed interface. 

Multiplexing Low-Level Data (Figure 9) 

The idea here is that, in addition to sharing of the converter and the sample-hold, expensive 
instrumentation-amplifier capacity must also be conserved. The decreasing cost of instru
mentation amplifiers (in fact, of amplifiers of all types), plus the disadvantages of low 
low speed and the engineering effort involved in ensuring the successful transmission and 
multiplexing of low-level data, are likely to result in decreasing use of this system ap
proach. Some of the considerations are discussed in the chapter on Multiplexing.* 

Low-level multiplexing is often involved with the use of programmable-gain amplifiers, or 
the even-more-sophisticated automatic range-switching preamps, which combine the use of 
converters having modest resolution with range-switching controlled from the interface to 
obtain additional significant bits. '(For example, a 12-bit converter, and 32 steps of adjust
able gain, can provide 17-bit resolution, assuming - big if - that the resolution is actually 
present in the signal and that the system is capable of handling it without degradation.) 

All the difficulties that are inherent in single-channellow-Ievel circuitry are compounded 
by the addition of low-level multiplexing of n such channels. Not only is guarding neces
sary, but individual channels should be individually guarded. And, following the principle 
*Analog-Digital Conversion Handbook, Analog Devices, Inc., 1976, $3.95. 
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that the guard should be present right up to the input of the preamplifier, the guard too 
must be switched (or else driven from the common-mode level as measured separately at 
the aInplifier*). Not only must the problem of pickup be considered, but the new dimen
sion of crosstalk is added. And not only signal-to-signal crosstalk (not a great problem 
with small differential signals), but also common-mode-to-signal. Not only must input 
capacitance be balanced, but it must be balanced in the context of a multiplex switch 
having at least two circuits. 

The saving grace (though perhaps not for some) is that systems of this sort are slow, and 
a large capacitor across each pair of input leads can reduce capacitive unbalance and high
frequency noise, without slowing-down the system excessively. 

The usual low-level problems of thermal unbalance at connectors, lead junctions, and 
switches (and don't forget kovar-to-copper at IC's), must also be dealt with. All such 
unavoidable thermocouples should have thermal symmetry. 
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Figure 9. Low-level multiplexing. 

More than One Tier of Multiplexers 

If there are 64 channels to be multiplexed, the problems of stray capacitance (including 
capacitive unbalance) are worsened by the parasitic capacitance of the off channels on the 
conducting channel: if there are n channels, the capacitance will be (n - 1) CDGO plus the 
usual stray wiring capacitance. It is practical to reduce this capacitance by using two tiers 
of multiplexer. In the above example, with 8 channels per switch, the capacitance is reduc
ed to 14CDGO from 63CDGO' 

SIGNAL CONDITIONING 

Discussed here are a few topics that keep coming up in connection with data-acquisition 
systems. 

Ratiometric Conversion 

Some AID converters have a ratiometric, or "external reference" connection, allowing the 
output digital number to represent the ratio of the input to an arbitrary (within specified 
limits) reference input. In effect, the device becomes an analog divider with digital 
readout. 

Devices of this sort are useful in making precision measurements that ignore variation of 
a device reference. For example, Figure 10 shows how a potentiometer ratio can be 
measured, independently of variations of the applied voltage, by applying the same volt
age to the reference input of the converter. 

*The extra switch points can be eliminated by passively summing the voltages at the amplifier inputs, via high-im· 
pedance buffers, with two equal resistors, CMV = %(e1 + ea), and buffering with a simple follower. 
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Figure 10. Measuring a potentiometer ratio, independently of the 
applied voltage, a ratiometric measurement. If the sensor is a 
bridge, the amplifier could be an instrumentation type instead 
of a follower. 

In a multiplexed system, where measurements may be taken from a number of similar 
devices, such as strain-gage bridges, the common bridge supply may be used as the con
verter's reference to eliminate normal-mode gain error caused by supply-voltage variation. 

Wide Dynamic Ranges 

The need for wide-dynamic-range signal conditioning in a single channel may occur in two 
basic ways: Either it is necessary to resolve a voltage anywhere in the range to a high de
gree of accuracy, relative to full scale, (for example in the measurement of position in a 
follow-up system); or it is sufficient to measure a quantity having a wide range of varia
tion to modest accuracy, relative to actual value (for example, to within 1 %, over a 
10,000:1 range). 

For signals in the first category, a high resolution-and-linearity converter (such as the 
ADC-16Q) is the simplest answer. Another possibility is the use of a moderate-resolution 
converter (e.g., 12-bit resolution), preceded by an amplifier with switched gain (Figure 11) 
controlled from the digital interface. In one form of operation, a trial conversion is per
formed at the lowest gain; if the MSB is 0, the gain is doubled and another conversion is 
performed; if the MSB is still 0, the gain is doubled again, etc., until either the MSB is 
turned on or the top end of the range is reached. Each doubling represents an addition
al bit of resolution. This scheme may be programmed with the R TI 1200 interface 
tChapter 1-4), for up to 15 bits of resolution (but not accuracy). 

-0 

5tH 

DE· 
CODER 
DRIVER 

Il-Bit 
ADC 

LOGIC·CONTROLLED 
SWITCHES 

CONTROL AMPLIFIER GAIN 

Figure 11. Switched-gain amplifier. 

Yet another possibility, when seeking accurate measurements of small variations about a 
fixed value of voltage, is to sum a voltage equal to the nominal fixed value (and opposite 
in polarity) and measure the differences. If the voltage is applied (Figure 12) via a high
resolution DAC, the interface can keep track, digitally, of both the initial value and the 
difference voltage, using an ADC of quite modest performance. (The tradeoff here is the 
cost of a high-resolution DAC, such as the DAC-I138, plus logic and a modest 8-, 10- or 
12-bit ADC, vs. a 16-bit ADC.) 
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Figure 12. Use of high-resolution DAC to measure small 
deviations about a precisely-determined value. 

In any of these schemes, it is essential to keep in mind that every element in the front 
end, wiring, preamplifiers, components, references, must be compatible with the resolu
tion and accuracy sought. This also includes the noise level. 

For signals in the second category, the switched-gain amplifier is a satisfactory, but slow
and-expensive approach. An intriguing alternative is to use a logarithmic amplifier for 
for data compression (Figure 13). 

The error of a logarithmic amplifier, after calibration, is a log conformity error (nonline
arity on a semi-log plot) that is specified in terms of a maximum value at the output, or 
a maximum ratio to actual input over a specified range. For example, 1% log conformity 
error means that the error at the output, for 2V/decade* scaling, is 8.6mV, corresponding 
to an input uncertainty of ±1%. Typical input voltage range (Le., for the Analog Devices 
755) is ImV to lOV. The corresponding output-voltage range is ±4V (Le., ±2 decades at 
2 volts per decade, with respect to a O.IV reference level.) Since an error of 1% referred 
to the ImV minimum input signal is 1/106 of full-scale input, and since the corresponding 
output error of 8.6mV is 0.0086/8 = 1.075 x 10-3 of the output swing, the dynamic range 
of the signal has been compressed by a factor of I 000, as a result of the logarithmic trans
formation. This means that a 12-bit converter (with suitable scaling) can be used to 
digitize the log amplifier output, with a quite-comfortable error margin. 

WIDE-
RANGE tL 
:~m;~~NtkcuRRENTI La 
LOW·LEVEL TO HIGH LEVEL 

A: INPUT, e.g. 10V to lmV ±1% (10MV Resolution at Low End) 
B: OUTPUT, ±4V ±8.6mV IK = 2, VR = O.lV) (Resolution About 0.1%) 
If K Adjusted to Match ADC, "Scale Adj." Not N ..... ary 

TO COMPUTER 
OR COMM. 
CHANNEL 

Figure 13. Low amplifier used for range compression in 
data-acquisition system. 

Though it might appear that the representation of data having an inherent 20 bits of 
resolution (106 ~ 220 ) by a signal having 12-bit resolution is getting "something for 
nothing," in violation of some Natural Law, the scheme really works. There are, however, 
some points to consider: 

1. Compression is achieved by exponentially distorting the relative value of the Least 
Significant Bit. Thus, for a 10,000-to-l signal range, represented by ±4V output, an LSB 
(of 12 bits, offset binary, suitably scaled) is worth 23mV at lOV input (Le., 10 [1 - 10glO-1 
8/8192])and 2.3jlV for ImV input. Therefore, while the approach is quite useful for 
compressing data requiring essentially constant fractional error (e.g., 1%) anywhere in a 

*A decade is a 10: 1 range of input voltage or current. 
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wide range, it is not at all suited to applications requiring high resolution (e.g., 0.01% FS) 
at any point in the range. 

2. Since the digital number is a logarithmic representation of the analog input signal, 
it must be dealt with as such in the digital process. If the number is to be used in com
putation, it should be antilogged, using a ROM and/or processor computing capacity, un
less of course the computation is facilitated by the availability of a logarithmic relation
ship. If the data is simply to be stored or transmitted, and eventually returned to analog 
form unchanged, it does not require any further digital transformation, just an analog 
antilog operation following the output D/ A conversion (unless logarithmic analog data is 
acceptable ). 

3. Since a logarithmic function is inherently unipolar (the logarithm is real only for 
positive values of the argument - positive signals require a 755N, negative signals a 755P), 
it is far from ideal for signals that are inherently zero-centered. While it may be useful to 
bias some types of input signals into a single polarity, functions that demand symmetrical 
treatment may be badly distorted by the wide variation, in both resolution and speed, be
tween zero and full-scale input. Such functions would profit by a type of compression 
that is symmetrical about zero. An example of an easily-obtained form is a sinh- 1 

function (Figure 14), which involves two complementary antilog transconductors (752P 
and 752N) in the feedback path of an op amp. The resulting function is logarithmic for 
larger values of input, but it passes through zero, essentially linearly (but slowly). 

Noise Reduction 

Like diseases, noise is never eliminated, just prevented, cured, or endured, depending on 
its seriousness and the costs/difficulty of treating it. 

Noise in data-acquisition systems takes three basic forms, transmitted noise, inherent in 
the original signal, inherent noise, generated within the devices used in data acquisition 
(preamps, converters, etc.) and induced noise, "picked up" from the outside world, power 
supplies, logic, or other analog channels, by magnetic, electrostatic, or galvanic coupling. 
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Figure 14. Bipolar signal compression using complementary 
logarithmic transconductors to synthesize sinh - 1 function. 
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Noise is either random or coherent (Le., correlated to some noise-inducing phenomenon 
within or outside of the system). Random noise is usually generated within components, 
such as resistors, semiconductor junctions, or transformer cores. while coherent noise is 
either locally-generated by processes, such as modulation/demodulation (e.g., chopper
stabilization), or coupled-in. Coherent noise often takes the form of "spikes," although 
it may be of any shape, including - collectively from many sources - pseudorandom. 

Noise is characterized in terms of either root-mean-square (rms) or peak-to-peak measure
ments, within a stated bandwidth. * Random noise from a given source, within a given 
bandwidth, will give consistent rms measurements. For a typical gaussian amplitude dis
tribution, and a sufficient number of measurements, one may expect a consistent relation .. 
ship between the probabilities of obtaining peaks of given size in relation to the ODS, as 
shown in the Tables in Figure 15. 

CREST FACTOR IS 
THEORETICALLY 
UNLIMITED. III IS 

THE FRACTION Of: 
TIME DURING WHICH 
GREATER PEAKS CAN 

BE EXPECTED TO 
OCCUR 

C.F. q 

1 32% 
2 4.6% 
3 U1% 
3.3 0.1% 
19 &.01% 
4 63ppm 
4.4 lOppm 
4.9 1 .... 
II bl0. 

-2f!MS'-~ 

-1. MEAN +1. 

lIIOIS£ AMPLITUDE IN RMS UNlTS 
(NORMAL DISTRIBUTION) 

PROBABILITY 
PK-PK OF GREATER 

AMPLITUDE PEAKS 

2 RMS 32% 
4RMS 4.6% 
6 RMS n.27l1 
6.6RMS 0.1% 
PRMS 60 .... 

Figure 15. RMS vs. peak·to-peak amplitudes for gaussian noise. 

RMS values of noise from uncorrelated sources (e.g., from different devices, or from dif
ferent portions of the frequency spectrum of the same device) add as the square-root of 
the sum-of-the-squares. However, if noise is dominated by picked-up spikes, root-sum
of -squares is of small comfort. 

As we have indicated at the beginning of the chapter, there are two basic forms of system
design problem: those involving essentially ordinary signal levels in unfavorable environ
ments, and those involving extremely high-resolution measurements in favorable 
environments. 

For unfavorable environments, where the major source of noise is induced noise, the 
designer must rely on early pre amplification and conversion, isolation, shielding and guard
ing, signal compression and fIltering, and - where possible - an information rate (via fast 
sampling or parallel paths) that has enough redundancy to allow the digital processor to 
retrieve data via correlation and summation. 

In favorable environments, where the measurement process and the processing hardware 
introduce the major portion of the uncertainty, the emphasis must be placed on measure
ment techniques, fIltering, choice of data-acquisition hardware for best resolution, and -
again - the use of high-speed digital processing for signal retrieval, including drift com
pensation and scale-factor adjustment. 

Where noise is likely to have large spikes as a major component, the integrating-type 
converter (dual-slope) usually provides additional fIltering. For random noise, if there are 
sufficient samples taken of a given signal channel, the statistical properties of the noise 
are imparted to the digital output, which may be filtered by digital techniques. 
*For a useful discussion of the properties of noise, see "Noise and Operational Amplifier Circuits," in Analog Dialogue, 
Vol. 3, No.1. 
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Data Distribution 

After analog data have been converted to digital fonn and have been duly stored, trans
mitted, or processed, the results of this handling, as well as some newly-created digital 
numbers, may be required once again in the "real world" of phenomena. In analog or 
digital fonn, they may be used to drive meters or motors, display infonnation, stimulate 
devices under test, generate heat or light, modulate wavefonns, sound the alann, or -
in short - they are converted from abstract numbers to the manipulation of energy. 

The multiplexed digital output words are made available in serial order at an output 
register, for distribution to their destinations. Though an increasing number of real
world functions, such as numerical displays, stepping motors, printers, and the like, are 
effected by digital numbers (perhaps with "decoding," but without the interposition of 
electronic analog variables), there is still a widespread - and growing - use of electronic 
D/ A converters in distribution systems. This chapter treats of those systems that use D/ A 
converters • 

FACTORS AFFECTING DISTRIBUTION-SYSTEM DESIGN 

The configuration, choice of components and their specifications, the system timing, and 
location of multiplexing, depend, as with data acquisition, on 

l. Number of channels 
2. Settling time per channel 
3. Update rate 
4. Output resolution 
5. Output linearity and accuracy 
6. The nature of the loads 
7. The cost function 

There are a number of areas for decision by the system designer: 

Digital signal readout: Serial paths or parallel paths? Serial words or parallel words? 
Signal storage between updates: in digital or analog fonn? Registers or sample

holds? Single-rank or dual-rank? Sample-holds or inertia? 
Multiplexing: Digital or analog? If digital, parallel or serial? If analog, with 

sample/holds or multiplex switching? 
Update: Simultaneous, sequential, or random? 
Conversion: At computer or at load? Single converter with analog multiplexing, or 

many converters with digital multiplexing? 
Analog output: Voltage or current? . Discrete values or smoothed? Pennissible 

level of switching transients? Isolated or galvanically-connected circuitry? 
Techniques to reduce costs: Combining sample-hold and multiplexing. Inertial 

filtering. Using low-precision DAC's in "slave" circuit for standardized calibration. 
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DIGITAL v& ANALOG DISTRIBUTION 

The systems designer has a choice between feeding data to analog actuating and indicating 
devices via either a D/A converter (with storage register) for each channel (Figure 1), or a 
single Of A converter, with a sample-hold circuit for each channel (Figure 2). 

Once updated, a O/A converter-with-input-register will store an analog value indefmitely, 
or at least, for so long as the power is connected. By contrast, a sample-hold circuit, 
since it holds the analog data on a capacitor, is susceptible to a definite "droop" (posi
tive or negative) in the analog output as the charge on the capacitor changes due to leak-
age across the switch, from the amplifier's summing point, or from the supplies (or -
perhaps even due to the capacitor's own leakage resistance or dielectric absorption). Thus, 
even though the data may not change at all, as is ideally the case for an aircraft simu
lator's altimeter in "straight & level" flight, it is necessary to update sample-hold circuits 
periodically to correct for output droop. On the other hand, so long as the data remains 
unchanged, a distribution system based on Of A converters (with registers) need not be 
periodically refreshed. 

D/A 

D/A 

D/A 

D/A 

D/A 

D/A 

Figure 1. D/A Converter for each channel; 
parallel-word distribution. 

The Of A converter's ability to store without error lays the foundation for an ''updating 
by exception" rme, whereby the data channels are only updated if the information 
changes. Otherwise, the computer leaves the Of A unrefreshed. 

A further consideration in the use of Of A converters vs. sample-hold circuits lies in the 
matter of allowing for acquisition and settling time. The data sheet for a typical data
distribution sample-hold circuit at reasonable cost may call for acquisition periods ranging 
from 2IJ.s to 20,us or more~ Thus, it is often necessary for the computer to remain con
nected to each channel for the duration of this acquisition period (unless buffered), which 
may use up appreciable main-frame time. By contrast, the storage register of a D/A con-
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verter can be updated in a fraction of a microsecond, so it is quite conceivable that an 
entire 10-channel data-distribution system, using one 0/ A per channel, can be updated in 
the time required to refresh a single sample-hold circuit. 

D/A CONVERTER SAMPLE-HOLDS 
WITH INPUT 
REGISTER 

UPDATE COMMANDS 
TO SAMPLE-HOLDS 

OUTPUT 

Figure 2. Sample-hold for each channel, with single fast, 
accurate D/A Converter. Multiplexing occurs by sampling 
each channel individually as its associated data appears 
on the input bus. 

Offsetting some of the flexibility of the 0/ A-per-channel data-method is the cost of inter
connecting the O/A's to the data source. Parallel data at the to-bit level requires at least 
12 conductors (10 data lines, ground, and command line) from the computer to the O/A 
converter, which, for fast transmission rates, requires costly multiple twisted pairs. If the 
0/ A's are widely-distributed, as, for example, in a steel rolling mill, installation cost for 
the cable may easily be the largest single economic factor, far outweighing the cost of the 
0/ A converters. Cable and installation costs can be reduced somewhat by introducing 
serial, instead of parallel data transmission. However, the penalty now lies in more
involved logic and added updating time (which may not be a problem at all), since each 
to-bit channel requires at least to times as long to update. (See also SEROEX, in 
Chapter 1-4). 

CONVERTER-PER-CHANNEL DISTRIB UTION 

Figure I illustrates the main ingredients of the distribution approach based on one 0/ A 
converter for every channel. Computer data is fed on a parallel bus to all O/A-converter 
input registers, while an update command is addressed individually to each register. When
ever the computer strobes a new data word into the data bus, it emits a command signal 
that causes one of the storage registers to accept this new word. A succession of parallel 
digital words and update commands then completes the data-refreshing cycle. The con
verters may be randomly addressed (and with varying numbers of data points per channel) 
or a computer may program sequential addresses, if the data is programmed to arrive in 
the same order. 

Simultaneous Updating 

In some instances - for example, in semiconductor test equipment - it is advantageous 
to update all analog channels simultaneously, thereby minimizing settling time in both the 
converter's output amplifiers and the IC device undergoing test. A data-distribution ar
rangement that eliminates delays caused by sequential refreshing of each 0/ A converter 
is shown in Figure 3. 

This arrangement (used in the A07522) interposes an extra digital buffer between the 
computer's data bus and the O/A converter's input register. The sy~tem updates the 
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buffer registers serially while apreviously-programmed semiconductor test takes place; 
then, as soon as a new set of analog voltage and current values are required, a command 
signal feeds the new set of digital words from t.~e buffer registers to t.l:le input registers. 
While the device is being tested at these new voltage and current excitation levels, the 
buffer registers are again loaded sequentially for the following test. 
Serial data transmission, to remote DAC's (with or without galvanic isolation) is conduct
ed in much the same way, using two wires for the data, plus an extra conductor for 
command signals. However, the buffer register in this case is a shift register, accepting 
the data serially, but passing it on to the converter in parallel. In the AD7522, the buffer 
registers can be operated in parallel, byte serial, or bit serial. 

ANALOG DISTRIBUTION 

ADDRESS 
INPUT 

BUFFER INPUT 
REGISTERS REGISTERS 

Figure 3. Simultaneous D/A updating. 

Two approaches to sample-hold-circuit updating are shown in Figures 2 and 4. In 
Figure 2, analog data is "shipped" over a common cable to all the sample-hold circuits. 
However, each sample-hold device, normally in hold, remains oblivious to the input data 
until a command signal connects it momentarily to the data bus (sample). On receipt of 
its update pulse, the sample-hold circuit acquires whatever analog information appears on 
the data line and holds this value until subsequently commanded to acquire a new signal 
level. 

An alternative arrangement, using a modular (de)multiplexer for distribution of analog 
data among individual channels, is shown in Figure 4. Here, the sample-hold circuits re
spond to whatever signals are presented at their input terminals, and then hold this signal 
level when the analog input is disconnected. The multiplexer switches serve double duty, 
both in multiplexing and for charging the hold capacitor. Though more subject to leak
age and crosstalk than the circuit of Figure 2, this is a simple and low-cost arrangement. 
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Figure 4. Multiplexing and sample·bold using 
multiplex switches. 

A data-distribution arrangement that eliminates sample-hold circuitry is presented in 
Figure 5. Here, the purpose is to utilize the inherent storage capacity of the device be
ing activated. For example, it is possible to distribute data among several d'Arsonval in
dicators in a utility substation simply by exploiting the natural inertia of the meter 
movement. So long as the data can be refreshed with sufficient rapidity, the meter's aver
age response is simply dependent on the "duty cycle" (dwell time at each switch point to 
refresh period). Thermal ovens can be controlled by pulsing in this way, as can instru
ment servos and other devices with built-in inertia of one kind or another. For such ap
plications, the converter should have sufficient peak output current-handling capacity and 
the switches low-enough resistance (perhaps even electromechanical relays) to avoid intro
ducing errors. 

ADDRESS 
DATA 

D-A 
MUX 
r---~ 

HIGH
INERTIA -= (STORAGE) 
LOADS 

Figure 5. Using output-transducer inertia for averaging 
and data storage, eliminating per-channel storage 
(registers or capacitors/op amps). 

ACQUISITION VS. DISTRIBUTION 

As a rule, data acquisition poses more challenging problems than data distribution, but 
some of the problems assume different shapes. Since data distribution can take place at 
macroscopic power levels (volts and milliamperes), noise is not a great problem (except 
for induced noise in hostile environments). To the contrary, DAC outputs are sometimes 
boosted, as in programmable power supplies; in such cases, it is useful for the DAC's out
put amplifier system to have remote sensing to avoid errors due to voltage drops in the 
wiring. This may also be the case for high-resolution DAC's (such as DAC-I138) at more
modest power levels. 

Sample-holds used in data acquisition must have short aperture time (or at least small 
aperture uncertainty) because they must either deal with the "instantaneous" value of a 
signal, or sample it rapidly at equal time intervals. Their hold time need be no longer 
than is necessary for the ADC to digitize the signal. In short, the emphasis in sample-
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hold circuits for data acquisition lies on rapid acquisition, followed by rapid conversion. 
By contrast, sample-hold configurations used for data distribution usually permit relaxed 
update timing, but the analog values may have to be preserved for long periods without 
"droop." Thus, sample-holds for data distribution must have long hold times, and short 
acquisition-and-settling times. Where high resolution (12 bits or better) and large ratios 
of hold to settling time are necessary, multiple D/A distribution, with storage in regis
ters becomes preferable; the decreasing cost of IC DAC's makes the choice easy. 

FILTERING/SMOOTHING 

In data acquisition, the purpose of filtering is to remove (or at least reduce) analog trans
mitted, inherent, or induced input noise. In distribution, filtering is used to reduce 
"noise" caused by quantization (finite increments of digital resolution causing discon
tinuous analog outputs - the obverse side of quantization uncertainty in A/D conversion), 
and to deal with coupled-in switching transients and "glitches" (which are large spikes 
caused by intermediate codes introduced by asymmetrical switching times at such tran
sitions as 0111 1111 to 1000 0000. 

Discontinuities are often tolerable, especially in DC-value testing, where they occur at the 
application of test conditions, and readings are not taken until the system has settled. On 
th.e other hand, if the converter is producing an analog ramp in discrete steps, the discon
tinuities may have to be smoothed, and certainly any feedthrough transients and/or 
"glitches" must be minimized. Linear filtering of glitches is impractical, because they 
have far from uniform magnitudes and they do not occur at uniform intervals; hence, 
filtering leads to badly-distorted waveforms. Glitches are minimized at the DAC by very 
fast switching with the best-possible matching of rise and fall times (to minimize the ener
gy in the pulse), and then plucked out by "deglitcher" circuitry, which holds the output 
fixed during switching, then releases it for normal settling. The DAC-IODF is an example 
of a DAC specifically designed for this purpose. 

For reconstructing very coarse sampled data, sophisticated interpolation techniques are 
used to overcome the limitations of simple filtering. An example is integration of the dif
ference between two adjacent values so that the "points" are connected by straight lines, 
and the discontinuities become more-easily-filtered changes in slope rather than steps. 

THE COST FACTOR 

As of this writing, costs of low-resolution monolithic DAC's are very low and still decreas
ing. For modest-resolution systems (8-10 bits), multiple DAC usage (for example, employ
the AD7522, which is double-buffered and even permits serial input, as well as direct 
interfacing with microprocessors) is competitive with sample-holds, and generally gives 
better performance, as we have noted. From 10 to 12 bits, sample-holds appear to hold 
the cost edge. Above 12 bits, it is difficult to obtain sample-holds with adequate reso-. 
lution and speed because of the problem of obtaining capacitors with decent dielectric 
absorption characteristics. So, for high resolution, converters-with-registers, though more 
expensive, must win by default. 

MINIMIZING CALIBRATION ERRORS BY SERVOING 

Where many low-cost DAC's are used, it is possible to produce outputs that have abso
lute accuracy limited only by their resolution. This is done by slaving their outputs to 
that of a high-resolution, accurately-calibrated, temperature-stabilized master DAC 
(Figure 6). 

Figure 6a shows the basic principle, with "master" and "slave" DAC's. In this illustration, 
computer data fed to D/A(l) is converted and applied to a comparator in which it is com
pared with the output of the slaved DAC, D/ A(2). The comparator's output drives an 
up/down counter in the appropriate sense to drive the output of the slaved DAC up if it 
lower than the master and down if it is higher. Thus, at balance, the slaved DAC will 
hunt between the two values adjacent to the "correct" value. Filtering provides a degree 
of interpolation. 
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Figure 6a. Controlled·output DAC. 

In Figure 6b, this process is extended to multi-channel multiplexing, to update a number 
of lower-resolution DAC's. Use of feedback as part of the updating process permits an 
array of low-cost, low-resolution (monotonic) converters to establish precisely-controlled 
analog output voltages, regardless of calibration drift, but limited by the resolution. 

The principal disadvantage of this scheme is its slowness, since the precision DAC must 
first settle, then the analog output of the DAC being updated must settle to each new 
trial value before the next clock pulse can be applied to the counter. If the high-precision 
DAC is a 16-bit unit, (e.g., DAC-1136) with settling-time just under lOOps, and the DAC's 
being updated are 12-bit units, with LSB-settling time of 2fJ.s, each channel can require at 
least 8ms for updating, but a possible minimum of less than lOOfJ.s. The comparator re
versal can be used to signal completed conversion and initiate updating of the next chan
nel, to minimize throughput time per cycle of update. 
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Figure 6b. Low-cost high-accuracy distribution. 
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ISOLATION 

If a data-distribution system is spread over a large geographical area, it frequently becomes 
necessary to isolate the va...;ous analog loads from the digital data source. Otherwise, sub
stantial differences in ground potential at the various locations could cause large ground 
currents or excessive induced noise. Isolation could be accomplished by transformer or 
optical coupling, applied either to the digital signals (two-wire line with serial-to-parallel
to-analog conversion at the load), or to the analog signals after conversion, using (for 
example) isolation amplifiers in the 284 family, which also provide auxiliary floating 
power for additional remote circuitry, such as low-level preamplifiers. 
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Subsystems and 
Data Communications 

Now that we have seen a number of basic data-acquisition and data-distribution archi
tectures in Chapters 1-2 and 1-3, it may be worthwhile to pause and consider some forms of 
system implementation. Areas of contemporary interest include: 

1. Proprietary systems, subsystems, and components for interfacing and data 
communication. 

2. Interfacing converters with nearby destinations, such as a microprocessor data bus, 
using parallel and byte-serial connections. 

3. Communicating sensor-based data with distant destinations using serial techniques. 

In Chapter 1-2, most of the configurations treat parallel data from the converter as an input 
to a nebulous "bufferH block. This buffer translates the converter's output into machine 
data format, monitors the status of conversion, initiates conversions, addresses the multi
plexer, initiates sample/hold, gain-ranging, etc. This function is achieved by the purchase of 
proprietary interface products, ranging from IC's and modules to complete systems, and 
integrating them into the user's overall system. 

In this chapter, we shall examine ways in which these forms of interfacing are achieved-first 
by outlining a number of proprietary systems and subsystems that form a hierarchy, then by 
a more-detailed consideration of the two basic forms of interfacing-parallel (and byte-serial) 
and serial. 

We must be careful to limit the scope of this discussion, because anyone of these topics 
could itself justify a volume the size of this book for a thorough in-depth treatment of all 
possible cases. Our method will employ the following techniques: First, this book is orient
ed primarily towards converters: we shall seek to maintain that focus in this chapter. Second, 
though we will tend to summarize in somewhat general terms, we wi11limit much of our 
discussion to ideas for which concrete embodiments can be found in the Analog Devices 
product line. This, in turn, permits an abbreviated treatment, with security in the knowledge 
that the reader who desires greater depth can find substantial amounts of detailed informa
tion relating to specific approaches in our published literature (and products available to 
implement them). 

I. SUBSYSTEMS FOR INTERFACING CONVERTERS TO ANALOG AND 
DIGITAL WORLDS 

Briefly summarizing some salient ideas from earlier chapters, data acqusition is the process 
of transforming electrical voltages or currents, usually transducer outputs, into digital infor
mation to be received at some defined destination in a system, for storage, display, process
ing, or further transmission (Figure 1). The data-acqusition process typically involves these 
forms of activity: 

Analog signal-manipulation 

Analog-digital conversion 

Digital signal manipUlation 

Digital control manipulation 
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Analog signal manipulation includes such operations as isolated pre-amplification, gain ad
justment, linearization, algebraic functions (perhaps involving other inputs), sample-hold, 
and analog multiplexing. 

An analog-to-digital converter produces a parallel or serial digital code that represents the 
ratio of an analog signal to a reference voltage or current. The digital code is usually-but 
not always-a binary or binary-coded-decimal number proportional to the ratio. 

Digital SIGNAL manipulation might involve multiplexing, various arithmetic and logic 
operations-e.g., magnitude comparisons, algebraic operations, code or format conversions
storage, transmission to a central or intermediate processor, and deriving control signals for 
either digital handshaking or for operations on the "real-world" portion of the system. 

Digital CONTROL manipulation includes control of all digital operations, programming of 
analog functions (switching gains or circuit configurations), selection of analog channels, 
initiation of conversions, etc., and all of the associated software. 

A data-acquisition system (for our purposes) is a self-contained subsystem, consisting of the 
conversion function (which involves at least one aId converter) and some portion of both 
the analog and the digital manipulation circuitry. This definition is obviously quite flexible, 
since it permits a full [unctionai range from a simple aId converter (with a given analog 
span and digital controls) to an "intelligent" multi-channel measurement-and-control 
subsystem-and a full physical gamut from an integrated-circuit chip to a rack (or a room) 
full of equipment. 

The properties that define a given subsystem are determined by the application; their choice 
is affected by such factors as resolution, noise levels, system size and complexity, delegation 
of system tasks, frequency and level of interactions, the physical environment, and (of 
course) cost-of hardware, of software, of wire, and of system development, prototyping, 
and manufacture. 

When choosing the approach to take in designing a system, one system designer's com
ponent or subassembly may be another designer's turnkey system. In general, the design 
problem involves a classical "make-or-buy" situation. The designer will purchase available 
components or subsystems that reflect the level of integration that is a best compromise 
between out-of-pocket cost and the many costs-both overt and hidden- of expending de
sign and manufacturing effort in technological areas that are peripheral to one's primary 
mission. 

The hierarchy of systems integration is especially deep at Analog Devices, ranging as it does 
from integrated-circuit converter chips to complete processor-based turnkey quality-control 
systems for the textile industry. As examples of levels of the hierarchy that are relevant for 
readers of this book, Table I lists some specific products that were available from Analog 
Devices in January, 1977.* 

*Since a complete discussion of their properties and applications is beyond the scope of this book, we will discuss several 
of these products in the context of their role in the conversion system. Complete information is available, ranging from 
free data sheets and brochures to complete instruction books and software manuals (at reasonable cost). Consult a nearby 
Analog Devices field office, or write to the address on the flyleaf of this book. 
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TABLE 1. REPRESENTATIVE EXAMPLES OF DATA-ACQUISITION SYSTEMS, SUBSYSTEMS 
AND SUBASSEMBLIES MANUFACTURED BY ANALOG DEVICES IN JANUARY, 1977. 

Chapter 1-4 

MACSYM ONE Fully Integrated Measurement And Control SYsteM 
Macsym One is a processor-based Measurement and Control SYsteM used to 
automate the measurement, evaluation, and control of real-world events--analog 
and digital--while interfacing with human operators and other computers_"In one 
compact package, it incorporates a processor, interface modules, an operator's 
panel, serial data ports and easy-to-use software. It can handle expandably from 
8 to 4000 analog or digital input/output signals. 

RTI-1200 Analog/Microcomputer Interface Subsystem 
The RTI-1200 Real-Time Interface is a complete ready-to-use analog inputl 
output subsystem designed for physical, electrical, and software compatibility 
with the SBC-80/10 Single-Board Computer--and easy interfacing with any 
other 80aO-based microcomputer having accessible address, data, and control 
buses. Interfacing as a block of memory locations, it has extraordinary versatility. 

DAS1128 Data-Acquisition Subsystem 
The DAS-1128 is a general-purpose 12-bit basic data-acquisition building block 
that can accept a differential or 16 single-ended analog inputs, multiplex them, 
sample-hold, and convert, with a maximum throughput rate of 35kHz. It can 
be readily interfaced with microcomputer systems. 

SERDEX SERial Data-EXchange Modules 
SERDEX modules (and cards) permit easy communication between the parallel
digital-data world of ADC's, DAC's, DPM's and other digital instruments, and 
the 2-wire ASCII world of teletypewriters and computers_ Transmitters translate 
parallel data to asynchronous serial, Receivers translate ASCII to parallel, and 
Multiplexers permit operation of a number of modules in a system. 

AD2008 Versatile Systems-Oriented Digital Panel Meter 
The AD200a is a 4V,-digit line-powered DPM, with a floating opto-isolated front 
end, designed for making accurate measurements in adverse electrical environ
ments. Besides an easy-to-read display (for the human interface), it has both 
parallel-BCD and pulse-train options available, and a variety of control facilities, 
for flexibility in interfacing with local or remote equipment. 

AD7550 Single-Chip Microprocessor-Compatible Ratiometric ADC 
The AD7550 is a 13-bit analog/digital converter on a single monolithic chip. Its 
three-state digital data outputs and select lines permit direct interfacing with an 
B-bit microprocessor data bus in byte-serial format. It can be easily configured 
for memory-managed I/O. lts "quad-slope" conversion technique provides 
stabilities to within lppmtC. 
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We will review briefly the functional repertoire of these products in relation to the conver
sion interface, starting with the simplest (the AD7550) and working our way up the chain. 

THE AD7550 13-BIT CONVERTER ON A CHIP 

The AD7550 is a l2-bit-plus-sign 2's-complement ratiometric aId converter, built on a single 
monolithic CMOS chip and housed in a 40-pin DIP package. As the block diagram in Figure 2 
shows, it is an integrating converter, employing the quad-slope principle (see Chapter 11-2), 
and it requires a reference, three resistors, and a capacitor for normal fixed-reference opera
tion. The data output is available via two sets of three-state latches * , one for the 5 more
significant bits and the other for the 8 less-significant bits. The conversion-status (BUSy) 
and overrange outputs are also three-state; this permits them to be connected to a micro
processor's common data bus and treated as data (as we shall shortly show in Figure l2). 
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Figure 2. Block diagram of the AD7550 AID converter. 

Thus, the AD7550 can provide either full-parallel 13-bit data output (with both bytes en
abled) or byte-serial data output (with both bytes wired to a common bus and enabled at 
different times). In addition, a pulse-stream output can be used with a remote counter for a 
kind of serial data transmission. 

THE AD2008 SYSTEM-ORIENTED PANEL METER 

The AD2008 (Figure 3) is a 4Y2-digit-plus-sign panel meter designed for flexible system inter
facing, as well as for accurate display of input voltage or its ratio to external references. 
Optional BCD or pulse-train outputs permit either parallel or serial interfacing. Line-power
ed operation and opto-isolation permit floating measurements to be made in the presence of 
common-mode voltages as great as 300V rms. In addition to magnitude and sign informa
tion, digital outputs also include DATA READY and (for the parallel option) OVERLOAD; 
control inputs include a 4-mode external TRIGGER-HOLD (2.5 conversions/second, maxi
mum-rate conversion, fmish-this-conversion-and-hold, start conversion), and remote display 
controls (test segments, blank display, blank polarity). 

*Three-state latches provide normal "1" or "0" data when enabled; the output floats (open switch) when not enabled. 
This permits a number of channels to share a common bus (enabled-one-at-a-time). 
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Figure 3. AD200B block diagram 

SERDEX SERIAL DATA-EXCHANGE CARDS 

SERDEX (SERial Data EXchange) components are flexible building blocks of systems in 
which converters and other controlled devices can communicate with remote (up to 3km 
distant) destinations under remote control, over a single twisted wire-pair, using asyn
chronous serial ASCII-coded digital information. The three principal components are the 
STX transmitter, the SRX receiver, and the SMX multiplexer, shown in basic functional 
blo~k form in Figure 4. A brief example shows how SERDEX works: The asynchronous 
port, a Teletype machine, transmits the ASCII code for the character "?", Upon receiving it, 
the STX initiates a conversion. When the conversion has been completed, the STX translates 
the parallel BCD output of the converter into ASCII format and sends back the numerical 
magnitude of the converter input for printout, digit by digit. Since the STX ignores alpha
betic characters, a printout might look like this: 

HOW MANY TONS OF GRAVEL ARE ON THE SCALE? 112 

The STX also responds to six characters, in addition to "?", as shown; they can be used to 
initiate switch closures. For example, the next command might be 

DUMP THE LOAD! 

The "!" would initiate a switch closure to carry out the instruction. The SRX receiver 
communicates with d/a converter, to provide an analog output, in response to a transmitted 
ASCII number, followed by the symbol "$"; the SRX will also accept six other control 
characters, like the STX. For systems involving more than one transmitter and/or receiver, 
the SMX digital multiplexer sorts ollt the messages, in response to the character "#" and a 
a numeral. For example, 

HOW MANY CC OF SOLUTION ARE IN BEAKER #2? 053 

causes the multiplexer to select STX number 2; at the same time, the a/ d converter associat
ed with the level measurement performs a conversion and sends back its reading, 053. 

It its not hard to see that pilot measurement-and-control systems of respectable magnitude 
can be quickly assembled with little software development, using standard Teletype 
machines or computers of any scope having asynchronous serial data ports. More informa
tion on SERDEX and its applications can be found in Section 3 of this chapter. 
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Figure 4. The elements of SERDEX. 

DASl128 DATA-ACQUISITION SUBSYSTEM 

Thus far, we have considered two forms of system-oriented converters and a family of system 
components that are converter-oriented. We now come to a classical data-acquisition sub
system, the DAS1128. It can be seen that its form (Figure 5), resembles the central struc
ture in Figure 1. The DASl128 comprises an analog-input-signal mUltiplexer, a sample-hold 
amplifier, a 12-bit aid converter, and all ofthe programming, timing, and control circuitry 
needed to perform the data-acquisition function and provide a parallel digital output in 
binary, offset-binary, 1 's-complement, or 2's-complement coding. 

The user, by choice of external jumpers, can determine whether the device is to accept 8 
channels of differential signals, 16 channels of single-ended signals, or 16-channels ,of 
"pseudo-differential" input, with a common reference. The multiplexer can be jumpered to 
scan continuously any number of consecutive channels, from 2 to 16, to scan sequentially 
on step command, or to select channels as randomly addressed. 

The user can also connect the device to establish a variety of full-scale ranges, with either 
round-number full-scale voltage (e.g., 0 to+ lOY), or round-number per-bit voltage (LSB = 
2.5m V, full scale = 1 O.24V). Where throughput rate is of prime importance, the device may 
be connected in an OVERLAP mode, in which the next channel may be selected while a 
conversion is in process; in addition, the clock frequency may be adjusted for the best 
conversion-time/accuracy tradeoff, and, finally, the conversion may be short-cycled to the 
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minimum-acceptable number of bits. The range of throughput rates is from 35,000 12-bit 
conversions per second for different channels to 200,000 successive 4-bit conversions per 
second on a single channel. 
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Figure 5. Block diagram of the DAS1128 data-acquisition subsystem. 

The DAS 1128 can be made to interface with a microcomputer via peripheral interface chips, 
as you will see in Section 2. However, the burden of interfacing is on the designer of the 
system. For a subsystem that relieves the system designer of hardware problems relating to 
the analog-digital-processor interface (and even many of the software considerations), one 
can turn to the RTI-1200, which is physically, electrically, and software-compatible with a 
popular single-board microcomputer, the Intel SBC-80/l O. 

RTI-1200 REAL-TIME INTERFACE 

Figure 6 shows the salient electrical features of the RTI-1200 "Real-Time Interface". First 
of all, the upper central portion of the diagram shows the conventional multiplexer-sample .... 
hold-aId converter configuration, that is characteristic of data-acquisition systems, and a 
pair of optional dla converters, for analog data distribution. At the left are the direct con
nections to the microcomputer buses: data, control, and address. Other elements of the 
RTI-1200's optional (*) and inherent hardware features are overvoltage protection at the 
analog inputs, a programmable-gain amplifier for up to 3 bits of additional dynamic range, 
4-20mA current inputs and outputs*, logic drivers for controlling external devices, a dcldc 
power converter for deriving all operating voltages from the +5V computer power bus*, a 
pacer-clock system for relating the computer to real time and for producing repetitive events 
within the RTI-1200, and a socket for user-installed lk programmable read-only memory 
(PROM), which may be used either in relation to tasks involving the RTI-1200 (such as data
linearizing) or simply to add memory capacity within the microcomputer system. 

It should be readily apparent that, in hardware alone, the RTI-1200 marshals on one board a 
fairly complete data-acquisition function. Its software features make that function even 
more accessible. First, it is designed to appear to the computer as a block of memory loca
tions. This means, for example, that with the appropriate address and a MEMORY WRITE 
command, an aId conversion can be initiated or data strobed into one of the dla converters. 
Some of the operations that become easy software exercises include:t self-checking, calibra
tion, use of multiple RTI-1200's (with card select), improving throughput rates, acquiring 

tTechniques for these operations, and more, can be found in the RTI·1200 User's Guide, $5, Analog Devices, Inc., 
P.O. Box 796, Norwood MA 02062. 
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data on sequentially numbered channels, automatic gain rangmg, end-of-conversion inter
rupts, pacer-triggered interrupts, etc. 
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Figure 6. Block diagram of the RTI-1200 Real-Time Interface. 
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Beyond the RTI-1200, and the limitations of its host computer, the SBC-80/10, one would 
have to consider a general-purpose integrated Measurement And Control SYsteM, processor
based, that could automate the measurement, evaluation, and control of analog and digital 
real-world events, while interfacing with human operators, other computers, and peripherals. 
Such a system is Macsym One. As the block diagram in Figure 7 shows, it incorporates a 
processor, interface modules, an operator's panel, serial data ports. It also includes easy-to
use software involving a sophisticated operating system. 
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Figure 7. Block diagram of Macsym One system hardware. 
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MACSYM ONE-A COMPLEAT SYSTEM 

Macsym One is a fully integrated hardware/software system, easily programmable in a high
level measurement and control language, designed to simplify the application of computing 
power to "real-world, real-time" measurement and control problems, particularly when 
computer knowhow, time, money, or staff is in short supply. It can be used as a program
mable instrument, programmable controller, programmable data-logger, programmable 
calculator, and remote network processor. 

Its hardware consists of a chassis containing a single-board processor with memory, a system
support board, an operator's control panel, and a backplane capable of accepting 16 addi
tional option boards. Systems are configured by plugging standard off-the-shelf boards 
(as required for a particular application) into the backplane, which serves as a communica
tions and power bus. Expansion chassis are also available. Input/output (I/O) boards provide 
functional interfaces to analog and digital real-world process signals. A unique "master-slave" 
expansion concept permits each family of I/O boards to be expanded 16-fold. The system 
supports a number of standard peripherals, including floppy disk and cassette tape for 
program and data storage, Tektronix 4006 storage-tube graphic display, and RS232 ports 
for remote communication and user interfacing via RS232-compatible peripherals. 

The supporting software greatly simplifies the task of creating and running programs that 
match the system to the application. The support packages include a high-level language 
for program development using simple English/algebraic expressions (MacBASIC), an execu
tive program (XMAC) that facilitates the development and manages the running of user pro
grams or subroutines written in high-level or assembly language, and an assembly-language 
system-for creating assembly-language object code-that may be linked to and called from 
the high-level language. 

This completes the summary of a gamut of proprietary systems, subsystems, and compo
nents for interfacing and data communication. It has been intentionally wide-ranging, and if 
the reader has found it incomplete and somewhat breathtaking, these are perceptions that 
were by no means lost to the writer. Let us now consider in somewhat greater detail a com
mon application of a number of the devices described, the interfacing of parallel data. 

2. INTERFACING CONVERTERS WITH MICROPROCESSORS, USING PARALLEL 
CONNECTIONS 

Microprocessors, because of their low cost and ready availability, have established what will 
be the prime area for converter interfacing in the future. It therefore makes sense to indicate 
how the general principles discussed in earlier chapters can be applied in fairly specific ways 
to microprocessors. 

There is plethora of detailed microprocessor architectures and software systems, differ
entiated by manufacturer, by "generation," and by degree of integration. It would be futile 
and well beyond the scope of this chapter to explore even a few of them in detail. Instead, 
we shall seek to show the elements that most microprocessors have in common and to in
dicate how some of the conversion and data-acquisition devices mentioned earlier can be 
interfaced to IJP's. Many of the underlying ideas can be found, with considerably more 
flesh on them, in volumes of "The Bugbook" series*, which contain a wealth of basic 
information and sets of microcomputer-interfacing experiments, using 8080-based systems. 
EDN's Microcomputer Systems Reference Issue is also a useful source. t 
A microcomputer is a full, operational computer system based on a microprocessor chip. 
A microprocessor chip (packaged integrated circuit) is something less than a microcomputer, 
and the difference between the two is simply a measure of a continually shrinking technolo
gical gap. Figure 8 shows a functional diagram of the connections to an 8080 microprocessor. 
They include a 16-bit unidirectional latched address bus, which is used to address one eight
bit byte out of a possible 65,536 bytes of (external) memory; an 8-bit bidirectional data bus 

* A vintage example is THE BUGBOOK III, by David G. Larsen, Peter R. Rony, and Jonathan A. Titus, 1975, published 
by E & L Instruments, Inc., 61 First Street, Derby, Connecticut 06418. 
tAt hand at the time of writing was the 1976 issue (Nov. 20, No. 21), EDN Magazine, Cahners Publishing Co., Inc., Boston. 
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for transferring data to or from the processor; a set of power-supply terminals; a pair of 
clock terminals; and a set of incoming and outgoing control lines. The processor itself con
tains an accumulator, a set of registers, and the operational capability of carrying out up to 
256 different instructions, coded in 8-bit words. The instruction groups include data-trans
fer; arithmetic operations; logic operations; branching operations; and stack, I/O, and 
machine-control operations. 
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Figure 8. Functional diagram of connections to the 8080 microprocessor. 

"Double-precision" operations are inherent: a number of instructions string two 8-bit data 
bytes together as a 16-bit word. It will be seeri that this is a useful feature in dealing with 
converters. 

MICROPROCESSOR INTERFACING, I/O VS. MEMORY 

To interface a converter or a data-acquisition system to a microprocessor, a number of re
quirements must be fulfilled: 

It must be possible to address the converter subsystem, and, if a MUX with 
random addressing is used, it must be possible to address specific analog channels. 

The output of the converter must be transformed to a compatible format and 
to circuitry compatible with three-state bussing. 

Suitable software and control signals must be provided to initiate conversion, 
determine when conversion is complete, and transfer the data appropriately. 

There are two common ways of interfacing peripheral devices with microcomputers (Figure 
9). One utilizes an area of memory space, usually restricted in extent, set aside for I/O 
devices; for example, 256 inputs and 256 outputs may be used with the 8080. These 
inputs/outputs interface with the accumulator via peripheral interface chips, which handle 
the addressing, the conversion of (say) 12-bit parallel to two three-state ~ 8-bit bytes, and 
the controls for I/O read/write. 
The other approach, memory-managed interfacing, treats the external I/O devices (and their 
peripheral chips, if necessary) as memory, using the controls for memory read/write. This 
approach makes available a much larger number of possible addresses and greater freedom 
over their disposition, as well as the large number of instructions involving memory, includ
ing-in the case of the 8080-the double-precision 16-bit memory load-and-store instruction, 
which becomes directly available for input/output control. 
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Figure 9. Accumulator (or isolated) I/O vs. memory mapped I/O. 

There are some other advantages to memory-managed I/O. Figure 10 shows an interpreta
tion of a microprocessor's principal role (that it has in common with all stored-program 
digital computers), that of memory controller. Its primary function is to fetch instructions 
from memory. Time-wasting dislocations caused by the intrusion of the outside world into 
this satisfying internal game are minimized if the outside world can be made to look like 
memory. For example, the processor may think it is writing into memory when it is really 
updating the output voltage of a DAC. Since different microprocessors communicate with 
memory in essentially the same way, it becomes simpler (for both user and vendor) for a 
company like Analog Devices to furnish memory-managed I/O devices (especially basic IC 
chips, such as the AD7550 aId converter) that will communicate, in concept, with a large 
majority of available microprocessors, whatever the details of their hardware or software. 
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8 BIT BIDIRECTIONAL 
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Figure 10. A microprocessor is a memory-controller. 

Finally, the use of memory ports for I/O permits the use of "horizontal" memory-managed 
I/O ("card select" in the R TI-1200). This technique allows the design of highly structured 
operating-system architectures, which can sidestep the difficulties posed by lack of relative
and index-addressing modes in the 8080. 

Concrete examples of some of these concepts can be given in terms of the products men
tioned earlier in this chapter. 

INTERFACING DAS 1128 AND AN 8080 

Figure 11 shows how a DAS 1128 data-acquisition subsystem might be interfaced with an 
8080, using an 8255 peripheral interface chip. A typical sequence of events, slightly simpli
fied, is this: 

1. A "setup" byte, addressed to this channel (address decoded), is latched (written) into 
the 8255. It confIgures the 8255 as a set of two input ports (8 and 4 bits), which will 
receive the data from the converter, and one 4-bit output port, which will address 
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the appropriate MUX channel. (The DAS 1128 will have been configured for random 
addressing.) 

2. A MUX-address byte, addressed to this channel (address decoded), appears on the 
data bus and is latched (written) into the MUX-address input of the DAS 1128, 
causing the multiplexer to switch to the appropriate channel. 

3. A conversion command, addressed to this channel (address decoded), is written into 
the DAS1128's STROBE input and initiates a conversion cycle, starting with 
sample-hold. 

4. At some later time, when the conversion can be expected to have been completed, 
successive READ pulses, addressed to this channel (addresses decoded), cause data 
in the 8-bit and 4-bit input bytes of the 8255 to be transferred to the microprocessor. 
It is also possible (but not shown for the sake of simplicity) for the DAS1128's 
STATUS (BUSY) line to have triggered an interrupt cycle when the converter's out
put became valid, in order to get fast handling without tying up the processor during 
the conversion. Interfacing could be either I/O or memory-managed, trading off 8-bit 
(I/O) vs. 16-bit (memory) addressing for the sake of simpler software (2-byte instruc
tions) and faster machine handling. 

DASl128 

ADDRESS 
DECODER S"I'IillHE 

ROM RAM 

8080 
CPU 

WR MUXADR 

1m 8 LSB'S 

RESET 4 MSB'S 

DATA BUS 

Figure 77. Interfacing a DAS1128 to an 8080 mlcroprocessor. 

It is easy to see that essentially the same technique could be used to interface a simple 12-
parallel-bit converter, such as the AD572, without the MUX, and with or without a sample/ 
hold. If a separate sample-hold (such as the AD582) were used, an appropriate time delay 
must be used between the initiating HOLD command and the start of conversion. 

INTERFACING AD7550's WITH MICROCOMPUTERS 

If the converter has three-state outputs with two separate ~8-bit bytes that can be individu
ally enabled, the peripheral-interface chip can be eliminated. The AD7550 is a good example 
of such a converter. Figure 12 shows how the AD7550 may be connected to an 8-bit data 
bus. The outputs of the AD7550 are arranged in three groups, each having 3-state outputs 
and independent select (enable) lines. The three groups are: 

1. Low 8 bits of the data word. 

2. High 5 bits of the data word. 

3. The "status" bit (busy signal) and the overrange bit. 
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STEN (STATUS ENABLE) 

Figure 12. Interfacing the AD7550 to an 8 bit data bus. 
Coding of AD7550 is 13-bit 2's complement. 

When wired as shown, each of the three groups can be selected and enabled (500ns max 
access time) for transmission on the data bus. A fourth signal, START, is required to ini
tiate conversion. 

A NOTE ON BIT-LABELLING 

Note that the labelling of the bits differs from the normal bit-labelling used in conversion 
techriology. Elsewhere in this text, the most-significant bit is labelled "Bit 1", and the least
significant bit is "Bit n", corresponding to the fractional binary weights, rj; that is, bit 1 
has the weight 2 -1 = Y2, and the LSB has weight rn = 1/2n. This corresponds naturally 
to the way converters work (full-scale digital output generally corresponds to a unity ratio 
of analog signal-to-reference). Perhaps unfortunately, microprocessor manufacturers have 
chosen to use integer-binary bit notation, in which the most-significant bit is labelled "Bit 
n-l" and the least-significant bit is "Bit 0", corresponding to the integer weights, 2j; that 
is, bit (n - 1), the MSB, has the relative weight 2 n -1 • and bit 0, the LSB, has the weight 
2 0 = 1. 

The difference in format, for two-byte words, corresponds to the difference between "left
justified" words (integer point at left), e.g., (12 bits) /1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1111 1 0 1 X X X Xland 
"right-justified" words (integer point at right), e.g.,IX X X X 1 0 1 1110 1 1 1 1 1 0 1.1 (For 
better or worse,) the "first-generation" of ILP-compatible devices discussed here are format
ted for ease-of-use with popular microprocessors, rather than for either historical continu
ity or highest analog accuracy in the single-byte 8-bit mode. Hence, in the AD7550, (and the 
AD7570 successive-approximations ADC, and the AD7522 multiplying DAC), the low byte 
has the 8 less-significant bits, the high byte has the (five) more-significant bits, and the bits 
are labeled from DBn _ 1 (the MSB) to DBO (LSB). 

Figure 13 shows how two AD7550's, each connected as in Figure 12, could interface to the 
idealized microprocessor of Figure 10. Since the AD7550 was designed as a compromise for 
both parallel and byte-serial operation, the external address decoding logic is necessary, as 
shown. The resulting interface is nevertheless quite simple. The 1:8 decoder identifies 8 
different instructions, all implemented as MEMORY READ, including the START CON
VERSION, which is implemented with a dummy READ command. Following the START 
command, the microprocessor can examine the status of conversion at will by reading data 
from the status (BUSY) addresses. When this datum indicates that the conversion process 
has been completed, a single 16-bit MEMORY READ instruction will provide the 13-bit 
digital value. 

If it is desired that the end-of-conversion (EOC) produce an INTERRUPT request, the status 
line could be wired to an interrupt request line and enabled at the start of conversion. This 
scheme can be extended to embrace any number of ADC's, or indeed any number of com
binations of ADC's and DAC's for an analog in/out subsystem. 
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Figure 13. Interfacing multiple AD7550's to a microprocessor. 

SOPHISTICATED MEMORY-MANAGED INTERFACING VIA THE RTI-1200 

One of the RTI-1200's most important features is the way it interfaces to a microcomputer. 
It appears as a block of memory locations, using the memory-managed I/O technique; all of 
the 8080's memory-reference instructions can be used in communicating with the RTI-1200. 
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HEX ADDRESSES 

FCOO TO FFFF -- "",,,"""="'1'" 

ECOO TO EFFF -- 1"""=="'1'" 

DCCO TO DFFF -- F=~~;;:::;; ... 

4COO TO 4FFF -- F="""'-"'t"'" 

3COO TO 3FFF -- F=~"'1" 

2COO TO 2FFF -- I"':"~~""f" 

,COO to lFFF __ 
I"'-"'"""""""""'f' 

OCCO to OFFF -- ~~='t' 

BLOCK 2 

BLOCK 1 

THE RTI·l200 CAN BE POSITIONED 
IN ANY OF 16 BLOCKS. HOWEVER. 
TWO OF THOSE BLOCKS. AS NOTED 
BELOW. CANNOT BE USED. 

EACH BLOCK CONTAINS 
1024 BYTES. 

THESE TWO BLOCKS CANNOT BE 
USED BECAUSE THEY ARE ALREADY 
USED BY THE SBC-80/10. 

Figure 14. Positioning the RT/-1200 in the SSe-BO/70's 
memory address space. 
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For example, one of the memory locations used by the RTI-1200 contains the address of 
the analog-input channel selected by the multiplexer. Stepping from one channel to the next 
can be accomplished with a single instruction that increments or decrements the contents of 
a memory location. 

A diagram of the R TI-1200's location in memory space is shown in Figure 14. The RTI-1200 
occupies a lk (l024-byte) block, located at any of 14 positions selected by the user. The 
functions relating to the operation of the RTI-1200 reside in the top 16 locations. the re
maining 1008 locations are reserved for use by a lk programmable read-only memory 
(PROM) that a user may furnish (and plug in on-board). Such a PROM can be used simply 
to expand the computer's memory space independently of the RTI-1200's functions. More 
frequently, it can be used to store subroutines relating to the RIT-1200 (transducer linear
izing, for example). This can be especially advantageous if more than one RTI-1200 is used 
with a single microcomputer. 

Figure 15 shows a more-detailed functional view of the memory space utilized by the 
RTI-1200, and Figure 16, on the next page, is a bit-by-bit memory map. There are a few 
features of especial interest: 

XFFO, the SETUP byte, is instructed as to whether or not the end of conversion will 
trigger an interrupt. It is also instructed as to which pacer clock will be used, and whether 
"it will be used to trigger conversions or interrupts. 

Bytes XFF5 and XFF4, and XFF7 and XFF6 write data into the two (optional) on-board 
dla converters, in a "right-justified" 12-bit 2-byte format. 

XFF8 provides aId converter output, with 12-bit accuracy, but truncated to eight bits of 
resolution. 

XFFE and XFFD provide the fu1112-bit aid converter output, in the right-justified 2-byte 
format. 

Two bytes, XFF9 (Gain Select) and XFFA (MUX Address) can be either read or written 
into. This allows their condition to be determined when gain-ranging or automatically 
cycled MUX addressing is used. 
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Figure 15. An expanded view of a memory block occupied 
by the RTl-1200. 
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Figure 16. RTI-1200 memory map. 

XFFF is a "card-select" (horizontal memory-mapped) byte. This feature permits a 
number of RTI-1200's to occupy the same block of memory interchangeably when address
ed (Figure 17). 
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THE CARD SELECT FEATURE ALLOWS 
UP TO 16 RTI-I200'S TO SHARE ONE 
BlOCK OF MEMORY LOCATIONS 

BLOCKS 32, 36 AND 40 ARE THREE 
OF 14 BLOCKS WHERE A SINGLE 
RTJ.1200 OR MULTIPLE RlI-12OO'S 
CAN BE POSITIONED 

SBC-BOll0 MEMORY 
ADDRESS SPACE 

Figure 17. Vertical and horizontal memory-managed I/O as applied to the RTI-1200. 
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As an illustration of the simplifications afforded by memory-managed interfacing, combined 
with the advantages of on-board firmware, in the conception and writing of system software, 
here is the entire (8080 assembly language) program for acquiring a single reading from a 
single channel: 

MVI 
STA 
STA 

LOOP: LDA 
RLC 
JNC 
LHLD 
HLT 

A,07H 
MUXADR 
CNVCMD 
STATUS 

LOOP 
ADCLO 

; SELECT CHANNEL 07H 
; ISSUE CONVERT COMMAND 

CHECK EOC BIT 
READ DATA 

This program selects the desired analog channel (07), issues a CONVERT COMMAND, de
termines when the data is ready, and reads the data. At its conclusion, 12-bit data from the 
converter will be present in a two-byte register-pair. This program requires only that the 
desired gain has previously been selected (Le., the desired data stored in the GAINSEL byte) 
and that the proper setup data had been written into the SETUP byte. In this case, the 
correct setup byte would be OOH (00, hexadecimal), which means that the pacers are turned 
off, and end-of-conversion will not trigger an interrupt. 

3. SERIAL INTERFACING 

We've shown some of the ways analog information can be handled in its translation to dig
ital and in the interfacing of the digital information with a processor bus. This approach 
makes the most sense if the source of the analog information is electrically and physically 
near the processor. If, on the other hand, the data must be carried through an electrically 
noisy environment, andlor over distances greater than a few meters (a task which would 
become quite expensive for parallel data transmission, because of the high cost of wire and 
wiring, and the need for more driver power to deal with increased capacitance), immediate 
conversion to some form of digital or pulse transmission in two-wire serial form is strongly 
desirable. 

V IF CONVERTERS 

Perhaps the most-obvious approach is the use of a voltage-to-frequency converter, a device 
that produces a (usually asynchronous) output train of pulses or square-waves at a frequency 
proportional to the input voltage or current. V If converters offer high resolution at low 
cost, in common with other integrating methods. A V If converter can continously track the 
input signal without the need for clock pulses, convert-command signals, or any form of 
external logic. The direct count of its output pulses, over a time period (Figure 18), can 
produce a binary or BCD digital number, which represents the average value of the input 
during the counting period. 
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Figure 18. V/F converter used as a nearly 78-bit binary (5%BCD) 
AID converter. Resolution is 7 pulse in 200,000, or 0.05% of smallest 
input signal (or 5ppm of full scale). ' 
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The VFC pulses require but a single wire-pair for transmission, unlike parallel converters, 
which-for!!.. bits-require at least n+ 1 wires, or synchronous serial converters, which require 
a form of clock signal. The V If converter may share a local power source with a transducer 
and may be optically coupled for high common-mode isolation (Figure 19). 

5 
...-+-+-01 

V/F 

3 

60+-'""-----' 
PHOTO-COUPLER 

t~----iel---------Jt 
SOOVdc TO 1500Vdc 

+V. 

COUNTER/ 
OISPLAY 

Figure 19. Optically-iso/ated A-D conversion. 

Or a low-power-drain integrated-circuit V/f converter, such as the AD537, can use the two
wire link both to obtain its excitation voltage and to furnish an output-current pulse train, 
as Figure 20 shows. This avoids the need for local excitation. The current signal is converted 
to a DTL/TTL or CMOS-compatible signal by the single-transistor termination circuit shown. 
The excellent supply rejection, high output-drive capability, and square-wave output from 
the AD537, are all advantageous in this application. 

The pulse trains from a number of AD537 VFC's may be mUltiplexed onto the same counter 
in random order by connecting their collectors together (sharing a single pullup resistor), 
and their emitters to the open collectors of a I:N address decoder. Opening all gates but the 
one selected will cause its output pulse train to appear at the common collector terminal. 

A scheme for building a synchronous V If converter can be found in pages 83-85 of the 
NONLINEAR CIRCUITS HANDBOOK. * Synchronous VFC's produce pulses only when 
clocked, with a maximum rate related to the clock frequency. By a suitable interleaving of 
clock phases in relation to a master clock, synchronous VFC's can be multiplexed onto a 
single line. 

THE A0537 CAN BE USED FOR TRUE TWO·WIRE OPERATION, AS SHOWN HERE. THE 
FREOUENCY INFORMATION IS TRANSMITTED AS A CURRENT SIGNAL ON THE SUPPLY LINE 
TO THE DEVICE. THE SIGNAL IS CONVERTED TO A OTL/TTL OR CMOS·CDMPATIBLE SIGNAL 
BY THE SINGLE·TRANSISTOR·TERMINATION CIRCUIT SHOWN. THE EXCELLENT SUPPLY 
REJECTION, HIGH OUTPUT·DRIVE CAPABILITY AND SQUARE·WAVE OUTPUT FROM THE AD537 
ARE ALL ADVANTAGEOUS IN THE APPLICATION. 

Figure 20. VFC two-wire operation. 

*NONLINEAR CIRCUITS HANDBOOK, Edited by D. H. Sheingold, Analog Devices, Inc., 1974 & 1976, P.O. Box 796 
Norwood MA 02062, $5.95. 
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Although VFC's are low in cost and simple to apply in uncontrolled operation, they have 
shortcomings that may be serious in data-acquisition systems using 2-wire transmission. 
Principal among these is the absence of "handshaking," that is, they are not readily controll
ed, and their format is not very suitable for the interchange of information. Furthermore, 
the time required for a complete conversion cannot easily be shared for transmitting other 
information over the line in either direction. 

Much more desirable would be a means of transmitting measurements and control signals at 
will bidirectionally over the two-wire pair and interfacing with Teletypewriters or other 
human-operated data terminals, as well as minicomputers, microcomputers, etc., as shown in 
Figure 21. This can be accomplished by the use of a standard coding and serial asynchronous 
word format (ASCIIt), series connection in 20mA current loops, and the ability of any de
vices in the loop to communicate by stopping and starting the flow of current. 

SERDEX 

LABORATORY INSTRUMENTS 
OR PROCESS CONTROL DEVICE 

ANALOG DIGITAL CONVERTER 
DIGITAL INTEGRATOR 
MULTIMETER 
PRESSURE SENSOR 
TEMPERATURE SENSOR 
FLOWMETER 
ETC. 

----
20mA 
CURRENT 
LOOP 

xxx{ MINICOMPUTER 

PROGRAMMABLE 
CALCULATOR 

n:x\ MICROPROCESSOR 

TELETYPE OR OTHER 
ASYNCHRONOUS 

TERMINAL 

Adapted from Lanen, Rony. and Titus 

Figure 21. Interfacing processes or measurements and Asynchronous Serial ports. 

MORE ON SERDEX 

One such approach, as we've shown earlier, is via a system composed of SERDEX transmit
ters, receivers, and multiplexers (as needed), mounted on cards that include their associated 
clock circuitry - connected locally to aId and d/a converters and other local input/output 
devices. and temotely (via the twisted pair) to an asynchronous serial port. 

Figure 22 shows the basic anatomy of a system. A regulated 20mA current source provides 

LOOP SUPPLY 
VOLTAGE: + 

TWISTED-PAl R 
UP TO 10,000 FT. 

+12VTO +20V 
UNREGULATED -=- lN746A 
AT "'30mA (3.3V) 

STXl003, SRX1005, OR SMCloo7 

+ 

Figure 22. 20mA current loop data transmission. 

tAmerican (National) Standards (Institute) Code for Information Interchange. 
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current for the loop. The current flows through receivers, transmitters, teletype machines, 
etc., so long as the switches are closed. When any of the devices on the line causes a switch 
to open, the current stops flowing, and all receivers on the ll11e detect the level change. If a 
switch opens and closes a number of times, it will transmit a coded message to all enabled 
receivers; and the code, when decoded, will provide whatever information it represents and 
will cause whatever subsequent actions are appropriate. 

A character in the ASCII format used by SERDEX (Figure 23) consists of a START bit, 
followed by eight information bits (LSB first) in non-return-to-zero (NRZ) format, and 2 
STOP bits. A START signal is given by turning the current off (0). When a START signal 
is received, the incoming bit stream is sampled at the center of each bit interval, until the 
character is completed. Since a maximum of 11 bits are involved in a character code, and 
synchronization is established by the START bit, extremely precise bit-timing is unneces
sary. The eighth bit may be used as a parity bit. The STOP bits tum the current on, and it 
remains on until the next character arrives. Figure 23 shows some examples of ASCII codes 
used by SERDEX. Since SERDEX transmitters ignore the codes for alphabetic characters, 
they may be used on printouts to convey background information about the commands or 
measurements, including units of measurement. All SERDEX cards are pre-programmed 
(via changeable jumpers) for teletypewriter operation at 110 baud (1.76kHz clock rate). 
Other data-transfer rates up to 19.2k baud are available by jumpering. 

EXAMPLES OF ASCII CHARACTER CODES: 

CHARACTER 
0 
1 

2 

3 

4 

5 ' 
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1 
1 
1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 
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1 
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1 

1 

1 

1 , 

... 
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III 

0 
0 
0 

0 

0 

0 
0 

0 
0 

0 
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0 
0 

0 

0 

0 

0 
0 
0 
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III 

1 
1 
1 

1 

1 

1 

1 
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1 

1 

1 
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1 

1 
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1 

1 
1 

1 

1 

1 

1 
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0 

0 

0 

1 

1 

0 
0 

... ., 
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III III 
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0 0 
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1 1 

1 1 
1 0 

'0 0 

Of 

t:: 
III 

0 
0 
1 

1 

0 
0 
1 

1 

0 

0 

0 
0 
0 , 
1 

0 

1 

1 , 

0 
1 
0 

1 

0 

1 

0 

1 

0 

1 

1 

0 , 
1 , 
1 , 
0 
1 

Figure 23. Typical ASCII coding and format. 

When an STX serial transmitter receives a control character, an action or a series of actions 
is initiated. For example, when "%" is received, a pulse is initiated at the appropriate 
terminal. If a question mark is received (?), an aId conversion is initiated. When the con
verter indicates that conversion has ended, the change of state of the status line causes 
the resulting digital data to be transmitted serially back to the control center. As the 
block diagram in Figure 24 indicates, up to 8 BCD digits can be sent, or up to 24 binary 
bits (if they are arranged in groups of three for transmission as octal digits). By the use 
of external shift registers, the STX2603's word output can be expanded to transmit a 
string of characters of any desired length, including the outputs of additional aid convert
ers or such ASCII characters as plus- and minus-signs, decimal point, space, carriage return, 
and alphabetic characters. 
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Figure 24. Block diagram of the STX26D3 serial transmitter. 

The serial output of the STX's parallel-loaded shift register (and any external extensions) is 
fed to the parallel-to-ASCII converter, where it is transmitted one-character-at-a-time to the 
teletypewriter of computer. 

Figure 25 illustrates a possible application of the STX serial transmitter to control the liquid 
level in a tank from a teletypewriter. To determine the level in the tank, the operator might 
type 

WHAT IS THE LEVEL IN THE TANK IN CENTIMETERS? 

The STX2603 ignores all the alphabetic characters. When it receives the question mark (?), 
it initiates an aId conversion and subsequently transmits the data back to the teletypewriter. 
The STX2603 can recognize and respond independently to 6 other control characters (%, *, 
$, !, " and =) that may be useful for controlling system components, e.g., activating a pump, 
then turning it off later. Thus, a check-and-fill dialogue might proceed as follows: 

WHAT IS THE LEVEL IN THE TANK IN CENTIMETERS? 287 

TURN THE FILL PUMP ON% 

WHAT IS THE LEVEL IN THE TANK? 496 

?575 

?681 

?760 

TURN THE FILL PUMP OFF! 

--UP TO 
STX1003 

AID I r 10,OOO FT_ 
MINICOMPUTER SERIAL 

CONVERTER 
TRANSMITTER 

I 1 • 
TURN FILL PUMP ON " 
TURN FILL PUMP OFF . 

~ 
........ 

ANALOG 
INPUT 
FROM 
LIQUID 
LEVEL 

TRANSDUCER 

........ 

Figure 25. Application of the STX1DD3 Serial Transmitter. 
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In this manual system, the operator decides when the tank is sufficiently full and types the 
turn-off command. Clearly, no significant difficulty is encountered in replacing the teletype
writer with a computer having an asynchronous serial port an.d a high-level language capabil
ity, such as BASIC. 

The SRX260S Serial Receiver (Fig. 26) has a slightly different set of six control characters 
(%, ?, !, " I, *) to which it responds by emitting a pulse at the proper pin. If it receives an 
equal sign (=), the internal register and ready flip-flop are cleared,and the data characters 
that follow enter the shift register. When a terminating dollar-shil is received ($), the ready 
flip-flop is set, data is strobed into the d/a converter (and updates its analog output), and 
acceptance of additional data is inhibited until the next = arrives. A typical instruction 
might read 

APPLY A NUMBER OF MILLIVOLTS = 3206$ 

The alphabetic text is ignored. The equal sign (=) designates that data will follow; 3206 is 
the BCD number that programs the BCD-coded 4-digit d/a converter. and the $, indicating 
end-of-data, strobes the data into the d/a input register. 

DIRECT TTL INPUT 8567 

.' 
HIGHER DRDER 
DATA BITS 

SRX 2605 I 

;C f- ~ = ~? l CONTHOl ISOLATED ASCII TO CONTROL - ~ • CHARACTER CURRENT LOOP .- PARAllEL CHARACTER = 
RECEIVER CONVERTER DECODER -;-~* 

s 

~, 
--=-SHIFT 

E REGISTER 
STROBE 

READY 

SHIFT 
FLlp·FLOP _ , 2 3 . CLEAR =~ 

D/A 

CONVERTER 
SERIAllNI 

PARALLEL OUT 
SHIFT REGISTER 

141(81 

Figure 26. Block diagram of the SRX2605 serial receiver. 

The SMX2607 multiplexer (Figure 27) is a bidirectional 8-channel multiplexer for imple
menting more-elaborate system. For up to 16 channels, an additional multiplexer is used. 
The first 8 channels (0 to 7) are addressed from the teletypewriter or computer by trans
mitting the number symbol, #, followed by a digit from 0 (channel 0) through 7; for the 
second set of 8 channels, # is followed by a letter from P through W, i.e., 8 through 15. 
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Figure 27. Block diagram of a SMX2607 multiplexer. 
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Multiple ranking of mUltiplexers permits communication with an unlimited number of 
channels. For example, in a dual-rank configuration (8 x 8 = 64 channels), channel 3 of the 
first rank and channel 6 at the second rank would be addressed if the multiplexers received 
the characters #36. 

Serial data received from the teletypewriter or computer is converted to parallel form, de
coded to extract the number symbol and channel address, then converted back to serial 
data for transmission to the selected channel. Data returning from the remote channel is 
merely relayed back to the central control station. 

Figures 28 through 32 show some additional system applications of SERDEX. Further appli
cations in laboratory instrumentation can be found in AMERICAN LABORATORY, May, 
1975. The use of SERDEX with a FIFO (first-in-first-out) serial buffer memory for collect
ing data in bursts and playing it back at a more-leisurely rate can be found in ANALOG 
DIALOGUE 8-2. The seminal article describing SERDEX appeared in ANALOG DIALOGUE 
7-2. Finally, Figure 33, shows how data converted (and readable) at a remote location by an 
AD2008/B digital panel meter can be interfaced to a teletypewriter. 
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ANALOG 
OUPUT 

Figure 28. Verification of programmed analog output. An 
SRX2605 and an STX2603, operating on the same current 
loop, form a highly-reliable system. When a ? is typed, the 
D/A converter output is converted to digital and transmitted 
back to the teletypewriter. 

SRX2605 

Figure 29. Self-multiplexed analog output. Several D/A converters 
are connected in parallel to one SRX2605. The %, I, or * strobes 
the input register of the desired D/A converter. 
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Figure 30. Teletypewriter or computer-controlled n-channel 
remote analog sequential channel addressing, using binary counter. 
/ Advances the counter, % resets to first channel, and ? initiates 
data transmission back to the teletypewriter. 

Figure 31. Many transmitters se/f-multiplexed on one series 
current loop. %, /, or * interrogates the respective channels 
and transmits the data to the teletypewriter. 
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Figure 32. Using external shift register for simultaneous 
transmission of many channels with only one STX2603. 
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Figure 33. A digital panel meter AD2008/B is interfaced to a 
teletypewriter through an STX2603 Transmitter Card. Using this 
hookup, the DPM will convert upon receipt of a ''1'' typed on 
the teletypewriter, and transmit the data back after a conversion 
has been completed. The information will include polarity, 
overrange, overload, 4 BCD digits, line feed, and carriage return. 
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We have summarized in this chapter a variety of means of implementing converter-interface 
functions in terms of standard readily available products, at the various levels of system 
involvement that are likely to concern our readers. More information on any aspect of this 
discussion is no farther away than the nearest Analog Devices sales office. 
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Analog Functions 
With Digital Components 

ANALOG FUNCTIONS WITH DIGITAL COMPONENTS 

The "analog" world has numerous circuit tricks that occur time and again, employing op 
amps, multiplier/dividers, filters, phase shifters, function generators, etc. The term "ana
log" commonly has two meanings, both of which are intended here: "analog" in the 
sense of dealing with measurable quantities rather than abstract digital numbers, and 
"analog" in the sense of continuous (derivatives existing nearly everywhere), rather than 
discontinuous (quantized). 

There have been a few excellent books on the applications of operational amplifiers, 
fewer on the applications of op amps and analog function modules, and virtually none on 
the use of digital components (converters, counters, shift registers, etc.) in the service of 
analog relationships. 

There are many excellent auguries favoring an intimate, long, and happy marriage between 
the two families. Analog devices are cheap, plentiful, and capable of a great deal of 
functional versatility; digital devices are cheap, plentiful, and capable of a great deal of 
functional versatility. The reasons there has been little apparent intercourse between 
them are twofold: Interface devices, such as A/D and D/A converters have heretofore 
been too expensive to be wasted as components (remember the days of $227 op amps 
and $50 transistors?), and practitioners who volubly embrace the tricks of both trades 
are either extremely rare or remain well-hidden. 

This chapter is in no sense intended as an encyclopedia (in either breadth or depth) of 
such connubial (i.e., "hybrid") circuits; that volume is yet to be written. Rather, the few 
representative items included here are intended to be suggestive of what is possible, and 
to stimulate the reader to bring his creative faculties to bear on new ways of looking at 
problems that he may have conceived of as being strictly "analog" or "digital." For 
those already laboring in the vineyard, there will be no revelations, but perhaps there is 
something a little new or different to make a scan worthwhile. The circuits are presented 
in the form of independent modular panels that stand alone ("bite-size morsels," to aid 
digestion). The selected examples are: 

SOURCES 

Digitally-Controlled Voltage Source 
Manual Digital Inputs 

Thumbwheel BCD switch 
Toggle-switch register 

Digitally-Controlled Current Sources 
"Current-output" DAC 
Current gain: floating load 
Current gain: buffered load 
Current to grounded load 
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SCALE FACTORS AND MODULATIONS 

Digitally-Controlled Direct Gains 
Digitally-Controlled Inverse Gains 
High-Precision Analog Multiplication 
. • • or Division 

FUNCTIONAL RELATIONSHIPS 

Analog Functions with Memory Devices 
Arbitrarily Programmable Functional Relationships 
Sinusoidal Input-Output Relationships 

TRIGONOMETRIC APPLICATIONS 

Digital Phase Shifter 
Digital/Resolver Converter (Resolver Simulator) 
Resolver (Digital) Control Transformer 

WAVEFORMS 

Sawtooth 
Triangular-Wave 
Sinusoidal 

FUNCTIONS OF TIME 

Precision Analog Delay Line 
Tapped Delay Line 
Serial Delay Line 
Analog-to-Frequency Converter 

DIGITAL SERVO DEVICES 

Tracking Sample-Hold (A/D Converter) 
Digital Pulse Stretcher 
Digital Peak-Follower (with Hysteresis) 
Automatic Zeroing Circuit 

DIGITALLY-CONTROLLED VOLTAGE SOURCE 
(or Precision Power Supply) 

A well-calibrated D/A converter is probably the simplest available source of arbitrary pre
cision voltages. Turn on the power, set the digital input, and expect (and receive) the 
voltage you asked for. With a lO-bit converter, resolution is 0.1%; with a 12-bit con
verter, 0.024%; and with a 16-bit converter, 0.0015% (15 ppm). 

Let it be driven by a computer, and you have a ready supply of voltage for fast or slow 
automatic testing. Set it manually (with a "toggle-switch register," or with BCD thumb
wheel switches), and it's a convenient ''volt-box,'' or a handy reference source. Or set it 
permanently by hard-wiring its logic inputs. No resistors or pots necessary! 

If its output op amp doesn't have adequate output current, follow it with an inside-the
loop current booster. Feedback to the built-in amplifier-feedback-resistor will make the 
output virtually independent of the booster's dc characteristics. It can be followed with 
an op amp having higher-voltage output and precisely-set fixed gain, if high voltage is 
needed. Doing this outside the DAC's loop protects the converter's circuitry (including 
the low-voltage digital components) from accidental exposure to fault voltages. 

Because the setting is done digitally with (e.g.) TTL logic levels, the voltage can be set 
from a distant location, or in the presence of a fair amount of electrical noise, relying on 
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the inherently-high noise immunity of digital signals (at the cost of additional wire for 
the parallel circuits). If noise pickup is not a major factor, it is interesting to note that 
in some cases the switches can be closed "passively," i.e., to the power-supply return for 
"0", left open for "1".* The double-buffered AD7522, with serial input, may permit re
mote voltage (or gain) settings, with minimal wiring, when appropriately pulsed. 

DIGITAL 
INPUT 
FROM 

COMPUTER 
OR MANUAL 

SWITCHES 

MANUAL DIGITAL INPUTS 

REF. 

DIA 
CONVERTER 

TO OUTPUT AMPLIFIER 
FEEDBACK RESISTOR I BOOST 

... .i.-~OOSTED 
:-NORMAL OUTPUT 

NORMAL 

/ 
OUTPUT CURRENT 

BOOSTER 
VOLTAGE 
OUTPUT 

VOUT=NVR 

.All that is needed to obtain a given output voltage from a D/A converter is to close the 
appropriate switches. Human beings usually prefer base-IO numbers or BCD coding, de
spite the fact that it throws away inherent binary resolution at the rate of 2-bits-out-of-12 
(12BCD = 1/1000, 10BIN = 1/1024). 

Thumbwheel-switch Encoder 

A thumbwheel-switch encoder is the simplest way for the operator, especially if he is 
mathematically unsophisticated, since the base-lO number can be set directly, and all the 
appropriate switches are automatically closed. A D/ A converter with BCD coding should 
be used. The switch points that are "0" (positive true) are connected to ground; those 
that are "I" are either left open* or connected to +VS (but be sure to use a break-before
make switch). The wiring for one decade of thumbwheel switchery is shown ("1" open). 
If the converter has complementary BCD coding, the complementary switch connections 
should be used. 

0.9 
o 

0.9 

TENTHS DECADE 

0.9 

(ONE SET OF GANGED SWITCHES PER DECADE) 

Toggle-Switch Register 

MSB 

~)i 
HUNDREDTHS 

BCD 
DIA 

CONVERTER 

VOUT 

The toggle-switch register is physically more elementary, and it may be used with either 
binary or BCD-coded DAC's. It does require some calculations, though, especially for bin
ary settings. As an aid to calculation, two tables are given, one for BCD (the same code 
is used for each digit), and one for binary equivalents of representative decimal fractions of 
full scale. Interpolation is performed by adding or subtracting an appropriate set of terms 
(binary rules) to form the desired sum. Note that multiplication or division by 2 simply 
moves a number one place to the left or right: by 4, two places left or right, etc. 

*TTL only. 
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TOGGLE-SWITCH REGISTER 

SWITCH CODING 
FOR EACH BCD QUAD 

IO!'!2!3141&illhi s iQI - - -
o 0 o 0 o 0 001 I 

o 0 001 1 1 1 0 0 

001 1 0 o 1 100 

o 1 o 1 o 1 o I o 1 

, , , , *1 

D/A 

Conyerter 

BINARY 
OR 

BCD VOUT 

(Positive 
True)-

*If converter operates with complementary logic, perform computations the same way, 
but use complementary switch settings. 

For unipolar binary coding, the digits to the right of the "decimal" point form the code, 
MSB leftmost. For bipolar 2's complement, divide the magnitude by two for the positive 
number, then complement all digits and add lLSB for the negative number. For offset 
binary, complement the 2's-complement MSB. (See Chapter 1, Part II, for a more-com
plete discussion of coding and conversion relationships in bipolar DAC's.) 

BINARY EQUIVALENTS OF DECIMAL FRACTIONS 

r MSB 
0.8 0.1100 1100 1100 1101 0 
0.5 0.1000 0000 0000 0000 0 
0.4 0.0110 0110 0110 0110 1 
0.25 0.0100 0000 0000 0000 0 

0.2 0.0011 0011 0011 0011 0 
0.125 0.0010 0000 0000 0000 0 
0.1 0.0001 1001 1001 1001 1 
0.08 0.0001 0100 0111 1010 1 

0.0625 0.0001 0000 0000 0000 a 
0.04 0.0000 1010 0011 1101 a 
0.02 0.0000 0101 0001 1110 1 
0,01 0.0000 0010 1000 1111 0 

0.008 0.0000 0010 0000 1100 1 
0.004 0.0000 0001 0000 0110 0 
0.002 0.0000 0000 1000 0011 0 
0.001 0.0000 0000 0100 0001 1 

0.0008 0.0000 DODO 0011 0100 1 
0.0004 0.0000 0000 0001 1010 0 
0.0002 0.0000 0000 0000 1101 0 
0.0001 0.0000 0000 0000 0110 1 

Converting Base-IO Number to Binary Switch Setting - 2 Examples (12-Bit Conversion) 

1. +0.9FS (Note: 0.9 = O.S + 0.4) 

O.S 0.1000 0000 0000 
+0.4 +0.0110 0110 0110 

0.9 0.1110 0110 0110 

Code: 1110 0110 0110, Straight Binary 

2. -0.6FS, 2's Complement (Note: 0.6 = 0.4 + 0.2) 

0.4 0.0110 0110 0110 
0.2 +0.0011 0011 0011 
0.6 0.1001 1001 1001 

Code: 1001 1001 1001, Straight Binary 
X~ 0100 1100 1100 Scale Expansion 

CampI. 1011 0011 0011 One's Complement 
+1 LSB lOll 0011 0100, Two's Complement 
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DIGITALLY-CONTROLLED CURRENT SOURCES 

Many analog current sources have been developed with the variations that provide suCh 
diverse advantages as low cost, simplicity, ability to ground the load, etc. In convention
al all-analog circuits, the original controlling input is derived typically from a precision 
potentiometer, zener diode, or other reference. However, availability of versatile D/A 
converters now permits convenient digital control of current values, making, for example, 
programmable current supplies an inexpensive reality. As with voltage sources, the ad
justments may be performed by either a computer or a human operator. These are a 
representative few among the many ways of accomplishing current drive. 

"Current-Output" DAC 

This would appear to be the simplest form of digital-to-current output source. However, 
it is unsatisfactory, because, except for devices such as the AD561, it generally has ap
preciable internal admittance "looking back," and this admittance (and the load) must be 
included in computations of the share of current reaching the load. For this reason, the 
principal application of the current-output DAC is to drive inverting-operational-amplifier 
input terminals, which are normally at zero potential and thus impose negligible loading 
error. The AD561, however, may be treated as a true current source (Chapter 11-2). 

The output resistance of these DAC's is often introduced by the resistive dividers used 
for attenuation of less-significant-bit currents (as is explained in Chapter 3, Part II). It is 
feasible, for applications in which a restricted number of discrete values of current (say 
16) are required, to construct highly-precise fast current-output converters with high in
ternal resistance, using quad current switches (ibid.) without attenuators. 

N 

DIGITAL 
INPUT: "0/1'· 

COMPUTER CONVERTER 
OR 

MANUAL 

Current Gain - Floating Load 

iout 

r1)L I , 
--1 gi

S
•
C

• . Ro 1.. __ 

r- + __ J 

In this application, a load that has both terminals available is connected between the 
amplifier output terminal and the return lead of the feedback resistor. The attenuation 
introduced by ~, if used, produces current gain. If the amplifier's output current is inade
quate, a booster may be used, inside the loop (BF). For large currents, a separate booster 
supply should be used, with only the RM pickoff point connected to the converter's 
analog ground. 

DIGITAL 
INPUT 

N 

Current Gain - Buffered Load 

011 
CONVERTER 

. _ ( RF ) IL = lout RM + 1 

For applications in which the amplifier's output range imposes serious restrictions on the 
kind of load that might be driven, a transistor with the load in its collector (or drain, in 
the case of FET's) allows a wide range of voltage swing across the load. Examples of 
loads that might be driven in this manner are CRT deflection coils, motor windings, 
chart-recorder pen drives, etc. 
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~r-----'" 

DIGITAL 
INPUT 

Current to Grounded Load 

011 
CONVERTER 

~""'-........ -

There are a number of ways of driving current to a grounded load, all of which employ 
both positive and negative feedback to measure and control the current. One example, 
using a voltage source and two operational amplifiers, is shown here. Amplifier Al 
measures the difference voltage across RM (direct from the top and inverted from the 
bottom via A2) and sets it equal to the DAC's Vout , thus forcing a current Vout/RM through 
the load. In the general case, the resistor ratios can be adjusted for scaling, the drive could 
be from a current source, boosters could be used (at point "BF") etc. As with all operation
al-amplifier circuits having complicated (or even simple) dynamics, attention should be 
paid to dynamic stability: feedback capacitors may not be as helpful as capacitance 
shunting the load. 

DIGITAL 
INPUT 

D/A 
CONVERTER 

0= Vout _~ + V,-iLRM 
R R R 

DIGITALLY-CONTROLLED SCALE FACTORS 

R 

R 

LOAD 'iL 

A D/A converter that accepts variable references (Le., a multiplying DAC) can be though 
of as a digitally-controlled potentiometer. As such, it can be used for setting gains, either 
by a computer or a human operator. Computer-setting might be used, for example, in 
adaptive control systems; manual setting might be employed where the device being con
trolled is remote (think of it as a potentiometer with a long shaft). 

The multiplying D/A converter can also be thought of as a means of modulating a com
puter output by an analog signal. For example, if the computer is developing a square 
wave, the analog signal might be amplitude-modulating it. 

The simplest device operates in one quadrant, with either a positive or a negative 
analog signal and straight binary or BCD coding. 

For two-quadrant operations, there are two modes: bipolar analog and bipolar digital .. 
Bipolar analog operation simply requires a bipolar analog input and straight binary or BCD 
digital coding. It also requires a converter that can accept analog signals of either po
larity. Such DAC's as the DAC1l25 and AD7520, that use voltage switching and R-2R 
ladder networks, are capable of this form of operation; current-source DAC's are usually 
unipolar, though the devices employing monolithic Craven-cell switches, such as the 
AD561 and AD562 will accept a wide signal range without appreciable degradation of 
linearity. 

Bipolar digital operation can involve offset-binary (or 2's complement) coding, with an 
inverted version of the analog input applied to the offset reference terminal, or to one 
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end of an R-2R ladder network; or sign-magnitude coding (unipolar DAC), with the sign 
bit switching the output polarity. 

Four-quadrant operation involves a combination of circumstances: a DAC that can re
spond to both bipolar analog and bipolar digital inputs in the correct polarity, with 
appropriate speed and feedthrough performance. "Feedthrough" is the analog output 
signal that appears when the digital input is calling for zero gain. 

Shown here are four ways (among many) that digital gain control can be used to perform 
useful functions. 

Direct Scale Factor 

This circuit provides simple digital scale adjustment, proportional to the digital number. 
As noted, the digital number can be applied either by a computer signal, or manually. 

ANALOG POLARITY 
DIGITAL l 
POLARITY 

UNIPOLAR BIPOLAR 

N UNIPOLAR ONE-QUADRANT 2-OUADRANT 

DIGITAL 
INPUT VOlJT= NVIN 

BIPOLAR 2-QUADRANT 4-QUADRANT 

Inverse Scale Factor 

With the DAC in the feedback loop of an operational amplifier, the gain is inversely
proportional to the digital number. As a follower, all gains must be greater than unity, 
since even full feedback is lLSB less than unity gain. As an inverter, the resistor ratio 
can be chosen for attenuation, so that normalized unity gain can occur at a mid-scale 
value (if Rr/Ri = 0.1, nominal minimum gain is 0.1 (N = F.S.), and unity gain is at N=O.I). 
But noise-and-error-gain will be ~l/N. The rules of feedback call for unipolar (positive) 
feedback gains only (signal may be bipolar). 
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DAC 

NON INVERTING 

NVour~VIN 
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VIN 
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INVERTING 
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VOUT 

N VOUT ~ • .!!!. VIN 
Ri 

Vour-·'!" ..!!!.VIN 
N Ri 

Since a 12-bit multiplying DAC develops accuracies to within considerably better than 
0.1 %, it is possible to make an analog multiplier having excellent accuracy by converting 
one of the inputs to digital form and using it to control the gain of a multiplying DAC. 
If the ADC is ratiometric, the output is a function of three variable. (VR should always 
be larger than Vi' or else overrange indication will be necessary). 

Since an AID converter digitizes the ratio of the "input" to the "reference", a DI A con
verter will convert the ratio back to a voltage. Again, if the D/A is a multiplying type, 
the output is a function of three variables. For both of these applications, the AID may 
be connected for free-running operation, and either the AID or the DI A should have a 
register to buffer the D/A from the conversion process and store the previous value. 
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The term "functional relationship" implies a black-box operation, linear or nonlinear, 
y = [(x), [being any single-valued realizable function. It is distinguished from a "function 

. generator," which implies a time [unction (i.e., in a function generator, y = f(tJ). Byap
plying a linearly-increasing function of time to a device having a given functional relation
ship, one can create a function generator. 

In analog circuitry, functions are traditionally embodied in three ways:* 

1. Using a natural function (e.g., the inherently logarithmic diode characteristic for 
log and antilog circuitry, the transconductance relationships of transistors for transcon
ductance multipliers, the ability of a capacitor to store charge for integration). 

2. Using diode-resistor networks to form piecewise-linear approximations to a 
nonlinear function. 

3. Using combinations of natural functions to approximate arbitrary relationships, 
for example, power series using multipliers to generate the x 2 , x 3 , X 4 , etc., terms. 

Now that converters and memories are available at low cost, a fourth approach becomes 
feasible: 

4. Using memories (e.g., ROM's singly or in groups) to store a function digitally, 
and converting-in and -out with AID's and DI A's, as shown in the illustration. Typical 
applications already in growing use are trigonometric transformations and thermocouple 
compensators. 

n x 2m BITS 
STORAGE CAPACITY 

AID 
CONVERTER 

'------' I 
N(VIN) 
INPUT 
WORD-m BITS 
(ADDRESS) 

READ
ONLY 

MEMORY 

DIA 
CONVERTER 

NDUT = f (VIN) 
OUTPUT 
WORD-n BITS 

Arbitrarily-Programmable Functional Relationships 

VOUT 

Besides standard functions that can be purchased in ROM's, it is also possible to buy pro
grammable read-only memories, that can be programmed by the purchaser to simulate 
functional relationships. 

CONTROL 
LOGIC 

(FROM COMPUTER MEMORY) 
PROGRAMMING 

INPUTS 

DIGITAL 
OUTPUT 
FUNCTION 

*Nonlinear Circuits Handbook, Analog Devices, Inc., 1974 & 1976, has many details of these methods. 
$5.95, P.O. Box 796, Norwood MA 02062. 
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Sinusoidal Input-Output Relationships 

An example of the approach is the use of a read-only memory that has the values of sinO 
stored in it for 0° ~ e ~ 90°. Two additional digits provide quadrant information, one, 
to complement the input in the even-numbered quadrants, the other to provide the out
put sign-change for the 3rd and 4th quadrants. The input arrives from an angle-to-digital 
transducer, the corresponding sinusoidal number values are developed and applied to a 
D/A converter, and it makes the sine function available as a voltage. If the D/A convert
er is a multiplying type, computations of the form RsincfJ are readily performed. 

QUADRANT =====:;-:-:-:---:-------l QUADR~~NT 01 

BITS POLARITY 10 11 
CaMP. 2, 4 NEG. 3, 4 

N(O)IN 

TRIGONOMETRIC APPLICATIONS 

Digital Phase Shifter 

1-QUADRANT 
ROM 

SIGN
MAGNITUDE 

DIA 

t_ __ VR 
INTERNAL OR 

EXTERNAL 
REFERENCE 

VOUT = VR sin 0 

The Figure shows two multiplying D/ A converters used as digitally-controlled attenuators 
multiplying the reference signals V sinwt and V coswt by the vector component of O. 
The summed output from the two converters is then the vector V sin( wt + O}, where the 
phase angle 0 is set by the conver,ter's digital inputs. 

Vsinwt 
VR 

Vsinwt cos 0 

cose [ ".~" FROM 
ROM 

sin (} 

Vcoswtsin6 

VR 
Vcoswt ------' 

Digital/Resolver Converter (Resolver Simulator) 

Similar to the above configuration, but having the common reference input to both multi
pliers, V sin wt, this configuration obtains the two components, V sinwt sin e and 
V sinwt cose, which express resolver data for angle O. The resolver data can be converted 
into synchro format with a Scott-T transformer, or an equivalent network in which opera
tional amplifiers provide the appropriate voltage ratios, This resolver simulator can be 
enclosed within a feedback loop to operate as a resolver-to-digital converter. 

case 

V'inwt--_--+ 

sinO 
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Resolver (Digital) Control Transformer 

Using the actual resolver line voltages V sinwt sinO and V sinwt cosO as the converter 
reference inputs, and multiplying by digital equivalents to cos a and sin a, an output pro
portional to the angular error, 0 - a (for small angular errors) is developed. Operated in 
this mode, the configuration simulates a resolver control transformer. 

WAVEFORM GENERATION 

sin a MUL 1\~~ YING 1---,---

Vsinwtsin e---..... 
Vsinwt sin (0 - a) 

(phase error) 

cos a 

Linear waveforms are generated digitally by clocks and counters, processed by ROM's or 
ILP's to obtain arbitrary shapes, and converted to analog functions of time by DAC'SI . As 
long as the original digital function can be created, then an analog output can be made to 
follow (within its speed limitations). The ease of manipulation and ability to lock timing 
operations to precise clocks give the digital approach considerable edge in versatility over 
many analog alternatives. Deglitching and filtering may be used as (and if) necessary to 
clean up the waveforms. Arbitrary counts and very-simple DAC's may be used to obtain 
pulse trains of few-step staircases of arbitrary duty cycle. 

Sawtooth Generator 

This sweep generator is composed of a digital clock, a counter, and a DAC. The clock 
pulses increment the counter, and the sequential counter steps increment the DAC output. 
Mter the counter is full, it returns to its empty state and starts counting again. Both 
amplitude and period of the sweep generator are easily and precisely adjustable. The re
solution is determined by the number of counts and choice of D/A converter, ranging 
from the 16-bit DAC1136, with its 65,536 steps, down to 10- or fewer-bit converters 
with I ,024 steps, and below. 

Triangular-Wave Generator 

Instead of being allowed to overflow, the counter in this case is an up-down counter that 
is caused to change direction when it is full and again when it is empty. Two approaches 
to reversing direction are shown. In one, the reversal is generated during the full (and 
empty) states; in the other, it is generated by the carry (borrow) occurring at the leading 
edge of the next pulse. The result, at the DAC output, is essentially a triangular-wave of 
precise amplitude and frequency. With little additional logic, full-scale dwell (or dwell
and-reversal at any level) provides trapezoidal waveforms. 

lSee also Chapter 1-6, section B. 
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D/A 
CONVERTER 

Sine-Wave Generator 

If the digital count is fed to a sinusoidal ROM, and its output, accompanied by polarity 
information, is applied to a sine-magnitude-coded DAC, the output of the DAC will be an 
n-bit quantized sine wave. Its frequency is determined by the clock, and its amplitude 
can be controlled externally or by the use of a multiplying DAC. 

---~-~--
TIME FUNCTIONS 

The ability of flip-flops to store information, undegraded by time, and the continually de
creasing cost of storage capacity, are strong motivations to seek ways of eliminating ca
pacitor circuits, with their leakage, dielectric hysteresis, and nonlinearity. "Distortionless" 
time delay, integration, and sample-hold are a few targets for such effort. 

Precision Analog Delay Line 

There are interesting applications for good analog delay lines: analog correlation, "dis
tortionless" signal compression or expansion (Le., "riding the gain" without missing a 
drumbeat), electronic echo-chamber effects, analog modeling of processes that incorpo
rate pure time delay lor predictive control, design of filters with arbitrary transfer 
functions, are a few. 

But there hadn't been a decent way of building a practical analog time-delay device that 
is variable over microseconds to minutes to months, until shift registers became available 
with many bits at low cost-per-bit. Microprocessors can also perform such functions. 

'See also Chapter 1-6, section B. 
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Active or passive filter-type delay lines were seldom "distortionless," analog "bucket 
brigades" had excessive leakage errors at low speeds, as well as a resolution-vs.-cost 
problem (this latter being solved by the new charge-coupled MOS high-speed bucket 
brigades), tape recording wasn't efficacious at high speeds, and the use of mainframe 
memory was too expensive (and bulky for portable instruments). 

In the example shown, the delay is produced by shift registers (e.g., 256-bit) for n paral
lel digital channels, each channel representing 1 bit of converted analog signal. For 100bit 
conversion, and 10 delay lines, signals that can be quantized into 1024 discrete levels can 
be delayed with a resolution of 1/256 of the delay time (e.g., Ills of 2561ls, 1/16s, 1.380 

per cycle of a sinusoidal ac signal of period equal to the delay time, etc.). 

CLOCK----~--------------------~ 

CONY. 

COMMAN[D~J~lm~_B~IT~S~HI~FTIRiEG~IS~TEiRiS ~E~~~~j 
VIN ~~~T BU::i.R CONe~~TER 

~1,",m/fc .1 
..... _ ......... _ ....... ~ ............ A 

Tapped Delay Line 

This device makes a number of points in the history of a waveform available simultane
ously. It is simply the delay line with an increased number of discrete "chunks" of delay, 
and readout via DAC's at each point. Multiplying DAC's allow such interesting functions 
as f(tJ . f(t-Tl to be computed for a variety of values of T. 

CLOCK--.--~---------------------. 

m-BIT SHIFT REGISTERS 
r-~~~-r---~ 

ADC DAC 

~
f(tI 

A B 

t 

.... I': .... 

Serial Delay Line 

For signals that do not require sampling at top speed, a considerable saving of the cost of 
delay lines (or increase in the time-resolution of the delay) can be achieved by feeding the 
converted signal into the line serially, and converting back to parallel information before 
the 0/ A conversion. Since the signal is being clocked through the line, a bit-at-a-time, 
few if any additional bits of shift register capacity are needed. 

SERIAL WORDS 
(m-n) BIT SHIFT REGISTER n-BITS.R. 

VIN 
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Precision A verage-Frequency-to-Voltage Converter 

In this application, the output of a frequency-or analog-event-meter (e.g., 16 bits) is ap
plied to the usual BCD readout. In addition, the 8 (or more) least-significant bits are 
converted to voltage, providing a very sensitive analog measure of small frequency changes. 
It is feasible to also convert the top 8 bits, and use a low-cost analog divider, such as the 
AD534, to get a continuous analog readout of the fractional deviation. 

on n! 
<.rvU RESET 

INPUT 
SIGNAL VOUT 

-=- COMPARATOR ;" 

MEASURES 
DEVIATIONS 

LESS-SIGNIFICANT 
ALL BITS BITS 

TO DECODER-
DISPLAY 

DIGITAL SERVO CIRCUIT 

Most AID converter designs involve feedback. Thus the very means of conversion implies 
that the combination of analog-digital interaction and the power of feedback can yield 
quite valuable results. A few examples are sample-hold, peak-detecting, and automatic 
zero-setting. 

Tracking Sample-Hold (AID Converter) 

This circuit, also mentioned in the chapter on sample-holds, is especially useful as a track
and-infinite-hold device. It can acquire the analog signal within a minimum.of I count 
and maximum of 2n counts, and, upon command, hold it indefinitely without degradation, 
providing both digital and analog readout. Since it uses an up-down counter, it will track the 
analog signal at a constant rate (2-n FS per count), and "hunt" between the two digital 
values that straddle the analog value, if it remains constant. 
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For slowly-varying analog signals, the tracking sample-hold is one of the lowest-cost ways 
to convert, since it eliminates the need for a sample-hold. However, its conversion time 
is variable, which introduces timing errors if} sa..rnp!ed-data systems, since the most-recently 
acquired value may represent any value of signal during the interval between interro
gations. Also, its response depends to a great extent on the amount and type of noise 
present. 

Digital Pulse Stretcher 

For extremely-fast acquisition-very-Iong hold, this circuit, consisting of a fast sample-hold 
and a fast successive-approximations AID converter will provide the best results. Both 
analog and digital outputs are available. If the internal DI A converter's output can be 
made available without slowing conversion, the output DI A shown in the Figure is un
necessary. The SHA-2A is kept in sample at all times except during conversion. When 
switched to hold, it should have a "head start" of about lOOns for its transients to die 
down before conversion starts. But aperture time is IOns with O.25ns jitter. 

V,N 

Digital Peak-Follower (with Hysteresis) 

ANALOG 
OUTPUT 

INTERNAL 

:..--------------- ge~PUT 
(IF AVAILABLEI 

OUTPUTDAC 

---~~ 
S/HTRACKS 

INPUT AGAIN 

Similar to the tracking sample-hold, but using an up-counter (a valley-follower would use 
a down-counter), this circuit will hold the highest value of input that it has been able to 
track. However, to provide a small measure of immunity to noise, hysteresis makes the 
circuit insensitive to small changes; in order for the input to be followed, it must be high
er than the stored value by a preset amount. A similar circuit can be used for valley 
following, and two such circuits with an output subtractor will provide peak-to-peak 
measurement. 

V'N----t 

HYSTERESIS 
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Automatic Set-Point Circuit 

If a circuit under test is to be calibrated from time to time (e.g., each time some element, 
perhaps a device under test, is changed), the resetting and the level to which a test value 
must be reset, may be adjusted digitally. In the example, an output of the circuit must 
be set to a value equal to a calibrating value set by DAC-l. The values are compared, and 
a clock increments a counter, which updates a DAC, setting the input that performs the 
calibrating adjustment. When the comparator changes sign, calibration is complete, and 
the sign change indicates a "Ready" condition. The calibration value is retained until 
a new calibration cycle is initiated by resetting the counter and gating the clock. 

A FINAL NOTE: 

CIRCUIT 
UNDER 
TEST 

MANIPULATED 
INPUT 

SOFTWARE vs. HARDWARE 

DESIRED 
DUTPUT 
VALUE 

>----.--READy 

RESET 

The examples given here all involve hard-wired analog-digital circuitry. For applications in 
which microprocessors are available, it should be evident that functions involving memory, 
control logic, and digital data can often be as well (if not quite as speedily) handled 
through the writing of appropriate microprocessor programs. 

Rather than viewing the techniques as competitive, the designer should consider that the 
three-way tradeoff between analog, hard-wired, and software approaches provides at least 
one more degree of freedom for developing cost-effective instruments, apparatus, and 
systems. The flexible designer will not arbitrarily exclude a given approach; on the other 
hand, the committed designer should know that other alternatives to his own predilections 
do exist and may, on occasion, prove available to save the day. 
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Applications of 
Converter Systems 

APPLICATIONS OF CONVERTER SYSTEMS 

A. AUTOMATIC TESTING 

B. COMMUNICATIONS AND SIGNAL ANALYSIS 

C. DISPLAYS 

D. COMMERCE, INDUSTRY, AND ELSEWHERE 

Chapters 1-5 have introduced the basic hardware elements of systems and equipment that 
involve converters, shown the basic configurations of data-acquisition and data-distribution 
systems, and indicated a few examples of the uses of digital and analog elements in inti
mate combination. 

This chapter will illustrate the scope and breadth of systems and equipment that have 
been conceived of or built involving converters. The examples are drawn from a variety 
of sources, but they share the ideas, hardware, and circuit structures that have already 
been touched upon. 

The intent is to inform the reader of what has been done, to suggest what can be done, 
and to arouse thoughts of what might be done by adding the conceptual tools described 
in this volume to the fund of knowledge and experience that he already possesses per
taining to his own field of endeavor. 

A. AUTOMATIC TESTING 

"Automatic testing of electronic devices has been a major factor not only in the 
overall improvement of product quality and reliability, but also in the dramatic 
lowering of product costs."! 

-Harold T. McAleer, General Radio Company 

Although a major (and in some ways an obvious) market for electronic testing equipment, 
makers and users of electronic devices have not been the only beneficiaries of automatic 
testing. Anyone who has had his blood tested recently, has flown safely in a 747 jet air
craft, or has contemplated purchasing a new Volkswagen, has been exposed to the po
tential savings (and not only financial) inherent in automatic testing. 

The cost savings, both immediate and long term, result from a number of characteristics 
of automatic testing: 

Human resources are' conserved. Fewer persons can conduct more (and more
thorough) tests of high complexity with minimal training. 

Volume. Large numbers of tests can be performed in a short time: either many 
tests on complex devices or fewer tests on large number of devices. 

Reliability and consistency. A well-designed test program will perform identical 
tests leading to consistent results, with no aberrations due to misreading, fatigue, etc. If 
failure occurs in mid-test and repairs are made, the entire test cycle can be repeated, 

1 IEEE Spectrum, May, 1971, "A Look at Automatic Testing" 
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numerous times if necessary, with full confidence that the most recent test has "cut no 
comers." 

Multiplexing of adjustments and readouts. An instrument designed for use in auto
matic testing bears little physical resemblance to conventional instruments, since it need 
have neither binding posts, knobs, readout, nor even "front panel;" it shares the system's 
readout devices; connections and adjustments are made by the system. 

Automatic Calibration. Any necessary calibrations, zero-adjustments, nonlinear-device 
compensations, or other predicted allowances can be made under system command. 
Range-changing can also be fully automated. 

Measurement statistics. The system can retain in memory the results of all tests, the 
results of discrepant tests, and/or histograms of specific parameters, and print them out 
upon request. Yield studies can lead to product improvements, elimination of sources of 
repeated rejections, and prediction or tracing of future failures. 

In short, a well thought-out, designed, and implemented automated test facility can relia
bly perform large numbers of tests, around the clock, on a "100%" basis, consistently and 
without tiring, with accuracy and skill, and with feedback to the designer for the next 
generation of the product. Skilled test personnel can be applied to more-creative pursuits 
than routine manual testing of the ins-and-outs of complex systems. 

Then, as mentioned above, there are the many intangible benefits, that payoff in human 
values as well as dollars-and-cents: the aircraft engine that didn't fail, the electrical 
chassis that didn't need field repair, the steel rolling mill that didn't run away, the hospi
tal patient that survived, the vendor whose reputation remained consistently high. 

USES FOR A UTOMATIC TESTING 

The manufacturer of components. such as integrated circuits, benefits greatly, because 
testing is a far-from-negligible cost in the integrated circuits business. Besides delivering 
a higher level of acceptable quality to the customer, he also develops more-accurate know
ledge of yields and trends, and can serve needs for specific selection categories. For the 
producer of high-performance specialty Ie's, such as Analog Devices, it is an indispensable 
tool. Such devices as the laser-trimmed ADS 1 0 low-offset op amps and the ADS34 mono
lithic multiplier/divider would be so costly as to be infeasible if manual measurements and 
adjustments were involved. (Instead, the additional cost is a small fraction of the price of 
the standard unit.) 

The user of large number of identical components can also benefit: He can weed out dis
crepant units in incoming inspection; measure, select, and grade units for different appli
cations (rather then paying the manufacturer extra to do the same job); and keep com
parative statistics from lot-to-lot and vendor-to-vendor. It may be noted, as a matter of 
perspective, that an average saving of lOt on 100,000 units is $10,000. 

The manufacturer of equipment and systems can test subassemblies in-process, or as re
ceived from subcontractors; he can also test completed pieces of equipment thoroughly. 
In both cases, the test system can be programmed for GO/NO at points of discrepancy, 
and to either reject the device for later evaluation, or branch into a diagnostic mode, to 
isolate the portion of the circuit (or perhaps even the component or connection) that is 
faulty. Repaired units can be recycled and subjected to the same battery of tests as the 
new units. 

Highly-complex systems. such as jet aircraft and their various subsystems, can be tested 
thoroughly on the ground by a small number of persons in a short time, with a high 
probability of finding any faults, or the discrepancies that might indicate incipient faults. 
In addition, the on-board test "and monitoring system can provide warning to the crew of 
anomalous subsystem behavior, and, as the electronic portions become increasingly 
sophisticated, it can perform a degree of diagnostic testing. 
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INGREDIENTS OF TEST SYSTEMS 

For systems that test devices, the test begins with the unit under test. It must be han
dled, maneuvered into place, connected to. Then a stimulus is applied, and a response 
must be measured. The response is compared with a set of possible responses, and a 
decision is made (accept, reject, grade-and-sort, perform an adjustment) and communi
cated (print, store, mark, analyze), and a new instruction is given (next test, next set of 
connections, next device, wait for manual instruction, etc.). An outline of such a system 
is shown in the block diagram of Figure 1. 

HUMAN INTERFACE 

Figure 1. Test system ingredients in typical configuration. 

Devices have at least two leads (resistors, capacitors), but they may have many more (op 
amps have at least six, printed~ircuit boards may have 20 or more.) The instructions 
must call for connecting the appropriate stimulus generators and power sources to the ap
propriate terminals, and the appropriate measuring devices (bridges, amplifiers, etc.) 
to their appropriate terminals, and making all opens, shorts, "grounds," links, etc., as 
required for the test step. Some of these may be hard-wired in the adaptor; others must 
be called for by software, or manual setting. Minimal noise pickup, interference, and 
parasitic effects caused by lead resistance, capacitance, and inductance are absolutely 
essential. 

Converters in Test Systems 

It may be fairly evident that much of the engineering and hardware cost of test systems 
goes into fixtures, switching devices, computers, peripherals, displays, wiring, and cabinet
ry. However, since the stimuli are digitally-controlled, and the responses must be returned 
to digital form for processing, it should be evident that converters and their accessories 
play a key role in ensuring test accuracy, speed, and reliability, yet represent but a small 
fraction of the cost of the system. For this reason, it may be false economy to use con
version devices that are anything but entirely adequate to do the job, or to seek to cut 
cost corners. 

Typical uses of DI A converters in testing include: programmable power supplies, pulse 
generators, sweep generators, waveform generators (with appropriate digital inputs). They 
may be used as offset and gain "potentiometers" in calibration loops, as bridge-balancing 
voltage sources, and as part of AID converters, sample-holds, peak-followers, etc. 

AID converters, either with multiplexing or per-channel, return the measurements to digit
al form, after processing by isolation or differential amplifiers, by op amps as electro-
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meters, by multipliers, ratio devices, log devices, and all the other paraphernalia mentioned 
in Chapter 2. 

An essential decision that must be made is the degree to which analog data reduction will 
be used, as compared with the performance of similar functions by digital software. 
Whatever the realities of the system itself, this consideration depends largely upon the 
background and experience of the designer; we suggest that analog-oriented designers not 
overlook the possibilities of software for reliable routine computation, and that digital de
signers consider the decreasing cost of functions that can be performed with analog 
modules and linear integrated circuits, and the balance between too much and too little 
data. 

Much that could be said about system optimization, in terms of getting the best-possible 
interference-free measurements of suitable accuracy, has already been mentioned in sever
al places in this book; and test systems are probably the most representative class of 
design problems requiring active application of these principles. 

In component tests, where the lead-runs to the unit-under-test (UUT) are controllable, as 
is the local environment, the main sources of interference arise from the proximity of in
put, output, power, and logic leads in the vicinity of the test adaptor. In large-system 
testing, long leads, including multiconductor cables and connectors; the presence of 
electrical noise (RFI, power line and switching-transient spikes); and possibly unfavorable 
environmental conditions (temperature, humidity, vibration), may all make the measure
ment problem extremely difficult. It often turns out that, in the design of large systems, 
self-checking is an effective way of solving the interference problem, using a 10caIILP-con
trolled test subsystem that communicates digitally with an external system tester. If this 
is too ambitious, local digitizing, as an integral part of system design - in anticipation of 
testing - may provide a large ratio of benefits to cost. 

B. COMMUNICATIONS AND SIGNAL ANALYSIS 

In this section, we shall discuss briefly the class of converter applications that involve the 
generation, transmission, recovery, processing, storage, characterization, and synthesis of 
analog waveforms. Conceivable applications include: 

Time expansion, compression, (relative) advance, and delay 
Transient storage and recording 
Synthesis and analysis of speech and music (and waveforms in general) 
Transfer-function synthesis and analysis 
Convolution 
Digital filtering 
Recovery of signals from noise by correlation techniques and fast Fourier transforms 
Scrambling and unscrambling coded transmissions 
Generation of arbitrary signals and transfer functions 

Digital methods, especially with microprocessors, can provide a powerful set of tools 
for dealing with analog functions and the transfer functions that operate on them in the 
time and frequency domains, as we have suggested in Chapter 5. 

The key that unlocks the door is the AID converter, which "freezes" a sample of the 
waveform and makes possible permanent storage without degradation. Thereafter, digital 
shift registers, binary rate-multipliers, memories, comparators, microprocessors, and 
control logic can perform a variety of operations entirely in digital format. 

Except for errors due to the discrete (in time and amplitude) nature of the sampled signal, 
and approximations or roundoff errors in computation (where necessary or permitted), 
there is no loss of information, even though the signal be stored, multiplied, integrated, 
added, subtracted, correlated, or otherwise man(or machine-)ipulated. It can of course 
be returned to the analog domain, via D/ A conversion, and subjected to further process
ing there, while its attributes are still retained in Memory. 
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The circuits and ideas that appear here, all variations on the basic theme of the shift regis
ter delay line, represent promising areas of application, but they are not necessarily new 
or original. Their pupose is to unleash the reader's curiosity and creativity, in the field 
broadly encompassed by the title of this section. We've tried to avoid, except where 
necessary, mathematical particularities (and the controversies they sometimes engender). 

SHIFT-REGISTER DELA Y LINE 

The basic tool for performing many interesting functions is the shift-register delay line, 
mentioned briefly in Chapter 4, and shown here again for further discussion. 

INPUT 

I 
I 

I STORED SIGNAL AT I 

: T~~_E-:1----- ________ : 

I _--- I 
1--- I 

Figure 2. Parallel shift-register delay line. 

t, 
TIME_ 

Suppose the analog s1gnal is a one-shot occurrence, of which m samples have been taken, 
that the clock has stopped, and the conversions have ceased. The signal is now stored in 
the delay line in digital form, and it will remain there until it is advanced or cleared or 
the power has been turned off. A number of interesting things may be done with the 
stored signal: 

Read out into memory 

The stored signal can be read out, a word at a time, and stored in memory, while the line 
awaits another transient (Figure 3). 

INPUT 
TRANSIENT 

A/D 

Read out as an analog signal 

DELAY 
LINE 

Figure 3. Transient recorder. 

DIA 

RECONSTITUTED 
TRANSIENT 

The signal can be read out and converted to an analog signal, each sample in turn, but at 
a rate arbitrarily determined by the choice of clock frequency. For example, the transient 
may have been quite rapid, but it is desired to plot it out on a chart recorder. Or, it may 
have been fed into the line slowly (perhaps even manually as an arbitrary waveform), to 
be used as a shaped stimulus for an analog process, and is to be discharged at high speed. 

Recirculate 

If the output end of the line is fed back to the input, it becomes a recirculating delay 
line (Figure 4). The stored signal will then appear at the end of the line repetitively, al-
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lowing the transient to be displayed on an ordinary oscilloscope. By loading, or "charg
ing", with an arbitrary input signal (either analog or digital), then providing rapid re
circulation and Df A conversion, it is possible to create an extremely wide range of 
arbitrary repetitive analog waveforms, of controllable repetition rate and amplitude. 

INPUT 
SIGNAL 

STORED 

CONTROL 
LOGIC 

DELAY 
LINE 

DELAYED FEEDBACK _ ~ 
SIGNAL .A ... __ _ 

1-····- .-.-.... J 

Figure 4. Recirculating delay line. 

Perform waveform averaging by addition 

D/A ANALOG 
OUTPUT 

~ 
OUTPUT 

If the same message is sent repeatedly but arrives at the converter accompanied by (and 
perhaps "buried in") noise, it can be recovered by summing all the versions of the 
message: the coherent portions will add directly with the number of items summed, 
while the rms noise will tend to be "averaged out" and will increase only as the square· 
root of the number of items. For example, with 100 repetitions, the signal will be in· 
creased in relation to noise by a factor of 10. This can be accomplished with a delay line 
by summing each sample increment of the newest message with the sum of the corre
sponding samples of previous messages, accumulated in the delay line (Figure 5). Thus, 
when the second message arrives, its first sample is summed with the already-stored sum 
of the two previous first samples. Since the original messages are presumably identical, 
while the noise varies randomly, each iteration adds I unit of original signal to each 
sample, while the noise components tend to be averaged out. 

·"IN 
AID ...... _-,/1 

INPUT 

161TERATIDNS 

256ITERATIONS ~ 

CONTROL 
LOGIC 

r: LOCATION IN SEOUENCE 
n:NUMBER OF ITERATIONS 

"-NORMALIZING LOGIC 
DROPS 1 LEAST-SIGNIFICANT 
DIGIT EACH TIME n ACQUIRES 
A NEW MSB, e.g., ON 1, 2, 3, ... 
128,256, etc, COUNTS 

Figure 5. Waveform averaging by addition - basic scheme. 

In practice, computing the simple sum 

where 

Yr,n = output of the nth sample at the rth position 
Xr,n = input of the nth sample at the rth position 
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leads to an "open-ended" output amplitude, which is expensive to implement digitally 
and difficult to display on an oscilloscope during summation. It is a better idea to con
sider normalizing the output, i.e., dividing it by n. so that its average value tends to be 
constant. Since dividing digitally is not especially desirable, except for integral powers 
of 2, we may consider several alternatives based on the error-correcting relationship 

x -y 
Y = Y + r,n r,n-t 

r,n r,n-l n 

The first thing to observe is that as n becomes large, Yr,n and Yr,n-l are very nearly 
equal, and each additional increment causes little change, because it is divided by n. The 
second thing to note is that, since both terms of the difference can occur in analog form 
(the input and the last value of output), the difference could be taken before conversion, 
substituting an op amp for a digital subtractor (Figure 6). Finally, one might observe 
that division by n could be performed either as an analog function (counter and DAC 
supplying reference voltage proportional to n to the ADC), or as a digital approximation 
using only integral powers of 2, obtained by shifting the ADC output code one bit toward 
the right (dropping the last bit), as each increasingly-significant bit of n appears on a 
counter. 

0.0.0 NORMALIZING SCHEMES: 

<D ANALOG DIVISION BY E = KIl BEFORE CONVERSION 

o RATIOMETRIC CONVERSION. EREF = KIl. USING COUNTER AND DAC. 

o SIMPLIFIED DIGITAL DIVISION BY USING z- j AS AN APPROXIMATION 
FOR lin AND SIMPLY SHIFTING DOWNWARD AT Il = 1.2.4.8 •••• 
256,512 ••• 

ANALOG 
OUTPUT 

Yr, n-l 

Figure 6. Waveform averaging by addition using normalized variables. 

Time Compression by Sampling 

In Figure 7, a shift register is advanced at a high frequency, fc' for example 513kHz. The 
converter is digitizing a slowly-varying signal at a rate Is. Suppose that the shift register 
has 512 steps, and that at a given instant, the 512th sample appears at the output and is 
fed back to the input. On the next step, starting the mth iterati,on, the converter output, 
Xl, m' is fed into the line to replace the output Xl, m -I' The line then advances for 512 
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steps. On the 5l2th step, the input is once again Xl,m' and X2,m -I appears at the end of 
the line, while X2 m is ready at the converter output. On the 513th step, the converter 
output is fed into' the line to replace X2, m _ l' Xl, m and X2, m are now indexed down 
the line, and on the 51 3th step, X3,m replaces X3, m _ 1 . By the time 512 conversions 
have occured, in real time, the sampled signal (including new and previous values) has 
circulated 513 times, thus providing a 512-fold-speeded-up version of the (1.96Hz) analog 
input waveform at the output of the D/A converter, at the equivalent of lms per sample. 

If each cycle of the analog waveform is identical to the adjacent ones, and if the clock is 
synchronized to the analog signal, the output of the DAC, plotted on an oscilloscope 
screen, swept at 1kHz, will appear to stand still, plotting the low-frequency input, but 
with no flicker. Changes of the input signal, from iteration to iteration, will appear as 
progressively-appearing changes to the stationary pattern. 

Since the compression ratio depends on the time required for each 511 samples, it is pro
portional to the clock frequency, which can be locked in at any convenient value. A 
typical application for time compression is in real-time spectrum analyzers. 

Real-Time Correlation 

For an input function, f(t), the output of the delay line over a complete circulation (in 
compressed time) is a set of values of f(t - ri}. If the successive values are multiplied by 
the sampled value of another waveform, g(t), which, with f(t), is updated after each cir
culation, and if each individual product is averaged with its synchronous counterparts 
from previous circulations, the output of the averager will represent a sample-by-sample 
cross-correlation of f and g at a real-time rate, delayed by the product of the sampling 
period and the number of samples circulated (Figure 8). 

Figure 8. Real-time correlation using delay line. 

Incremental Delay Line as a Filter 

If the delay line consists of a number of sections, and the outputs at these taps are con
verted to analog form, and summed, with arbitrary coefficients, it is possible to synthesize 
arbitrary time-domain responses to steps, pulses, or other waveforms. Since the output 
bears a linear* relationship to the input, the resulting transfer function may provide 
amplitude and phase responses to other signal forms (over limited ranges of frequency) 
that can be expressed by transform integrals but are otherwise formally considered "un
realizable." In this case, the output is a function of the input only (Figure 9a). 

Recursive Filtering 

When the output is a function of input only, the number of possible responses is limited, 
because the output will settle within a finite time after the input has ceased to vary. 
However, by making the output a function of both output and input, a more-general (and 
more interesting) set of responses becomes possible. 

Recursion may be achieved by feeding back from the output to each tap point (after 
it has made its contribution); but this requires an AID converter for each tap. A more 
economical scheme uses a second tapped delay line, fed back (in sections - if desired) 
to the output summing amplifier, thus requiring only D/A converters for each tap point 
(Figure 9b) 
"i.e., if the input is doubled, the corresponding output will be doubled. 
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Figure 9a. Delay line as a filter with programmable real-time response. 
(Small number of sections shown for clarity) . 

. '1dt} 

CONCLUSION 

Figure 9b. Delay line in recursive filtering. Coefficients (not shown) 
can be applied manually or digitally (mUltiplying DAC's). 

y(r) 

Though it has been limited in scope, we hope that this section has provided the reader 
with an awareness of the power of digital techniques in signal processing, just through the 
use of delay-line storage. There are many more hard-wired processing tricks available, 
such as the use of binary rate-multipliers for digital frequency modulation of digital 
signals, counters for converting from frequencies to discrete digital values, and voltage-to
frequency converters for analog modulation of digital signals. 

The growing availability of digital components of high complexity (FFT processors), in
creasing speed, and low cost (microcomputers), plus the possibility of overall control of 
the processing by CPU's and stored commands, makes the outlook for analog waveform 
synthesis and processing by digital techniques extremely bright, whatever the source: 
speech, music, noise, gas chromatographs, electroencephalograms, mechanical vibrations, 
to mention just a few. 

C. CATHODE-RAY-TUBE DISPLAYS 

In the industrial and scientific world, the close association of computer and cathode-ray 
tube provides an unparalleled method for speedy access to stored and real-time data. It 
simultaneously affords the opportunity for interactive dialogue with the computer for the 
purpose of actually controlling what the computer does. The recent growth of electron
beam recording (on film negative) poses a serious challenge to the centuries-old tradition 
of typesetting, while the ability to use computer power to adapt data to the needs of the 
human operator prior to presentation makes the computer-CRT display a powerful com
bination indeed. 
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While systems do exist for the sole purpose of display, the more general application of 
displays is in connection with data-acquisition systems and systems involving computers. 
Such systems may be either purely digital in nature (e.g., business systems with punched
card inputs), or they may involve AID and DI A converters in maintaining input and out
put contacts with the "real world." Whatever the display's purpose, or the source of the 
data, many cathode ray displays involve the use of DI A converters for generating sweeps, 
characters, and vectors, for positioning and intensification, relying on their inherent line
arity, repreducibility, and controllability by entirely digital sources of command. 

Since we are concerned here primarily with display systems that employ converters -
with particular emphasis on the way they are used and the factors of importance in 
selecting and using them - the number of systems chosen will be limited and system 
description brief. 

In general, a cathode-ray display system consists of a display processor and the display 
chassis. The processor usually holds the information to be presented for update, the in
structions for presenting it, the signals needed to activate the display elements, and the 
digital-to-analog processing hardware, and may include a refresh memory. The display 
chassis itself contains power supplies, CRT, circuitry for beam positioning intensification, 
nonlinearity correction, and focus. 

Representative display techniques include: 

TV raster (picture and graphic displays) 
Stored-character display, e.g., Monoscope (alphanumerics) 
Dot-matrix (alphanumerics) 
Cursive: stroke and vector generators (alphanumerics and graphics) 
Rotating (PPI) 

In addition, electron-beam recording (EBR) is a high-precision technique allied to the TV 
raster, but capable of considerably greater resolution, because it records on film, without 
regard for screen persistence or "flicker" problems, and can thus afford considerably 
greater time-per-frame. 1 

BASIC SYSTEM 

Figure 10 shows the generalized system outline for an installation capable of accepting, 
processing, storing, and displaying information on a CRT screen. A purely clerical system 
would not normally involve sensors and AID interface systems, but might on the other 
hand, involve other forms of peripheral data input. An air traffic control system, based 
on radar data, is an example of current usage of CRT displays for interactive handling and 
presentation of complex information. 

HUMAN INTERFACE 

Figure 10. Display system outline. 

J Analog Dialogue, VoL 6, No.1, p. 14 "EBR uses 16-Bit DAC" 
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Further ingredients of the generalized display system are quite straightforward. The 
manual controls provide human interface, enabling the operator to call for a specific 
picture (or portion of a picture), to enter new information into the system, to command 
new modes of operation, and to initiate different data-processing and display functions. 
Bulk storage forms part of the data-processing capability; further auxiliary storage is often 
required, in the absence of storage-type CR tubes, for display refreshing at high speed to 
avoid annoying flicker. Control logic interfaces between computer data and the various 
peripheral devices, including displays, memories, communications links, the human oper
ator, data-acquisition circuits, etc. 

USES OF D/A CONVERTERS IN DISPLAYS 

Raster Displays 

In Chapter 4, a counter-driven D/A converter was suggested as a sawtooth sweep gener
ator. When used for displays, this scheme can provide highly-repeatable, controllable, and 
linear sweeps of arbitrary resolution and accuracy. 

Rasters conventionally are generated by a fast horizontal scan, that is swept vertically at 
a slower rate that will allow a given number of lines to be generated during the period for 
a frame. Intensity modulation during each horizontal scan provides the pictorial infor
mation. The picture resolution is expressed in terms of the number of discernible data 
points per line multiplied by the number of lines. The minimum frame period is the time 
allowed for the horizontal scan-plus-retrace (Le. time for 1 line) multiplied by the number 
of lines, plus vertical retrace time. 

D/A converters are well-suited to vertical sweeps, for a number of reasons: 

• Timing, controlled by a clock and logic, is quite precise and uniform. 
• Lines are horizontal (analog sweeps have slight tilt). 
• Line-spacing-uniformity depends on linearity, while maximum number of lines 

depends on DAC resolution. DAC's having 10-bit resolution (1024 lines) and 
12-bit linearity (0.0125% linearity error) are readily available. In electron
beam recording, a 16-bit DAC provides 4096 lines with less than 5% spacing 
error. 

• DAC switching transients are blanked because they occur during the horizontal 
retrace interval. 

For horizontal sweeps, the requirements on DAC's are more severe, and analog sweeps are 
likely to win the cost tradeoff, in most applications. For example, to resolve 500 points 
per line, at 500 lines per frame, at a 30Hz frame rate, requires that each digital horizon
tal step settle well within lOOns, and that there be no "glitches." (Even if the display is 
blanked between horizontal steps, large glitches at major carriers can cause deflection
amplifier transients, which distort the pattern.) While this is feasible (e.g., DAC-IODF), 
cost is increasing rapidly with resolution. 

Raster displays using either analog or internally-synchronized digital sweeps have the 
weakness that the whole picture must be updated at once: specific portions cannot be 
singled out for local refreshing. For this reason, plus the low cost of video hardware (if 
it can be successfully adapted to the use at hand), a major application of raster displays 
is in multiple or remote monitoring, where no interaction is needed. 

However, if it is necessary to update the display in local spots only, or to interact with 
it (for example, in editing), a form of display that allows access to specific portions of 
the tube face must be used. 

Dot-Matrix Displays 

Another name for a display in which each point to be brightened has a definite address 
is the highly-descriptive one: dot-matrix. While it can take the form of a raster display 
with both sweeps digital, the speed limitations and memory requirements make a vari
ation of it more useful, especially for alphanumerics: the stored-character dot-matrix. 
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Each character might be represented by a matrix of points, e.g., 4 X 7, with each point 
that is defined as part of the character intensified, by either a "mini-raster" scan or a 
character trace. The X and Y coordinates of each point are located at addresses in two 
ROM's; in character tracing, the point is addressed by a word consisting of a format code 
for the character (e.g., ASCII) and a number from a counter indicating the order of the 
point in the writing sequence. 

In a typical system using this presentation (Figure 11), two DAC's with outputs that are 
summed are used for each axis. One set of DAC's, producing sweeps in raster format, 
locates the index point (i.e., position) of the character. The second set produces a se
quential set of outputs that rapidly move the spot from one point to the next, until the 
character has been traced out. 
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An important advantage of this scheme is that low-resolution (but high linearity) DAC's 
can be used to locate each character, in the same way that a typewriter indexes across a 
page, character by character, and down the page, line by line. Glitches are no problem 
because the trace is blanked in transit. The DAC's that produce the characters need only 
have fast response, with very modest resolution and accuracy. And the refresh memory 
needs to store only the character codes, rather than all points for each character. 

For a purely alphanumeric display, type "point size" and "leading" could be determined 
by manual gain controls of the respective DAC's, to the degree allowed by the logic de
termining the character count per line and the amount of information to be presented in 
each frame. 

Information can be updated incrementally by addressing specific display locations, and 
grossly by either displaying new frames, or by a "scrolling" or "waterfall" (in reverse) 
scheme in which data is advanced vertically. Old data disappears at the top as new data 
appears at the bottom. 

Of course, the "typewriter" presentation need not be used at all. For example, in a dis
play that combines graphics and alphanumerics, the X and Y DAC's may be set at the 
appropriate arbitrary address for each character of a caption, which is then supplied via 
the ROM. Captions may also be read along vertical lines if axes are interchanged. Al
though 2 and 3 bits serVed to display the character adequately in the example, the D/A 
converter may have many more bits available for handling other forms of additive input. 
It is important to note, though, that the accuracy and resolution of the positioning DAC 
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must be such that its errors are less than the relatively-weighted value (taking differing 
scaling into account) of the least-significant bits of DAC's whose outputs are summed. 
Otherwise, overlapping or uneven spacing may result. 

GRAPHIC DISPLA YS 

The general objective in graphic displays is to provide a flickerless presentation of numeri
cal, line-drawing, or pictorial infonnation, with the possibility of editing, changing, storing, 
or isolating any element of it. If the drawing is synthesized by definable and reproduci
ble computer operations, then any number of schemes may be used for the actual control 
and interaction, ranging from keyboards to "light pens." 

The general problem is to start with the spot at a given point (which may be any point 
arrived at in the course of plotting the display, or it may be a point that has been recall
ed for replotting), and proceed by a straight-line increment to another point, using a pro
grammed analog technique. (For better control of spot position, it could be done digit
ally by closely-spaced dots, perhaps employing a binary rate-multiplier, but, on the other 
hand, it may be highly desirable to reduce the amount of memory or digital manipulation 
involved.) It is important to avoid variations of intensity caused by velocity modulation, 
by either maintaining constant writing speed or by compensating for variable writing 
speed by appropriate intensity modulation (the former is preferable if it can be accom
plished simply). 

Delay-Line Integrator 

In Figure 12, a single high-resolution converter is used for each coordinate. The outputs 
of the converters are incremented in small, equal steps of X or Y, whichever is the great
er in magnitude. Between the converter output and the deflection amplifier is a "delay
line integrator," essentially a fast analog delay line tailored for step response that has a 
fixed delay time, and is linear with time from the initial value to the final value~ It will 
then hold the final value until the input changes. Because the maximum input steps are 
equal, the delay line will maintain a constant maximum writing rate in the X or Y di
rection (until the other variable becomes greater). Since the larger of the two variables 
has been chosen, the largest possible vector change (occurring in the case where they are 
equal) is 1.4 times as great. The range from 1 to 1.4 is sufficiently small that only a few 
values (if any) of intensity-modulation voltage will be needed to provide adequate cor
rection for changes in writing speed. 
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Vectors and Segments 
An obvious way of obtaining a given rate of change of voltage is to feed a constant into 
an integrator: the rate of change of output is proportional to the input. Thus, starting 
with an intial position Xo, Yo, furnished by a DAC pair, there is added to it the output 
of a pair of integrators, the inputs of which are slope update outputs from another DAC 
pair with inputs from the refresh memory. The slope update signals may change during 
the configuration of a character, or they may allow long uninterrupted straight sweeps. 
The two major difficulties with this approach are that the integrator must be reset to 
eliminate drift, and there is no easy way to maintain constant trace brightness. 

Another approach uses ramps instead of integrators. In the (perhaps unwieldy) circuit 
of Figure 13, there are two out-of-phase triangular waves, two high-accuracy DAC's for 
initial positioning, and four multiplying D/ A converters supplying the coordinates of the 
points to be connected. 

Starting from an initial point, determined by the X and Y position DAC's, the rates of 
. change of X and Yare determined by multiplying the digital input values by the ramps 

and summing the out-of-phase values in the output amplifier, e.g., (Xl - Xl) and (Y 1 -

Y 1) for the positive slope of the synchronous ramp. 
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Figure 13. Display system combines fixed-reference converters for coarse 
positioning, plus multiplying converters for applying "writing" analog signals 
to the deflection circuits. Method uses common analog triangular waveform 
for synthesizing all alpha-numeric symbols, instead of using a unique 
analog waveform for each symbol. 

When updating occurs, the ramp at the same time changes slope, and the old value, i.e., 
Xt.Y 1 is replaced by X3 ,Y 3' The new rates of changes are thus determined by -(X2 

-X3) and -(V 2 - Y 3), or X3 - X2 and Y 3 - Y 2. Thus, each new incremental slope is 
determined by the difference between the new input and the previous input, always in 

. the proper sense. 

Unlike the integrator, resetting is not necessary; however, the values of X and Y should 
be refreshed from time to time, since the net change depends on the ramp amplitude, and 
tolerances build up. Also, it is necessary for the computer to determine the vector change 
and modulate the intensity appropriately. 

There are many other schemes that could be conceived of, and a number have been de
scribed in the literature. In some recent schemes, binary rate-multipliers are used for 
direct digital multiplication to supplant multiplying DAC's. 
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In the large majority of display schemes, either a fIxed-reference or a multiplying D/ A 
converter is a key element, determining to a large extent the accuracy, linearity (except 
for geometrical sources of nonlinearity) and sharpness (lack of transients and flicker) of 
the display. The elements of DAC performance that are often necessary in other appli-
cations are crucial in displays because of the high visibility of defective performance. A 
few of these elements are: 

Differential Linearity and Linearity 

If differential linearity is poor, gaps, banding, and irregular line- or dot-spacing will result. 
Straight lines develop wobbles. If linearity is poor, it may not be especially bothersome 
in alphanumeric displays, but graphics become distored. If linearity is poor in electron
beam recording for aerial photography, maps pieced together to make larger maps may 
suffer discontinuities at the edges. 

Speed and Dynamics 

Slow settling will result in unevenness in spot locations, a loss of "sharpness" in tran
sitions. Because of the mathematics of fIlling space, compromises must be made between 
flicker, resolution, and dynamics. Glitches cause raggedness in patterns where sweeps go 
through major carries, and poor tracking at comers in graphic displays. Speed variations 
resulting from transients superimposed on linear tracks result in intensity variations due 
to velocity modulation of the image. Fast DAC transients that are not of themselves im
portant (because the brief interval in which they occur can be blanked out) are rendered 
more important by the dynamics of the deflection system, which involves amplified 
energy levels and higher inertias, and can result in hundredfold prolongation of the 
transient interval, as well as ringing and overshoots. 

The photographs show the effect of "glitches" on a typical display. About 5% of the 
picture area is shown. (Courtesy of The Foxboro Company, Foxboro, Mass.) 
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D. COMMERCE, INDUSTRY, AND ELSEWHERE 

The reader who has arrived at this point (after presumably reading all of the material in 
Part One) has been exposed to a large variety of circuit configurations and application 
suggestions. It would not have been difficult for him to have noticed that some of the 
configurations looked more-or-Iess alike, though offered from somewhat different view
points. 

In this section, he will not find anything especially different, from the circuit point of 
view, but he may find it of interest as a microcosmic glimpse of the applications of con
version devices in the workaday world. We will show here just a few applications, with 
the descriptive emphasis more on what they accomplish, rather than on how their circuits 
go together. 

At the end of this chapter will be found a brief appendix, listing a large number of ran
domly-aggregated present and possible uses for conversion and the associated analog-digital 
technology. This list, in no sense complete, and in no wise organized in any rational way, 
might represent the result of a quick scan of one or two current magazines, and the 
recesses of one's mind. It will not impress anyone now working in the field. However, 
for the reader who is unaccustomed to the power of computational techniques, it may be 
an excellent point of departure for the development of ideas as to how they might help 
in his own field. 

Because AID and DI A converters were originally developed as computer interfacing de
vices, used primarily for getting data into and out of digital computers, the casual ob
server still tends to associate them with computer application alone. In reality, as 
Chapter 5 has demonstrated, both AID and DI A converters have followed the operational 
amplifier out of the computer laboratory and into the industrial world-at-Iarge. 

Digital communications is increasingly employed for its noise immunity. Likewise, digit
al methods are used in testing, controlling, and measuring, owing to their ease of applica
tion, and the simplicity with which digital data can be manipulated, stored, processed, 
addressed, distributed, scaled, and otherwise handled. 

One result is an interesting variety of applications for AID and DI A converters, in which 
the unit has a life of its own, quite independent of a computer, as a component of a 
piece of equipment designed for a purpose. 

AUTOMATIC SCALE ZEROING 

The use of a D/A converter to reset zero in a weighing machine (Figure 14) is typical of 
a large number of uses for the DI A converter as a long-term sample-hold device, as men
tioned in Chapter 5. 
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The purpose of the arrangement is to measure the container (or "tare") weight and feed 
it back to the summing point of an operational amplifier, to produce a null reading, so 
that when the container is filled, only the weight of the contents is read out. 

The procedure is simple: The empty container is placed on the scale, with the D/A out
put at zero. The voltage representing the container's weight is converted to digital form 
by the AID converter. Then the AID output is strobed into the DI A converter, producing 
an output that is equal, but of opposite polarity, to the input, thus zeroing the summing
amplifier output. When the load is applied, another conversion is performed (but does 
not affect the D/A output), and the weight of the load alone is read out. 

The amplifier can be so scaled that the converter (which may be part of a DPM) reads 
out in engineering units of weight, or some function of weight, such as cost. If the AID 
converter is a BCD type, the D/A converter should be similarly coded. If the input 
range of the AID converter is similar to the output range of the D/A, R2 = R3 , with Rl 
setting the overall gain relationship. If an instrumentation amplifier is used, the DAC 
adjusts its reference. 

The same basic idea is applicable to any situation for which push-button zeroing is desir
able, usually when sophisticated equipment is being operated by untrained personnel, or 
when time is of the essence, as in production-line operations. 

LOW-NOISE COMMUNICATIONS 

Digital techniques for voice and data transmission 1 are widely used by the common carri
ers, NASA, the military, railroads, and many more. The purpose is to gain increased im
munity to noise and to preserve the fidelity of the transmitted information in the 
presence of nonlinearities, analog crosstalk, etc. 

Low noise communication is possible when a voice signal is converted to digital form be
fore transmission. Analog signals pick up noise, and, though amplified in "repeater" 
stations along the way, tend to become progressively degraded. But if digital trans
mission is used, the signal can be restored by reshaping or regenerating the pulses. At the 
receiving end, a DI A converter reconstructs the original voice signal. 

Figure 15 is a simplified diagram of such a system. The analog signal is sampled at 
regular intervals, converted to digital form in the AID converter, and transmitted serially, 
along with the clock pulses. At the receiving end, the signals are assembled in a shift re
gister, kept in step by the clock pulses, and converted back to the original audio signal 
with the D/A converter. 

I 
TRANSMITTER 

REGISTER ACCEPTS SERIAL 
INPUT DATA, FEED D/A 
IN PARALLEL 

SHIFT 
REGISTER 

I 
RECEIVER 

DAC 

Figure 15. Digital voice communications. 

The clock frequency is divided by 8 before being applied to the sample-hold. The AID 
converter thus sends one serial 8-bit word for each time the sample-hold circuit is strobed. 
The shift register at the receiving end assembles the words of eight bits each. 

The sampling rate should be at least twice the bandwidth. Thus for 5kHz bandwidth, a 
10kHz sampling rate is required. The converters thus should operate on O.lms cycle 
times. 

I This topic and the following one (among others) were described in Electronics, October 
26, 1970 "Purring D/A Converters to Work ••• " and are still of timely interest. . 
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MUSIC DISTRIBUTION SYSTEMS 

Music-distribution systems in commercial aircraft (e.g., the Boeing 747) utilize digital 
techniques to conserve wiring and economize on weight. As an alternative to piping eight 
analog channels to each seat, in parallel (with all the wiring involved, as well as the pos
sibilities of crosstalk), the music channels are multiplexed, distributed digitally on one 
pair of wires, and decoded at the seat. 

In Figure 16, the analog music channels are multiplexed into the sample-hold circuit. The 
A/D converter sends out serial words corresponding to each of the eight channels in 
sequence. A 3-bit address code is added to the 8 bit of analog information, and the com
plete word is wired to every seat in the plane. At each seat, an address decoder is linked 
with the channel-selector switch, and the D/A converter operates only on the digital word 
corresponding to the selected channel. 

VARIOUS 
MUSIC 

CHANNELS 

SAMPLE 
SERIAL 
OUT 

SAMPLE HOLD 

A-O 
CONVERTER 

Figure 16. Aircraft music distribution. 

• 
CHANNEL 

SELECT 
(ONE PER SEAT) 

As in the previous application, absolute accuracy in the O/A converters is unimportant -
all that counts for good sound reproduction is linearity. It's also interesting to note that 
only 6 bits are required for reasonably satisfactory music reproduction (6 X 6 = 36dB). 
("It's a nice place to visit, but I wouldn't want to live there.") 

POWER RECTIFIER MONITORING 

Availability of low-cost digital computers and peripheral equipment has opened up a new 
field in the real-time monitoring of high-power systems, and detecting incipient danger 
signals in time to protect against (really) catastrophic failure. One can foresee applica
tion of the principle to large turbines, generators, engines, pumps, and machine tools, and 
other equipment where continuous monitoring and comparison of oil pressure, bearing 
temperature, mechanical stresses, etc., can prevent destruction of expensive (perhaps irre
placeable) equipment and even save human lives. 

Digital protection is well-suited to systems that must operate constantly and consistently, 
but it is perhaps even more advantageous for systems that operate over wide ranges of 
temperature, pressure, altitude, speed, or must be started and stopped frequently. 

The concept of digital protection is exemplified very effectively by a 128-megawatt 
power-rectifier system used at the Lawrence Radiation Laboratory, Berkeley, California,2 

for magnet-field control in the Bevatron particle accelerator (Figure 17). 

2 Analog Dialogue, Vol. 5, No.3, "Protecting a lIB Gigawatt Power Supply (BkVA at 
16kV) or How Do You Make a 2000A Fuse?" 
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Figure 17a. /gnitron monitoring system. 
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Figure 17. Bevatron data-acquisition system. 
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The rectifier system is based on 48 mercury Ignitrons (high-power rectifiers), operating in 
parallel pairs, each of which handles an anode current of 2000 amperes. Output dc power 
is controlled SCR-fashion by adjusting the time, within each cycle of the 12-phase 60Hz 
excitation power, at which the individual ignitrons conduct. Firing control is accomplish
ed by varying the phase of the drive pulses applied to each ignitron's grid. Faulty firing 
can obviously create havoc within the system, by simply causing one ignitron in a pair to 
conduct prematurely - or not at all - so that current is unequally distributed between 
ignitron pairs. 

A fast data-acquisition system samples such waveforms as grid voltage, ignitor current, and 
anode current, for each tube, at a large number of intervals during each cycle and com
pares them with stored threshold values (perhaps obtained by processing earlier data). 
Any significant disparities are noted, analyzed, and appropriate action is automatically 
initiated, ranging from minor adjustments, to a "flag," to shutdown. 

Since such anomalies can signal incipient breakdowns, this scheme can prevent the very 
expensive consequences of loosing large amounts of power under fault conditions, even 
for very short times. The method also allows observation of aging and so can effect parts 
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replacement at appropriate, rather than arbitrary, intervals. It also provides rather obvi
ous means of feedback of life data to parts manufacturers, who can use the information 
for product reliability improvement. (It's much harder to diagnose the source of failure 
by investigation of a hardened puddle of metal and glass, or after an explosion of 
suddenly-vaporized coolant.) 

Although most readers of this book are unlikely to be designers of control systems for 
Bevatrons, a little thought will show that the monitoring principles applied in this case 
may prove useful elsewhere for minimizing risks of failure, and for failure analysis, in any 
system where catastrophic failure should be unthinkable. 
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APPENDIX TO CHAPTER SIX 

A random, incomplete, disorderly, and possibly presumptuous (but, hopefully, thought
provoking) list of present and likely areas where A/D and D/ A conversion may help. 

Accumulated life infonnation 
Actuators, displays, indicators 
Aircraft hydraulic system testing 
Air traffic control system 
Angular rate, linear force, swept frequency, programmed temperature, forced vibrations, 

etc., generated electronically 
Architectural work 
Automated production processes 
Automatic pushbutton zeroing by nontechnical personnel 
Automatic scale zeroing 
Automatic test system 

Bins, putting things into 
Blood, automatic chemical testing 
Blood pressure monitoring in intensive care 

Calibration curves 
Chart-recorder overrange 
Chemical plants & complexes 
"Chirp" radar 
Communications signals 
Complete testing from several-hundred tests/min 
Constant-speed alternator 
Continuous blending 
Controllers 

Depth of cut 
Digitally-controlled aircraft simulator 
Digital control of steel mills 
Digital speech & music transmission, multiplexed 
Doppler radar, ignoring returns from stationary objects 

Electrical substation 
Electronic weighing 
Electrochemical analyzer 
Electrochemical baths 
Emitted energy from bombarded target 
Energy level, momentum, light intensity 

Factory electrical power demand peaks 
Firmware 
Flow meter 
Fluidic devices 
Food processing operations 
Foundry operations 
Frequency synthesizer 

Gas chromatographs 
Generate ideas for rectifier improvements 
Grading apples 
Graphics design 

Hangar and airfield testing of aircraft 
High-voltage power supplies 
High-power systems (real-time monitoring) 
Histograms 

IC semiconductor test equipment 
Industrial, aeronautic, or scientific 
Infrared optical pyrometers 
Infra-red techniques 
Instrument servos 

Lasers and optoelectronics 
Level indicators 
Load cell 

Machine shops 
Maintenance scheduling 
Mass spectrometers 
Ma tcrials testing 
ML'chanicai handling 
M\!chanical servos 
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Metal fabrication 
Metal-removing speed 
Metalworking 
Monitoring oil pressure, bearing temperature. mechanical stress 
Motor drive 
MPX music distribution systems for passengers in 747's 

Nuclear accelerators 
Null balance 
Numerically-controlled machine tools 
N/C positioner 

Oceanogmphy 
Ocean technology 
On-line chemical process 

Pharmaceutical plants 
Plating plants 
Pollution monitoring 
PoweNectifier monitoring 
Precision 3-phase output (synchronous motor speed control) 
Pressure gages 
Pressure regulators 
Pressure, temperature, seismic, sonar, radar, and other transducers 
Printing and graphics 
Programmable power supplies 
Protects against breakdown 
Pulp and paper mills 
Pulse-height analysis 

Radar or f"tre-OOntrol system 
Radar plan-position & moving-target indicators 
Real-time process control 
Relay testing 
Remote or unattended monitoring 
RF measurements 

Seismographic experimentation 
Ship'S turbine, widely-differing speeds, temperature, pressure, humidity, shaft speed, 

torque 
Signal processing in radar and sonar systems 
Simulator's altimeter 
Solenoid valves 
Sonar returns 
Spectral analysis 
Speed control 
Steel industry 
Steel rolling mill 
Stress signals 
Sulfur dioxide monitors 
Supersonic air blasts 
Synchro-resolver 

Tachometer signals 
Tanks, boilers, vats, pipelines, bearings, oil burners (temperature sensing) 
Tare weight compensation 
Textile mills 
Thermal ovens 
Tone generator 
Tracked air-cushion vehicle 
Training simulators 
Turbines, generators, engines, pumps, machine tools 
Typesetting 

Utility Substation 

Valves and Actuators 

Weather charts 
Weather stations 
Weighing machines 
Wind tunnel 

X-ray dosage 
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Understanding Converters 

AID converters translate from analog measurements, which are characteristic of most 
phenomena in the "real world," to digital language, used in information processing, com
puting, data transmission, and control systems. 0/ A converters are used in transforming 
transmitted data or the results of computation back to "real-world" variables for control, 
information display, or further analog processing. 

ANALOG QUANTITIES 

Analog input variables, whatever their origin, are most frequently converted by trans
ducers into voltages or currents. These electrical quantities may appear as "dc" continu
ous direct measurements of a phenomenon, as modulated ac waveforms (using a wide 
variety of modulation techniques), or in some combination, with a spatial configuration 
of related variables to represent shaft angles. Examples of the first are outputs of thermo
couples, potentiometers on dc references, analog computers; of the second, "chopped" 
optical measurements, ac strain gage or bridge outputs; and of the third, synchros and 
resolvers. 

The analog variables to be dealt with in this chapter are those involving "dc" voltages 
or currents representing the actual analog phenomena. They may be either wideband or 
narrow-band. They may be either scaled from the direct measurement, or subjected to 
some form of analog pre-processing, such as linearization, combination, demodulation, 
flltering, sample-hold, etc. As part of the process, the voltages and currents are "normal
ized" to ranges compatible with assigned converter input ranges. Ways and means of ac
complishing appropriate pre-processing are discussed in the chapters on applications and 
system accessories. Analog output voltages or currents from O/A converters are direct 
and in normalized form, but they may be subsequently post-processed (e.g., scaled, 
flltered, boosted, etc.). 

Synchro-to-digital and digital-to-synchro converters, while widely-used in some control 
applications, are not included within the scope of this chapter. Some relevant material 
on this topic will be found in the applications chapters of Part 1. 

DIGITAL QUANTITIES 

Digital numbers are represented by the presence or absence of essentially fixed voltage 
levels referred to "ground," either occurring at the outputs of logic gates, or applied to 
their inputs. The digital numbers used are all basically binary. That is, each "bit," or 
unit of information has one of two possible states. These states are "off," "false," or 
"0," and "on," "true," or "I." Words, groups of levels representing digital numbers, may 
appear simultaneously in parallel, on groups of gate inputs or outputs, serially (or in a 
time sequence) on a single line, 1 or in a serial-parallel combination (e.g. "byte-serial"). 

t In serial data transmission, if the levels return to ground between successive bits, they are denoted RZ (return-to-zero); 
if they change only when the leading edge of a clock pulse is present, and remain until the next leading edge, they are 
denoted NRZ (non-return-to-zero). 
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The most widely-used choice of levels at this writing, applicable to the class of products 
to which this book is devoted (i.e., converters manufactured by Analog Devices), are 
those used in TTL (transistor-transistor logic), in which positive true, or "I" corresponds 
to a minimum output level of +2AV (inputs respond unequivocally to "1" for levels 
greater than 2.0V); and false, or "0" corresponds to a maximum output level of +OAV 
(inputs respond unequivocally to "0" for anything less than +0.8V). A unique parallel 
or serial grouping of digital levels, or a number, or code, is assigned to each analog level 
which is quantized (i.e., represents a unique portion of the analog range). A typical digital 
code would be this array: 

101 1 1 0 1 0 1 

It is composed of nine bits. The "1" at the extreme left is called the "most significant 
bit" (MSB, or Bit 1), and the one at the right is called the "least significant bit" (LSB, or 
bit n: 9 in this case). The meaning of the code, either as a number, or as a representation 
of an analog variable, is unknown until the code and the conversion relationship have been 
defined. 

THE BINARY CODE 

The best-known code is natural binary. In a natural binary fractional code having n bits, 
the MSB has a weight of 1/2: (2- 1), the second bit has a weight of 1/4: (2-2), and so 
forth down to the LSB, which has a weight of 2-n. The value of a binary number is ob
tained by adding up the weights of all non-zero bits. As an example, Table 1 lists the 16 
permutations of 4-bits' worth of 1 's and O's, with their binary weights, and the equivalent 
numbers expressed as both decimal and binary fractions. 

Code 
A 

....... r 
Decimal Fraction Binary MSB Bit 2 Bit 3 Bit4 

Fraction (x1/2) (xl/4) (xl/S) (xl/16) 
0 0.0000 0 0 0 0 
1/16 = 2-4 (LSB) 0.0001 0 0 0 1 
2/16 = 1/8 0.0010 0 0 1 0 
3/16 = 1/8 + 1/16 0.0011 0 0 1 1 
4/16 = 1/4 0.0100 0 1 0 0 
5/16 = 1/4 + 1/16 0.0101 0 1 0 1 
6/16 = 1/4 + 1/8 0.0110 0 1 1 0 
7/16 = 1/4 + 1/8 + 1/16 0.0111 0 1 1 1 
8/16 = 1/2 (MSB) 0.1000 1 0 0 0 
9/16 = 1/2 + 1/16 0.1001 1 0 0 1 

10/16 = 1/2 + 1/8 0.1010 1 0 1 0 
11/16 = 1/2 + 1/8 + 1/16 0.1011 1 0 1 1 
12/16 = 1/2 + 1/4 0.1100 1 1 0 0 
13/16 = 1/2 + 1/4 + 1/16 0.1101 1 1 0 1 
14/16 = 1/2 + 1/4 + 1/8 0.1110 1 1 1 0 
15/16 = 1/2 + 1/4 + 1/8 + 1/16 0.1111 1 1 1 1 

Table 1. Fractional binary codes. 

When all bits are "1" in natural binary, the number value is 1 - 2-n, .or normalized full
scale less 1 LSB (1 - 1/16 = 15/16 in the example). Strictly speaking, the number that is 
represented, written with an "integer point," is 0.1111 (= 1 - 0.0001). However, it is 
almost universal practice to write the code simply as the integer 1111 (Le., "IS") with 
the fractional nature of the corresponding number understood ["1111" -+ 1111/(1111 + 
1), or 15/16]. 
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For convenience, Table 2 lists bit weights in binary, for numbers having up to 20 bits. 
The practical range for the vast majority of applications is about 16 bits; for larger 
numbers of bits than 20, continue to divide by 2. 

BIT Z-" 1/2" (Fraction) "dB" 1/2" (Decimal) % ppm 
FS 20 1 0 1.0 100 1,000,000 
MSB 2- 1 1/2 -6 0.5 50. 500,000 

2 2-2 1/4 -12 0.25 25 250,000 
3 2-3 1/8 -18.1 0.125 12.5 125,000 
4 Z-4 1/16 -24.1 0.0625 6.2 62,500 
5 2-5 1/32 -30.1 0.03125 3.1 31,250 
6 2-6 1/64 -36.1 0.015625 1.6 15,625 
7 2-7 1/128 -42.1 0.007812 0.8 7,812 
8 Z-8 1/256 -48.2 0.003906 0.4 3,906 
9 Z-9 1/512 -54.2 0.001953 0.2 1,953 

10 Z-10 1/1 ,024 -60.2 0.0009766 0.1 97'1 
11 Z-11 1/2,048 -66.2 0.00048828 0.05 488 
12 2- 12 1/4,096 -72.2 0.00024414 0.024 244 
13 T13 1/8,192 -78.3 0.00012207 0.012 122 
14 2-14 1/16,384 -84.3 0.000061035 0.006 61 
15 Z-15 1/32,768 -90.3 0.0000305176 0.003 31 
16 2- 16 1/65,536 -96.3 0.0000152588 0.0015 15 
17 2-17 1/131,072 -102.3 0.00000762939 0.0008 7.6 
18 T18 1/262,144 -108.4 0.000003814697 0.0004 3.8 
19 2- 19 1/524,288 -114.4 0.000001907349 0.0002 1.9 
20 2- 20 1/1,048,576 -120.4 0.0000009536743 0.0001 0.95 

TABLE 2. Binary bit weights or resolution. 

The weight assigned to the LSB is the resolution inherent in numbers having n bits. The 
"dB" column represents the logarithm (base 10) of the ratio of the LSB value to unity 
(full scale), rimltiplied by 20, in the popular manner. Each successive power of 2 repre-
sents a change of 6.02dB [Le., 20 log10 (2)] or "6dB/octave." 

In natural binary, the normalized numerical value of the code I 0 1 I I 0 I 0 1, a 9-bit 
code, would be 

0.5000 MSB 1/2 = 256/512 
0.1250 Bit 3 1/8 = 64/512 
0.0625 Bit4 1/16 = 32/512 
0.0312 Bit 5 1/32 = 16/512 
0.0078 Bit 7 1/128 = 4/512 

+0.0020 Bit 9 (LSB) 1/512 = + 1/512 

0.7285 373/512 = 0.7285 

Bit numbering in some purely numerical devices, such as microprocessors, may be based 
on whole numbers, instead of binary fractions. In such systems, the LSB is always Bit 0 
(viz., 2°), the MSB is always Bit n - 1 (viz., 2n.1), and the value of a binary number, 
normalized to full scale, is the integer value, divided by 2n. An example of this approach 
can be found in Chapter 1-4, in the section on interfacing converters with microprocessors. 

BASIC CONVERSION RELATIONSHIPS 

Perhaps the most fruitful way of indicating the relationship between analog and digital 
quantities involved in a conversion is to plot a graph. Since there are two complementary 
conversion relationships to be discussed, two graphs must be plotted, one for AID con
version, the other for D/A conversion. 

Figure 1 shows the graph for an ideal 3-bit D/ A converter. A 3-bit converter has 8 dis-
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crete coded levels, thus a total of 8 different inputs and 8 corresponding outputs, ranging 
from zero to 7/8 of "fuI scale." Since no other levels can exist with this coding, it is 
plotted as a bar graph. 

In practical D/A converters, the zero bar may not exactly zero (offset error). The range 
from zero to 7/8 F.S. may not be exactly as specified (gain error), the differences in 
heights of the bars may not be equal or changing uniformly (nonlinearity), and - in 
fact - if the nonlinearity is great enough, one or more values of analog output may be 
less than the values corresponding to codes having smaller weight (non-monotonic due to 
excessive differential nonlinearity). These errors (and others), the means of specifying 
and testing them, and some of the design techniques for keeping them small, are discuss
ed in chapters 11-2, 11-3, 114, and 11-5. 
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9 .... 1/2 
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DIGITAL INPUT-CODE AND FRACTIONAL VALUE 

to ~-L--'----''-'---'-.L......J 

b. Offset Error 

d. Linearity Error 

c. Scale Factor Error 

e. Non-Monotonicity 
(Due to Excessive Differ
ential Nonlinearity) 

Figure 1. Conversion relationship in a 3-bit D/A converter 
a. Ideal relationship 
b, c, d, e. Typical sources of error 

To visualize the ideal performance of converters having larger numbers of bits, one may 
intensify this pattern by interpolating additional bars between the bars on this graph. For 
example, a fourth bit would require 8 additional bars with heights halfway between the 
levels indicated. The value of the LSB would be F.S./16, and the maximum value would 
be 7/8 + 1/16 = 15/16 F.S. The next bit would interpolate 16 additional bars, the new 
LSB would be F.S./32, and the maximum value would be 31/32, etc. The straight line 
connecting the tops of the bars is the locus of the envelope of the ideal conversion 
relationship. 
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Figure 2 shows the graph for an ideal 3-bit A/D converter. Since all values of the analog 
input are presumed to exist, they must be quantized by partitioning the continuum into 8 
discrete ranges. All analog values within a given range are represented by the same digital 
code, which corresponds to the nominal mid-range value. These mid-range values corre
spond to the bar heights of the D/A converter. 

There is, therefore, in the A/D conversion process, an inherent quantization uncertainty 
of ±V2 LSB, in addition to the conversion errors analogous to those existing for the D/A 
converter. The only sure way to reduce this quantization uncertainty is to increase the 
number of bits. (There are, of course, statistical interpolation tricks that may be perform
ed in the digital processing or in analog filtering following subsequent D/ A conversion, 
which will fill in missing analog values for large, rapidly-varying signals, but they will do 
nothing to indicate the variations within a quantum for an apparently-constant digital 
number.) 

Since it is easier* to determine the location of a transition than it is to determine a mid
range value, errors and settings of A/D converters are defined and measured in terms of 
the analog values at which transitions occur, in relation to the ideal transition values. 
Like D/ A converters, A/D converters have offset error: the first transition may not occur 
at exactly +1/2 LSB; scale-factor (or gain) error: the difference between the values at 
which the first transition and the last transition occur is not equal to (F.S. - 2LSB); 
and linearity error: the differences between transition values are not all equal or uniform
ly changing. If the differential linearity error is large enough, it is possible for one or 
more codes to be missed (the counterpart of non-monotonic D/ A conversion). 
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Figure 2. Conversion relationship in 3-Bit AID converter 
a. Ideal relationship b, c, d, e Typical sources of error. 

*(using analog techniques) 
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An important factor in the conversion relationship is the choice of "Full Scale," the LSB 
magnitude, and the transition points. For a great many converters, full scale is in the vi
cinity of 10 volts: either exactly lOV or 1O.24V. For lOY, the bit values are easily ex
pressed as negative powers of 2, multiplied by 10; for 10.24V, the LSB can be expressed 
in "round" numbers, being a multiple or submultiple of 10mV. 

Table 3 lists the LSB values, the "all 1 's" value (Le., F.S. - 1 LSB), and the AID con
verter transition values at 1/2 LSB (for zero adjustment) and all 1 's (F.S. - 1~ LSB, for 
scale factor adjustment) for resolutions to 2-20 , for both lOV and 1O.24V full scale. If 
full scale is SV (also a popular value), simply divide the appropriate numbers by 2. 

10V Full Scale [1o.24V Full Scale 
AID Transitions AID Transitions 

To To To To 
A1I1's lSB A1I1's A1I1's lSB A1I1's 
(Volts) (1/2 LSBXVolts) LSB (Volts) (+1/2 LSB)(Volts) 

1 5V 5.0 2.5V 2.5 5.12V 5.12 2.56V 2.56 
2 2.5V 7.5 1.25V 6.25 2.56V 7.68 1.28V 6.40 
3 1.25V 8.75 625mV 8.13 1.28V 8.96 640mV 8.32 
4625mV 9.38 312mV 9.07 640mV 9.60 320mV 9.28 
5312mV 9.69 156mV 9.53 320mV 9.92· 160mV 9.76 
6156mV 9.84 78.1mV 9.76 160mV 10.08 80mV 10.00 
7 78.1mV 9.92 39.1mV 9.88 80mV 10.16 40mV 10.12 
8 39.1mV 9.961 19.5mV 9.941 40mV 10.20 20mV 10.18 
9 19.5mV 9.980 9.77mV9.970 20mV 10.220 10mV 10.21 

10 9.77mV 9.990 4.88mV9.985 10mV 10.230 5mV 10.225 
11 4.88mV 9.9951 2.44mV9.9927 5mV 10.235 2.5mV 10.232 
12 2.44mV 9.9976 1.22mV 9.9964 2.5mV 10.2375 1.25mV 10.2362 
13 1.22mV 9.9988 610,uv 9.9982 1.25mV 10.2388 625,uv 10.2382 
1461o,uv 9.9994 305,uv 9.9991 625P.V 10.2394 312,uv 10.2391 
15 30~EN 9.99970 153,(LV 9.99955 312,uv 10.23969 156,uv 10.23953 
16 153,uv 9.99985 76,uv 9.99977 156,uv 10.23984 78.1P.V 10.23976 
17 76,uv 9.99992 38,uv '9.99988 78.1,uv 10.23992 39.1P.V 10.23988 
18 38,uv 9.999962 19,uv 9.999943 39.1,uv 10.239961 19.5P.V 10.239941 
19 19,uv 9.999981 9.5,uv 9.999971 19.5P.V 10.239980 9.77,uv 10.239970 
20 9.5,uv 9.999990 4.s,uv 9.999985 9.77P.V 10.239990 4.88,uv 10.239985 

Table 3. LS8 and (FS - LS8) values for 10Vand 10.24 V conversion. 

OTHER CODES 

Although binary is the most commonly-used code, there are a number of other popular 
codes used at system interfaces, depending on signal range and polarity, conversion tech
nique, specially desired characteristics, and origin or destination of digital information. 

BINARY -CODED DECIMAL (BCD) 

This is a code in which each decimal digit is represented by a group of 4 binary-coded 
digits. The LSB of the most significant group, or "quad," had a weight of 0.1, the LSB 
of the next has a weight of 0.01, the LSB of the next has a weight of 0.001, etc. Each 
quad has 10 permissible levels with weights 0 to 9. Group values in excess of 9 are not 
permitted. For example, Table 4 shows BCD coding for a variety of numbers between 0 
and 0.99. 

AID converters with the BCD code are used primarily in digital voltmeters and panel 
meters, since each quad's output may be decoded to drive a numeric display using the 
familiar decimal numbers. If the display is of a BCD digitally transmitted or processed 
number, or if the input is via a thumbwheel switch, a DIA converter that responds to 
BCD may be used to furnish an. analog output from the same digital input. 

BCD is somewhat wasteful, in the sense that each BCD quad has 10/16 the resolution of 
a comparable natural binary quad. Table 5 shows the relative resolution capability. 
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BCD Code 
Decimal MSQ 2nd Quad 
Fraction (x1/10t (xl/lOa) 

x8x4x2xl x8x4x2xl 
0.00 = 0.00+ 0.00 o 0 0 0 o 0 0 0 
0.01 = 0.00+ 0.01 000 0 000 1 
0.02 = 0.00+ 0.02 000 0 0 o 1 0 
0.03 = 0.00+ 0.03 o 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 
0.04 = 0.00 + 0.04 o 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 
0.05 = 0.00+ 0.05 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 
0.06 = 0.00+ 0.06 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 
0.07 = 0.00+0.07 0 000 0 1 1 1 
0.08 = 0.00 +0.08 0 000 1 0 0 0 
0.09 = 0.00+0.09 0 000 1 0 0 1 
0.10 = 0.10+0.00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0.11 = 0.10 + 0.01 0 0 0 0 0 0 

0.20 = 0.20+ 0.00 0 0 1 0 o 0 0 0 

0.30 = 0.30+0.00 0 0 1 o 0 0 0 

0.90 = 0.90+ 0.00 1 0 0 1 o 0 0 0 
0.91 = 0.90 + 0.01 0 0 0 0 0 1 

0.98 = 0.90+0.08 1 0 0 1 1 0 a a 
0.99 = 0.90+0.09 1 a 0 1 1 0 a 1 

Table 4. Examples of 2-digit BCD weighting. 

Number of Binary 
Number of Least Significant Bit Bits Needed For 

Bits Binary BCD Same Resolution as BCD 
4 0.062 0.1 4 
8 0.0039 0.01 7 

12 0.00024 0.001 10 
16 0.000015 0.0001 14 
20 0.000001 0.00001 17 
24 0.0000002 0.000001 20 

Table 5. Relative resolution of BCD and binary. 

OVERRANGING 

Many BCD AID converters have an additional bit with weight equal to full scale, in a po
sition "more significant" than the MSB. 

This additional bit provides a maximum of 100% "overrange" capability. Additional 
"super-significant" bits would provide binary 300% (2 bits) and 700% (3 bits) overrange 
capability (or extend the range to nearly 800% of the BCD "full scale.") The overrange 
bit is most commonly used in digital voltmeters and panel meters to indicate that nomi
nal full scale has been exceeded and that the visual reading may be erroneous. 

Overrange bits need not be restricted to BCD. They are useful as "flags" in any con
version process for which an overrange input would given an ambiguous reading, or where 
an overrange input indicates anomalous analog system behavior. The overrange bit must 
of course be of suitable accuracy, since it is, in effect, the MSB. 

2-4-2-1 BINARY-CODED DECIMAL 

This is a code that is still in use, in which the bit in the MSB position in each quad has a 
weight of 2 instead of the usual 8 that is normal for BCD. It is found, for example, at 
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the digital output of some older Hewlett-Packard digital voltmeters. The relative weights 
within a quad are given in Table 6. 

2* 4 2 1 
(x2) (x4) (x2) (x1) 

0.0 0 0 0 0 
0.1 :: 0.1 0 0 0 1 
0.2 '" 0.2 0 0 1 0 
0.3 == 0.1 +0.2 0 0 1 1 
0.4 :: 0.4 0 1 0 0 
0.5 :: 0.1 +0.4 0 1 0 1 

0.6 '" 0.2+0.4 0 1 1 0 
0.7 '" 0.1 + 0.2 + 0.4 0 1 1 1 
0.8 z: 0.2 + 0.4 + 0.2 1 1 1 0 
0.9 .. 0.1 + 0.2 + 0.4 + 0.2 1 1 1 1 

Table 6. 24-2-1 BCD bit weights within each quad. 

This code was more economical to implement in the days before integrated-circuit logic 
became common, still has the advantages of having alII's for (full scale - LSB) and re-
quiring a smaller range of resistance in D/A-converter ladder networks based on binary 
conductance values. 

GRAY CODE 

This is a binary code in which the bit position does not signify a numerical weighting; 
however, in converters using it, each code still corresponds to a unique portion of the 
analog range. It is easily translatable into natural binary (Table7): 

Decimal 
Fraction Gray Code Binary Code 
0 ~ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1/16 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 
2/16 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 
3/16 0 0 1 ~ 0 0 1 1 
4/16 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 
5/16 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 
6/16 0 1 Q. 1 0 1 1 0 
7/16 0 1 0 ~ 0 1 1 1 
a/16 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 
9/16 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 

10/16 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 
11/16 1 1 1 Q. 1 0 1 1 
12/16 1 Q. 1 0 1 1 0 0 
13/16 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 
14/16 1 0 Q. 1 1 1 1 0 
15/16 1 0 0 Q. 1 1 1 1 

Table 7. Comparison of 4-Bit binary and Gray codes. 
Underlined bits indicate changes as number increases. 

In Gray code, as the number value changes, the transitions from one code to the next 
involve only· one bit at a time. The bits that change as the numbers increase are under .. 
lined in the table. 

The conversion from binary to Gray code occurs as follows: If the binary MSB is zero, 
the Gray code MSB will be zero. Then, continuing to read from MSB to LSB, each 
change produces a "1," each non-change produces a "0." For example, .11 in binary, 
1011, becomes 1110 in Gray code (I -+ 1, 1-to-0 -+ 1, O-to-l-+ 1, l-to-l -+ 0). Another 
example: the 12-bit binary number 101111000101 becomes 111000100111. Fig. 3 
shows one way in which binary to Gray code conversion may be mechanized. 
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10---1 

GRAY 
CODE 

Figure 3. Binary to Gray code conversion using exclusive - or gates. 

The conversion from Gray code to binary is just the reverse of the conversion from 
binary to Gray code: The binary MSB will be the same as the Gray code MSB. Then, 
continuing to read from MSB to LSB, if the next bit is 1, the next binary bit is the 
complement of the previous binary bit. For example, if the Gray code is 1110, the 
corresponding binary is 1011 (1 -+ 1, 1 -+ I-to-O, 1 -+ O-to-l, 0 -+ I-to-l). Another ex
ample, the 8-bit Gray code 011 10000 is 01011111 in binary. A mechanization of Gray 
code-to-binary conversion appears in Figure 4. 

GRAY 
CODE 

::~--J) 
10---1 

Oo----i 

o 

1 BINARY 

Figure 4. Gray code to binary conversion. 

Gray code is useful for shaft encoders (angle-to-digital converters) because the change of 
only 1 bit for each increment eliminates false intermediate codes that could occur in 
natural binary conversion. Here, for comparison, are Gray code and binary developed 
optical shaft encoders for 4-bit resolution. 

NOTE: QUANTIZED ANGLES ARE INDICATED VALUE ±11%' 

Figure 5. Gray vs. binary encoding. 

Note that, with the Gray code converter, there is only one bit-change at each transition. 
If the edge of a shaded area is slightly out of line, the coding will be in error by a small 
fraction of an LSB. In the binary converter, all four bits change at once at the 180° and 
and 360° transitions. If bit 2's shaded area were to end a little to the left of the 1800 

transition, the code, in a small region, would be 0011, indicating the 67Y2° range, or a 
fictitious progression from l57Y2° to 67Y2°to 180°. We leave the catastrophic implica
tions of this to the reader. 

The shaft encoder is a simultaneous converter: all bits appear at once and can be read in 
parallel at any time. There is an electrical equivalent form of simultaneous AID converter 
having a Gray code output. It employs a chain of biased comparators, the outputs of 
which provide a quantized indication of the analog input level: all comparators above it 
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are 0, all comparators below it are 1. MUlti-input logic gates then make the decisions 
necessary to obtain a parallel Gray code output. Such converters are quite fast, some 
being capable of producing 10M meaningful conversions per second, but they require a 
number of comparisons that is a geometric function of the required resolution, (i.e., 
2n - 1), as well as logic gates having large numbers of inputs. 

A variation of this scheme, the cyclical converter, which also has Gray code output, uses 
fewer comparators, with more-accurate output states, but it requires more time to per
form the conversion. It continuously tracks the analog input. 

The use of Gray code in fast converters that provide continuous conversions has the same 
rationale as for the shaft encoder. Any Gray code output value that is latched into a 
register will always be within ± 1 LSB of the correct value, even if the latching occurs just 
as a bit is switching. With binary, however, where many bits can switch at a single tran
sition, it is possible to latch in mid-flight, and, because of the "skew" between turn-on 
and turn-off speeds, lock in an utterly false code. 

COMPLEMENTARY CODES 

The actual mechanization of some forms of converters, (for example, D/A converters 
using monolithic quad current switches) may require codes, such as natural binary or 
BCD, in which all bits are represented by their complements. Such codes are called 
complementary codes. 

In a 4-bit complementary-binary converter, 0 is represented by 1111, half-scale (MSB) by 
0111, and full scale (less lLSB)'by 0000. It can be easily obtained from the "Q" outputs 
of a register, of which "Q" is the normal output sense. 

Similarly, for each quad of a BCD-coded converter, complementary BCD is the code ob
tained by representing all bits by their complements. In complementary BCD, 0 is repre
sented by 1111, and 9 is represented by 0110. As an example, Table 8 lists the equiva
lents for 1 through 11 in complementary binary and complementary BCD (with overrange 
bit). 

Natural 
Decimal Number Binary 
o BIN DEC 0000 
1, 1/16, 1/10 0001 
2, 2/16, 2/10 001 0 
3, 3/16, 3/10 001 1 
4, 4/16, 4/10 0 1 00 
5, 5/16, 5/10 01 01 
6, 6/16, 6/10 01 1 0 
7, 7/16, 7/10 011 1 
B, 8/16, 8/10 1000 
9, 9/16, 9/10 1001 

10,10/16,10/10 1010 
11,11/16,11/10 1011 

Comple· 
mentary 
Binary BCD 
1 1 1 1 00000 
1 110 00001 
1101 00010 
1100 00011 
1 01 1 00100 
1010 00101 
1001 00110 
1000 00111 
01 11 01000 
0110 01001 
0101 10000 
0100 10001 

Com pie· F.S 

mentary 7/8 

BCD 31 4 
1 1 1 1 1 
11110 51 8 

11101 1/ 2 

8 

4 
11100 31 

11011 1/ 

11010 11 8 I I 
1 1 00 1 0 111 110 101 .lt0 011 010 001 000 

1 1 000 (COMPL~NMEJT~~~EBINARYI 
101 11 
10110 
011 11 
01 1 10 

Conversion 
Re/ationship of Ideal 
3-Bit Complementary 
Binary D/A Converter 

Tab/e 8. Complementary codes. 

If a natural binary input were applied to a D/ A converter coded to respond to comple
mentary binary, the output would be in reverse order, i.e., zero output for all 1 's, and 
F.S. - 1 LSB for all O's. 

The complementary codes discussed above involve complementing all bits, for convenience 
in implementing the conversion relationship using certain kinds of switches (Le., those 
that respond to complementary logic). We could just as well have left the logic unchanged 
but redefined it as "negative true." However, for consistency in elucidation, we define 
all logic in terms of "positive true" TTL (or DTL), as explained at the beginning of the 
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chapter. It is important to understand that, for purposes of this discussion, these comple
mentary codes have nothing to do with representation of the analog polarity relationship, 
a matter that will be discussed next. 

ANALOG POLARITY 

So far, the conversion relationships mentioned have been unipolar: the codes have repre
sented numbers, which in tum represent the normalized magnitudes of analog variables,2 

without regard to polarity. A unipolar A/D converter will respond to analog signals of 
only one polarity, and a unipolar D/A converter will produce analog signals of only one 
polarity. 

The analog signal polarity is determined either by using a converter whose reference and 
switches (or specifications) are compatible with the desired analog polarity, or (if for 
reasons of economy or availability, a converter is available having predetermined polarity) 
by operating on the analog signal before A/D conversion - or after D/ A conversion - to 
invert its polarity, and also perform any necessary scale changes, if range must be adapted 
too. 

BIPOLAR CODES 

For conversion of bipolar analog signals into a digital code that retains sign information, 
one extra bit - the "sign bit" - is necessary. This "most significant bit" doubles the 
analog range and halves the peak-to-peak resolution. In some cases, the sign bit is pro
vided by re-interpreting the existing MSB, in which event the analog range may still be 
doubled, but the resolution is twice as coarse. For example, if a lO-bit converter's 
resolution is 1/1024, for the range 0-10V, we may use a bipolar code having 11 bits, with 
peak-to-peak resolution of 1/2048 and range of ±lOV, or retain a code having 10 bits, 
but "stretch" the range to ±lOV, in which case the peak-to-peak resolution remains 
1/1024, which doubles the magnitude of the LSB. It must be emphasized that, because 
the sign digit doubles both the range and the number of levels, the LSB's ratio to full 
scale in either polarity is 2- (n - 1), not 2-n. 

The most-often-used binary codes in bipolar conversion are: Sign-magnitude (magnitude 
plus sign), Offset binary, Two's complement, and One's complement. Table 9 shows each 
of these codes expressed for 4 bits (3 bits plus sign). 

~ Decimal Fraction~ 
Positive Negative Sign + Two's Offset One's 

Number Reference Reference Magnitude Complement Binary Complement 
+7 +7/B -7/B o 1 1 1 o 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 o 1 1 1 
+6 +6/B -6/8 o 1 1 0 o 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 o 1 1 0 
+5 +5/B -5/8 o 1 0 1 o 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 o 1 0 1 
+4 +4/B -4/8 o 1 0 0 o 1 00 1 1 0 0 o 1 00 
+3 +3/B -3/B 001 1 00 1 1 1 0 1 1 001 1 
+2 +2/B -2/8 001 0 001 0 101 0 001 0 
+1 +1/B -1/B 000 1 000 1 1 00 1 000 1 

0 0+ 0- 0000 0000 1 000 0000 
0 0- 0+ 1 000 (0000) (1 000) 1 1 1 1 

-1 -1/8 +1/B 1 00 1 1 1 1 1 o 1 1 1 1 1 0 
-2 -2/8 +2/B 101 0 1 1 1 0 o 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 
-3 -3/8 +3/B 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 o 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 
-4 -4/B +4/B 1 1 0 0 1 1 00 01 00 1 0 1 1 
-5 -5/8 +5/B 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 001 1 101 0 
-6 -6/B +6/B 1 1 1 0 101 0 001 0 1 00 1 
-7 -7/B +7/B 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 000 1 100 0 
-B -BIB +8/B (1 000) (0 0 0 0) 

Table 9. Commonly-used bipolar codes. 

2Gray code is an exception. Since it is not quantitatively weighted, it can represent any arbitrary range of 
magnitudes of any polarity. 
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Because the analog signal now has a choice of polarity, we must be careful about the re
lationship between the code and the polarity of the analog signal. "Positive reference" 
indicates that the analog signal3 increases positively as the digital number increases. 
"Negative reference," on the other hand, indicates that the analog signal decreases to .. 
wards negative full scale as the digital number increases. Conversion relationships for 
bipolar AID and DIA converters are shown graphically in Figures 6 and 7. 
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Figure 6. Ideal D/A conversion realtionship for 4·bit (3-bit-plus-sign) offset 
binary, 2's complement, sign-magnitude, 1'5 complement codes. 

DIGITAL OUTPUT 
CODES SIGN 

OFFSET 2', + 1', 
BINARY COMPo MAG. COMPo 

1111 0111 0111 0111 

1110 0110 0110 0110 

1101 0101 0101 0101 

1100 0100 0100 0100 

1011 0011 0011 0011 

1010 0010 0010 0010 

0001 0001 0001 

0000 OOOorOOOor 
0111 1111 1000 1111 

0110 1110 1001 1110 

0101 1101 1010 1101 

0100 1100 1011 1100 

0011 1011 1100 1011 

0010 1010 1101 1010 

0001 1001 1110 1001 

0000 1000 1111 1000 

Figure 7. Ideal A/D conversion relationship for 4-bit (3-bit-plus-sign) offset 
binary, 2's complement, sign magnitude, l's complement codes. 

Sign-Magnitude would appear to be the most straightforward way of expressing signed 
analog quantities digitally. Simply determine the code appropriate for the magnitude and 
add a polarity bit. It is used advantageously in DI A converters that operate in the vi-

S AID converter input or DI A converter output. 

*In sign-magnitude and 1 's-complement AID converters, the ambiguous zero must be dealt with. In some units, 
one of the codes is "forbidden," (DVM's generally read "+0" only), in others, the ±Vz LSB zero region is divided 
into two regions (0 to +Vz LSB, and 0 to -'h LSB), one of which produces one code, the other the other code. This 
is a more useful approach in codes having a sequential continuum of numbers, such aI's complement. 
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cinity of zero, where the application calls for smooth and linear transitions from positive 
small voltages to negative small voltages. As can be seen in the example in the table, it is 
the only code for which the three magnitude bits do not have a major transition (all l's 
to all D's, or equivalent) at zero. Sign-magnitude BCD is almost universally used for bi
polar digital voltmeters (A/D converters). 

It does have some shortcomings, though. In data-processing applications, the other codes 
are more-readily usable for computation with a minimum of translation. One of its 
problems is that it has two codes for zero. For this reason, sign-magnitude is harder to 
interface with digitally, because it requires either software, or additional equipment. In 
addition, the converter circuitry for sign-magnitude is usually somewhat more compli
cated and costly than for some other codes. 

Offset binary is the easiest code to embody with converter circuitry. An examination of 
the offset binary code for three bits plus sign will show that it is really a natural binary 
code for four bits, except that its zero is at negative full scale, the LSB is 1/16 of the 
bipolar range, and the MSB is turned on at analog zero. Therefore, to make an offset 
binary 3-bits-plus sign converter out of a 4-bit D/A converter having O-to-IOV full-scale 
range, we have only to double its scale factor (20V range), and offset its zero by one 
half of the full range (-1 OV), an operation which is neither difficult nor expensive. Simi
larly, for an A/D converter, one would attenuate the input by one-half, and add a bias of 
one-half the full range. 

Besides its ease of implementation, offset binary has the further advantage that it is com
patible with computer inputs and outputs, it is easily changed to the more-computation
ally useful two's complement Gust complement the MSB), and it has a single unambigu
ous code for zero. The all-zeros negative full scale code (0000), though not used in com
puting (because - (F .S. - 1 LSB) is the most negative value defined in computing), is 
nevertheless useful as a converter checking and adjustment code. 

The principal drawback of offset binary is that a major bit transition occurs at 0 (all 
bits change, from 0111 to 1000). This can lead to "glitch" problems dynamically (the 
difference in speed between bits turning on and off can lead to large spikes) and to linear
ity problems statically (the largest linearity errors are most likely to occur at major trans
itions, because the transition is essentially a difference between two large numbers). Also, 
in offset binary, zero errors may be greater than with sign-magnitude, because the zero 
analog level is usually obtained by taking a difference between the MSB (Yz full range) 
and a bias (y2 full range), again, two large numbers. 

Two's complement, for conversion purposes, consists of a binary code for positive magni
tudes (0 sign bit), and the two's complement of each positive number to represent its 
negative. The two's complement is formed arithmetically by complementing the number 
and adding 1 LSB. For example, the two's complement of 3/8 (0011) would be its com
plement plus 1 LSB, or 1100 + 0001 = 1101. 

Two's complement is a useful code computationally because it can be thought of as a set 
of negative numbers. Therefore, addition can be used instead of subtraction. For ex
ample, to subtract 3/8 from 4/8, add 4/8 to -3/8, or 0100 to 1101. The result is 0001 
(disregarding the extra carry), or 1/8. 

If the two's complement code and the offset binary code are compared, it can be seen 
that the only difference between them is that the MSB of one is replaced by its com
plement in the other (Nature's way of helping converter manufacturers and users). Since 
both a digit and its complement are available from most flip-flops, an offset-binary-coded 
converter may be used for 2's complement, just by using the MSB's complement at the 
output of an AID converter or at the output of a D/ A converter's input register. And 
vice versa. 

Two's complement has the same disadvantages as offset binary, since the conversion 
process is identical. 
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One's complement is a means of representing negative numbers sometimes used by com
puters. One's complement is obtained arithmetically by simply complementing all of a 
number's digits. Thus, the one's complement of 3/8 (0011) is (1100). When a number 
is subtracted by adding its 1 's complement, the extra carry (that is disregarded in 2's 
complement), if present, cause 1 LSB to be added to the total ("end-around carry.") 
Thus, subtracting 3/8 from 4/8,0100 + 1100 = 0000 + 0001 = 0001 (or 1/8). A one's 
complement code can be formed by complementing each positive value to obtain its 
corresponding negative value, including - alas - zero, which is then represented by two 
codes, 0000 and 1111. 

Besides its ambiguous zero, another disadvantage of this code in conversion is that it is 
not as readily implemented as is 2's complement. If it is not converted to 2's comple
ment before a DIA conversion, by adding 1 LSB digitally when the MSB is 1 (indicating 
a negative number), then the easiest way to implement the conversion is by performing 
a 2's complement conversion, and adding the analog value of 1 LSB, if the MSB is 1. 
Adding the extra analog bit can be done simply and elegantly (if not accurately) by re
sistively dividing the digital MSB logic level down to the LSB's analog value and summing 
this attenuated signal. 

CODE CONVERSION 

Since code conversion may be desirable, either after AID conversion or before DIA con
version, in order to make it possible to use a converter that produces the best results at 
the lowest cost, the matrix of Table 10 briefly outlines the relationships among the codes. 

To Convert From 
Sign Magnitude 2's Complement Offset Binary l' s Complement 

To ~Ci? 
If MSB '" 1, Complement MSB IfMSB=1, 

NO complement If new MSB = 1, complement 

Sign Magnitude CHANGE other bits, complement other bits 
add 00 .. 01 other bits, 

add 00 .. 01 

If MSB = 1, Complement IfMSB = 1, 

2's Complement complement NO MSB add 00 .. ,01 
other bits, CHANGE 

add 00" ,01 

Complement MSB Complement MSB 
If newMSB = 0 

Complement NO 
If new MSB = 0, 

Offset Binary complement 
MSB CHANGE 

add 00.,.01 
other bits, 
add 00 ... 01 

IfMSB=1, If MSB = 1, Complement MSB NO 
1's Complement complement add11 ... 11 If new MSB = 1, CHANGE 

other bits add 11 . ,.,11 

Table 10. Relations among bipolar codes. 

OTHER BIPOLAR CODES 

The list of bipolar codes mentioned above may seem quite complete and coherent from 
the tutorial point of view, but it does not fully reflect the ingenuity and diversity of the 
computer and converter industries. There are a number of variations in more-or-Iess 
widespread usage that should be mentioned here because they will inevitably be en
countered. Fortunately, they are based on codes we have already discussed and may be 
easily described. 

Modified Sign-magnitude: This is a version of sign-magnitude in which the MSB is com
plemented (1 for positive, 0 for negative). 
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Modified one's complement: Like modified sign-magnitude, a version in which the MSB is 
complemented (1 for positive, 0 for negative). 

Both of the above codes have polarity bits that are the same as for offset binary - which 
is the lone standout in Table 9. Since offset binary is popular among converter manu
facturers, it stands to reason that other co dings should be available with compatible sign 
bits, for the sake of uniformity, even though they may take us one step away from the 
basic natural binary rationale. 

Complementary everything: All of the above-mentioned codes may be completely com
plemented to form complementary sign-magnitude, complementary offset binary, com
plementary 2's complement, and complementary l's complement. (These are, as ex
plained earlier in this chapter, "negative true" versions.) Such codes, although they made 
life a little more complex, were necessary to take advantage of some of the best mono
lithic switching hardware available at one time - quad current switches. Fortunately, AID 
converters and DI A converters that are supplied with registers performed the complemen
tarity internally, so that the user wasn't usually aware of the complexities that lay within.4 
However, users of monolithic and hybrid converters without registers should be prepared 
to adjust their thinking (and especially their test equipment) to include the possible appli
cation of complementary codes. 
For the sake of completeness, Table 11 lists the codes mentioned above, for 3-bits-plus-
sign. 

Number 

+7 
+6 

Modified 
Sign

~agnitude 

1 1 1 1 
1 1 0 

Modified 
1'5 

Complement 

1 1 1 1 
1 1 0 

r-==-COMPLEMENTARY CODES~ 
I ;~~. Compo Compo Camp. 

Sign- Offset 2'5 1's 
Magnitude 

1 000 
1 0 0 1 

Binary 

0000 
000 1 

Complement Complement 

1000 1000 
100 1 100 1 

+5 101 1011010001010101010 
+4 100 1001011001110111011 
+3 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 
+2 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 
+1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 

0+ 1000 1000 11 0111 11 1111 
0- 0000 0111 0111 0111 11 0000 

-1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
-2 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 
-3 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 
-4 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 
-5 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 
-6 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 
-7 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 
-8 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 

Table 11. Modified and complementary bipolar codes. 

ARBITRARY BIASING AND SCALING 

The conversion relationships discussed so far have been either strictly one-sided (0 to full 
scale) or symmetrical (±full scale). The reason for this emphasis is that most com
mercially-available converters are built that way - as general-purpose devices. 

However, since the principal relationship between the analog variable and the digital 
number is proportionality, the repertoire of codes corresponding to a given resolution 
may represent any portion of the analog voltage or current range. For example, if one 
wished to encode the voltage range from 4 to 7 volts in binary, using a 0-10V AID con
verter, one could simply apply the voltage without any transformation, using only 0.3 of 
the available number of bits. However, a more efficient alternative would be to offset the 
input by 4 volts, amplify by 3.33, and apply the resulting 0-10V signal to the converter, 

4 Sincc both polarities of logic are usually available. complementary inputs (or outputs) can simplify loading, and wiring, 
and fanout problems. For example. if an AID converter uses a conversion process involving a complementary-input D/A 
converter, the complementary logic outputs may be applied to the DIA converter, and the uncomplemented outputs to 
the outside world. 
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thereby making use of the entire range of available codes and improving resolution by a 
greater than 3. In a sense, the conversion relationship between the original input and the 
digital output is an offset binary code. The subsequent digital processing would take this 
transformation into account via the software. 

Another sort of arbitrary scaling might result if the analog signal were proportional to a tem
perature range of (for example) 00 to 70°C, and one desired a direct readout of temperature 
on a digital voltmeter. A typical approach might be to scale the voltage directly to the tem
perature numbers (e.g., lOa/V) and apply it to a DVM, with the location of the decimal 
point re-interpreted. The DVM would then provide a readout in engineering units. 

In offset binary and 2's complement coding, a converter's oytput is asymmetrical, because 
a code exists for -F.S. (i.e., -1), but not for +F.S. (1 - 2-(n -1) is maximum). Since a com
puter will not use the code for -F.S., the remaining codes are symmetrical for computing 
purposes, and the -F.S. code is unused, and - in effect -lost. For some purposes, such as 
data transmissions, it may be desirable to retain the infonnation in all codes, and achieve 
full scale and symmetry as well. This can be accomplished by biasing the analog signal by 
F.S./(2n - 1), and multiplying the reference by 1/(1 - 2-n ).5 The only drawback of this 
scheme is that a D/ A converter output, though providing a complete, symmetrical full-scale 
swing, will not have an analog zero state. (Fig. 8). 

Figure 8. Conversion relationship for a 2-bit-plus-sign D/A converter biased 
and scaled for symmetrical analog output. Note that there is no code that 
gives analog zero. 

DAC's AS MULTIPLIERS AND ADC's AS DIVIDERS 

The 0/ A converter can be thought of as a digitaUy-controlled potentiometer that produces 
an analog output (voltage or current) that is a nonnalized fraction of its "full scale" setting. 
The output voltage or current depends on the reference value chosen to determine "full 
scale" output. If the reference may vary in response to an analog signal, the output is pro
portional to the product of the digital number and the analog input. The product's polarity 
depends on the analog signal polarity, and the digital coding and conversion relationship. 
4-quadrant multiplication is available if the 0/ A converter accepts reference signals of both 
positive and negative polarities, and the digital response is bipolar. A typical conversion 
relationship for a 4-quadrant multiplying DAC having 3-bit-plus-sign 2's complement coding 
is shown in Figure 9, interpreting the Multiplying DAC as a digitally-controlled variable-gain 
amplifier. 

In another interpretation, the envelope of the ideal bipolar D/ A converter output in Fig
ure 6 could be seen as proportional to the analog signal input, starting from full scale "Posi
tive Reference," being attenuated as the analog signal is reduced, passing through zero, and 
increasing negatively to the "Negative Reference" envelope. 

'These are b and m, respectively, in the equation y = mx + b. 
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Multiplying D/ A converters may be 4-quadrant, two-quadrant (single polarity of either ana
log or digital variable), or one quadrant. They may even be fractional-quadrant, if the re
ference has a limited range of variation. 

In analog-to-digital converters, the digital output number depends on the ratio of the quan
tized input to the "full-scale" reference. If the reference is allowed to change in response to 
a second analog input, the digital output will be proportional to the ratio of the analog sig
nal to the reference signal. Thus, the "ratiometric" AID converter can be thought of as an 
analog divider with digital output. 

DIGITAL INPUTS: EQUIVALENT 
2'5 COMP, DECIMAL 

CODE e OUT FRACTIONS 
1000~------~'10Vr---------~7 

1001 
1010 
1011 
ll00~""'-''''''':''o<--'''' 't----7Y?L:;1"'-,..·+4/8 

0010 
0011 
0100 
0101 
0110 
0111 

10V 

3/8 
2/8 

-3/8 
-4/8 
-5/8 
-6/8 
-718 
-8/81 

Figure 9. DIA converter as four-quadrant multiplier of analog voltage and 
3-bit-plus-sign 2's complement digital number. Analog output vs. analog 
input as a function of digital input code. 

ELECTRICAL INTERFACES WITH CONVERTERS 

Converters may have associated with them six families of electrical inputs and outputs: 
analog signal, digital code, power, control, configuration, and reference. Table 12 indicates 
some of the properties of these interfaces, and the text that follows adds further detail. 
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ANALOG 
SIGNAL 

DIGITAL CODE 

CONTROL 

CONFIGURATION 

POWER 

REFERENCE 

DIA Converters 

Output: Voltage or Current 
Polarity 
Magnitude 

Input: Buffered or Direct 
Coding 
logic levels 
Format: Serial 

'nput: Strobe(s) 

Serial/Parallel 

Parallel 
Byte-Serial 

Short Cycle ( ) Bits 
Address 
Analog: Usually ±15V 

or same as Digital 
Digital: +5V (TTL) 

+5V to +15V (CMOS) 

Internal or External 
Fixed or Variable 
Polarity 

AID Converters 

Input: Usually Voltage 
Polarity 
Magnitude 

Output: Coding 
Logic Levels 
Timing (Clock) 
Format: Serial 

Parallel 
Byte-Serial 

Inputs: Convert Command 
Enables 
Clock 

Outputs:Status 
Overrange 

Byte-Enable 
Short Cycle ( ) Bits 
Address 
Analog: Usually ±15V 

or same as Digital 
Digital: +5V (TTL) 

+5V to +15V(CMOS) 
-5V to -15V (CMOS Vss) 

Internal or External 
Fixed or Varible 
Polarity 

Table 12. Converter interfaces. 
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Figure lOis a block diagram showing typical connections to a parallel converter. There may 
be yet other connections, such as a clock synchronization input or output, complementary 
logic inputs or outputs, and connections that are essentially internal but are brought out for 
the sake of optional flexibility, such as bipolar offset reference terminals. 

Block diagrams used in this book (and much of the literature), for facility of communica
tion, tend to depict only those interfaces that are of specific relevance to the point under 
discussion. However, the reader should be aware that "out of sight" should not mean "out 
of mind." 

GROUND RULE 

DIGITAL 
INPUT 
CODE 

(parallel) 

POWER 
COMMON 

START 
CONVERSION 

.. / ~" 
LOGIC '-- ~ LOGIC 

SUPPLY ~~~~~$ SUPPLY 

Figure 10. Converter connections. 

DIGITAL 
OUTPUT 

CODE 
(parallel) 

DIGITAL 
GROUND 

The experienced circuit designer will recognize the feeling of wariness provoked by the pre
sence of two supplies, and several classes of signals, all needing return "to ground." Ground
ing is indeed important to system performance; discussions of the essentials of grounding 
practice will be found (as appropriate) in several places in this book; however, for clarity 
in the present exposition, we will consider that all grounds are always at true zero poten
tial with respect to all input and output signals. Accordingly, the discussions that follow 
will everywhere employ the inverted triangle, which represents ideal signal ground. 

POWER SUPPLIES 

The choice of power supplies for use with converters is governed by their effect on con
version accuracy, system noise, size and weight, reliability, and cost. Supply capacity is de
termined by the choice of system philosophy: one main supply feeding all elements, vs. a 
number of satellite supplies or regulators sharing a common primary source (which might 
itself be a dc voltage derived from the ac mains). For most commercially-available modular 
converters, supply voltage used for operational amplifiers is usually adequately regulated to 
provide rated performance. Converter performance specifications as a function of dc vari
ation of power supply voltage are almost always provided by the manufacturer. 

DIGITAL LOGIC LEVELS 

There are a variety of voltage levels and current-drive capacities corresponding to logic "0" 
and logic "I." This variety is a result of historical compromises between the need for speed, 
reliable differentiation between the logic states, circuit complexity, fanout capability, and 
the limitations of circuit/processing technology. They are described by such sets of initials 
as RTL, DTL, HTL, ECL, CMOS, IlL. Most of the modem modular conversion system pro
ducts are designed to be compatible with TTL, which is the most widely-used logic system 
at present. 

In TTL, as mentioned early in this chapter, agate must respond to "0" if the input to it 
is 0.8 volts or less, and it must respond to "1" if the input is 2.0 volts or greater, up to the 
maximum and minimum voltage ratings. In order to provide a measure of immunity to 
noise, including dc voltage drops, occurring in transmission, gate outputs (within their cur
rent ratings), must furnish a minimum of 2.4 volts to signify "1" and a maximum of 0.4 
volts to signify "0." 
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Within the TTL system, there are further classifications by fanout (the number of gates that 
can be driven) and speed. For convenience, input or output currents are normalized in 
terms of the standard TTL load, which is a positive current of 40pA for "I" and -1.6mA 
(sink current) for "0." 

In addition to the bipolar transistor logic circuitry, MOSFET logic (e.g., CMOS) is often 
used. Because CMOS logic can operate at higher voltages, with greatly-increased noise im
munity, and because of its low power consumption and accordingly higher circuit-packing 
density, it is especially useful in remote and portable system elements. The Analog Devices 
ADCll2l and DACll22 are examples of converters specifically designed for low-power 
applications, using CMOS, but compatible with TTL. Examples of CMOS IC types include 
the AD7520 D/A converter and the AD7550 AID converter. 

Products designed for TTL logic can be used with other logic schemes by performing approp
riate transformations (level-shifting, gain-or-attenuation, sign-inversion). DI A converters de
signed for TTL logic will inherently accept DTL inputs. 

CONTROL LOGIC: THE STATUS OUTPUT 

Most types of AID Converters - except for those that perform continuous conversions - re
quire a time interval, that may be either fixed or variable, to perform the conversion. During 
this time, the outputs may be changing and may bear no relationship to the final result. If 
a converter is interrogated during conversion, erroneous information will be transmitted. 
For this reason, the control output called Status (or "busy," "ready," etc.) changes state 
in response to the Convert Command to define the beginning of conversion and does not re
turn to the original state until conversion is completed. It may be used to inhibit readout 
or to activate a buffer output register that holds the previous output word. It may also 
serve to prevent another conversion from beginning until the previous one is accomplished. 

CONTROL LOGIC: THE STROBE 

Most DI A converters - except for serial types, such as those that depend on charging of 
capacitors - have basic circuitry that responds immediately and continuously to whatever 
digital signals are applied. It is often desirable to isolate the basic circuitry from the source 
of digital information by a register, and update all bits simultaneously, upon command. The 
command input is called the strobe (or "clock" or "enable.") 

For use with microprocessors, the data word is often divided into bytes, having a maximum 
of 8 bits (see Chapter 1-4), which are enabled in sequence to transmit the information con
tained in the full word in byte-serial format. Input strobes to DAC's might be called high
byte strobe (more-significant bits), low-byte strobe (less-significant bits), and - to load the 
complete information into the DAC - load-DAC strobe. Conversely, the parallel outputs 
of ADC's are placed on the microprocessor data bus by high-byte enable and low-byte 
enable strobes. In order for the status output to be treated as information appearing on 
the data bus, a status-enable strobe would be used with microprocessor-compatible ADC's. 

ANALOG SIGNALS 

Inputs to AID converters are usually in the form of voltage. Outputs from D/ A converters 
are often in the form of voltage, at low impedance, from an operational amplifier (an exam
ple is AD564. However, many converters provide an output current instead of a voltage 
(for example, AD563). As will become clear in the sections that follow, the basic conver
sion process may inherently develop a current output that is quite fast, linear, and free from 
offset. A built-in operational amplifier may be used to convert that current to voltage, but 
at the present state-of-the-art, on-chip IC op amps having submicrosecond settling time to 
useful resolution are not available. As a result of the inevitable design tradeoffs, the ampli
fier will tend to limit converter performance, primarily by increasing settling time. If the 
current is made available directly, the speed of response is under the control of the user, 
through the choice of an appropriate external output amplifier. He can also choose the in
verting or the noninverting mode. For example, the full-scale settling time of the current 
output from AD561 to 0.05% (Y2LSB of 10 bits) is 250 nanoseconds. The AD561, followed 
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by a general-purpose I.C. operational amplifier for voltage output, has settling time of 5p.s to 
the same resolution; but with the high-speed A0509, it can be reduced to 600ns. 

Converters that have current outputs or "soft" voltage outputs (directly from resistive lad
ders) may be considered as either voltage generators with series resistance or current gener
ators with parallel resistance (Figure 11). They are used with operational amplifiers in 
either the inverting or the noninverting connection (Figure 12). Some types, such as the 
A0561 have one or more internal feedback resistors (for appropriate output voltage scal
ing) that track the ladder resistors, to minimize temperature variations of gain in inverting 
configurations. Also present may be a terminating resistor, to develop passively a non
inverted output voltage, which may be amplified with a noninverting amplifier. The gain
determining feedback resistances (R t , Rz) do not have to track the converter's internal 
resistors, only one another. 

DIGITAL 
INPUT 
CODE 

REF. REF. 

0/1 
-iOUT 

Figure 11. Digital-to-analog converters as voltage or current generators. 

8out=-iR 

Figure 12. Current-to-voltage conversion using operational amplifier. 

Using current-output converters, the inverting connection is the preferred connection, for a 
number of reasons: With current output, the internal impedance of the OIl converter is usu
ally high. Thus, the loop gain will tend to remain near unity, essentially independently of 
the value of feedback resistance, minimizing amplifier-contributed errors, such as voltage 
drift. Furthermore, the output swing of the D/I converter (at the amplifier's negative input 
terminal) will be negligible, minimizing loading of the current output - and any associated 
problems, such as voltage-dependent nonlinearity and variation of internal impedance with 
temperature. Finally, common-mode rejection is not important, since there is no common
mode swing. 

The conversion relationship of D/I converters is "positive reference" (Fig. 6) if the current 
flowing out of the converter increases as the value represented by the digital code increases, 
irrespective of the actual polarity of the converter's reference element. If a noninverting 
amplifier configuration is used, the output voltage will have the same normalized conversion 
relationship as the output current. If an inverting connection is used, the voltage will have 
a conversion relationship of opposite output polarity. Figure 13 illustrates this point, for 
both binary and complementary binary unipolar codes. On the other hand, if current flow
ing towards the converter increases as the value represented by the digital code increases, 
the relationship is "negative reference" for current, but "positive reference" for voltage in 
an inverting configuration. 
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Figure 13. Ideal conversion relationships for 3 most·significant bits in 
positive reference unipolar D/I converter with noninverting and inverting 
amplifier connections, and binary vs. complementary binary codes. 

0/ A CONVERTER CIRCUITS 

A basic 0/ A converter consists of a reference, a set of binary-weighted precision resistors, 
and a set of switches (Figure 14). 

In this example, an operational amplifier holds one end of all the resistors at zero volts. The 
switches are operated by the di.gitallogic, open for "0," closed for "I." Each switch that is 
closed adds a binary-weighted increment of current EREF /Rj via the summing bus connect
ed to the amplifier's negative input. The negative output voltage is proportional to the total 
current, and thus to the value of the binary number. 

10V 

EREF ! 

DIGITAL INPUT CODE 
I I I 

BIT 1 I BIT 2 I BIT n I 
MSB I LSB 

---'1 
10 l\,lO R 

lmA 

+ 
(1I2FSI 

ALL l's: I i I max =2mA(1 ·2-"1 

Figure 14. Simple D/A converter. 

In practical applications, say for l2-bit 0/ A conversion, the range of resistance values would 
be 4,096: I, or 20MS? for the LSB.lf the resistors are to be manufactured in thin- or thick
film, or integrated-circuit form, such a range would be totally impractical. If discrete resis
tors are used, cost and size are increased, tracking advantages are lost, and inventory becomes 
a problem 
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Resistance Ladders 

A way to reduce the resistance range is to use a limited number of repeated values, with suit
able attenuation. One convenient approach, shown in Figure 15, is to use a binary resistance 
quad, consisting of the first four values (i.e. 2R, 4R, 8R, 16R) for each group of 4 bits, with 
attenuation of 16: 1 for the second quad, 256: 1 for the third quad, etc. As an additional 
benefit, the proper relative quad weighting for BCD conversion is achieved by changing the 
attenuation between quads to 10: 1. 

Figure 15. 8-Bit D/A converter using two equal-resistance quads with 
attenuation for the less-significant quad. 

Carrying this reduction of resistance values all the way, one arrives at the R-2R ladder, 
another convenient - and very popular - form, depicted in Figure 16, which shows its use 
with an inverting operational amplifier. If all bits but the MSB are "off" (i.e., grounded), 
the output voltage is (-R/2R) EREP' If all bits but bit 2 are off, it can be shown that 
the output voltage is Y2( -R/2R)EREP = ¥.t EREp: The lumped resistance of all the less-signifi
cant-bit circuitry (to the left of Bit 2) is 2R; the Thevenin equivalent looking back from 
the MSB towards Bit 2 is the generator, EREP/2, and the series resistance 2R;since the 
grounded MSB series resistance, 2R, has virtually no influence - because the amplifier 
summing point is at virtual ground - the output voltage is therefore -EREP/4. The same line 
of thinking can be employed to show that the nth bit produces an increment of output 
equal to 2-nEREP' 
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DIGITAL INPUT CODE 

10wv:r~:,":=:rr:R .rr, MS,' 

EREF 2R R 
~N\~~~N\~~AA,-+~~~~~ 

----TERMINATION R 

10V 
EREF 

a. Basic circuit. 

• LUMPED RESISTANCE 
OF LESS-SIGNIFICANT BITS 

b. Example: Contribution of bit 2; All other bits "O'~ 

c. Simplified equivalent of circuit (b). 

Figure 16. D/A converter using R-2R ladder network in current mode. 
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The R-2R network can be empl9yed to give unattenuated noninverting output simply by 
connecting the output terminal to a high-impedance load, such as the input of a follower
connected operational amplifier (Figure 17). If the line of reasoning described in the pre
ceding paragraph is followed, it can be seen that the MSB output is Y2EREF (2R-2R divider), 
Bit 2 is %EREF (Y2EREF equivalent generator and 2R-2R divider), etc. Since the entire 
network may be considered to be an equivalent generator having an output voltage NEREP 
where N is the fractional digital number) and an internal resistance R, the output may be 
scaled down accurately by connecting precise resistance values to ground. Because of its 
symmetry and self-duality, the R-2R network may be used in other configurations. Figure 
18 shows one example, in which the input and output leads, as depicted in Figure 16, are 
interchanged, for use in current-switching conversion. 

DIGITAL INPUT CODe 
LSB: ___ .!I~ 

1°tJV,t:~ 2R 2R 2R 2R _ 

"REF 2R R R R 
--- + 

'-TERMINATION 

Figure 17. O/A converter using R-2R ladder network in voltage mode. 

Switchi~ 

A thorough description of the variety of voltage and current switches actually used in con
verters would be beyond the scope of this chapter. However, the use of monolithic quad 
switches in converter design is dis9ussed in Chapter 11-3. Information on typical CMOS volt
age switch quads will be found in the Analog Devices short-form Product Guide. Voltage 
switches are used in converters such as the AD7S20 in the manner indicated in Figure 18, 
switching between the reference and ground, in order to maintain constant impedance. 
Since they accept reference voltage of either polarity, the AD7S20's may be used as 4-quad
rant multiplying DAC's. 

R R R 2R 

o 

DIGITAL INPUT CODe OUTPUT R 

Figure 18. Inverted R-2R ladder in current-switching mode. 

Current switches are used to steer current between an amplifier summing point and ground. 
They are capable of considerably higher speeds than voltage switches, because the refer
ence current is not interrupted, and the only significant voltage changes appear at the out
put, (in response to code changes) but not across the switches. A simplified form of current 
switch, first employed in the '60's-vintage MDA-U Minidacs®, is shown in Figure 19. In 
this scheme, the switching transistors, in effect, isolate the weighting resistors from the 
output line (and its attenuators). 

To understand the switching scheme of Figure 19, consider the transistor Ql.lfits base
emitter voltage is equal to that of QR, the voltage across 2R will be equal to EREP' The 
current through the resistor will therefore be Y2EREP/R, and (assuming no current through 
the diode, and very high 13) this same current will flow through to the collector circuit 
(Le., the output). In order for this to happen, the cathode of the diode must be above the 
anode potential (Le.,logic "I.") 
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BIT 2 

DIGITAL INPUT CODE 

Figure 19. D/A converter using basic current switching technique. 

If the base line is at I.4Y, and assuming 0.6Y diode conduction voltage, an anode voltage of 
2Y (minimum for TTL logic "I") would be sufficient for this condition. If the anode of 01 
is now switched to "0" (0.8Y or less), QI will be cut off, because 01 will steal all its current, 
clamping the emitter of QI at or below the base potential, and eliminating Ql 's contribution 
to the output. Since the current is not interrupted, and the voltage change is small, switch
ing time is quite short, with settling to within 1 LSB typically of the order of 200 nano
seconds. 

If Q I and QR are matched for Y BE and have equal currents flowing through their emitter 
circuits, the voltage across 2R will track EREF with temperature, making the MSB current 
essentially independent of temperature, except for (j variations. The lesser-order bits operate 
in similar manner, except that the switching transistors are matched to the reference at 
the appropriate binary-weighted current levels. Tracking with temperature at these levels 
is adequate. 

The switches and resistors are grouped in quads, with repeated 2R, 4R, 8R, l6R resistance 
values and 8: I maximum range of bit currents. The less-significant bit currents are attenu
ated in the output line (Figure 20). An important benefit of the quad structure is that there 
are only four different current values, considerably reducing the dimensions of the current
matching problem, and maintaining adequate switching speed for the less-significant bits. 
Because of the attenuation, the tolerances on the resistor values and transistor tracking in 
the less-significant quads are greatly relaxed relative to the most significant quad. In mono
lithic quads, e.g. those in the AOS62, the switching transistors have emitter areas bearing 
power-of-two relationships, so as to inherently maintain constant current density and 
hence equal (and tracking) VBE and (j. The reference transistor, on the same chip, is iden
tical to one of the switching transistors. 
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WEIGHTED CURRENT SOURCES 

Figure 20. Block diagram of 12-bit current-switching D/A converter, 
showing weighted attenuation of quad output currents for binary 
coding. For BCD, RA and Rs become 8,132.50. and 8,437.50., and 
R becomes 4ko., and the interquad attenuations are 10: 1. 
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References 
The most widely-used reference device is the temperature-compensated zener diode, often 
used with operational amplifiers for operating-point stabilization, unloading, or transducing 
to current (Figure 21). Some useful reference-circuit designs are discussed in chapter 11-3. 
Complete references are also available in IC form and are either of the zener type 
(A02700, IOV) or band-gap type (A0580, 2.5V).6 

Bipolar Conversion 

For bipolar current-switching 0/ A conversion, using offset binary or two's complement 
codes, an offset current equal and opposite to the MSB current is added to the converter 
output. This may be accomplished with a resistor and a separate offset reference, but more 
usually, it is derived from the converter's basic reference, in order to minimize drift of the 
output zero with temperature. 

The gain of the output inverting amplifier must be doubled, in order to double the output 
range, e.g., from 0 - 10V to ±IOV. As indicated earlier, (Figure 6) zero output corresponds 
to offset binary 1 00 ... 00, or two's complement 0 0 0 ... 00. 
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B. Amplifier adjusts feedback current to stabilize zener operating point 
independently of Vs or load variations. 
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b. Amplifier converts reference voltage to reference current in 
current-switching converter. 

Figure 21. Examples of use of operational amplifiers in generating 
reference voltage and current. 

Figure 22 shows an example of a current-switching converter connected for bipolar output. 
Note that because the amplifier is connected for sign inversion, the overall conversion re
lationship is "negative reference," i.e., +F.S. for all O's (offset binary), -F_S. (1 - LSB) for 
all 1 'so 

6 Analog Dialogue 9-1 (theory) and 9-2 (applications), 1975. 
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Figure 22.· Bipolar connection of cu"ent-swtiching D/A converter for 
offset binary or 2's complement codes. 

For non-inverting applications, the same values of offset voltage and resistance are used, but 
the proper value of output voltage scale factor depends on the load presented by the parallel 
combination of the internal resistance, the offset resistance, and the external load. (Figure 23) 

0-2mA 

R· .1. 
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,;t.10V 

Figure 23. Non-inverting output from current-switching D/A converter. 

For bipolar D/ A conversion using the voltage switches and R-2R ladder network of Fig
ures 16 and 17, and offset binary or 2's complement coding, one approach is to drive those 
network terminals that are normally grounded for unipolar operation (one side of the 
switches and the LSB termination) with the reference signal in the opposite polarity. If 
the LSB termination is allowed to remain grounded, the output will be symmetrical, resemb
ling the conversion relationship of Figure 8, with no code for analog zero but with normaliz
ed gain reduced to 1 - 2-(n + 1) 

For sign-magnitude conversion, the converter's current output may be inverted, using a cur
rent inverter. Switch circuitry, operated by the MSB, determines whether the output ampli
fier's input is direct or via the current inverter. One way of accomplishing this is shown in 
Figure 24. 
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Figure 24. Sign-magnitude bipolar D/A conversion using unipolar DAC and 
switched outputs of operational amplifiers. 
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Registers on DAC's (Figure 25) 

The basic parallel-input DI A converter circuits considered so far have the common property 
that the analog output continually reflects the state of the logic inputs. If the basic conver
sion circuitry is preceded by a register, the device will respond only to the inputs gated into 
it. This property is especially useful in data distribution systems, in which data is continu
ally appearing, but it is desired that a DAC respond only at certain times, then hold the ana
log output constant until the next update. In this sense, a DAC with buffer storage may be 
viewed as a sample-hold with digital input, analog output, and (conceivably) infinite "Hold" 
time. 

DATA 

INPUTS 

GATED 

D/A 

<--~.-ONVERTER 
V OR I 
OUTPUT 

Figure 25. D/A converter with buffer register. 

The register is controlled by a strobe signal, which causes it to update. The limiting rate at 
which the strobe may update is determined by two factors: the settling time of the DAC, 
and the response time of the logic. In general, settling time of the analog portion of the 
D/ A converter is at least an order of magnitude slower than the response time of modern 
high-speed TTL logic circuits and is thus the limiting factor on update rate. 

The only time when the speed of the digital portion of a DI A converter is of importance is 
when the "glitch" (See 11-5) caused by unequal turn-on and turn-off times is an important 
factor in the application. The digital inputs to a DAC come from digital logic circuits, which 
exhibit skew, or unequal turn-on and turn-off times. The switches used in DAC's also ex
hibit skew; however, even if the switch circuitry is specifically designed to minimize skew, 
the additional skew of the digital logic will constitute an irreducible minimum. In such 
circuit applications, glitch energy can be minimized by using high-speed logic. 

AID CONVERTER CIRCUITS 

There are a vast number of conceivable circuit designs for AID converters.7 There are a 
much more limited number of designs available on the market in small, modular form at low 
cost, specifically designed for incorporation as components of equipment. The most popu
lar of these are : 

Successive-approximation types 
Integration (single-, dual-, and quad-slope) and V-to-f types 
Counter and "servo" types 
Parallel and modified-parallel types 

Each approach has characteristics that make it most useful for a specific class of applica
tions, based on speed, accuracy, cost, size, versatility. 

Successive-Approximation 

Successive-approximation AID converters are quite widely used, especially for interfacing 
with computers, because they are capable of both high resolution (to 16 bits: ADC-16Q), 
and high speed (to 1 MHz throughput rates: ADC-II03). Conversion time is fixed and in
dependent of the magnitude of the input voltage. Each conversion is unique and independ
ent of the results of previous conversion, because the internal logic is cleared at the start of 
a conversion. 

'See Electronic Analog/Digital Conversions, by H. Schmid (Van Nostand Reinhold, 1970) for an encyclopedic 
panoply of A/D (and D/A) converter circuit designs. 
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Modern IC converters, such as the monolithic AD7570 la-bit ADC, include 3-state data out
puts and byte controls to facilitate interfacing with microprocessors. A "three-state" out
put has, in addition to the normal "1" and "0" states, when enabled, a not-enabled condi
tion, in which the output is simply disconnected via an open voltage switch. This permits 
many device outputs to be connected to the same bus - only the device that is enabled 
(one at a time) can drive the bus. Since typical processor data buses are only 8 bits wide, 
10- or 12-bit data must be communicated in two steps, one "byte" at a time. 

The conversion technique consists of comparing the unknown input against a precisely-gen
erated internal voltage at the output of a D/ A converter. The input of the D/ A converter is· 
the digital number at the A/D converter's output. The conversion process is strikingly simi
lar to a weighing process using a chemist's balance, with a set of n binary weights (e.g., 
1/2Ib, 1/4Ib, 1/8Ib, 1/161b (= loz), 1/2oz, 1/4oz, etc., for unknowns up to lIb.) 

After the conversion command is applied, and the converter has been cleared, the D/A con
verter's MSB output (1/2 full scale) is compared with the input. If the input is greater than 
the MSB, it remains ON (Le., "I" in the output register), and the next bit (1/4FS) is tried. 
If the input is less than the MSB, it is turned OFF (i.e., "0" in the output register), and the 
next bit is tried. If the second bit doesn't add enough weight to exceed the input, it is left 
ON ("I "), and the third bit is tried. If the second bit tips the scales too far, it is turned OFF 
("0"), and the third bit is tried. The process continues in order of descending bit weight un
til the last bit has been tried. The process completed, the status line changes state to indi
cate that the contents of the output register now constitute a valid conversion. The con
tents of the output register form a binary digital code corresponding to the input signal. 

Figure 26 is a block diagram of a successive-approximations AID converter, accompanied by 
a time history of a simple 3-bit con~ersion, in terms of the D/ A converter output (the weight 
added to the balance pan). Note that, to place the DI A converter output in the center of 
each ideal output quantum, a 1/2-LSB "thumb" is placed on the scale (see Figure 2, this 
c4apter), in order to locate the transitions precisely at the 1/2LSB points. 

a. Block Diagram 

ANALOG INPUT 
+1/16 FS 

6~ __ .Q.N _ QILI 

418 

218 

b. 3-Bit Weighing 

Figure 26. Successive-approximation AID converter. 

Note that the input does not change during conversion in the example of Figure 26b. If the 
input were to change during conversion, the output number could no longer accurately re
present the analog input unless the new value were larger than the sum of the weights already 
present by an amount less than the sum of the untried weights. Since this is not-of ten
fulfilled requirement, it is usual to employ a sample-hold device ahead of the converter to 
retain the input value that was present at a given time before the conversion starts, and main
tain it constant throughout the conversion. The status output of the converter could be 
used to release the sample-hold from its hold mode at the end of conversion. A sample-hold 
may not be needed if the signal (by itself, or with filtering) varies slowly enough and is suf
ficiently noise-free that significant changes will not be expected to occur during the con-
version interval. . 

Accuracy, linearity, and speed are primarily affected by the properties of the D/ A converter 
(and its reference), and the comparator. In general, the settling time of the D/A converter 
and the response time of the comparator are considerably slower than the switching time 
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of the digital elements. The differential nonlinearity of the D/ A converter will be reflected 
in the differential nonlinearity of the resulting A/D converter. If the D/ A converter is non
monotonic, one or more codes may be missing from the A/D converter's output range. Bi
polar inputs are dealt with by using a D/A converter with bipolar output and offset 
binary coding, and appropriate input scaling. 

Integration (Ramp and V-to-f Types) 

TIlls family of converters is also quite popular. Its members perform an indirect conversion, 
by fIrst converting to a function of time, then converting from the time function to a digit
al number using a counter. The dual-ramp type is especially suitable for use in digital volt
meters and those applications in which a relatively-lengthy time may be taken for conver
sion to obtain the benefits of noise reduction through signal averaging. 

Here's how the dual-ramp type works: The input signal is applied to an integrator; at the 
same time a counter is started, counting clock pulses. After a predetermined number of 
counts (a fixed interval of time,I), a reference voltage having opposite polarity is applied 
to the integrator. At that instant, the accumulated charge on the integrating capacitor is 
proportional to the average value of the input over the interval T. Th mtegral of the refer
ence is an opposite-going ramp having a slope VREFIRC. At the same time, the counter is 
again counting from zero. When the integrator output reaches zero, the count is stopped, 
and the analog circuitry is reset Since the charge gained is proportional to fiN T, and the 
equal amount of charge lost is proportional to VREF~t, then the number of counts relative 
to the full count is proportional to ~t IT, or V IN I V REF. If the output of the counter is a 
binary number, it will therefore be a binary representation of the input voltage. If the input 
is attenuated and offset by half the reference voltage, the output will be an offset binary 
representation of a bipolar input, suitable as an input for computer systems. Figure 27a 
shows a dual-ramp AID converter for bipolar signals with offset-binary output. 
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Figure 27. Voltage-to-time-to-digital converters. 
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Dual-slope integration has many advantages. Conversion accuracy is independent of both 
the capacitor value and the clock frequency, because they affect both the up-slope and the 
down-ramp in the same ratio. Differential linearity is excellent, because the analog function 
is free from discontinuities, the codes are generated by a clock and counter, and all codes 
can inherently exist. Resolution is limited only by analog resolution, rather than by dif
ferential nonlinearity; hence, the excellent fine structure may be represented by more bits 
than would be needed to maintain a given level of scale-factor accuracy. The integration 
provides rejection of high-frequency noise and averaging of changes that occur during the 
sampling period. The fixed averaging period also makes it possible to obtain "infinite" 
normal-mode rejectionS at frequencies that are integral multiples of lIT (see Figure 27b). 

Throughput rate of dual-slope converters is limited to somewhat less than 1/2T conversions 
per second. The sample time, T, is determined by the fundamental frequency to be reject
ed. For example, if one wishes to reject 60Hz and its harmonics, the minimum integrating 
time is 16-2/3 ms, and the maximum number of conversions is somewhat less than 30/s. 
Though too slow for fast data acquisition, dual-slope converters are quite adequate for such 
transducers as thermocouples and gas chromatographs; and they are the predominant circuit 
used in constructing digital voltmeters. Since DVM's use sign-magnitude BCD coding, bi
polar operation requires polarity sensing and reference-polarity switching, rather than simple 
offsetting. 

A shortcoming of conventional dual-slope converters is that errors at the input of the inte
grating amplifier or the comparator show up as errors in the digital word. Such errors are 
usually reduced by the introduction of a third portion of the cycle, during which a capaci
tor is charged with zero-drift errors, which are then introduced in the opposite sense during 
the integration to (it is hoped) nullify them. An interesting scheme (applied to the 13-bit 
single-chip AD7550) discussed in Chapter 11-2, for nullifying all such input errors, is the 
patented quad-slope* principle; it stores the errors in the form of a digital count during a 
calibration cycle and subtracts them from the final count during the conversion cycle. 

Other conversion approaches in this class include the single-ramp type and V If converters. 
In the single-ramp converter, a reference voltage, of opposite polarity to the signal, is inte
grated (while a counter counts clock pulses) until the output of the integrator is equal to 
the signal input. At that time (.6.t) the output of the integrator is EREF.6.tIRG. Therefore, 
.6.t - hence, the number counts and the corresponding digital number - is proportional to 
the ratio of the input to the reference. This process has the weakness that its accuracy de
pends on both the capacitor (extremely-accurate and stable resistors are relatively easy to 
come by) and the clock frequency. In the Vlf converter, a frequency is generated in pro
portion to the input signal; a counter measures the frequency and provides a digital output 
code, the value of which is proportional to the input signal. In both of the above schemes, 
offsetting may be used to obtain offset binary representation of bipolar analog inputs. 

Counter and "Servo" Types 

Figure 28 is a block diagram of a counter-comparator AID converter, which is analogous to 
the single-ramp type, but it is indpendent of the time scale. The analog input is compared 
with the output of a DI A converter, the digital input of which is driven by a counter. At 
the start of the conversion, the counter starts its count, which continues until the D/ A out
put crosses the input value. At that point, conversion ceases, and the converter is ready to 
perform the next conversion after the counter has been cleared and its output dumped into 
a storage register. The number of counts appears in the output register. For bipolar inputs, 
a bipolar D/A converter is used, and the count is an offset binary representation of the in
put, starting from negative full-scale. 

8 Normal-mode noise consists of unwanted signals that appear on the input line, even if common-mode error is nil. If a 
low-frequency or dc quantity is to be converted in the presence of a high-frequency ripple, a successive-approximations 
AID converter, even if preceded by a sample-hold, will convert the instantaneous values of signal-plus-noise, producing a 
noisy digital signal. On the other hand, an integrator will inherently attenuate high frequencies, producing smoothing, 
and, if combined with a fixed averaging period, will null out those frequencies that have whole numbers of cycles during 
the averaging period. 

*U.S. Patent 3,872,46() 
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Figure 28. Counter-comparator AID converter. 

Though quite simple in concept, this converter has the disadvantage of limited speed for a 
given resolution, since the conversion time for a full-scale change is equal to the clock fre
quency divided into the maximum number of counts. For example, if the clock frequency 
is IOMHz, the maximum throughput rate for 10-bit resolution (1024 counts) is something 
less than 10kHz (1 OOps per conversion). A variation of this converter is the "servo" type, 
in which an "up-down" counter is used. 

If the output of the D/A converter is less than the analog input, the counter counts up. If 
the D/ A output is greater than the analog input, the counter counts down. If the analog in
put is constant, the counter output "hunts" back and forth between the two adjacent bit 
values. This converter can follow small changes quite rapidly (it will follow 1 LSB changes 
at the clock rate), but it will require the full count to acquire full-scale step changes. Since 
it seeks to "home in" on the analog value, the analogy to a servomechanism is quite evident. 
It seeks to convert continuously, which may be a disadvantage in tying it in with a fast data-

acquisition system, since it can give a valid "conversion complete" report only during the 
clock period immediately following a change in state of the comparator (which in general 
occurs at irregular intervals). A buffer storage register may be used to store the previous 
count, while the counter is seeking the next value. By stopping the count (following a com
pleted conversion) at an externally-determined instant, the servo-type converter may be used 
as a sample-hold with arbitrarily-long hold time (with no droop). If the "up" or the "down" 
count is disabled, the converter will act as a valley follower or a peak follower, counting in 
the appropriate direction only when the analog input exceeds the previous extreme value. 
Both the analog and the digital stored values are available. 

Parallel Ty~ 

Figure 29 shows a parallel 3-bit converter with Gray code output. It has 2n - 1 compara
tors, biased I LSB apart, starting with +1/2 LSB. For 0 input, all comparators are off. As 
the input increases, it causes an increasing number of comparators to switch state. The 
outputs of the comparators are applied to the gates, which provide a set of outputs that 
fulfill the appropriate conditions for Gray-code output. (Natural binary could be imple
mented in the same way, using an appropriate table). 

The evident advantage of this approach is that conversion occurs in parallel, with speed 
limited only by the switching time of the comparators and gates. As the input changes, the 
output code changes. Thus, this is the fastest approach to conversion. 

Unfortunately, the number of elements increases geometrically with resolution. As linear 
and digital integrated-circuit elements of increasing complexity become available, increased 
levels of resolution will tend to approach the threshold of practicality. But high resolution 
and the fastest speeds at low cost are still some time away. 
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By combining parallel conversion for small numbers of bits with iteration (to wit, suc
cessive approximations taking several bits at a time), it is possible to strike a compro
mise that gives better resolution than a parallel approach, with less complexity, and 
improved speed over the successive-approximations approach. 
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Figure 29. Parallel 3·bit AID converter with Gray code output. 

A NOTE ON SHARED LOGIC 
In this book, we are concerned with the embodiment of the conversion function by 
means of IC's or other modules, in essentially complete form, with completely defined 
specifications. We should acknowledge, however, that in the consideration of the trade-
offs between hardware and software, a software-oriented designer will be tempted to 
consider hardware savings inherent in using the control-logic capability of a microproc· 
essor, along with the precision analog function (the reference and the comparator - and 
the integrator or the DAC). to perform single or multiplexed conversions, employing the 
techniques mentioned here, but without using a piece of hardware identifiable as an "aId 
converter" per se. 

A decision to do this is in some respects equivalent to a decision to design a converter 
(analogous to the classical "make-or-buy" decision). While there are applications for 
which the approach is eminently fruitful (e.g., dedicated instruments, to be manufactured 
in large quantity), the usual tradeoffs should be considered, lest the fascination of expend· 
ing design- and manufacturing-effort and software development in areas peripheral to 
one's primary mission, lead one down the "primrose path" of wasted resources. 

CONCLUSION 

In this chapter, we have attempted to provide the fundamentals for a basic understanding of 
converters. In the chapters that follow, we will discuss further some of the considerations 
faced by the converter designer, provide an understanding of and a guide to specification of 
converters, and explore the elements of successful system design using converters. 
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Converter Microcircuits 

As the use of digital techniques in measurement, communication, and control grew by leaps 
and bounds, the size and price of processors and other LSI (and MSI) logic shrank in similar 
degree, with the inevitable result that further penetration of digital techniques into those 
fields became inevitable, in the regenerative fashion that is characteristic of the integrated
circuit era. Along with such other peripherals as keyboards, displays, and memories, con
verters have followed this spiralling trend - as a matter of necessity. 

But it hasn't been easy. Linear IC's have always been more difficult to fabricate for reason
able degrees of resolution and accuracy than digital IC's - in part because the variables that 
are the input or output involve a continuum of voltage or current, rather than the easier-to
handle two-valued logic. While the problems of implementing digital circuitry have involved 
questions of functions-per-chip, speed, and dissipation, the analog (precision IC) problems 
have related more to simple existence and survival. Such matters as offset, bias current, 
drift, dynamic stability, common-mode errors, and open-loop gain - as well as slewin.g rate 
and settling time - have concerned both designers and users of op amps (the "representa
tive" linear-IC product). And op amps entered the "commodity-IC" era a good deal later 
than (for example) TTL logic. 

But converters are more difficult by at least an order of-magnitude. While IC op amps called 
for precision transistor circuitry and clever design, and IC analog multipliers added a need 
for precision resistors (and references) - but to-date have attained accuracies to within 0.1 % 
(at best) and are hardly in the commodity class - converters call for all of these prodigies of 
linear design and processing, and more: on-chip switches, logic, and everyday resolutions of 
from 10 to 12 bits (corresponding to accuracies-to-within 0.05% to 0.0125%). 

Although the technology still has a considerable distance to go, it is worthwhile to consider 
the progress made, just within the past five years, as measured by entries within the Analog 
Devices catalog. In the 1972 Product Guide, the IC conversion Product Line consisted of 
just two families of monolithic quad switches (and compatible resistor networks) for con
structing precision 8-10-12 bit AID and DI A converters, using the design approach described 
in Chapter 11-3. In the just-published 1977 Short-Form Guide, there are 12 families of IC 
AID and D/A converters, spanning resolutions from 8 to 13 bits and technologies from laser
trimmed-on-the-wafer bipolar to thin-films-on-CMOS to hybrids. They include 4-quadrant 
multiplying DAC's, microprocessor-compatible ADC's and DAC's, and high resolution-and
accuracy devices. And, in addition, there is a large suppgrting cast of monolithic conversion
related products, including references, sample-holds, multiplexers, CMOS switches, resist
ance networks, and V IF converters. 

The perceptive Reader will observe that such a wealth of products would not be possible if 
the difficulties due to the diversity of circuitry required on a single chip outweighed the 
advantages of monolithic IC construction. And indeed, there are significant advantages: com
ponents that must be well-matched are inherently well-matched; the small size of the chip 
makes for excellent thermal tracking; and the low-cost per-die on a reasonably high-yielding 
wafer results in an attractive price for the end-product, which is welcomed by the user be
cause of both low cost and small size. 
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TECHNOLOGIES FOR CONVERTERS 

As Chapter II-I points out, the complete D/A converter comprises the basic resistance net
work and set of switches, plus a reference (if required), registers (if required), current 
sources (if required), and an output op amp (if voltage output is required). AID converter 
circuit requirements depend on the design approach. Integrating types require integrators 
and counters; successive-approximation types require DAC's and successive-approximation 
registers; both types need comparators, clocks, and control logic - and they may need 
references and three-state output registers. 

Different technologies are used to optimize devices in production to meet differing classes 
of user needs (and to accommodate the current state of the Art). It may be useful to discuss 
these considerations in terms of their application to existing devices now in production and 
on the market (tabulated in Chapter II-5) and to look briefly into the likely short-term 
future . 

• CMOS and the AD 7520. CMOS excels at low-power high-density digital logic cir
cuitry and analog voltage switches. It isn't very suitable for high-performance linear circuit
ry. The AD7520 - and its close relatives, the AD7530 and the 12-bit AD7521 & AD7531 -
contain CMOS switches with graduated Ron and the logic to drive them (Figure 1), and a 
thin-film-on-the-chip R-2R ladder network (a significant advance in the technology). The 
result (to be discussed in detail later) is a digitally controlled attenuator, with 8-10-12-bit 
conversion-linearity and even better inherent analog-linearity, with very low feedthrough, to 
frequencies beyond 50kHz. Besides ordinary converter applications, it has many uses as a 
2- or 4-quadrant multiplying DAC and as a "digital pot." However, it does require an exter
nal op amp, a reference (if used in fixed-reference applications), and registers (if it must in
terface with processors). 

>-----......-o-N VREF 

AD7520 R 

VREF 
(ANALOG INPUTI 

Voo 

2-10 LSB 

Figure 1. AD1520 10-bit DAC • 

• More CMOS - the AD7522. The AD7522, using the compact-logic capability of 
CMOS, provides - not just one, but - two sets of registers, together with the switches and 
resistors of the AD7520. The result is a double-buffered DAC (Figure 2) that can be direct
ly interfaced to a microprocessor for byte-serial updating. For example, the 8 bits in the low 
byte can be latched into the buffer register, then the 2 bits in the high byte, and then the 
whole digital word can be latched into the DAC register to update the analog output at 
once. The AD7522 also accepts (and shifts along) serial data. And (of course) the input 
latches can be updated in parallel. An external reference and an output amplifier are still 
needed for many applications, but the freedom to choose the characteristics of both the 
reference and the output amplifier is often a great advantage. 
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Figure 2. Functional diagram of the AD7522 . 
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• CMOS AID Conversion - the AD7570. The AD7570 is a 100bit successive-approxi
mation AID converter that requires only an external reference and a comparator. As Figure 
3 shows, it contains a D/A converter (much like the AD7520), control logic, a successive
approximations register, and a three-state output register, that comprises two bytes, for com
patibility with micro-processors. The conversion can be self-clocked or driven by an external 
clock. Since the reference is external, ratiometric conversion is inherent. 
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Figure 3. AD7570 10-bit AID converter . 
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• CMOS Quad-Slope Conversion - the AD7550. The difficulties faced by CMOS in 
handling analog signals with precision are overcome by integrating-conversion employing 
"quad slope." *The AD7550 (Figure 4) contains an integrating amplifier, a comparator, 
timing and control logic, and counters. Two cycles of dual-slope integration occur - in the 
first, analog ground is measured against the reference; any errors introduced by the amplifier 
*U.S_ Patent 3,872,466. 
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Figure 4. AD7550connections for basic operation. 

and the comparator are stored as a digital count. In the second cycle, the input voltage is 
measured against the reference, and the error count is subtracted from the output count. 
(This process will be discussed in greater detaillater.) 

The technique is very effective: 13-bit conversion occurs, with tempcos in the neighborhood 
of Ippm;oC. The only external components needed are the integrating R-C and a (not-very
precise) voltage divider. Data are available in two bytes that can be separately enabled, 
for interfacing with 8-bit microprocessors. (Since integrating-type conversions require 
many milliseconds, the status-enable avoids tying-up the processor; end-of-conversion 
(EOC) can be checked by a polling routine at a time when it is reasonably certain, or on 
an interrupt basis, for greatest speed.) 

• Bipolar Conversion - the AD562 DAC. Until the recent developments in Integrat
ed Injection Logic (12 L), reasonably fast IC logic circuitry called for low-voltage processing, 
and reasonably accurate circuitry (compatible with analog electronics) called for a higher
voltage process, two requirements that were mutually exclusive. The AD562 was an early 
example of a happy combination of technologies for stable, linear, reasonably fast 12-bit 
D/A conversion, in which clever circuit-design compensated to some extent for process 
limitations. 

As the functional block diagram in Figure 5 shows, the AD562 consists of a resistance-net
work chip (laser-trimmed in actual operation) and a complementary amplifier-and-switch 
chip, embodying (in effect) three sets of quad switches. Unlike the essentially passive 
AD7520 CMOS species, the AD562 is an active device; the reference voltage is transduced 
to a current, and the output current is a reflected version of it, with the relative magnitude 
a function of the digital code. 

Aspects of the design that contribute to 12-bit (and better) linearity, with microsecond set
tling, include scaled emitter areas for equal and tracking Vbe'S, a reference transistor and 
control amplifier, and current-steering switches that, switching at constant voltage, do not 
require time-consuming charge transfer. These matters will be discussed later. The external 
reference can be chosen for desired absolute-accuracy characteristics, and the external op 
amp can be chosen on the basis of desired output speed . 

• Bipolar Conversion - the AD561 DAC. This is a monolithic to-bit converter with 
an internal reference and high-compliance current output. A number of advanced techno
logies are combined to provide outstanding performance: the resistance network is a silicon
chromium R-2R ladder deposited directly on the chip and laser-trimed at the wafer-probe 
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Figure 5. Functional block diagram of the AD562. 

-2mA 
CURRENT 
OUTPUT 

stage. The reference is a buried Zener diode with high stability - a consequence of its free
dom from surface effects. 

Because the current-setting network is an R-2R ladder (Figure 6), the output switches do 
not require attenuation-while-summing oflower-order quad currents, hence the output im
pedance is of the order of 40Mn, and the usable compliance-voltage range is from -2V to 
+ I OV (a simple calculation will show that a swing through the entire compliance range will 
cause an error of less than 0.2 LSB). This permits a direct voltage output, with an arbitrary 
load resistance, or direct current-summing at the comparator when the AD561 is used in an 
ADC circuit. Of course, a conventional output op amp may also be used, chosen for the de
sired speed of voltage -settling - the converter itself has a 250ns current-settling-time to 
within ±Y2 LSB, and a 600ns voltage-settling time when the ADS09 is used as the output 
amplifier. 
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PIN CONFIGURATION 
TOP VIEW 

R-2R LADDER NETWORK 

Figure 6. AD561 D/A converter: Schematic and connection diagrams. 
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• Integrated Injection Logic conversion- the AD2026 digital panel meter. 12 L per
mits analog and high-density logic circuitry to exist as "good neighbors" on a chip manu
factured by a bipolar process suitable for high-precision analog circuitry. 12 L eliminates the 
complexity of conventional bipolar logic by using "inverted" transistors - collectors and 
emitters are interchanged. When the transistors are inverted, the collectors are isolated with· 
out needing the usual wraparound P+ isolation region (which wastes precious "real estate"), 
and the emitters are grounded. 

This leads to very simple logic confIgurations using interconnection of collectors to provide 
gating functions. 

In the "3.1-digit" AD2026 panel meter (Fig. 7), the I2L chip contains most of the dual
slope AID conversion circuitry, including the integrator, comparator, band-gap reference, 
control logic, clock, counter, display-multiplexer, and display controls. In fact, there are 
only 13 electrical components in the panel-meter design that are not on the chip - 3 light
emitting-diode displays, 3 digit-select transistors, 3 decimal-point current-limiting resistors, 
1 LED segment-driver, 2 potentiometers, and the integrating capacitor. 

INPUT 
VOLTAGE 

TO 
CURRENT 

CONVERTER 

INTEGRATION T CAPACITOR 

+5 GND 

HOLD 

Figure 7. AD2026 block diagram. 

I2L is, in short, a rather promising technique for building monolithic A/D and D/A convert
ers. At this writing, a monolithic 12-bit D/ A converter and a monolithic IO-bit A/D convert
er are close to introduction as new products. They will employ a large part of the arsenal of 
proven Analog Devices bipolar IC technology, to wit, laser-wafer-trimmed thin-film resistors 
on an 12 L chip, combining complex logic and high-precision bipolar circuits, and including a 
buried-Zener reference . 

• Hybrids and Resistance Networks. As of this writing, completely monolithic 12-bit 
high-speed (successive-approximations) AID converters and completely monolithic 12-bit 
D/A converters with low-impedance voltage (op amp) outputs are not yet manufacturable in 
quantity with reasonable yields. If we consider the principal advantages of the monolithic 
technology to be low cost and small size (everything else being more-or-Iess equal), the next 
best substitute for monolithic is a dual in-line package (DIP) containing a form of hybrid 
construction employing a small number of chips on a substrate on which are fabricated both 
interconnections and resistors. Hybrid technology permits a happy compromise between the 
functional sophistication of modules and the small size and low cost of IC's. 

Until monolithic devices having comparable performance are available, the AD572 A/D con
verter and the AD564 D/A converter, built with hybrid technology, meet the above require
ments for complete 12-bit devices. The AD572 (Figure 8) employs the AD562 basic DAC 
chips, a reference, buffer-follower (for convenience), comparator, successive-approximations 
register, and logic circuitry, mounted on a ceramic substrate, which has been fabricated with 
the resistors and interconnections. The AD564 uses the basic AD562 plus a reference (in the 
IOV AD2700 class) and an output amplifIer. 
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Figure 8. AD572 functional diagram & pinout. 

In addition to the buried-Zener technology used in a number of monolithic products that 
require references, band-gap IC re(erences are also used. The AD580, a 3-terminal reference 
capable of producing its 2.5V output at currents up to lOrnA when operated from 5V logic 
supplies, is a simple example of the technique (Figure 9). Thin-film-on-silicon resistors help 
maintain its stability to within 10ppm;oC. 

T 
"VUE 

~ 

Vz = VBE +v, 
a VUE+2~VUE 

Rz 

R,I-"'1'1 J, 
= VBE +2Fi;lQlnJ; 

·1.205V 

Figure 9. Basic bandgap-reference regulator circuit. 

CIRCUIT TECHNIQUES, PERFORMANCE, AND APPLICATIONS 

Having discussed the technological variety found in conversion IC's, considered the proper
ties of devices using these technologies, and sated our Readers with generalities, let us now 
consider some of these devices in greater detail. Our purpose will not be to provide informa
tion so complete that the Reader can design IC conversion products. Rather, it is to provide: 
a working knowledge of the relationship between actual circuits and the principles outlined 
in Chapter II-I, some understanding of the relationship between design and specifications, 
and a few examples of applications that seem well-suited to each device. 

THE AD7520 - A 1 O-BIT MONOLITHIC CMOS D/A CONVERTER1 

The AD7520 is a lO-bit multiplying digital-to-analog converter constructed on a single sili
con chip. It consists of 10 CMOS (complementary metal-oxide semiconductor) switches and 

'CeCil. J. and Whitmore, J. "A lO-Bit Monolithic CMOS D/A Converter that Can Be Used for 4-Quadrant Multiplication," 
AnalogDialogue 8-1, 1974. 
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a thin-fIlm-on-CMOS R-2R ladder network. The digital input, which responds to the wide 
voltage swings of CMOS logic, is also compatible with TTL/DTL logic levels. Two comple
mentary current outputs are available for use with inverting operational amplifiers. 

Besides the 10-bit resolution, the AD7520 family has maximum nonlinearities as low as 
±0.05% of VREP, nonlinearity temperature-coefficient of 2ppmrC, and maximum feed
through error of % least-significant bit (LSB = 0.1 %) at 100kHz. Typical settling time fol
lowing a full-scale digital input change is 50Ons. 

In addition to a constant or variable reference (current or voltage), of either positive or nega
tive polarity, the AD7520 requires one external operational amplifier for unipolar digitally 
set gains (2-quadrant multiplication) or two amplifiers for bipolar gains (4-quadrant multi
plication). 

The 74 x 96 mil (1.9 x 2.4mm) chip, normally housed in a 16-pin hermetically-sealed 
ceramic dual in-line package, can also be made available in a flatpack or plastic DIP. It will 
operate from a single +5 or + 15V power supply, and it dissipates only 20m W, including the 
ladder network. 

It can be used for D/ A and A/D conversion, multiplication and division, programmable pow
er supplies, digitally programmed fIlters, and digital-analog function generation. Besides uni
polar conversion (of either polarity), offset-binary, two's-complement, and sign-magnitude 
bipolar operation can also be implemented. 

CMOS D/ A CONVERSION 

Early commercially-available monolithic D/ A converters were principally processed by 
conventional bipolar linear processing techniques. Before 1974, when the AD7520 was 
introduced, 10-bit conversion had been difficult to obtain with good yields (and low cost) 
because of the finite {3 of switching devices, the VBE-matching requirement, the matching. 
and tracking requirements on the diffused-resistance ladders, and the tracking limitations 
caused by the thermal gradients produced by high internal power dissipation. 

All of these problems were solved or avoided with CMOS devices. They have nearly-infipite 
current gain, eliminating {3 problems. There is no equivalent in CMOS circuitry to a bipolar 
transistor's VBE drop; instead, a CMOS switch in the on condition is almost purely resistive~ 
with the resistance value controllable by device geometry. The temperature-tracking prob
lems of diffused resistors were solved easily: they weren't used. 

The R-2R ladder is composed of 2kO/square silicon-chromium resistors (a 10kO resistor has 
a very manageable length/width of 5: I), deposited on the CMOS die. While the absolute tem
perature coefficient of these resistors is 150ppmrC, their tracking with temperature is bet
ter than IppmrC. The feedback resistor for the output amplifier is also provided on the 
chip, to ensure that the DAC's gain-temperature coefficient is better than IOppmrC by 
sidestepping the absolute temperature coefficient of the network. 

Finally, the low on-chip dissipation of only 20mW (including the dissipation of the ladder 
network), in conjunction with the excellent tracking capabilities of the thin-fIlm resistors, 
minimizes linearity-drift problems caused by internally-generated thermal gradients. It also 
helps to minimize the power and cooling requirements for circuitry that the AD7520 is 
used in. 

Figure 10 shows a functional diagram of the D/A converter, which employs an inverted R-2R 
ladder.2 Binary-weighted currents flow continuously in the shunt arms of the network; with 
10V applied at the reference input, 0.5mA flows in the first, 0.25mA in the second, 
0.125mA in the third, and so on. The lOUT and lOUT output busses are maintained 
at ground potential, either by operational-arJplifier feedtack, or by a direct connection 
to common. 

The switches steer the current to the appropriate output lines in response to the individu
ally-applied logic levels. For example, a "high" digital input to SWI will cause the O.SmA of 
the most-significant bit (MSB) to flow through lOUT l' When the digital input is "low," the 
'The inverted R·2R ladder is one of the structures shown in Chapter 11-1 (Figure 18). 
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Figure 10. Functional diagram of the AD7520 d/a converter, 
with V REF = 10.01 V. Bits 5-9 are omitted for clarity. 

current will flow through lOUT 2' If loUT 1 flows through the summing point of an opera
tional amplifier and lOUT 2 flows to ground, then "high" logic will cause the nominal out
put voltage of the op amp to be - (O.SmA) x (10kn) = -SV, for a positive reference voltage 
of 10V, while "low" logic will make the contribution of Bit I zero. With all bits on (Le., 
"high"), the nominal output will be -9.99V. With all bits off, the output will be zero. 

linearity errors, and - more important - their variation with temperature, are affected by 
variations of resistance in both the resistors and the switches. As we have seen, the resistor
network tracking is excellent. However, it is natural to expect that the switches, while track
ing one another, will not track the resistance network. With identical switches having real
istic resistance values (say lOOn), one would expect that, as temperature changed, the 
variation of resistance in the series legs would transform the network into an R-nR network, 
with n sufficiently different from 2 to destroy the binary character of the network and 
cause the converter to become non-monotonic. 

The key to the linearity of the AD7S20 is that the geometries of the switches are tapered so 
as to obtain on resistances that are related in binary fashion, for the first 6 bits. Thus, the 
nominal valu_es of switch resistance range from 20n for the first bit, 40n for the second bit, 
through 640n for the last S bits. The effect is, as can be seen in Figure 10, to provide equal 
voltages at the ends of the 6 most-significant arms of the ladder (O.SmA x 20n = 0.2SmA x 
40n, etc. = 10m V). Since this drop is, in effect, in series with the reference, it causes an in
itial 0.1% scale-factor ("gain") error, which is well within the specifications but does not 
affect the linearity. Since the switches tend to track one another with temperature, line
arity is essentially unaffected by temperature changes, and the gain error is held to within 
the 10ppmrC specification. 

Ten-bit linearity could, of course, have been obtained by scaling the on resistance of all the 
switches to a negligible value, say lOn, but the switches would have required very large geo
metries, which would result in a 30% to 50% larger chip, at a substantial increase in cost. 

Figure II illustrates one of the 10 current switches and its associated internal drive circuit
ry. The geometries of the input devices I & 2 are scaled to provide a switching threshold of 
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Figure 11. CMOS switch used in the AD7520. Digital input 
levels may be DTL, TTL, or CMOS. 
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l.4V, which permits the digital inputs to be compatible with TTL, DTL, and CMOS. The 
input stage drives two inverters (4, 5, 6, & 7), which in turn drive the N-channel output 
switches. 

EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT 

Figure 12 shows the equivalent circuit of the AD7520 at the two extremes of input, all in
puts "high" (a) and all inputs "low" (b). VREF (or IREF' if a current reference is used) sees 
a nominal 1 Ok!2 resistance, regardless of the switch states. The current source I REF /1024, 
represents a 1 LSB current loss through the 20k!2 ladder-termination resistor, shown in 
Figure 1. RON, in this case, is the equivalent resistance of all ten switches connected to the 
lOUT bus (a) or the lOUT bus (b). Current-source Ilkg. represents junction- and surface
leaka~e to the substrate. C:fpacitors COUT 1 and COUT 2 are the output capacities-to-ground 
for the on and off switches. CsD is the open-switch capacitance. 

The 1000: 1 ratio between Rladder and RON provides a number of benefits, all related to the 
small voltage drop across RON: 

• VREF can assume values exceeding the absolute-maximum CMOS rating, VDD. For 
example, VREF could be as large as ±25V, even if the AD7520's VDD rating were only 
+17V. 

• The nonlinearity temperature-coefficient depends primarily on how well the ladder 
resistances track. Since RON is only a small fraction of Rladder' any RON tracking errors 
will be felt only as 2nd- and 3rd-order effects. 

• The same argument holds true for power-supply variations. Any change of switch 
on resistance, as the power supply changes, will be swamped by the 1000: 1 attenuation 
factor. Power-supply rejection is better than 1/3 LSB per volt. 

• If VREF is a fast ac signal, the feed through coupling via CsD' the open-switch ca
pacitance, will be negligible, again because of the 1000: 1 voltage stepdown. The parasitic 
capacitances from VREF to lOUT 1 and lOUT 2 comprise the major source of ac feedthrough. 
Careful board layout by the user can result in less than Y2 LSB of ac feed through at 100kHz. 
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Since the on resistance depends only on the value of VDD, not the current through the 
switch, and the resistance network is unaffected by VREF, the full-scale output current (all 
bits "high") is nominally VREF/IO.OlkO, less the "constant" current losses shown in Fig
ure 12. This means that lOUT is almost perfectly proportional to V REF over the whole 
range from -lOY to + 1 OV. Equally important, the conversion linearity error (0.05%) is in
dependent of the sign or magnitude of V REF. 

The extremely low analog-linearity error at constant digital input results in excellent fidel
ity to the input waveform, which suggests some interesting possibilities for the AD7520 in 
the calibration and control of gain in signal generators, high-fidelity amplifiers, and response
testing systems. 

APPLYING THEAD7520 

The two most common forms of application are in unipolar DI A conversion (2-quadrant 
multiplication) and bipolar offset-binary conversion (4-quadrant multiplication), shown in 
Figures 13 and 14. Where high speed is not desired, the output amplifier may be an AD741. 
For faster response, the AD518, AD505, or AD509 may be used, with appropriate compen
sation and a 1O-20pF feedback capacitor. 

Unipolar conversion. The response equation for Figure 13 is nominally 

Nbinary 
Eo = - -- VREF 

1024 
(1) 

Responses to typical codes are tabulated. Since VREF may be positive or negative, two
quadrant multiplication is inherent. Circuit gain is easily trimmed by adjusting VREF, in
serting adjustable resistance in series with VREF or Rfeedback' or by tweaking scale factors 
elsewhere in the system. As noted elsewhere, once set, using low-TC trim resistors, gain 
stability with temperature is excellent. 

Unlike truly passive potentiometers, CMOS devices, like the AD7520 (and the AD7522 and 
AD7570, to be discussed further on) must have their analog outputs at ground level to main
tain conversion linearity in the forward direction and to protect the switches in the reverse 
direction (in other words, their output voltage compliance is negligible). Therefore, their 
outputs should be connected to op-amp summing points for all applications save for nulling 
(e.g., with comparators in AID converters). In any event, it is a sensible practice to always 
use a Schottky diode, connected between the current output and ground, as shown in 
Figure 13, even if - for the sake of clarity - it is omitted from an application sketch. 
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Figure 13. The AD7520 as a unipolar binary digital to voltage 
converter (2-quadrant multiplier). 

Bipolar conversion. The offset binary response equation for Figure 14 is nominally 
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Responses to typical codes are tabulated. If the MSB is complemented, the conversion re
lationship will be recognized as appropriate for a 2's-complement input, but with a negative 
scale factor. The MSB determines the sign, and the last 9 bits determine the magnitude in 
2's complement notation. Since VREF may be positive or negative, 4-quadrant multiplica
tion is inherent. 

In this configuration, lOUT 2 ' which is the complement of lOUT 1 ' is inverted and added to 
lOUT l' halving the resolution (of each polarity) and doubling the gain. The 10MQ resistor 
corrects for a 1/1024 difference (inherent in this technique) bet~een IOUT l and IOUT 2 at 
zero (10000 00000). A2 is shown as a current inverter, but it might also be a voltage invert
er, if the ADSOS is used. 
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Figure 14. The AD7520 as a bipolar offset-binary digital-to
voltage converter (4-quadrant multiplier). 

If sign-magnitude coding is desired, to obtain bipolar conversion with the full 10-bit-plus 
sign resolution, the output of the unipolar conversion circuit may be fed into a sign
magnitude converter, such as Figure 15. An AD7Sl0DI quad switch will handle two such 
circuits. 

ANALOG DIVISION 

SIGN 
INPUT 
OPERATES 
SWITCHES 

10k" 10k" 

I SWl CLOSED 
SW20PEN 

I SW10PEN 
Eo· - VIN SW2 CLOSED 

Figure 15. Sign-magnitude to bipolar converter. 

Since one form of analog division circuit is a multiplier in a feedback loop, one might con
sider the divider circuit2 shown in Figure 16. In this circuit, the feedback current from the 
converter's "reference" input to the summing point of the op amp is proportional to (i.e., 
multiplied by) the digital number; but it must also be equal to the current developed through 
the input resistor. Therefore the op-amp output is constrained to depend on the ratio of the 
input signal to the gain value of the digital number. Note that the AD7S20 in such an ap
plication is inherently a 2-quadrant divider, since the input signal (and the inverted output) 
can be either positive or negative. Connected as shown, the gain magnitude varies from a 
minimum of 1024/1023 to (theoretically) 1024/0, the open-loop gain of the op amp; the 
largest controlled gain is 1024/1. At the higher gains, accuracy is lost because the feedback 

'Whitmore, J. "Ways of Using the AD7520," Analog Dialogue 8-2, 1974. 
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attenuation for small numbers may only be accurate to within Y2LSB; for example, at a gain 
of 1024, if the LSB has an error of 10%, the gain will be in error by that amount. Naturally, 
accuracy rapidly improves with increasing denominator magnitude, and the error will 
typically be less than 0.05% at full-scale denominator, after adjustment. 

DIGITAL INPUT 
BIT 1 BIT 10 
(MSBI (LSBI 

±VIN 16 14 +15V 

AD7520 
2 

15 

3 

>-----..~Eo 

AD504L 

R 

FUNCTION ALL V·EQUIVALENT 
CIRCUIT. FEEDBACK 
"RESISTOR" IS A DIGITALLV· 
CONTROLLED ATTENUATOR 

n= DIGITAL NUMBER 

1024~ 0< .';;1023 
n 

>----+--oEo 

Figure 16. An analog-digital divider. 

SINGLE-SUPPLY APPLICATION 

In computerized process-control systems,3 digital-to-analog converters are typically used to 
manipulate set-points and operate valves. General-purpose DAC's, such as the AD7520, us
ually involve inverting op amps, which call for dual power supplies. However, one-sided sup
plies are highly desirable because of their lower cost, better reliability, and their compati
bility with the 4-20mA range used in transmission of electrical control signals in 
process-control systems. 

The single-supply scheme of Figure 17 employs the AD7S20, with an LM324 single-supply 
quad op amp, and an AD2700 precision IOV reference, to provide a jumper-selected choice 
of two output voltage ranges, 0-1 OV and 2-lOV. The latter range can be directly trans
duced into 4-20mA and IO-SOmA current ranges appropriate for control systems, by 
schemes such as that shown. 

- ..... -+24V 

10k 

~ , 
AD1800·1 
DIVIDER 

DIGITAL INPUT 

11 ... 1 0.999 

A4 
OUTPUT 
B,D A,C 
o 2.00V 

9.99V 9.99V 

--.I 

--, 
~OUT: __ J 

--, 4-2OmA 

+5V ! TYPICAL 500°1 
I VQLTAGE· 
I TO·CURRENT 
: TRANSDUCER -= ~ _____________ __ J 

A 1 - A4: LM324 

80k C 

A,C: 2-10V 
B,D:O-l0V 

Figure 17. Single-supply 10-bit DAC circuit. 

In the circuit of Figure 17, the +24V supply is tapped at +5V for TTL logic levels. The 
AD2700 reference develops a precise 10 volts without needing adjustment. It is stepped 
down to +3Vand +2V, which appear at the outputs of followers A2 and AI. The 2Voutput 
of Al becomes the reference-ground level for the AD7520 DAC, the inverting op amp, A3, 
and the two 74C904 Hex Non-Inverting Buffers, which drive the logic inputs of the AD7520 
(10 of the 12 buffer channels are used). 
3Clark, V.R., "D/A Conversion with a Single-Supply Circuit," Analog Dialogue 10·1, 1976, 
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The net I V reference voltage applied to the DAC is scaled in proportion to the digital in
put number (N) and inverted by amplifier A3 at unity gain. The output of A3 swings from 
2V to 1.001 V as N varies from 0 to 1 - 2-10 • Depending on the jumper connections, the 0-
to-full-scale output swing of A4 is either O-IOV or 2-lOV. The 2-IOV range (E4 = 2 + 8N 
volts) can directly scale a current-transducer output, such as the one shown, for 4-20mA or 
10-50mA. The actual system uses a proprietary design, capable of generating a grounded or 
floating source or sink current. 

AUDIO-CIRCUIT APPLICATIONS.4 

High-resolution, high-linearity multiplying DAC's that handle both polarities of analog input 
become quite attractive to the designer of audio signal-processing equipment when these 
benefits are combined with wide bandwidth and low cost. 

Monolithic IC DAC's available before the advent of the AD7520 generally had less resolu
tion and a limited range of reference variation. The lack of both reference-voltage source 
and output amplifier is not an important limitation in audio use. In fact, the number-one 
advantage is that the reference-input voltage swing can exceed ±IOV, with excellent line
arity and bandwidth. Although one would expect a "multiplying DAC" to have this cap
ability, not all types possess it fully. 

AD7520's can be used with bipolar voltages from volts down to millivolts. Correct and line
ar ratiometric operation under such conditions makes them ideal scaling elements for audio 
signals. Since they can be viewed as digitally-programmable attenuators, they can marry 
high-quality and audio signal-processing circuits to digitally based systems under micro
processor control. 

Besides the classical DAC specs of conversion linearity, resolution, etc., the special con
siderations for audio use include distortion, noise, and crosstalk in the "off' state. 

Typical measurements of distortion are of the order of 0.05% or less over the audio band. 
This is due to the linearity enforced by the thin-film R-2R ladder, which ensures a linear 
summing-point current in the presence of a varying reference (input) voltage at a given 
digitally set gain. 

Noise is a parameter that can be determined from the data sheet; it is determined by the 
thin-film network's nominally 10kO characteristic resistance. This contrasts favorably with 
some active types of DAC's, which are noisier. 

Reference-input feed through is specified on the data sheet as 10m V pep (max) for 20V pep 
input at 100kHz (-66dB). This, being but one point on a curve, doesn't tell the whole story. 
At lower frequencies, feedthrough is much less, with a floor of~-90dB at 1kHz (Figure 18). 
Feedthrough is essentially capacitively coupled crosstalk. It is layout-sensitive. 

m .., 
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INlJJJW~p) III 
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" TEST CIRCUIT ALONE 
)( WITH AD7520 

1. 10k 100k 1M 
fREQUENCY IN HERTZ 

Figure 18. AD7520 feedthrough measurement. 

Control-signal feed through is undesirable in audio gain control, since it can cause thumps, 
pops, or clicks. Because there is no bias current in the AD7520/21/22, the output contains 
the desired signal current only, avoiding dc level shifts. The narrow switching spikes can be 
fIltered without loss of bandwidth. 

4 Jung, W. "Audio Applications Ideas for CMOS DAC's," Analog Dialogue 10-1,1976 
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It is interesting to consider the AD7520/21/22 accuracy in relation to the needs of audio 
level control. Without trim, the full-scale gain error is typically 0.3%, or, in conventional 
audio parlance, ±0.026dB. Even adding the loosest (conversion) nonlinearityt error, the 
gain error is still only ±0.043dB, adequate for a great number of audio applications, without 
trimming or tweaking. Remember that 1 dB is close to the threshold of human perception 
of gain changes. 

For applications where it is desirable to trim the DAC gain exactly to unity, given the pos
sibility that it may be either high or low, resistance may be added in series with either the 
input (V REF) terminal or the feedback terminal. Figure 19 shows a way of dealing with 
either contingency with one pot. 

MSSo---4"'i 

• DIGITAL 
_CONTROL 
_ WORD 

LSS 0-----,1,3 

7520 
(7521) 

3 

2 

LADDER 
RESISTANCE 

SkU 

{ 
8k!1 

TYPICAL 10kU 
RANGE NOMINAL 

13kU 
20W 

DACOUTPUT 

~ 

WORST-CASE 
GAIN 

ADJUSTMENT 
RANGE 

-0.7% '0 +21% 
-1.1% '0 +12% 
-1.4%'0+9% 

-1.8% to 6% 
-3%'00.7% 

Figure 19. Single-control trim for gain calibration, aI/owing for 
a large range of absolute ladder-resistance variation. 

Figure 20 shows a basic circuit using the AD7520 as an audio gain control. A low-cost 
AD30IA, used as the output buffer, is operated in the feedforward mode, for a gain-band
width of 30MHz and a 10V/lls slewing rate. This combination, using the lowest-cost "J"
suffix DAC, provides perhaps the most cost-effective, high-performance combination for an 
audio gain-control of this class. It can of course also be used as a general-purpose DAC, with 
device choice tailored to desired performance. Settling time to Y2LSB (10 bits) is 6p.s. 

In general, the application of high-speed-DAC circuits to audio use can give rise to some seri
ouse problems. For instance, if the channel gain is to be manipulated while signals are pre
sent, large instantaneous gain changes in the presence of signal peaks will almost guarantee 
annoying audible switching-transients due to the abrupt change in level. 

DIGITAL INPUTS FOR 

+15V 
TYPICAL ATTENUATIONS 

N: INPUT 
AUDIO INPUT +R,pF dB NUMBER - VALUE 
±10V~ 15 14 

-= TANTALUM ATTEN. I STAGE 2 STAGES 

0 0.999 0.999 

MSB 
4 16 -I 0.891 0.944 r-

-2 0.794 0.891 
DIGITAL t, Cl -3 0.708 0.841 
• -4 0.631 0.794 

CONTROL -~ 0.S62 0.7S0 

• 
• WORD 7520 -10 0.316 0.562 

(7530) -IS 0.178 0.422 • 2 

LSB 
13 

-30 0.032 0.178 
-40 0.010 0.100 

~jlF -so 0.003 0.056 + -=TANTALUM -60 0.001 0.032 
-= -= -= -70 0.018 

-1SV -80 0.010 
-90 0.006 

Figure 20. Inexpensive, high-performance gain control. 

As a remedy, one might restrict gain-switching to times when the signal is near zero. A more ~ 
pleasing and satisfactory approach is to spread the gain change over about 50ms or more by 
digitally "ramping" it, using a clock and preset counter. If sufficient resolution exists, the 
staircase effect should be imperceptible. With an 8-bit converter, this permits 48dB of stair
casing. Avoid slew-limiting in the DAC output amplifier; it can cause noxious distortion for 
sufficiently large gain steps, another reason for using controlled-gain steps and fast ampli
fiers. 

tConversion-linearity errors affect only gain, not analog linearity. 
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Additional gain range can be obtained by cascading decade blocks of gain, or by cascading 
DAC's, with common digital input. If you wish to obtain the natural benefits of equal-dB 
gain steps, the digital number applied to the DAC(s) should vary exponentially. For m cas
caded DAC's with -k dB of attenuation, the value, N, of the common digital input should be 

N = (10) k/(2Om) (1) 

This can be achieved via software instructions in a computer system; it can also be achieved 
by means of programmable read-only memory (PROM), between the counter output and the 
DAC(s). Note that only about 2 significant digits are needed for accuracy to within IdB, 
from the examples in the table (Figure 20). 

Figure 21 illustrates in principle a variation of the basic gain controller which can be used to 
steer or "pan" an audio signal between two output channels, another common audio pro
cessing requirement. The two gains are simply made complementary. Thus, the signal will be 
fully left for all I 's, full-right for all O's, and deployed equally for just the MSB on. 

AUDIO INPUT 

~ 

LEFT 
AUDIO 
OUT 

DIGITAL CONTROL INPUT 

• • · 

MSB LSB 

,----.-,LSB 

ALL 1's, FULL LEFT 
(ZERO RIGHT) 

ALL 8'., FULL RIGHT 
........... ---. (ZERO LEFT) 

RIGHT 
AUDIO 
OUT 

74C04 (OR EOUIV.I, TYPICAL 
10 (OR 121 PLACES 

Figure 21. Digitally-programmed audio panner. 

In a simpler version (Figure 22) a single DAC is used. Here, the lOUT a line of a 7520, norm
ally grounded, is used to drive a second summing amplifier with an external feedback re
sistor, Rfa ' Since the current at lOUT a is inherently the complement of IOUT.J ' the circuit 
will work as a complementary panner. The drawback is the necessity to trim Kfa for equal 
channel gains (MSB on); since the external resistor will in general not track the network, the 
panner may not retain its accuracy for wide temperature variations. However, the method 
is simple and attractive for non-critical applications. 

LEFT 
AUDIO 
OUT 

~ 

DIGITAL CONTROL INPUT 

lOUT 
2 

COMP. 

RIGHT 
AUDIO 

OUT 
..r::o .... 

"SELECT OR ADJUST FOR EQUAL 
OUTPUTS WITH MSB.QNL Y TRUE 

Figure 22. Simplified audio panner. 

DAC's are useful for generating, as well as controlling, signals. Figure 23 shows a simple 
scheme for digitally programming the output frequency of a standard integrator-comparator 
function generator 5,6 • The timing resistor (the input resistor to the integrator) is replaced 
by the DAC's R-2R ladder. Since frequency is proportional to the integrator input current, 
it will be proportional to the digital input to the DAC. 

A calibration control with wide latitude is needed because of the loose tolerance on absolute 
value of the R-2R ladder resistance; also, as noted above, tracking errors with temperature 

'Nonline4f' Circuits Handbook, Analog Devices, Inc., S02pp., $5.95 (soft). 

II Audio IC Op-Amp Applications, W.G. Jung, Howard W. Sams & Co., Inc. Indianapolis, Indiana 46206 (soft). 
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will limit stability. Fast amplifiers, such as the AD30lA (with feedforward in the integra
tor) are cost-effective. 

DIGITAL 
FREQUENCV 

CONTROL 
WORD 

[

MSB 

LSB 

SQUARE 

rI r WAVE 
L....--'VIIIr--__ """". J LJ 

~~I~-+--~~ /' 
~ TRIANGULAR 

f_N(_1_) 
8RtCt 

Rt- 10kO 
O<N~(1-2-"1 

WAVE 

Figure 23. Programmable function generator; pop amplitude of 
both waveforms is ===15V. 

There are myriad uses for these versatile DAC's; many have been documented here in the 
past, and more are sure to come. In audio alone, programmable oscillators, equalizers, fil
ters, etc., may provide the Reader with food for thought. 

A final word. Here are some suggestions for getting best results with the AD7520 and 
similar CMOS DAC's: 

1. Tie unused CMOS digital inputs either high or low; don't leave them open. 
2. Remember that the current-summingjunction is loaded by a capacitance from 

40pF to 120pF. If fast amplifiers are used, phase compensation is required for stability 
(e.g., the usual shunt feedback capacitance across RpEEDBACK)' 

3. The amplifier offset should-be minimized to maintain device linearity. 
4. The lOUT 1 and lOUT 2 terminals should never be allowed to go negative by 

1 V BE drop - a Schottky diode to ground, as in Figure 13, is recommended. 

THE AD 7522 - A DOUBLE-B UFFERED lO-BIT CMOS MULTIPLYING DAC' 

The AD7522 is a systems-compatible lO-bit multiplying D/A converter, fabricated on a sin
gle 3 x 2.2mm (118 x 89 mil) silicon die, and packaged in a 28-pin plastic or ceramic dual 
in-line package. Like the AD7520, it has 10 SPDT N-channel current-steering switches and a 
thin-film-on-CMOS R-2R ladder attenuator for current weighting. In addition, it has a dual
rank input storage system consisting of 10 "D"-type level-triggered holding latches and a 
lO-bit edge-triggered serial/parallel input-loading register (which in turn consists of 2 con
trollable "bytes", of 8- and 2-bit capacity), as was shown in Figure 2 of this chapter. 

Basic unipolar operation (either fixed-reference or 2-quadrant multiplication) requires only 
the addition of an external positive-or-negative, constant-or-variable, "reference" voltage or 
current and an operational amplifier (Figure 24). For bipolar conversion (4-quadrant multi
plication), with offset-binary or 2's complement coding, one additional operational ampli
fier is needed (see Figure 14). 

The main (VDD) supply requires a nominal +15V @ 2mA max; IpA is typical, since most 
of the current is required only during switching. The choice of the logic (V CC) supply de
pends on the logic-interface requirements. For example, if Vec = +5V, the digital inputs 
.are TTL-compatible. If Vee = +IOV to +15V, the digital inputs-and-outputs are CMOS 
compatible. 

Three grades of conversion linearity are offered - 8, 9, and 10 bits. Typical current-settling 
time following a full-scale code change on the digital inputs is SOOns. 

The most-interesting aspect of the AD7522 to the system designer is the DAC's double
buffered input structure, offering tremendous versatility, yet still seldom found, even in 

'Whitmore, J. "Monolithic 1()'Bit CMOS Multiplying DAC Provides Direct Interface to Data-Bus Inputs," Analog Dialogue 
9-3,1975. 
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discrete-module D/Aconverters. Salient features include: 

1. Logic-controlled choice of serial or parallel loading. 
2. A "load/display" choice, which either allows new data to update the DAC, or 

locks out unwanted data appearing at the digital inputs. If the AD7522 is used with a CPU 
data bus, this "lockout" function allows the CPU or other I/O peripheral to place data on 
the bus without altering data that was previously loaded into the AD7522. 

3. Byte-serial (or parallel) loading allows a lO-bit word to be loaded into the DAC 
from either an 8-bit micro-computer data bus, or from a 10-or-more-bit paralleled line. 

4. A serial output allows recovery of data from the input register. 
5. A short-cycle feature allows 8 bits, to the MSB, to be loaded serially. 

A summary of the AD7522 functions, and where to find them in Figure 2, is given in a box 
on the next page. 

The advantages of ADI's thin-film-on-CMOS process, again briefly summarized, are: 

• High logic density and low dissipation (hence good yields and low cost). 

• No {3 and VBE problems. 
• Since switches are bidirectional, both polarities of analog signals are inherent. 
• SiCr resistor networks have better lineaIitY and tracking than diffused resistors. 

AD7522 

RFB 4 

RFB1 51--i-------. 

IOUT1 6t-t-...... -·n..::.~ 

CR 
3 

IOUT2 7 r-i_-4--! 
AGNO 8 

A 

SRO 9 

EOUT ~ -GNVREF 

G CONNECTION 

1 EOUT TO RFB1 
l!. EOUT TO RFB2 
lI. {EOUT TO RFB2 

IOUT1 TO RFB1 

LSB MSB 
PARALLEL DATA INPUTS 

Figure 24. COfJnecting the AD7522 for unipolar D/A conver
sion. N is a fractional 10-bit binary number from 0 to (1 _2-1°). 

APPLICATIONS 

The AD7522 can perform all of the conversion functions that are performed by the AD7520, 
but with the added flexibility of communication with digital systems. However, as a second
generation DAC, it has a few improvements that facilitate analog applications as well. First 
of all, there are separate analog and digital ground returns. Figure 24 shows how the 
AD7522 is connected for a unipolar conversion relationship. The feedback resistor is 
center-tapped, which allows a choice of full-scale gain of I, ~, or ~. The termination of 
the ladder, instead of being grounded internally, is brought out to a terminal; this permits 
bipolar (4-quadrant multiplier) circuits to be instrumented with fewer external resistors 
than is the case with AD7520. 

Two, among many, of the digital-communication possibilities are shown in Figures 25 and 
26. Figure 25 illustrates serial operation, and Figure 26 shows how the AD7522 might be 
connected to a microprocessor bus for byte-serial updating. 

It is easy to see that it is a simple matter for a microprocessor to first load the 8 least-signif
icant bits into the 8-bit register, then load the two most-significant bits into the 2-bit regis
ter, and finally, to strobe lO-bit data into the output register, for the D/A converter. Note 
that the DAC register can also accept data in the form of a stream of 10 serial bits - and 
shift them out as well as in. 
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AD7522 FUNCTIONS AND THEIR CONNECTIONS 

(Refer to Figure 2) 
FUNCTION 

DIGITAL - Data (positive-true with respect to IoUTb) 
Parallel Data Input, Data-Bit 9 (MSB) to Data-Bit 
(LSB)S 
SeRial Input 
SeRial Output (NRZ) - Auxiliary output for recovering 
data stored in the input register 

DIGITAL - Control 
Serial/Parallel Control - If "0", parallel data will be 
loaded into input registers DBO-DB9 when LBS and HBS 
are exercised; if "1", serial data will be shifted furough 
input registers when clocked in with LBS and HBS. 
High-Byte Strobe - In the parallel mode, positive edge 
strobes parallel data appearing on DB8 and DB9 into 
the input register; in serial, positive edges advance data 
through the input shift register. 
Low-Byte Strobe - Same functions as HBS, for DBO 
through DB7 
Load/Display DAC Strobe - If "0", AD7522 is in 
"display" mode, digital activity in input register is 
locked out; if "1", data in the input register is strobed 
into the DAC. 
Short-Cycle (8 bits) - In serial, if "0", 2 LSB's are 
bypassed for proper loading of 8 bits; if "1 ", a full 
1 O-bit serial word is accepted. 

ANALOG 

PIN NO. 

10-19 

26 
9 

21 

25 

24 

22 

20 

Reference Input - Constant or variable ac or dc voltage 3 
in the ±25V range is proportionally scaled (gain-adjusted) 
by the input digital word. 
Output Current - Normally connected to summing 6 
point of the output op amp; bit-currents flow for "1" DB's. 
Complementary Output - Normally grounded (unipolar) 7 
or connected to summing point of inverting op amp 
(bipolar); bit currents flow for "0" DB's. 
Feedback Resistor (F .S. Gain = 1) One end is connected 5 
internally to lOUT l' RFB 1 is connected to op-amp 
output for normal unity-gain operation, or to summing 
point for gain of ~; no connection for gain of Yz. 
Feedback Resistor Center-Tap (F .S. Gain = Y2)-Connected 4 
to op-amp output for gain of Yz or ~. 
Ladder Tennination - Grounded for unipolar gain; 2 
connected to IOUT2 for bipolar gain. 

SERVICE 
Main Supply - + 15V nominal I 
Logic Supply - +5V for TIL compatibility; + I OV to 27 
+ 15V for CMOS compatibility 
Digital Ground 28 
Analog Ground - Back gate of the DAC's N-channel 8 
single-pole, double-throw (SPDT) current-steering switches. 

a See the discussion,"A Note on Bit-Labelling," near Figure 12 of Chapter 14. 
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Figure 25. Serial 8- and to-bit loading. Analog connections 
omitted for clarity. 

Figure 26 shows how the A07522 is connected into an 8-bit data bus. The bus is wired di
rectly to the 8 least-significant bits; and the two most-significant bits of the converter are 
wired to the two least-significant bits of the bus.s 
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j' i 
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iii OBI 
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192-1U 20~ DO 

"'" ;,.. 25 24 22 

HBS HBS. sf 1 
LBS ~DGND LBS 

LDAC 
LDAC 

Figure 26. AD7522 - Connection for 2 byte operation. 

Figure 27 shows two A07522's (configured as in Figure 26), interfaced to an "ideal" 
microprocessor as memory. Since the A07522 was designed as a compromise for both 
parallel and byte-serial operation, the external address-decoding logic is necessary as 
shown. Nevertheless, the interface is extremely simple and can allow either simultaneous 
or non-simultaneous update of the two 0/ A converters. The or gates allow a single memo
ry address to update the output registers of both 0/ A converters simultaneously. It is 
worth noting that many pP's (the 8080 included) incorporate 16-bit data instructions, 
which would allow the processor to output the data to both converters with a single 
memory-write instruction. 

THE AD7570 - A lO-BIT SUCCESSIVE-APPROXIMATIONS CMOS AID CONVERTER 9 

The A07570 is a 10-bit Analog-to-Digital converter on a single 120 x 135 mil (3 x 3.4mm) 
chip, packaged in a 28-pin dual in-line hermetically-sealed ceramic enclosure. It consists 
(Figure 3) of a to-bit O/A converter and the associated logic circuitry required to perform a 
conversion using the successive-approximations technique. Its analog inputs can be either 

aSee the discussion,"A Note on Bit-Labelling," near Figure 12 of Chapter 1-4. 

'Whitmore, J. and Van Aken, R. "lO-Bit Monolithic CMOS AID Converter," Analog Dialogue 9-2, 1975. 
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177775 •• FFFDH OUTPUT HIGH BYTE DAC 2 
1777760. FFFEH STROBE DAC 2 
177777 •• FFFFH STROBE DAC 1 AND DAC 2 

(SIMULTANEOUS UPDATE}. 

Figure 27. Interfacing multiple AD7522's to a microprocessor. 

single-ended (of either polarity) or bipolar using an external inverting op amp. It interfaces 
with DTL/TTL or CMOS logic and has both serial and parallel outputs, with a number of 
interesting features designed to make it readily usable in complex data-acquisition systems 
(for example, with 8-bit microprocessor busses). 

Its external operational requirements are 20mW of power (VDD of + 15V and Vee of 5 to 
15V), an external reference (which allows ratiometric operation and choice of input polar
ity), an external RC circuit to determine the internal clock frequency, or an external clock 
(for a wide range of conversion frequencies), and a comparator, such as the AD311 (for 
best tradeoff between accuracy, conversion-speed, and cost). For bipolar operation, a low
cost external op amp preconditions the analog input. 

The AD7570 will accurately digitize signals having full-scale ranges from nearly ±25V down 
to levels limited only by the comparator's ability to detect submillivolt changes. This is a 
direct consequence of the use of a highly linear on-board multiplying D/A converter (close
ly related to the AD7520), which can accept a wide range of reference voltage. Normal oper
ation is specified with 10V reference. 
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Available with 8· or lO·bit linearity (J or L versions, short .. cycle·able to 8·bit resolution for 
increased speed), 40ps conversion time (10 bits), and ±YaLSB differential nonlinearity (over 
the temperature range), the AD7570 has a gain·temperature coefficient better than 10ppm;oC. 

MICROPROCESSOR CAPABILITY 

As noted above, the AD7570 is specifically designed for ease of use in "data·bus" systems, 
where its three·state outputs are under external control. There are several features of es· 
pecial interest: 

• The parallel data outputs8 (bits 0·9) and the conversion status line are "three· 
state", that is, they are essentially disconnected from the common data bus until appropri· 
ate interrogation signals are received. (Data ready? High bits? Low bits?) 

• The two most·significant bits and the 8 lower bits can be separately interrogated: 
this permits all 10 bits to be furnished on an 8-bit common data-bus in two bytes. 

• The serial output (non-return·to·zero) and an associated synchronized clock out
put are also provided with 3-state outputs. The serial output is generated as the conversion 
proceeds; it and its associated SYNC output float at other times. To interrogate it, in bus 
applications, a conversion is started. 

• The AD7570 can, of course, also be used with fullyacommitted connections, by 
connecting the three-state control inputs to the appropriate logic levels for the desired 
permanent mode of operation. 

ADVANTAGES OF CMOS 
The mostaobvious reason for using CMOS construction is the low power dissipation. For 
example, an inverter consists of a stack of two complementary devices. When one is on 
(low voltage drop), the other is off (low leakage current). Since the output is always 
very near one or the other power-supply rail (except when switching), little continuous 
power is dissipated. The total power drain of the AD7570 is 20mW. 

The low dissipation allows greater circuit density. Besides this, the CMOS process employed 
in the AD7570, which involves a two-layer metal·interconnect scheme, allows a 30% further 
reduction in chip size, to a reasonable, manufacturable 120 x 135 mils (3 x 3.4mm), with 
good yield. 

The most important advantages of CMOS are realized in the D/A converter, which is the 
critical element in a successive·approximations converter. This topic has been covered in 
substantial detail in relation to the design of the AD7520, which the AD7570's DAC very 
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Figure 28. Operational connections for AID conversion with 
positive (unipolar) analog input and internal clock. Parallel 
outputs are enabled when status (BUSY) goes high. The 
protective diodes indicated should be used in all applications. 

aSee the discussion,"A Note on Bit-Labelling," near Figure 12 of Chapter 1-4. 
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much resembles. Briefly, the deposition of a thin-film high-precision R-2R ladder network 
on a chip with low-dissipation CMOS switches eliminates problems caused by: finite tran
sistor f3 and its variations, transistor VBE and its variations, diffused-resistor matching and 
tracking, and drifts of gain and linearity caused by thermal gradients on the chip (as a result 
of sizeable dissipations). Though the absolute temperature coefficient of the silicon-chromi
um resistors used in the AD7570 is about -150ppmrC, they track to within ±2ppmrC; the 
result is an overall gain temp co better than IOppmrC. 

HOW THE AD7570 WORKS 

Figure 28 is a functional diagram of an AD7570, connected for IO-bit unipolar AID conver
sion; Figure 29 is a typical timing diagram showing what happens at the various terminals, 
and the sequence. (If you are perplexed about the designation or function of any of the 
terminals, Figure 3 and the table on the next page may be helpful.) 

SRO· ----, !MSiiL8J 7 OJ • I 0 I 3 I 2 I 1 ILS10r------ ---
OB9 (MSB)·· 7 ~ TRV MSB F MSB DECISION 

0B87 ~TRVDBB:I FOB8 DECISION 

OB77 ~ TRVDB7d I_DB7DECISION 

OBS7 ~ TRV DBtid FoBS OECISION 

OBS7 ~ TRYDB5=:j F DB5 DECISION 

0B47 ~ TRVDBO-=! FDB'OECISION 

OB37 ~ TRY DB3-=! o::F:..::0""B3""'D""EC"""SI""'ON'---___ _ 

OB27 ~ TRYOB2=:j FOB2DECISION 

OB1 7 ~ TRY DB'd FOB' DECISION 

OBD (LSB)7 ~ TRYLSBd FDBOILSBIDECISION 

BSEN2 L--
BUSY ----------------------, BUSY 18g;:LE .. ~\ .... ----
NOTES: 
1. INTERNAL CLOCK RUNS ONL V DURING CONVERSION CYCLE (EXTERNAL CLOCK SHOWNt. 
2. EXTERNALLY INITIATED. IN THIS EXAMPLE. 
3. SERIAL SYNC LAGS CLOCK BY .. 200nl. 
4. DOTTED LINES INDICATE "FLOATING" STATE OF THREE-STATE LOGIC. 
5. FOR ILLUSTRATIVE PURPOSES, SERIAL OUT SHOWN AS 1101001110. 
6. CROSS HATCHING INDICATES "DON'T CARE" STATE. 
7. SET AND REseT Of OUTPUT DATA BITS LAGS CLOCK POSITIVE EDGE BY "'" 200115. 

Figure 29. AD7570 timing sequency with externally-initiated 
start, clock, and BUSY -ENABLE, and parallel outputs con
tinuously enabled. 

In the successive-approximations technique (Chapter II-I) the output of a D/A converter is 
compared against the analog input for a succession of combinations of digits. When the start 
signal is given, the MSB latch output (appearing at DB9, if enabled) goes high and causes the 
DAC to apply a current equal to one-half of full-scale to the input network, where it is com
pared with the current developed by the input voltage. If the input is less, the comparator 
output causes the MSB latch to go low at the 2nd clock pulse plus 200ns; if the input is 
greater, the MSB stays high, retaining the DAC output at one-half full scale. In either case, 
the decision initiates the trial of the second bit (~full scale); it is compared and accepted 
(input > ~ or> %) or rejected (input < ~ or < %). The comparison proceeds until the 
LSB has been tried and accepted or rejected. The outputs DB9 through DBO, if all bits are 
enabled, will indicate a valid binary representation of the magnitude of the analog input, 
relative to the reference. This result will remain latched until another conversion is initiated. 

From the timing diagram, it can be seen that when convert start (STRT) goes high, DB9 is 
set while DBO through DB8 are reset. Two-c1ock-pulses-plus-200ns after the STRT pulse re
turns to low the MSB (DB9) decision is made. Each succeeding trial and decision is made at 
Tclk + 200ns (a fixed delay time designed into the AD7570 to ensure that data from the 
comparator is available at the "data" input of the output latch before clocking the latch). 
The output data lines (DBO through DB9) are buffered from the output data latches by 
three-state drivers (similar to transmission gates in series with the outputs). The transmis-
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sion gates are controlled by HBEN (High Byte ENable), which controls DB9 and DB8, the 
two most-significant bits, and LBEN (Low Byte ENable), which controls DB7 through 
DBO, the 8 least-significant bits. 

The time relationship of the other signals is shown in Figure 29; their meaning and functions 
are explained in the table. 

NOTES ON LOGIC FUNCTIONS 

Inputs 

• Convert Start (STRT -pin 25): When STRT goes high, the MSB data latch goes high, all 
other bits go low. Conversion begins when STRT goes low (at least 500ns later). If STRT is 
re-initiated during conversion, the conversion sequence starts over. 
• High Byte Enable (HBEN-20): When HBEN is low, output lines for data bits 9 and 8 
(MSB and 2nd bit) float. When HBEN is high, digital data from the latches appears on the 
data lines. 
• Low Byte Enable (LBEN-21): Same function as HBEN, bits 0 (LSB) -7. 
• Busy Enable (BSEN-27): When high, requests status of conversion (see "Busy" under 
Output functions). 
• Short Cycle, B Bits (SCB-26): When low,conversion stops after 8 bits (essential for J); 
when high, conversion runs for 10 bits. 
• Clock (CLK-24): External clock (TTL/DTL or CMOS) may be applied here. For internal 
clock, connect RC as shown in Figure 28 (f~ 2.5/RC); clock begins with StRT, ceases at 
end of conversion. 
• VDD (VDD-l): Principal supply voltage, nominally +15V 
• Vee (VCC-22): Compatible logic supply; +15V: CMOS, +5V: DTL/TTL 

Outputs 

• Busy (BUSY-pin 28): Indicates conversion status. Floats when BSEN-27 is low. When 
interrogated (BSEN high): goes high when conversion complete, stays low while conversion 
in process. 
• Serial Output (SRO-B): Indicates state of each decision (non-return-to-zero) as conver
sion proceeds. Must be used with SYNC-9 for correct interpretation of data. Floats when 
no conversion. 
• Serial Synchronization (SYNC-pin 9): Provides 10 positive edges when SRO data valid. 
Floats when no conversion. 

APPLICATIONS 

The AD7570 has many uses in standard 10-bit conversion applications. Of especial interest 
for microprocessor applications are the tri-state output logic and "byte-size" enabling logic. 
Typical applications with microprocessors are similar to those suggested for the AD75S0 
in Chapter 1-4. 

However, the AD7S70's analog flexibility, achieved through a design that permits the use 
of external reference and comparator function, makes possible an interesting variety of 
applications; as examples, we will consider some resistance-measurement functions.! 0 

Resistance Deviation 
Figure 30 shows a basic configuration in which the AD7570 is used to measure the devia
tion of an unknown resistance from a standard and convert it to offset binary. The measure
ment accuracy is independent of the reference-voltage accuracy, since the measurement is 
performed ratiometrica1ly. 

A standard resistance, which is twice the nominal value of the unknown, is the input resis
tor of an inverter, and the unknown is connected as the feedback resistor. The resistance of 
the unknown can be expressed as RS (1 + ex), where ex is the fractional (±) deviation from 

IOWhitmore. J. "Resistance-Ratio-to-Digitai Conversion," Analog Dialogue 9-3, 1975. 
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the nominal resistance, RS' The output of the inverter is 

RX VREF 
El = -- VREF = --- (1 + ex) 

2Rs 2 
(2) 

The digital output of the AID converter will be a fractional binary number between 0 and 
(l - 2-1 0) of full-scale, representing the ratio, 

(3) 

If a = 0, the digital output number will be 10000 00000 = ~; if a = +~, the digital output 
number will be 11000 00000 = %; and if a = Jh, the digital output number will be 
01000 00000. It is readily seen that these values correspond to an offset-binary code 
that reads a directly as a bipolar number. If the MSB is complemented, the output 
reading will be in 2's complement coding - for a = 0, ~, Jh, the codes are 00000 00000, 
01000 00000, and 11000 00000, irrespective of the value of VREP' 

2Rs Rx = Rs (1 +"1 

--~--~-------""{'r--

ANALOG 
OUTPUT CIRCUIT 

AD7570 

3 ANALOG INPUT Vee 

Vee 22 51< 

Voo 

DIGITAL OUTPUT. 0 

Figure 30. Resistance deviation measurement with binary out
put, using AD7570 AID converter. Digital and "housekeeping" 
circuitry omitted for clarity. 

Analog readout may also be provided in the conventional way, by the use of a precision 
resistance half-bridge, shown in dashed lines. The "null-meter" may be replaced by an op 
amp for amplification of the null signal. For digital readout with greatly-increased sensi
tivity, a converter may be connected in the standard bipolar-conversion configuration, to 
read this amplified error directly with high sensitivity. 

Direct Resistance Measurement l 1 

Figure 31 shows a basic configuration in which the analog output of the D/A converter (in 
the successive-approximations AD7570) is converted to voltage proportional to the digital 
number, -DVREP. This voltage is applied as the AID converter input. It and the reference 
voltage are applied to RX and RS in series. The comparator acts like an op amp; that is, 
through the successive-approximation process, it forces the digital number, D, to be what
ever value will bring the summing-point voltage, V s' to within 1 least-significant bit of 
ground. Thus, at balance, with V S ~ 0, 

DVREF = VREF 

Rx Rs 
(4) 

llSee Also, "Simple AID Converter Circuit Measures Resistance Digitally," by J. Whitmore, Electronics, Oct. 2.1975. 
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and 

D = Rx 
Rs 

(5) 

irrespective of V REF. This scheme can be used to measure any value of R X less than RS 
to within I LSB of 10 bits, or I part in 1024 of RS, i.e., if RS = 10kn, R X may be any 
value from IOn to 9,990n, measured with a resolution of IOn. The voltage, -DVREF, may 
be used as an analog output. 

VREF 
+5TO 
+10V 

DIGITAL OUTPUT O'=-~ 
, VREF 

A07570 
MONOLITHIC 

AIO CONVERTER 

4 OUTl 

5 OUT 2 

Vee 

r-_---.Vs 

Rs 

Figure 31. Direct resistance measurement. Digital output is 
equal to the ratio of R x to Rs- independently of V REF. 

AD7550 -J3-BIT CMOS p.P-COMPATIBLE AID CONVERTER 12 

The AD7550 is a 13-Bit AID Converter on a single 3 x 3.2mm (118 x 125 mil) chip, en
closed in a 40-pin dual in-line package (Figure 32). It utilizes a "Quad-Slope" integration 
techniquet, which provides both autozeroing and low sensitivity to component error, sup
ply variations, and temperature changes. It accepts analog inputs of either polarity; the out
put is available as either a train of pulses for external counting, or as a parallel 2's-comple
ment word, divided into 5- and 8-bit bytes, and buffered by 3-state logic especially suited 
for microprocessor-controlled bus-oriented systems. The AD7550 interfaces directly with 
either TTL or CMOS logic. 

INTE, INTE· 
SUMMING GRATOR ANALOG GRATOR 
JUNCTION VREF INPUT INPUT OUT lIVREF 

2 3 S 6 7 

TiMING & CONTROL LOGIC 

TOTALIZING COUNTER 

. 
2'5 COMPLEMENT OUTPUT DATA BITS (13) 

AGND 
8 

9 
Vss 

Figure 32. Block diagram of the AD7550A/D converter. 

Requiring typically only 8mW total power (VOO = 12V, VSS =-5V to-12V, and Vee = 5Vup 
to VOD), and a single external positive reference, the AD7550 contains its own comparator, 
integrating amplifier, clock, control-, counting-, and buffer logic, and analog switches. Since 

12 Ritmanich, W., Langley, D., and Wold, 1., "l3-Bit Monolithic CMOS AID Converter," Analog Dialogue 10-1, 1976. 

tV.S. Patent 3,872,466. 
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the reference is applied externally, the AD7550 may be used for ratiometric conversion. 
The internal clock may be overriden by an external clock for applications in which an ex
ternal clock is desirable. The only passive external components normally required are a re
sistive divider-pair for the reference and a resistor-capacitor pair for the integrator (Figure 4). 

Because of the integrating technique used, the digital output is monotonic, with no missing 
codes. The AD7550 will accurately digitize signals from up to slightly less than one-half the 
maximum reference down to levels limited only by the internal FET-input amplifier's abil
ity to accurately integrate small microvolt-level signals without errors due to noise. Because 
the Quad-Slope integration technique accurately adjusts for offsets over the temperature 
range, the zero~rift and gain-temperature coefficients are less than Ippm/oC maximum, 
at typical conversion speeds of 40Hz, with ±V2LSB differential nonlinearity. 

MICROPROCESSOR COMPATIBILITY 

The AD7550 was specifically designed to be easy to use in data-bus systems, where its 3-
state outputs are under external control. In this respect, the timing-sequencing and data
bus connections are compatible with those of the AD7570 and the AD7522. 

• The positive-true parallel data outputs (bits 0-12), the overrange indication, and 
the conversion status lines (BUSY, BUSY) are 3-state and are isolated from the common 
data bus until appropriate interrogation signals are received (Data ready? High byte? Low 
byte?) 

• The five most-significant bits (including the sign bit), the 8 least-significant bits, 
and the three status bits can be interrogated in separate bytes; all 13 bits can be furnished 
on an 8·bit common data-bus in 2 bytes. 

• The serial-output pulse stream is brought out on a separate pin with regular (TTL 
or CMOS) logic levels; this permits the data to be manipulated before being clocked into the 
output buffers. The pulse train, COUT' is activated after the completion of the measurement 
cycle and has a number of counts: 

COUT = 4096 + 8-704 ~ (6) 
REF} 

• If the control inputs are connected to the appropriate logic levels, the AD7550 
will work as a conventional 13-bit parallel-binary AID converter. 

APPLICATIONS 

The AD7550's/orte lies in applications for which accuracy and lack of discontinuities (such 
as missed codes), especially over wide temperature ranges, are vastly more important than 
speed of conversion. The self-contained nature of the AD7550, its low power consumption, 
and its insensitivity to temperature and supply voltage make it ideal for use in compact, 
battery-powered precision instrumentation, for example, in seismic or geological explora
tion. On the other hand, its special control features allow it to be readily employed in micro
processor-controlled data-acquisition systems where 13-bit accuracy, flexible polarity, and 
a noise-averaging capability are necessary and high speed isn't. 

Panel-meter and digital-voltmeter applications, especially in conjunction with a requirement 
for binary data for system use, and where high accuracy at elevated temperatures is neces
sary, are also pregnant possibilities. The count-out/ count-in feature permits the pulse count 
to be manipulated separately (for auxiliary BCD displays), or prior to being counted in the 
tri-state-buffered counter (for example, by the use of binary rate-multipliers). 

Figure 4 shows the basic circuit connection for binary operatIOn. With all the data-output 
command inputs held high, as shown, parallel data will be present at the outputs. By selec
tively exercising the various command inputs - as discussed in Chapter 1-4, Figs. 12 and 13-
HBEN (High Byte ENable: 5 most-significant bits), LBEN (low Byte ENable: 8 least
significant bits), and STEN (STatus ENable: OVer RanGe, BUSY, BUSY), the desired data 
can be made available on an 8-bit data bus. The internal clock can be employed simply by 
replacing the IMHz clock-input lead by a capacitor from the CLocK terminal to ground. 
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Similarly, repetitive auto-start can be gained by connecting a capacitor from the STaRT 
terminal to ground. 

3V2-DIGIT DPM (0 TO +2 V FULL SCALE) 

Figure 33 shows a simple circuit to provide 3Y2-digit readout for positive input voltages. The 
number of output pulses is divided by 2, and the reference is scaled so that 1999 of the 
2047 output pulses clock a National MM74C928 counterlatch-display through a 0 to 
+1.999V range. 
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Figure 33. 3Y2-digit display application. 
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Conversion begins when the STaRT command is initiated. When DB 12 goes low, indicating 
a positive input, the MM74C928 starts its count, corresponding to the analog input voltage. 
After the last COUT pulse, BUSY goes high and latches the display. The Carry output of the 
MM74C928 indicates overrange by toggling the CD4013 to blank the display for inputs 
~2.000V. 

HOW THE QUAD-SLOPE CONVERTER WORKS 

The quad-slope converter is an integrator-counter converter, related to the conventional 
dual-slope converter. However, it includes two additional integration phases for virtual can
cellation of offset- and scale-factor errors by digital subtraction. Its operation can be seen 
in Figure 34. 

The integrator has four modes of connection, determined by internally-controlled CMOS 
switch settings: Clamped (when no conversion is in process), Grounded input, Reference in
put, and Analog (signal) input. The positive input of the integrating amplifier is continuously 
connected to VREP/2. When a conversion is initiated (phase "0"), VREP is applied to the 
integrator input, providing a net positive voltage, VREP - VREP/2, across the integrator's 
input resistor, resulting in a negative-going ramp at the output. When the output is equal 
to the comparator trip-voltage, Phase I is initiated. 

~hase.1. The integrator input is connected to Analog Ground. Since the integrating resistor 
has a net negative voltage across it, equal to -VREP/2, plus any error, the output increases 
positively at a proportional rate. At the beginning of Phase I, a counter starts counting 
clock pulses. When it has counted a number of pulses representing an interval, T/2, Phase 2 
is initiated; the counter continues to count. 

Phase 2. The integrator input is connected to the Reference. Since the voltage across the 
integrating resistor is +VREP/2, plus any error, the output ramps down at a proportional 
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Figure 34. Illustration of quad-slope principle: integrator output 
waveforms for positive, negative, and zero input - with and 
without error. 

rate. When the output reaches the comparator trip voltage, Phase 3 is initiated. If there were 
no error, the time for Phase 2 would be equal to T /2, the same as for Phase 1. Any error will 
increase or decrease the time to the trip point by an amount 6t. Note that the trip point is 
approached with the same slope and from the same direction as at the end of Phase 0 (and 
also the end of Phase 4), hence any comparator hysteresis errors and differential propaga
tion delays are avoided. 
Phas~. The integrator input is connected to the Analog signal, which is positive or nega
tive, and less than VREP/2 in magnitude. The net input to the integrator will always be nega
tive and equal to AIN - VREP/2, plus any error. The output of the integrator will ramp up
wards with aproportional slope. For large positive inputs, the output slope will be small; 
for large negative inputs, the output slope will be steep; and for zero input, the slope will 
be the same as in Phase 1. Phase 3 is terminated when the counter that started at the be
ginning of Phase I reaches a count corresponding to 2T. 

Because Phases 1, 2, and 3 occupy a total period 2T, Phase 3 is lengthened or shortened by 
~t, the same amount by which Phase 2 was shortened or lengthened. At the beginning of 
Phase 3, a second counter is starting, counting down from zero*; note that, with zero error, 
it starts at T exactly; but with an error, it starts at T ± At. 

Phase 4. The integrator input is again connected to the Reference, and it ramps down at the 
rate VREP/2, plus any error. Phase 4 ends when the integrator output reaches the trip point, 

"'The implementation discussed here is simplified for clarity, 
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after which the integrator is clamped and the second counter is stopped. Conversion is now 
complete, and the counter output is a 2's complement representation of the analog input. 

Discussion. The data sheet describes the actual workings of the circuit in some detail and 
includes a derivation of the error equation, which indicates square-law weighting, making 
small errors much smaller. Here we will rely somewhat more on graphics and intuition to 
show that it actually works. In Figure 34, it can be seen that the time from the MSB cross
ing, corresponding to zero input, to the time of occurrence of the crossing corresponding to 
a positive or a negative input, is proportional to that input. The effect of an error is simply 
to shift all crossings by an equal amount of time, b.t. 

If the counter's capacity is 2T, and if it counts down from all zero's at the beginning of 
Phase 3, then at the largest positive number, it will read 0 1111 1111 1111 (and will stop 
there if a crossing occurs), at zero it will read 0 0000 0000 0000, and at the largest nega
tive number, it will read 1 0000 0000 0000, a range which will be recognized as belonging 
to a 2 's-complement code. 

In actual practice, in order to avoid negative integration and allow sufficient time after 
Phase 4 begins for offset correction and ovetrange indication, a somewhat different count
ing scheme is used, in association with an input full-scale range ofVREF/2.125, instead of 
VREF/2. 

THE AD562-12-BIT DIGITAL-TO-ANALOG CONVERTER 13 

The AD562 is a 12-bit integrated-circuit digital-to-analog converter in a hermetically
sealed 24-lead ceramic dual in-line package; it is available in both binary and BCD 
versions. Monotonic 12-bit resolution is guaranteed over the operating temperature 
range, with less than ~LSB (%LSB for AD562S) max total error at +25°C, and 
3ppmrC max gain-temperature coefficient. The circuit assembly consists of two in
terconnected chips: (1) a monolithic bipolar transistor chip, which contains the 12 
precision current switches, and (2) a compatible Si-Cr thin-film resistor chip, with 
the bit-weighting and range-setting resistors. All scale factors are accurately calibrated 
by computer-controlled automatic laser-trimming of the resistors while the device is 
operating - the key to its outstanding resolution and calibration accuracy, as well 
as its low price. 

The AD562 (Figure 5) accepts an external analog reference voltage (0 to + lOV) and 
supplies a binary-weighted output current proportional to the product of the 12-bit 
digital input-code and the value of the reference voltage, which can be either fixed 
or variable. When the reference is fixed, the AD562 functions as a normal DAC. 
When VR is a variable unipolar (0 to +1 OV) voltage, the device is a 2-quadrant 
multiplying DAC; the digital input code can be either unipolar (binary or BCD) or 
bipolar (offset binary). The AD563 D/A converter, which contains an AD562 (scaled for 
2.5V reference) and a 2.5V reference, was designed for applications calling for a 12-bit 
fixed-reference DAC in a single IC Package. 

Nominal full-scale output current (unipolar mode) is -2mA. Internally-trimmed gain-, 
voltage-range-, and bipolar-offset-resistors are incorporated, to provide precise voltage 
outputs via an external op amp. Since all voltage scale-factors rely on resistance 

13 Craven, R. and Harris, S., "12-Bit Integrated-Circuit D/A Converter," Analog Dialogue 8-2, 1974. 
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ratios, their temperature coefficients are determined by tracking TCR's (about lppm/ 
0c) rather than absolute TCR's (about -30ppmtc). With VR = +10V, the following 
voltage ranges can be pin-programmed (see Figure 36): OV to +5V, -2.5V to +2.5V, 
OV to +IOV, -5V to +5V, -lOV to +IOV. The AD562's current output, when used 
with the internal ranging resistors, allows the device to be used as the D/ A weight
ing element in both voltage-output DAC's and voltage-input ADC's, with very low 
voltage-gain T .C., because these resistors track the other thin-film network resistors 
to better than ±2ppmrC. 

Logic Inputs. The logic relationship is "positive-true": voltage above threshold 
("1") turns a bit on; voltage below threshold ("a") turns it off. Logic drive currents 
are only -100 pA max at "0" and +1 OOnA max at "I", values compatible with both 
CMOS and TTL logic. Pin 2 sets the internal logic threshold for the digital inputs, 
bits 1-12. When it is open-circuited, with Vee = +5V, the threshold is approxi
mately + I.4V, and the device is TTL-compatible. For CMOS, pin 2 is externally con
nected to pin I; the internal logic threshold is thereby set at -V eel2, and the de
vice is then fully compatible with both low- and high- voltage CMOS, over the 
range +4.75V <:'Vee <:'+15.8V. 

Coding. The various voltage ranges that can be pin-programmed are shown in Fig
ure 35. For bipolar ranges, a fixed current is subtracted from the output current to 
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Figure 35. Voltage vs. digital input code for various connec
tions of span and bipolar-offset resistors (TOV reference). 

offset it by half-scale, by the connection of the other end of the bipolar offset re
sistor (through an external trim pot) to VR (Figure 36). Analog voltage zero occurs 
at digital code 1000 0000 0000 (2048/4096 of F .S. span) for binary models, and at 
0101 0000 0000 (500/1000 F.S.) for BCD (binary-coded decimal) models. 
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Figure 36. Functional schematic of the AD562. 
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CIRCUIT DESIGN 

The AD562 current output is the weighted sum of the outputs of three similar 
groups of binary-scaled quad current-generators, controlled by YR. The logic inputs 
steer these currents through non-saturating bipolar-transistor current switches to either 
ground or the respective quad output bus. Output currents from the 2nd and 3rd quads are 
attenuated (in effect) by 16: 1 and 256: 1 (binary; 10: 1 and 100: 1 for BCD), and summed 
with the unattenuated output of the first quad. The output current is thus the sum of 12 
individually-switched currents having a binary relationship. Figure 36 shows the overall 
scheme. Figure 37 shows the simplified details of the control amplifier, constant-current 
transistors, and switching-cell interconnections. 

1l5.Q6, NON-SATURATING 
LATERAL PNP LOGIC· 
AMPLIFIER AND lEVEL
TRANSLATOR DIFFERENTIAL PAIR 

07-08: NON SATURATING 
DIFFERENTIAL CURRENT .sWITCH PAIR 

14k 

r-~=l-+==;:""'- OUTPUT CURRENT 
SUMMING 
BUS 

7k ~~:~~~?o~ ~~DOER 14k 
NETWORK 

VEE"" 15V 

Figure 37. Control amplifier, current generators, and bit
switching cell structure. 

The current-generating transistors (Q9, Q12, etc.) of each quad group have emitter areas in 
the ratio 8:4:2: 1. The ladder-network resistances between the emitters of Q9, Q12, etc. 
and the -15V supply are in the ratio 1 :2:4:8 (bits 1,2,3,4 in the first quad). With equal 
voltages applied to the resistors, the emitter currents ofQ9, Q12, etc., are therefore in a 
binary ratio. Because of their weighted emitter area, these transistors operate at equal 
emitter-current densities and therefore have nearly-equal VBE's and hpE's. The control am
plifier (AI) drives the bases of the constant-current transistors and also a reference-transis
tor pair (Q2-Ql), which has hPE and VBE matched to those of the constant-current (Q9, 
Q12, etc.) and bit-switching (Q8, Qll, etc.) transistors. 

VR is applied to the externally-trimmed gain resistor Rl to set a reference current, IR = 
lOV/20kn = 0.5mA F.S.). Amplifier Al establishes the appropriate base voltage to force 
QI collector current equal to IR' Variations in hPE' VBE, or supply voltage with time and! 
or temperature are sensed in the reference-transistor pair. The control amplifier then adjusts 
VBE to hold QI collector current (and therefore the bit currents) constant in the presence 
of these variations. The use of Q I, Q2, and A 1 reduces the net gain T .C. to a function of the 
differential hPE and VBE between the monolithically matched reference- and bit-switching
pairs. This close match results in an overall transistor-contribution of <I ppmrC to the gain 
T.C. 

Output current (for example, Bit 1) is switched by steering Q9's collector current either to 
ground through Q7, or to the output through Q8. With Bit 1 high, Q5 is turned off, and 10 
is steered through Q6; Q8 is turned on, Q7 is turned off, and Q9 collector current flows 
through the output. With Bit I low, Q6 is turned off, and 10 is steered through Q5; Q7 is 
on, Q8 is off, and the Q9 collector current flows to ground. This fully-differential switching 
takes place rapidly, since there is no change in steady-state voltage at the emitters of Q7-
Q8, with a speed that is nearly independent of the current level being switched. (Switching 
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speeds for most commercially-available DAC's vary significantly as a function of current 
level.) This feature is particularly useful in multiplier applications, which require fast switch
ing at reduced (as well as full-scale) current levels, as a function of V R . 

The excellent VBE match (to about ImV) ofQ2, Q9, Q12, etc., permits accurate multipli
cation (fast or slow) at reduced current levels (VBE mismatch among the output-current 
switch transistors, Q8, QII, etc., which are cascode-connected, does not affect bit-weighting 
accuracy. 

Since the collector voltage of Q2, Q9, Q12, etc., does not change during bit switching, there 
is no differential power change as various bit combinations are switched. Moreover, the four 
most-significant current-setting transistors (Q9, Q12, Q15, Q18) are located on the axis of 
symmetry between Q7-Q8, QIO-Qll, etc., virtually freeing the device from nonlinearity 
and thermal-transient errors attributable to differential heating. Typical AD562 nonline
arity is, in fact, less than 30ppm F .S. 

Q3 and diodes CRI and CR2 form a bootstrapped bias source which causes the voltage V C 
(very nearly equal to the collector voltages of Q9, Q12, etc.) to track the base voltage VB. 
The collector-base voltage ofQ9, Q12, etc., is thus maintained at approximately 3VBE, ir
respective of supply- or reference-voltage variations (which are impressed across the switch 
transistors instead). Bootstrapping prevents hRE effects from introducing errors into the bit 
currents and contribures to the AD562's excellent supply-voltage rejection and multiplier 
performance. 

APPLICATIONS 

Multiplication. As noted above, the AD562 can be used as a multiplying DAC. The analog 
input (VR) must be unipolar (0 to +IOV); the digital coding may be either unipolar (single 
quadrant) or bipolar (2 quadrants). When VR is +1 V (lO%F.S.), worst-case error is only 
about 0.05% of the (reduced) full-scale output. Settling time for a 10V-full-scale V R step is 
5/J.s to 0.01 %, while the slewing rate is ImA//J.s (or 5V//J.s with a suitable output amplifier 
providing a O-lOV range), with all bits on. Feedthrough of a full-scale (lOVp-p) sinewave, 
with all bits off, is 0.0125%F.S. at 2kHz, increasing at 20dB/decade at higher frequency. 

12-Bit Successive-Approximations AID Converter (Figure 38). The AD562 is shown here as 
the D/A weighing element in a 12-bit ADC, for conversion rates up to 40kHz. The digital 
output-equivalent of the analog input is formed by weighing the programmed DAC-output, 
one bit at a time (MSB first, LSB last), and accepting or rejecting each bit, depending upon 
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the comparator state following each bit-trial. The analog input voltage is applied to the ap
propriate ADS62 span resistor, and the current-output terminal (summing-point) voltage is 
compared against "ground." The ADS 62's output voltage is diode-clamped to keep the out
of-balance error voltage within the device's compliance-voltage limits. The ADS 62's multi
plying capability permits the reference voltage to be varied for ratiometric conversion. It 
should be noted that the ADS62 is at the heart of the ADS72 AID converter. 

AD561 HIGH-ACCURACY lO-BIT DAC WITH BUILT-IN REFERENCE14 

The ADS61 is a 10-bit single-chip digital-to-analog converter in a 16-pin ceramic DIP; it con
tains its own high-stability voltage reference. In response to a positive-true TTL or CMOS 
parallel digital input, it produces a high-compliance (-2V to + I OV) 0 to 2mA current output. 
Completely self-contained are the reference, R-2R thin-film-on-silicon ladder network, 
current-steering switches, and the application resistors needed for generating high-precision 
±SV and 0 to +lOV outputs, when used with an output buffer amplifier. The ADS61 has 
the best guaranteed accuracy at 2SoC (%LSB max-K,T) and the tightest tempco (30ppmrC 
max) among known to-bit IC D/A converters, and it is the only such IC to be guaranteed 
monotonic over the operating temperature range (O°C to 70°C-J,K; -SSoC to +12SoC
S,T). As a further bonus, full-scale settling time to within V2LSB is 250ns. 

As of this writing, not only is the ADS 61 the most-accurate and stable in its class - it is 
"also one of the least-expensive 10-bit DI A converters available! 

PROCESS LIMITATIONS 

Until the ADS61 became available, an appropriate IC with the right combination of accura~y 
and cost had not been available to system designers who needed true 10-bit (0.1 %) device 
accuracy. * The various options theretofore available - none of them attractive - ran the 
gamut from the compromises inherent in untrimmed, low-priced 10-bit converters to ade
quate (but expensive) 10-bit hybrids to overdesign by the use of 12-bit converters (to be 
sure of adequate to-bit performance at the extremes of temperature). Semiconductor manu
facturers had consistently found that it was well-nigh impossible to obtain substantial yields 
of IC's containing a resistive ladder network, with matching and tracking properties adequate 
for a 0.1 % device, by the use of the photolithographic process alone (and low yield = high 
cost). 

The key to overcoming these linearity limitations, using today's technology, is to laser-trim 
the resistor networks and the reference temp co at the wafer stage, a process developed as a 
cost-effective manufacturing tool at Analog Devices Semiconductor.1s The thin-film R-2R 
ladder network is trimmed by a high-resolution laser-trimming system to provide conversion 
linearity of the order of 0.0 I %. These devices, which have been trimmed at the wafer stage, 
are then assembled, sealed, and burned-in, after which they are graded into %LSB (K & T) 
and V2LSB (J & S) categories. This system adds the benefits of high yield to the already 
traditionally low IC-manufacturing costs. 

BURIED REFERENCE DIODE 

The key to the ADS61 's overall gain accuracy is the stable reference. "Zener" reference 
diodes are easy to make on an IC chip: just use the reverse-breakdown voltage of a base
emitter junction. This technique is widely used. Unfortunately, such diodes are noisy and 
unstable, because the breakdown occurs at the surface of the die, where shifts of the break
down point, caused by variations of stress produced by charged oxide impurities, especially 
mobile ions, can significantly affect stability. Long-term shifts of up to a few percent are not 
uncommon, a phenomenon hardly compatible with overall 0.1 % device performance. 

For the ADS61, a deep-diffusion technique is used to "bury" its reference diode; the break-

14 Kress. D .• "Highest-Performance IO-Bit IC DAC," Analog Dialogue 11-1, 1977. 

*For example, in an industrial measurement and control system where transducer errors may be typically 0.5% to 1%. the 
AD561's performance combination may be needed to avoid the introduction of significant additional error and further 
degradation of system accuracy. 

I5Wagner, R., "Laser-Trimming on the Wafer," Analog Dialogue 9-3, 1975. 
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down, occurring well below the surface, is characterized by considerably less noise and by 
long-term instability of only a few ppm/year. For the complete D/A converter, stability is 
typically within SO-lOOppm/year. Stability of the reference with temperature is optimized 
by laser-trimming of the reference-compensation circuitry for near-zero overall drift. Com
bined with the close tracking of the metal-film (Si-Cr) resistors, this results in low initial 
calibration errors, high linearity, and low drift with temperature. 

DESIGN 

Figure 6 shows the complete (simplified) circuit of ADS61. The buried-reference-diode cir
cuitry develops -7.SV, which is scaled by an inverting amplifier, AI, to +2.SV. This voltage 
level permits the ADS61 to operate well with positive supply voltages as low as 4.SV. The 
reference voltage produces an input current to inverting amplifier, A2; the ImA current 
(I REP) is duplicated by the control transistor, Q I, which enforces the necessary voltage be
tween the base line and one end of the R-2R ladder. Since Q2 is identical to QI, and its 
base-emitter circuit operates under exactly the same conditions, its collector current (the 
MSB) is also equal to IREP' The state of the digital input determines whether the collector 
current is added to the output current via Q3 or is harmlessly shunted to ground via Q4 
by the Craven-cell current-steering switch,16 described earlier (Figure 37). 

A set of binary-weighted currents, produced via an R-2R ladder network, are stablized and 
switched by familiar techniques (Chapter II-I) (with a few new wrinkles, explained on the 
data sheet). SkO resistors provide the full-range scalingt, and a 2.SkO resistor, connected to 
the 2.SV reference, provides bipolar offset current. 

APPLICATION FEATURES AND CIRCUITS 

In Figures 39 and 40, the ADS61 is shown connected for operation in the unipolar (0 to 
+IOV) and bipolar (±SV) output modes. The internalSkO and 2.SkO resistors are pretrim
med and typically provide scale-factor and bipolar-offset accuracy to within 0.1 % (0.5% 
max), with external 250 and 100 fixed resistors added in series. For higher absolute accura
cy, variable resistances of 500 and 200 full-scale are used instead to calibrate the gain and 
bipolar offset. 

l6U.S. Patent 3,961,326. 
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5k 

50n 

OUTPUT 
OTO +10V 

Figure 39. Connecting the AD561 for buffered OV to +10V 
output. The adjustment pot may be replaced by a fixed 
250 resistor for 10m V typical output error. 

2 16 

OUTPUT 
-6 TO +5V 

Figure 40. Connections for buffered ±5V output. Adjustment 
pots may be replaced by mid-range resistances with 10m V 
typical error. 

tStandard output range is ±5V or 0 to +10V. Also available on the chip for optional bonding are: ±10V, 0 to +20V; 
t2.5V. 0 to +5V. 
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Compliance Range. The AD561 has the widest-known compliance-voltage range available 
for a 100bit IC DAC; the output is guaranteed to swing from -2V to + lOY at 2mA full-scale 
output. The specified output impedance of (typically) 40Mfl means that a l2-volt swing 
through the compliance range will result in an output-current change of only 0.3#LA (0.15 
LSB). This permits the ADS61 to produce a voltage output without the use of an op amp. 
A resistor to ground will produce a voltage output; the parallel load resistance should be 
less than 1kfl in order to stay within the -2V limit. Bipolar connections are also easily ac
complished, and a OV to + I OV range can be achieved by connecting the resistor to a pre
cision 10V supply, as Figure 41 shows. 

+5V 14 

-15V 3 

+10.00V son ADJUST 
FOR ZERO 

r-"--T----+=-.., (1111111111) 

AD561 
-10 ..... 

13 COMPLEMENTED 4 
INPUTS 

MSB _ LSB 

Figure41. AD561 connected for unbufferedOVto +10V 
output, with 5kn output impedance. For this application, 
data inputs are negative true. Typical applications call for 
light load, e.g., with high-impedance devices or in null-seeking. 

It should be noted that the AD561 's high output impedance is what makes the wide range 
of compliance voltage especially useful, since the output voltage is determined entirely by 
the load resistance, which may be arbitrarily chosen. As an example of the problems that 
arise, the compliance-voltage specification of the AD562 is + 10V to -1.5V, but the 8kfl 
typical output resistance specification means that the actual output voltage will depend, not 
only on the load resistance, but also on the output resistance of the device (and its 10% 
tolerance). 

Digital Threshold. The threshold for digital input is automatically set as a function of the 
positive supply level. For TTL/DTL or SV CMOS,a SV value of Vee gives a IAV threshold 
and guarantees the input limits. The thresholds for Vee = 10V and Vee = 15V are 5Vand 
7 .5V, which provides suitable limits for the respective logic families. Since the logic inputs 
are high-impedance, even unbuffered CMOS can be used without difficulty. 

Fast Settling. The high-speed Craven-cell output switches and critically damped control am
plifier produce fast-settling performance. Worst-case settling time to within 0.05%F .S. (V2LSB), 
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for all-bits-off to all-bits-on is less than 250ns; the lower-order bits settle individually 
in less the 200ns. When the AD561 is used with the AD509 high-speed op amp, the output 
can be made to settle in less than 600ns. This kind of high-speed performance is useful for 
constructing a fast AID converter, such as the one shown in Figure 42. 

THE AD2026 PANEL METER17 

While not an IC converter, in a strict sense, the AD2026 chip design is worth discussing, for 
several reasons. It is the first-known use of 12 L technology for a commercial conversion de
vice (and it is still the only one that can be more-or-less freely discussed at this writing). 
Second, it permits the reader who is unfamiliar with 12 L to gain an insight into its possi
bilities. Third, the underlying philosophy may be of interest. 

The AD2026 is a 3-digit panel meter (DPM), powered by a single +5V supply, with 0.5" 
(13mm) LED display, and overall dimensions of 87 x 52 x 22mm (3.43" x 2.04" x 0.85") . 

. Intended to supplant measurement-grade analog panel meters in new instrument designs, 
it provides high reliability at low cost. Achievement of these usually conflicting objectives 
is the culmination of a project that required innovations* in design, manufacturing, and test. 
Key elements include a proprietary I2Lt chip that reduces total electrical parts count to 14, 
a single-board design that is batch-assembled and-tested, and a proprietary case that requires 
no tools or hardware for assembly and mounting. 

Besides the design of the 12 L chip (and the choice of the technology), the key factors in the 
cost-effective design of the AD2026 were the fundamental decisions on the features of the 
device - made after a thorough study of the needs of high-accuracy analog panel-meter 
users (price, display, polarity and zero, accuracy and repeatability, reliability, and size) -
and the use of mass-production techniques in the fabrication of the instrument. 

DESIGN 

The AD2026 uses the classical dual-slope integrating AID conversion technique. The input 
signal is integrated for a fixed interval of time, then a reference of opposite polarity is inte
grated for the time required for the integrator output to "ramp" back to its starting level. 
That time interval, measured by counting a train of clock pulses, is proportional to the input 
(and insensitive to such parameters as integrator time constant and accuracy of the clock 
rate). 

In the AD2026, the input is offset, to permit the specified 10% negative capability (Table 1). 
The offset is interpreted digitally by relatively simple logic circuitry, which complements the 
BCD data for negative inputs and provides the minus sign in place of the "hundreds" digit. 
The offset input eliminates the need for two reference polarities, resulting in greatly im
proved linearity near zero and a saving of chip area. 

INPUT READING 

>999mV EEE 
999mV 999 
998mV 998 

• • • • 
zero 000 

-lmV -01 
• • • • 

-99mV -99 
<-99mV 

Table 1. AD2026 output vs. input (3 decimal 
points selectable at connector) 

"Boole, R. and Smith, L., "Revolutionary Panel Meter Uses P L Chip," Analog Dialogue 1()'2, 1976. 
*Patents applied for 

tlntegrated Injection Logic. 
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Conversion is initiated by pulses at 4Hz rate, obtained from a divider chain fed by an on
chip clock. The pulse enables a voltage-to-current converter, which feeds a current propor
tional to the input into the integrating capacitor. After the preset number of counts, the 
input stage is turned off, and a reference current (derived from an on-chip band-gap refer
ence) is applied, ramping the capacitor back to the original starting value. The ramp time is 
measured by a second counter (on-chip), multiplexed onto a 4-bit-wide bus, and fed to the 
display circuit. The signal integration time is lms, and complete conversion requires only 
2ms. 

There are several advantages to short conversion times: No data latches are required, since 
the displays are blanked during conversion and unchanged at other times. In addition, LSI 
area is saved by using an essentially passive integrator. Also, the short conversion time re
duces the size of integrating capacitor to manageable proportions. Finally, the display 
blanking during conversion means that interaction between the display and the converter 
is eliminated, which makes for outstanding differential linearity . 

Figure 43 is a block diagram of the AD2026 circuit. Only 13 electrical components are not 
on the proprietary LSI chip: 3 LED's, 3 digit-select transistors, 3 decimal-point current
limiting resistors, 1 LED segment driver, 2 potentiometers, and the integrating capacitor. 

INPUT 
VOLTAGE 

TO 
CURRENT 

CONVERTER 

THEJ2LCHIP 

INTEGRATION T CAPACITOR 

+5 GND 

HOLD 

Figure 43. AD2026 block diagram. 

The key to the performance, low cost, and reliability of the AD2026 is the large-scale-inte
grated (LSI) 12 L chip. The current intense developmental activity towards applying 12 L to 
applications which require combining analog and digital circuitry on a single chip testifies 
to its appropriateness as a technology to apply to DPM's. 

Some time ago, ADI recognized 12 L's potential for dramatically reducing DPM parts count 
and cost, while simultaneously further improving reliability. A brief discussion of 12 L fol
lows, and an extended discussion can be found in Electronics, "The Bipolar LSI Break
through", September 4 and October 2, 1975. 

The only process that approaches 12 L in overall economy is CMOS. Table 2 summarizes 
some significant differences. 12 L has much higher logic density and lacks the noise and drift 
that CMOS tends to have in active analog circuits (though it makes for excellent switches). 
Inevitably, there are functions which cannot be integrated into a CMOS chip and must be 
provided by external components. Because 12 L is free from the surface effects found in 
lightly-doped CMOS, the AD2026 performance is exceptionally stable and reliable. As a 
manufacturer of both IC's and DPM's, Analog Devices is well-qualified to synthesize DPM 
performance requirements with the capabilities of the 12 L process into a uniquely cost-ef
fective chip design. The AD2026 was, in fact, the first commerical application of 12 L to 
DPM design. 
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ISSUE 

Yield Factors 
A) Experience 

B) Major cause of 
limited yields 

C) Density 

Analog Functions 
A) Versatility 

B) Precision 
C) Complexity 

Digital Functions 
A) Power x delay 
B) Interface 

WHAT ISFL? 

Considerable applicable analog 
experience. 
Collector to emitter shorts. 

Approximately 10mils2 per gate. 

Excellent. Possible circuits include 
band gap references and power. 
Good. 
Excellent. 

Less than 1p]. 
Good. will easily sink 10 TTL 
loads. 

Considerable digital experience. 

Surface contamination. 

Approximately 30mils2 per gate. 

Poor. However, good analog 
switches are inherent. 
Fair. 
Fair. Present state of the art is 
two or three op amps. 

Approximately 3p]. 
Fair. TTL compatibility is possible 
at the expense of chip area. 

Table 2. Comparison of P L and CMOS. 

MOS and bipolar are the two basic LSI semiconductor processes. MOS produces very dense 
- therefore low-cost -logic circuits but is capable only of crude analog devices. Before 
12 L, bipolar could offer stable high-quality devices suitable for precision analog circuits, but 
logic consumed much expensive chip area. 

Integrated Injection Logic (12 L) now allows the design of single-chip devices containing 
both analog and digital functions, without calling for the compromises required in the past. 
12 L has a logic density that equals or exceeds that of MOS, while employing a bipolar pro
cess suitable for precision analog circuitry. 

12 L eliminates the complexity of conventional bipolar logic by using inverted transistors 
(collectors and emitters are interchanged). Figure 44 shows a conventional transistor, with 
its wraparound P+ isolation region, which is needed to separate the collectors of adjacent 
transistors. When the transistors are inverted, the collectors are automatically isolated, and 
the emitters are fortuitously grounded, at the same time. 

Figure 44. 3-dimensional section of conventional NPN transistor. 

Since 12 L logic gates can easily have multiple outputs, it is possible to use simple "wired-or 
logic", a means of implementing the logical or operation using only one conductor (wire). 
Figure 4Sa shows an example of two 12L gates wire-or'd to implement the nor function. 

A 
IN 

Figure 45a. P L gates wired to implement NOR function. 

A major contributor to 12 L's compactness is replacement of conventional "pullup" resis
tors or transistors by an injector bar. In Figure 45b, the P injector acts as a combined power-
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Figure 45b. Sectionallliewof P L circuit. 

supply rail and current source for the 12 L gates. Holes are injected into the chip and collect
ed by nearby base regions so as to pull-up each gate. 

Analog circuitry may be placed on the same chip by using conventional transistors like that 
of Figure 44. Thus, 12 L can be seen to combine the possibility of high-density logic func
tions with precision analog circuitry. 

THE AD572 - 12-BIT SUCCESSIVE APPROXIMATION AID CONVERTER 

The AD572 is a complete 12-bit successive approximation analog-to-digital converter that 
includes an internal clock, reference, comparator, and buffer amplifier. Its hybrid IC design 
utilizes MSI digital and linear monolithic chips and active laser trimming of high-stability 
thin-film resistors to provide modular performance, flexibility, and ease of use, combined 
with IC size, price, and reliability. 

Important performance characteristics of the AD572 include a maximum linearity error at 
25°C of ±O.012%, gain T.C. below 15ppmrC, typical power dissipation of 900mW, and con
version time of less than 25p.s. Of considerable significance in military and aerospace ap
plications is the guaranteed performance from -55 to + 125°C of the AD572S, and the avail
ability of units processed to MIL-STD-883B. Monotonic operation of the feedback D/ A 
converter guarantees no missing output codes over temperature ranges of 0 to +70°C, -25 
to +8SoC, and -55 to +125°C. 

The design of the ADS72 includes scaling resistors that provide analog input signal ranges of 
±2.S, ±S.O, flO, 0 to +5, or 0 to +10 volts. Adding flexibility and value are the +IOV pre
cision reference, which also can be used for external applications, and the input buffer am
plifier. All digital signals are fully DTL and TTL compatible, and the data output is positive
true and available in either serial or parallel form. 

The AD572 is packaged in a hermetically-sealed, all-metal DIP. Welding-rather than solder 
sealing-eliminates any possibility of contamination from flux and solder particles. The 
metal construction provides excellent shielding from random electrostatic and/or electro
magnetic radiation which could cause incorrect output codes. To insure a level of reliability 
consistent with its performance, each ADS72 receives a stringent pre-cap visual inspection, 
high temperature storage and temperature cycling, acceleration testing, fine and gross leak 
testing, and operating burn-in. 

The AD572 is available in three versions with differing guaranteed performance character
istics and operating temperature ranges; the "A" and "B" are specified from -2S to +85°C, 
and the "S" from -55 to +125°C. 

DESIGN 

The ADS72 functional diagram and pin-out are shown in Figure 46. The device consists of 
the following monolithic bipolar transistor and thin-film-resistor circuit elements: 

I. 12-bit successive-approximation register 
2. 12-bit feedback DAC weighing network 
3. Low-drift comparator 
4. Temperature-compensated precision + 1 OV reference 
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5. High-impedance buffer follower 
6. Gated clock and digital control circuits 

The +IOV reference is derived from a low T.C. zener reference diode which has its zener 
voltage amplified and buffered by an op amp. The reference voltage is calibrated to + 10V, 
±lmV by active laser trimming of the thin-film resistors which determine the closed-loop 
gain of the op amp . 
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Figure 46. AD572 functional diagram & pinout. 

The DAC feedback weighing network comprises a proprietary 12-bit analog current 
switch chip and silicon-chromium thin-film ladder network (separately packaged as the 
AD562 12-bit D/ A converter). This ladder network is active laser-trimmed to calibrate all 
bit-ratio scale factors to a precision of 0.0005% of FSR (full-scale range) to guarantee 
no missing codes over the appropriate temperature ranges specified for the AD572A, 
AD572B, and AD572S versions. 

Different unipolar and bipolar analog input ranges can be selected by changing connections 
at the device terminal pins. The analog voltage input can be applied to either of the span 
(direct input) resistors. Alternatively, the unity buffer follower can be connected between 
the analog signal and either direct input terminal when a high impedance input is required. 

THEORY OF OPERATION 

On receipt of a CONVERT START command, the AD572 converts the voltage at its analog 
input into an equivalent 12-bit binary number. This conversion is accomplished as follows: 

The 12-bit successive-approximation register (SAR) has its 12-bit outputs connected both to 
the respective device bit-output pins and to the corresponding bit inputs of the feedback 
DAC. 

The analog input is successively compared to the feedback DAC output, one bit at a time 
(MSB first, LSB last). The decision to keep or reject each bit is then made at the completion 
of each bit comparison period, depending on the state of the comparator at that time. 

TIMING 

The timing diagram is shown in Figure 47. Receipt of a CONVERT START signal sets the 
STATUS flag, indicating conversion in progress. This, in turn, removes the inhibit applied 
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Figure 47. Timing diagram (binarv code 110101011001) 

to the gated clock, permitting it to run through 13 cycles. All SAR parallel-bit and STATUS 
flip-flops are initialized on the leading edge, and the gated clock-inhibit signal removed on 
the trailing edge of the CONVERT START signal. At time to, BI is reset and B2 -B12 are 
set unconditionally. At tl the Bit 1 decision is made (keep) and Bit 2 is unconditionally re
set. At t2, the Bit 2 decision is made (keep) and Bit 3 is reset unconditionally. This sequence 
continues until the Bit 12 (LSB) decision (keep) is made at t12 . After a 400ns delay peri
od, the STATUS flag is reset, indicating that the conversion is complete and that the parallel 
output data is valid. Resetting the STATUS flag restores the gated clock inhibit signal, forc
ing the clock output to the logic "0" state. 

Corresponding serial and parallel data bits become valid on the same positive-going clock 
edge. Serial data does not change and is guaranteed valid on negative-going clock edges, how
ever; serial data can be transferred quite simply by clocking it into a receiving shift register 
on these edges (see Figure 48). 

Incorporation of this 400ns delay period guarantees that the parallel (and serial) data are 
valid at the logic "1" to "0" transition of the STATUS flag, permitting parallel data-trans
fer to be initiated by the trailing edge of the STATUS signal. 

DIGITAL OUTPUT DATA 

Both parallel and serial data are in positive-true form and outputted from TTL storage re
gisters. Parallel data output coding is binary for unipolar ranges and either offset binary or 
two's complement bipolar, depending on whether Bit 1 (pin 12) or its logical inverse Blfi 
(pin 13) is used as the MSB. Parallel data becomes valid approximately 200ns before the 
STATUS flag returns to logic "0", permitting parallel data transfer to be clocked on the 
"1" to "0" transition of the STATUS flag. 
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Serial data coding is binary for unipolar input ranges and offset binary for bipolar input 
ranges. Serial output is by bit (MSB first, LSB last) in NRZ (non-return-to-zero) format. 
Serial and parallel data outputs change state on positive-going clock edges. Serial data is 
guaranteed valid on all negative-going clock edges, permitting serial data to be clocked di
rectly into a receiving register on these edges as shown in Figure 48. There are 13 negative
going clock edges in the complete 12-bit conversion cycle, as shown in Figure 47. The first 
edge shifts into the register an invalid bit, which is shifted out on the 13th negative-going 
clock edge. All serial data bits will have been correctly transferred and will be in the 
receiving shift-register locations shown at the completion of the conversion period. 

CONVERT 
START ..r1-

AD572 
12-BIT ADC 

32 

PARALLEL DATA XFR ~ 

B9 

12-BIT DATA BUSS 

B5 B1(MSBI 

PARALLEL OUTPUT ENABLE {~5'=F~~s't'EE (HI ZI 
G1 ~----------------------------------~----------__ --------~ 

Figure 48. Serial data transfer into shift register with parallel output to data buss. 

APPLICATIONS 

Sample-Hold Amplifier: A sample-hold amplifier (SHA) is normally connected between the 
analog signal source and AD572 analog input when the analog signal can change by more 
than ~LSB during conversion. Typical SHA-AD572 interconnections are shown in Figure 
49. The STATUS output drives the SHA SAMPLE/HOLD input directly. On receipt of a 
CONVERT START pulse, the STATUS flag changes from "I" to "0" causing SHA mode 
to change from SAMPLE to HOLD. The SHA output voltage eo S.H is then held constant at 
the value existing just prior to application of the HOLD command for the complete conver
sion period. At the end of conversion, the STATUS flag returns to "1 ", restoring the SHA 
mode to SAMPLE, and eo SoH again tracks the analog signal voltage ein SoH (after the signal 
acquisition transient has subsided). 

PULSE-WIDTH> APERTURE DELAY TIME I I-
OF SAMPLE-HOLD AMPLIFIER ---t 

Figure 49. Sample·hold amplifier - AD572 interconnections. 

Note that the internal (gated) clock is inhibited for the duration of the CONVERT START 
pulse and does not start running until the termination of this pulse (see timing). This can 
be used to simplify control signal timing requirements. In the circuit of Figure 49, for ex
ample, the CONVERT START signal pulse-width can be extended beyond the aperture de
lay time of the SHA to assure that eo SoH is in steady-state before conversion is initiated. 
This insures accurate conversion without requiring additional delay timing circuitry. The 
effect of varying the CONVERT START pulse-width on the conversion timing cycle is 
shown in Figure 50. 
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Figure 50. Effect of convert-start pUlse-width on timing. 

Digital Gain Control: Figure 51 shows a method of adjusting the AD572 gain digitally, 
using an 8-bit DAC. The 100,Q GAIN ADJ potentiometer is replaced by a 15,Q fixed resistor 
This biases Full-Scale high by approximately 35,Q/20,000,Q = +0.18% of FSR. The AD559 
has a large positive compliance voltage which permits its Current Output, pin 4, to be con
nected directly to the AD572 Reference Input pin 27. The AD559 2.5mA output current is 
established by the AD580 +2.5V voltage-reference, connected through a lk,Q resistor to 
Reference Current input (pin 14). The 2.5mA DAC full-scale output current removed from 
the AD572 pin 27 node changes the pin 27 input current -2.5mA x 15,Q/20k,Q = 1.88JlA, or 
-1.88JlA/500JlA = -0.38% of FSR; this permits a digital gain adjustment range of approxi
mately ±0.2% FSR from nominal. 

+5V 

2.5mA 
A0580 +2.5V 14 
+2.5V 

REFERENCE lk 

A0559 
8-BIT OAC 

4 

2 

15n -=-t1ov :x:. 
o TO 2.5mA 27 --±0.2% FSR 19.95k 

GAIN AOJ RANGE 

A0572 

Figure 51. Digital gain control using 8-bit DAC. 

CONCLUSION 

-

As we noted at the beginning of this chapter, it would address itself to a discussion of 
converter microcircuits. As we also noted, it should not be forgotten that converter 
microcircuits from Analog Devices are accompanied by a panoply of supporting linear 
IC's - references, sample-holds, multiplexers and CMOS switches, resistance networks, 
Vlf converters, op amps, and instrumentation amplifiers - employing similar technologies 
(as appropriate) to those used for converters. 

Also existing are concepts and in-process designs of future generations of conversion 
products, involving higher levels of speed, accuracy, and integration. However, macro
technologies are not·yet abandoned as a means of building converters (e.g., 16-bitters) 
and subsystems, and quite often the earliest generations of a product are in the form of 
potted modules. In the next chapter, we will consider in more-thorough detail what it 
takes to design 12-bit discrete converters, using a familiar product line as our example. 
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Converter Design Insights 

In Chapter 1, "Understanding Converters," there is included a hasty survey of the more
popular converter design approaches. The intention of this chapter is to provide more 
detailed and practical information on the design and construction of DI A and AID conver
ters. 

In this day and age, it is unlikely (from the standpoint of cost) for a user to design his own 
converters. However, an understanding of the principles and caveats may be helpful in gain
ing an understanding of just what is involved in the detailed design of a 12-bit converter, so 
that engineering considerations will join economic considerations and a decision to buy 
rather than make can be made with few regrets. The design approach discussed here is typi
cal of vintage modular designs (using early Analog Devices integrated circuit chips), still 
available in the popular "12QZ" series. 

The design approach chosen for D/A conversion uses quad current switches and a monolithic 
thin-film resistor network of the AD850 type. The AID conversion example uses this D/A 
converter in a successive-approximation device. 

This practical example will serve the reader's purposes well, and for a number of reasons. 
First, it represents an approach actually used for the construction of converters in produc
tion quantities, to be sold at competitive prices, with resolutions ranging from 8 to 16 bits. 
In addition, it has speed adequate for most purposes; the appropriate components were ac
cessible to the designer at reasonable cost; and having moderate complexity, it is an excel
lent starting point for understanding other designs of both greater and lesser complexity. 

With this view of the inner workings of products engineered for OEM users (probably the 
fIrst time a module manufacturer has ever "told all"), users of converters may gain better 
insight into the devices they are using, and design engineers may gain some ideas or prin
ciples that will help them in their future designs. 

CONVERTER DESIGN 

Many writers on this subject claim that a high-precision DI A converter is the most-difficult
to-design section of any device using it, including an AID converter. This is only partially 
true; the added design elements, circuiting, and physical layout involved in using a D/A con
verter in an AID converter should not be slighted. The increase of difficulty in building AID 
converters of high speed and accuracy, even with a well-designed basic DI A-converter build
ing block, can be massive. 

The diffIculties of designing D/A converters increase rapidly with the useful resolution 
sought in the design. 8-bit DI A converters are relatively easy to design and manufacture, 
since the allowable uncertainty is of the order of 0.2%. Ten-bit converters are much more 
difficult to design, since the resolution sought is 0.05%. By the time one reaches 12 bits of 
resolution (0.0125%), the design and manufacturing problems become a,cute. And 16-bit 
converters should be left entirely alone by the do-it-yourselfer. 

In most cases where the make-or-buy decision involves large numbers of units, it may be 
comforting to follow the example of the mass-transportation officials who suggest: 
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" ... leave the driving to us," for reliable, economical, and carefree arrival at one's desti
nation. 

REVIEW OF D/A TECHNIQUES 

Figure 1 reproduces the current-weighting D/ A converter depicted in Figure 14 of "Under
standing Converters." This is perhaps the simplest approach to performing a digital-to-volt
age conversion. A set of binary-weighted currents flows through a SkU feedback resistor, 
producing an analog output voltage proprotional to the sum of those currents that are turn
ed on. 

DIGITAL INPUT CODE 
I 

~I;B' I 

R 
lmA 

10V 

EAEF ! t ~~-+-~ 
Ul2FS) 

All 1'.: til rna. :2mAO-2 1'\ J 

(-lOV F S) 

Figure 1. Elementary D/A converter circuit. 

While this approach looks simple, the problems of manufacturing a converter of this type 
are large. The two most difficult problems are the switching speed and resistor T.C. match
ing. For a 12-bit converter using a IOkU resistor for the most significant bit (MSB), the 
least-significant-bit resistor would be 20.48MU. This range of resistance cannot be obtained 
from a consistent film material, so that resistance temperature coefficients cannot even be 
approximately matched. Furthermore, the switching speed of a current switch depends up
on the current available to charge the stray capacitances. Since the LSB is O.SJ,tA, if the 
stray capacitance is I OpF, then the settling time for I LSB is 200J,ts. Obviously, if all currents 
could be of the order of 1 rnA, the conversion time for all bits will be uniformly shortened. 

Figure 2 shows a way in which this is commonly accomplished. Basically, the NPN current 
sources are all made equal to I rnA. 
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-15V 
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Figure 2. D/A converter using equal current sources and 
R·2R ladder attenuator. 

The individual currents from the collectors of the current source transistors are subjected to 
binary weighting via the R-2R network. D/ A converters of this type yield extremely high 
speed conversions (e.g., the MDA-IOF settles in 40ns). Other advantages of this circuit are 
evident: the resistance range is very reasonable and the selection of transistors for matched 
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VBE is simplified. However, a disadvantage of this circuit is that it requires two accurately
trimmed low-T.C. resistance networks. 

A third technique (Figure 3) combines good features of both techniques. Commonly known 
as the quad current-source approach (see Figure 20 in Chapter II-I), the technique relies 
on binary-weighted current sources, in groups of four, with currents ranging from ImA 
(MSB) to 1/8mA. Three such quads provide 12 bits of resolution. The currents from the 
third quad are resistively attenuated by 16: 1 before summing with the currents in the second 
quad, and this sum is again attenuated by 16: 1 before summing with the first quad's currents. 
Much of the circuitry, being repetitive, is highly amenable to monolithic integration, as ex
emplified by Analog Devices' monolithic resistors and subsequent converter designs, such as 
the AD562} 

'kn 937.5 n 

f 
E REF 

L-~~~ __ ~_~+-~----'_~~--<>--4--0~'OVI 
-16V 

Figure 3. D/A converter using binary· weigh ted quad current sources. 

THE IMPORTANCE OF LOGIC BUFFERING 

The manner in which the switching signals from logic circuits are buffered from the analog 
circuitry of D/ A converters, though of great importance, is not commonly well-understood. 
There are many ways (some good, some not so good), to turn electronic switches on and 
off. The simplest is the single diode approach shown in Figure 4 (see also Figure 19 in 
Chapter 11-1). 

Figure 4. Diode switching in D/A converter. 

Here the common base line of the current sources is biased at midrange value of the TTL 
threshold (1.4V). When the data inputs are low ("0"), the diodes are forward-biased and 
draw the bit current away from the PNP current source. This, in effect, back-biases the PNP 
emitter-base junction, turning the transistor off. When the logic input goes high (" 1 " -
greater than 2.0V), the diode is back-biased and the transistor current source is turned on. 

Two major error sources are characteristic of this simple approach. The first is leakage cur
rent in the diode. lOnA may sound negligible at room temperature, but at 70°C this figure 
is in the neighborhood of IJlA, an appreciable error. Similarly, when the switch is in the 
high state, the diode is back-biased; logic transients on the data input side, though not of 
sufficient magnitude to affect the switch state, are coupled through the diode capacitance, 
l"12-bit Integratcd-Circuit D/A Converter," R. Craven and S. Harris, Analog Dialogue 8-2, 1974. 
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to the emitter of the current source, thereby producing transient errors in the weighted cur
rent. 

Figure 5 shows a much-improved way to electronically switch current sources on and off. 
This buffered scheme involves essentially two D/ A converters. The ftrst, using Q l-Q4, per
forms the actual high-accuracy conversion. The second D/ A, composed of Q5-Q8, accepts 
the digital inputs and applies back-bias to the emitters of the appropriate switching tran
sistors, Ql-Q4, as required by the input code (which must be complementary to the input 
code required by the circuit in Figure 4). For example, when the input logic at Q5 is high, 
the diode is reverse-biased and Q5 conducts. Its positive collector current biases the emitter 
of Q I high and effectively diverts the flow of 11' When the logic input is low, the diode 
shuts off Q5's collector current, which allows 11 to flow normally in the collector circuit of 
QI. The buffered scheme solves both problems of the single-diode approach. 

MSB BIT2 BIT3 

10k 20k 40k SOk 

Figure 5. Buffered switches in D/A converter. 

BUFFER 

SWITCHES 

BIT-CURRENT 

SOURCES 

Often overlooked in the buffer design is how much swing must be provided at the emItter 
of QI to toggle the switch fully from on to of! The following exercise may be revealing: 

kT I JON 
~VBE = q n JOFF 

For 12-bit resolution, with I/IOLSB uncertainty, 

JON 
JOFF > 10 x 2n ;; 40,000 

Since In (40,000) ;; 10.5, at 70°C (343°K) 

~VBE = 29mV x 10.5 = 300mV 

and, at 125°C, 

~VBE = 33mV x 10.5 = 350mV 

If one considers that the standard TTL input logic thresholds are 0.8V for "0" and 2.0V 
for "1 ", and that diode drops, while conducting ION, may approach 0.7V, it is evident that 
the base line must be held within a narrow range of voltage, especially at higher tempera
tures. 
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MONOLITHIC COMPONENTS 

The basic monolithic conversion components to be discussed in connection with the circuit
ry encountered in the remainder of this chapter are early monolithic quad switches and the 
AD8S0 monolithic thin-film resistor network. 

The key factor establishing the accuracy of the quad switches is the binary weighting 
of the current-source transistors, QI-Q4 in Figure 6. It is well known that two matched 
transistors, operating at current densities that cause the V BE drops of the transistors to be 
equal, will exhibit theoretically perfect tracking with temperature. 

If two perfectly-matched paralleled transistors together draw twice the total emitter current 
of a third matched transistor, their VBE's will nevertheless be equal. 

I , 
1 
1 
I 
I 
I 
L_ 

05 

-yo-
REFERENCE 
TRANSISTOR 

Figure 6. Binary-weighted current source transistors. 

The current switches, QI-Q4, though conducting currents in the ratio 1 :2:4:8, have 
similarly-weighted emitter areas, hence equal current densities, and will therefore exhibit 
equal VBE'S. If the VBE drops of the current sources are equal, then errors in current due to 
variations of VBE in series with the measuring resistors track perfectly for all four switches. 

The finite (3 of the current-source transistors represents another source of conversion error, 
since the base current, IE/(l + (3) subtracts an increment from the emitter current. Mono
lithic construction leads to initial (3-matches within ±S%_ When used with the reference 
transistor, QS, the effects of both VBE and (3 variation with temperature can be fully com
pensated, resulting in extremely low temperature coefficients for the conversion. 

Chapter 11-3 

R 1 10k REF 0.1% ABS R 8 80k 0.8% R15 14.0625k 1.0%* 
R 2 20k 0.015% R 9 10k 1.0% R16 5k 0.1% 
R 3 40k 0.03% R10 20k 1.0% R17 1k REF 0.1%ABS 
R 4 80k 0.05% R11 40k 1.0% R18 937.5n 1.0%* 
R 5 10k 0.1% R12 80k 1.0% R19 80k 0.1% 
R 6 20k 0.2% R13 5k 0.1% R20 6.00k 0.1% 
R 7 40k 0.4% R14 14.0625k 0.1%* R21 48.40k 0.1% 

NOTES: 
All resistors ratio to R1 except A14, A15, A18 which ratio to A17. 
Tolerances shown are for 12·bit accuracy and degrade by factor of four 
maximum for 10·bit accuracy. 
Total positive or negative "contribution to error" is less than 0.012% 
BCD network, AD851 , is: Al3 '" A16 = 4kn; A14 = 8.1325kn; 
A15 '" 8.4375kU 

Figure 7. Typical monolithic thin-film resistor network (AD850). 
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The companion AD850 thin-fIlm resistor network is shown schematically in Figure 7. 
Included in this network are: 

Bit-weighting resistors (RI - R 12) 
Reference compensation resistor (R19) 
Interquad divider resistors (R13, RI4, R15, R17, and RI8) 
Gain resistors (feedback resistor in D/A's, input resistor in AID's) (R13 and R16) 
Reference input resistors (R21 and R20) 

When used for all its indicated circuit functions, this resistor network has the interesting 
property that as long as the resistors track one another as temperature changes, the output 
voltage error due to absolute resistance changes for any given code combination will be nil. 
The reason is that absolute resistance changes of all resistors in the network make little dif
ference - the tracking between resistors is the only item of importance. For the AD850, 
temperature coefficient of tracking error is ±lppmrC. 

COMPONENT TOLERANCE 

Save for the reference and the output amplifier, the errors produced by the analog com
ponents used to build a D/A converter can be mainly attributed to errors caused by the 
bit switches and resistance tolerances. The VBE and f3 mismatch errors in the quad current 
switches have already been briefly touched upon. Naturally, the tracking of these para
meters with temperature influences errors measured when the temperature changes. 

Interquad VBE matching is required to minimize errors between bits in the first quad and 
bits in the second quad. If the VBE difference between Quad 1 and Quad 2 were 100mV, 
then the apparent error in bit 5 relative to full scale would be 0.03%. When the three 
quads used in a l2-bit converter are assembled, the VBE groupings of at least the first two 
quads must match. It can be seen that the availability of quads that can be graded and 
selected for the required accuracy and matching is crucial to obtaining a successful con
verter design. 

The resistor specifications listed in the table (Figure 7) are often misinterpreted. It is im
perative that a D/A-circuit designer understand the meaning of the tolerance specifications, 
and their effect on a given resistor's contribution to the total error. The most-significant
bit resistor, Rl, is used as the reference resistor for ratio-matching purposes; all the other 
resistors are referred to it. The second-bit resistor, R2, is shown as having a ratio tolerance 
of 0.015%. Some persons automatically interpret this as meaning that the second-bit resis
tor could contribute an error of 0.015% relative to full scale. This interpretation is wrong. 
Since the MSB (Rl) has a weight of VzF.S., the second-bit contribution to error has a weight 
of ~F.S. This means that a ratio tolerance of 0.015% for R2/Rl will cause bit 2 to have a 
contribution to full-scale error of 118 LSB of 12 bits (0.00375%). 

Applying a tolerance analysis to the specifications, one might be led to expect that a l2-bit 
set of quads and an AD850, when assembled (with the best of care) will always yield a 12-
bit-linear D/A converter, with no bit-trimming necessary. The overall error actually depends 
upon a statistical dis.tribution of the errors of both sets of components. In the very worst 
case, it is possible for some code combinations to be outside the l2-bit linearity expected. 
For this reason, we recommend certain final-trimming procedures, which will be described 
later. Besides being occasionally necessary, they lead to improved temperature-margins and 
a sense of confidence that each assembled unit is well within specifications. 

THE INTER-QUAD DIVIDER 

The inter-quad division network of the AD850 functions quite simply. The basic idea is de
picted in Figure 8a, where a current source delivers its current to the node joining a l5kS1 
resistor and a IkS1 resistor. Since the 15kS1 unit is terminated in virtual ground (the ampli
fier summing junction), the voltage across both resistors will be equal. Hence, 15/16 of the 
original current (I) goes off to signal ground via the lkS1 resistor, while the remaining 
1/16 I is added at the summing point via the l5kS1 resistor. The problem is just a little 
more complicated when the multiple-current-source situation depicted in Figure 8b exists. 
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three sources to 1, 1/16, 1/256. 

Figure 8b is a simplified diagram of the switch outputs and the interquad weighting re
sistors of the AD850. The 3 current sources 11 , 12, 13, represent the common collector lines 
of the three quads. The current from the most-significant quad (MSQ) flows directly into 
the summing node of the op amp (virtual ground). The second quad's current is split 16: 1 
by the following means: As the current enters node "B", 15/16ths of 12 goes to signal 
ground through the parallel combination of R2 with (R3 + R4). The remaining 1/16 goes 
off through Rl to the summing node "A". Note that the parallel combination of Rz and 
R3 + R4 is 937.5 ohms. Thus, the inter-quad current split effected at node "B" is pre
cisely 16: 1. 

The inter-quad current division at node "C" is a little more difficult to understand. It is 
easiest to analyze the two interquad dividers asa single network and solve for a 256: 1 at
tenuation of 13 as it reaches node "A". By a straighforward analysis, one can learn that the 
current entering node "B" from node "C" is (1/17)13. At this point, it is further split, in 
the ratio 15.0625:.1, by Rl and R2. The product of 15.0625 and 17 is, as desired, 256. 

One should note that, in the practical situation, the current sources depicted at Figure 8 are 
the collectors of common-base NPN transistors. The designer must be aware of the fact that 
when all bits are turned on, a voltage drop appears at nodes "B" and "C" of the order of 
- 1.8V. For this reason, the common base line of the current sources should be operated be
low - 2.0V, in order to keep the transistors well within their linear region. Also, it should be 
noted that the output resistance of the collectors in the most-significant quad can be as low 
as 30MO without significantly affecting divider accuracy. 

REFERENCE LOOP 

The overall gain and accuracy of a D/A converter depend on that of a stable current refer
ence. The switch-quad/AD850 system is designed to use the common 6.2V "zero-T.C." zen
er reference diodes. 

Figure 9 shows on such diode, the IN829A, used in a circuit that provides it with an essen-
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tially constant-current drive. Low-T.e. zeners require 7.5mA of constant bias current to 
maintain minimum temperature coefficient. Furthermore, variations of the current with 
temperature or supply voltage will alter the zener voltage, due to the drop across the diode's 
Ron (about IOn). The circuit of Figure 9 provides excellent power-supply rejection and a 
sufficiently accurate 7.5mA bias current, plus the 1.125mA taken by the input current of 
the converter's reference amplifier and the bipolar offset, used in the selected switch/re
sistance combination. The 2.2kn resistor at the output of the AD741 op amp helps main
tain the amplifier in its linear region by reducing its output load, which it shares with the 
+15V supply. It also avoids latchup. 

The basic reference loop for the D/ A converter is shown in Figure 10. The reference tran
sistor of the most significant quad (see Figure 6) is used to monitor changes in the V BE and 
current gain of all the bit switches (since it is identical to them and operating under virtually 
identical conditions). The zener voltage, developed as in Figure 9, is connected to pin 14 of 
the ADB50 ladder network. 

1'120 
6.0k. 

14 

~--613 

15 

1'121 

llSmA 

---7 

48.41< ....--___ ..... 

24 

-15V 

--I 
I 
I 
I -~PA:O~T:-

ADS50 

Figure 10. Reference circuit using non-inverting amplifier input. 

A trim resistor, placed in series with the 4B.4kn (R21) reference-current resistor, allows the 
current supplied, via the op amp's summing junction, to the collector of the MSQ reference 
transistor, to be adjusted to just I/BmA. Since the reference transistor has the same geom
etry as each elementary bit-transistor, the resistors are precisely weighted, and all transistors 
share a common voltage-reference supply, then when the reference loop has adjusted the 
base voltages such that 0.125mA flows in the collector of the reference transistor, the 
properly-weighted currents will automatically flow through the collector circuits of all 
turned-on-bit-switches. 

As the VBE'S and current gains of the transistors change with temperature, the reference 
loop will adjust the base voltages to track and maintain 1 /BmA at all times into the reference 
transistor's collector, and correspondingly proportional currents through all the other 
collectors. Adjusting the value of the trim resistor TRI will adjust the absolute value of the 
reference current and hence all of the individual bit weights in proportion. The 4B.4kn 
reference current resistor R21 is designed to produce I /BmA with a minimum zener voltage 
of 6.05V, with TRI = O. 

The configuration of Figure 10 is simple and can be easily described; however, it is prone to 
latch up under certain conditions because it uses the op amp's positive input. For certain 
sequences of power-supply turnon, it is possible for the amplifier output to become positive 
with respect to ground, thereby forward-biasing the base-collector junction of the reference 
transistor and latching the amplifier in its positive feedback mode. The inverting configu
ration of Figure 11 avoids this problem by adjusting the common side of the supply, instead 
of the base line, to close the loop. 

Here the common base line is biased by the 1 N746 at -3V. The inverting op amp drives the 
resistors' common rail via a buffer and level-shift circuit. Another advantage of this circuit 
is improved immunity to noise in the -15V supply. Unfortunately, it has the disadvantage 
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that it is difficult to prevent the circuit from bottoming on the -1 SV rail, since the base of 
the PNP buffer is within 0.6V of the -ISV line. 

48.4kO 

6.OkO 

-15V 

Figure ". Reference circuit using inverting input. 

In Figure 12, the basic non-inverting configuration of Figure lOis revised to include an anti
latch up circuit - CR2 and the 4.7kn resistor. It also includes frequency-response shaping to 
prevent transient voltages from upsetting the reference loop, as follows: Injunction-isolated 
IC's, such as the quads employed here, capacitive coupling from the collector of one NPN 
transistor to the collector of another NPN transistor exists via the depletion capacitance of 
the substrate. When the input bit combination changes, the DAC's output amplifier will usu
ally be driven in a slewing condition, resulting in a fast rising voltage edge on the common 
collector line. This fast-moving edge is coupled to the collector of the reference transistor on 
the same chip. Since the collector of the reference transistor looks at a high impedance 
(48.4kn), the coupled transient is applied to the noninverting terminal in the circuit of 
Figure 10. This, in turn, can upset the reference loop for a period of microseconds. 

48.4kO TRl 

B.OkO 

Figure 12. Reference cirucit with frequency shaping and anti-Iatchup 
circuit. . 

In the configuration of Figure 12, we can see a means by which this behavior can be con
trolled. The voltage from the common base rail to -15V is kept from changing instanteously 
by a 4.7p.F capacitor. However, since a 4.7p.F capacitance can by itself cause the reference 
amplifier to oscillate, a lOOn isolation resistor provides a predictable time constant. Cl, 
together with the 4.7kn common-mode bias-compensation resistor, rolls off the response 
of the amplifier on a 6dB/octave slope, which intersects unity open-loop gain at the break
point of the lOOn x 4.7p.F combination. CR2 and the 4.7kn resistor prevent the latchup 
mode mentioned earlier. The ferrite bead is added to prevent the common-base bit-switches 
(with ft's of approximately 500MHz) from oscillating in the 100-200MHz region. 

The 6.0kn resistor on the AD850 (R20) is shown connected to signal ground in Figures 10, 
11, and 12. R20 provides 1mA offset current in bipolar offset-binary D/A converters, when 
it is connected to the output current terminal of the converter. This resistor should be 
grounded when the unipolar configuration is desired, so that the zener diode (Figure 9) runs 
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at constant current. Ignoring this consideration -leaving R20 open - can result in a gain 
error of 0.2%. Of course, with an external reference, or with a circuit in which the refer
ence voltage is applied via a low impedance (e.g., the emitter of an inside~the-loop follower) 
it would not matter greatly whether or not R20 were tenninated. 

TRIMMING HIGH-ACCURACY CONVERTERS 

One should be always aware that, however easily we may talk of 12-bit accuracy, it still 
represents total error of the order of 0.01 %, which may circumspect engineers still consider 
uncomfortably-close to the limits of the state-of-the-art. Second- and third-order tolerance 
buildups can become highly significant, as can inadvertent errors in interfacing a converter 
with its analog output circuit or a measurement circuit. 

For 12-bit (and better) linearity, the designer of converters should always seek the best
possible resolution, and should make provisions for final trim of the highest-order bits in 
order to attain it. In addition, he must provide both coarse and fine trims of the overall 
"gain" (i.e., scale factor) of the converter, offset-bias-current trim for bipolar converters, 
and overall zero adjustment of the output amplifier. 

Let us start with the bit-trimming procedures. The quad switches and the AD850, in com
'bination, are amenable to highly accurate and stable trimming. Figure 13 is a fairly complete 
schematic of the first 8 bits of a 12-bit D/ A; it will illustrate the discussions to follow on 
trimming and adjustment. 
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Figure 13. Connections for trimming a D/A converter for 12-bit accuracy. 

For final trim of the frrst 4 bits, a number of nanoamperes of current must be added to or 
subtracted from the emitter current of each switch to bring it to its calibrated relative value. 
To do this, we uSe the conveniently available reference transistor of the second quad to es
tablish two small offset voltages, which will be centred about the emitter voltage of the bit
switches. In Figure 13, the quad's reference transistor is biased by approximately 1/8mA; 
ordinary carbon composition resistors may be used. The voltage at TP+ is 200m V below the 
emitter voltages, while that at TP- is 200mVabove the emitters. These arbitrary designations 
are for convenience in trimming. 

If the bit being adjusted does not have sufficient weight (measured at the output, using in
strumentation of adequate precision), a current AI is added to that bit by connecting a re-
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sistor of appropriate value (R = 200mV/6.I, or conductance 2.5 micromho/LSB) from the 
emitter of the bit switch in question to TP+. Similarly, if the bit weight is too high, it can be 
decreased by connecting an appropriate resistance between the emitter and TP-. It should 
be noted that, as temperature varies, the VBE of all the transistors will also vary. But the 
trim voltages will remain fairly constant and centred around the nominal emitter voltage of 
the quad's reference transistor. 

To minimize the effects of slight mismatches between the first two quads, due to either VBE 
or {3 differences, one should provide for slight trimming of the first interquad divider (i.e., 
the relative weight of the second quad). If, after trimming the first four bits, the fifth bit 
differs from Yz the fourth bit by a significant amount, the following procedure may be fol
lowed: 

If bit 5 is too low in weight, install a trim in the TR3 position (usually of 
the order of megohms). If bit 5 exhibits too much weight, it can be attenu
ated with a trim in position TR4 (typically of the order of 100kn or more). 

Normally, 1/8W carbon-compositio.n resistors can be used in these positions, since only very 
small quantities of current are drawn through them. The carbon-composition-resistor tem
perature coefficients are attenuated by both their overall weight relative to the resistors they 
parallel, and the bit weight, relative to full scale. This effect is negligible. 

To trim the overall gain of a converter, trim-position TRI is utilized. First center the gain
adjust pot (l0 turns from one end). Install a decade-resistance box for TR1, and turn on the 
first four bits (00001 ... 1 in complementary binary). With the 5kn resistor serving as the 
feedback resistor for the output amplifier, the proper output voltage should be 0.3750 
(unipolar mode) for best adjustment of TRI. Replace the indicated decade resistance by the 
nearest standard precision-film-resistance value. (R20 of the AD850 should be grounded 
during this operation). Final gain trim can now be accomplished with the trim resistance in
stalled in TR1. The resistance values shown in Figure 13 provide a mean adjustment of 
±0.25%. 

To adjust zero in unipolar converters, turn off all bits (1 1 1 ... 1 in complementary binary), 
and adjust "Zero Adjust" for O.OOOOV out. In bipolar converters, to trim the bipolar offset 
(±5V full-scale output range), center the 20-turn "zero-adjust" pot and connect the bipolar 
offset resistor to the output amplifier's summing point, as indicated in Figure 13. Using a 
decade box in TR2, and leaving all bit switches off, adjust the decade box for -5.0000V out. 
Install the nearest value of trim resistance to the reading of the decade box in the TR2 posi
tion. Final offset trim can now be performed with the MSB only on (0 1 1 1 ... 1 in com
plementary offset binary) using the "zero-adjust" pot. 

Further details on testing procedures and trimming of D/A and AID converters can be found 
in chapter II-4, "Testing Converters." An additional detail of the design of the circuit of 
ure 13 is worth mentioning: 

The feedback capacitance (3 to 10pF) around the output amplifier compensates for the ca
pacitance of the common collector rail, the input capacitance of the output amplifier, and 
circuit strays. Circuit wiring capacitances should, of course, be minimized to keep the value 
of feedback capacitance low, since it tends to increase the output settling time. It is adjusted 
for "optimum" response: minimum transients and settling time. Its omission may cause 
oscillations, or instability. 

TEMPERATURE VARIATION EFFECTS 

Reiterating an earlier statement, if all resistors in the AD850 network track perfectly, then 
even if their absolute value changes, say at a rate of 50ppm;oC, the output voltage will re
main constant (assuming constant VZ)' This can be shown by the following example: If the 
reference-current resistor (R21 , 48 Akn increases by 2%, the reference current would be de
creased by 2(10. However, the feedback resistance around the output amplifier is also increased 
by 2%, increasing the gain by 2% to compensate, with no net error. Since the bipolar offset 
resistor, R20, also increases in proportion, there is no net error in bipolar applications. Vari-
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ation of the current-weighting resistors is compensated by similar variation of the resistance 
in series with the emitter of the reference transistor. And finally, the interquad attenuation 
reSistors track one another and maintain constant attenuation of the outputs from the less
significant quads. 

This example describes the ideal situation. In practice, the resistance values will track ratio
metrically to only about IppmrC. Further, the discrete metal-film resistors used for TRI 
and TR2 will undoubtedly have temperature coefficients that differ from those of the ladder 
resistors. Since their effect on total resistance is incremental, the effect of their T.C. on cir
cuit performance is reduced. However, one should always perform a calculation to be sure 
that they can safely neglected. Here is an example: 

The absolute TCR of the AD8S0 is within ±2SppmrC. Assume that TRI and TR2 have an 
absolute TCR range of ±SOppm;oC. The effect of these mixed TCR's is dependent upon the 
absolute value of VZ' The greater Vz is, the larger the value of TRI (and TR2). For Vz = 
6.5V, at the high end of a +5% tolerance range, the worst case of TCR mismatch will be ap
proximately SppmrC for a 50ppmtC TCR of TRI. If the TCR of TRI is reduced to 
±IOppmrC, this drift mismatch is reduced to 2.Sppm;oC. If the Zener voltage is at its 
nominal value, 6.2V, and TRI is ±IOppmrC, then gain drift is reduced to approximately 
Ippm;oC. Suffice it to say that the closer Vz is to the low end of its allowable tolerance 
range (6.05V), and the lower the TCR of the trim resistors is kept, the lower the effect of 
temperature on gain T.C. Then, scale factor (or gain) drift becomes almost entirely de
pendent on the Zener diode's voltage T.C. 

Another contributor to gain drift is the offset drift, with temperature, of the reference ampli
fier, AI. Both offset voltage and bias current drifts must be considered. As an example, sup
pose that the total effect amounts to 15p. V rC. This will contribute roughly 2.SppmrC to 
gain drift (15 x 10-6 /6.2 = 2.Sppm). Gain drift error can also result from a reduction in open
loop gain of the output amplifier. For instance, a gain change, in A2, from 20,000 to 10,000, 
can result in an error contribution of 0.005%. It is therefore very desirable for A2's open
loop gain to be greater than 40,000 at room temperature. 

CURRENT VS. VOLTAGE OUTPUT 
A converter can be built to produce either an analog current output or an analog voltage out
put. The ADS61 (10 bits) and the ADS63 (12 bits) produce a basic current output, which 
is externally converted to a voltage using an additional output amplifier. However, since the 
op amp must slow down the response, some users prefer a current output for their applica
tion, or a passively-derived (small) voltage output. 

Since the drift of the current output is not compensated by a tracking feedback resistor, the 
drift of current output from the D/A circuit in Figure 13, with the amplifier removed, is 
subject to the absolute TCR of the resistance ladder network and can be as great as 
±2Sppm;oC. The current output terminal of the D/A can be terminated in a resistive load 
to ground. However, one must observe the range over which this kind of loading is applica
ble. A total load resistance of Ikon, with 2mA full-scale output current, will produce an out
put voltage of -2V full scale. Higher-value resistors will drive the common collector bus 
into saturation, producing excessive nonlinearity. 

Though it might appear at first glance that the interquad division ratios might be disturbed 
by using a resistive load instead of a virtual ground, vigorous application of Norton's theo
rem will show that only the overall scale factor is affected. With a resistive load, the overall 
scale factor is determined by the external load, in parallel with the resistance looking back 
toward the interquad dividers (and - in the case of bipolar converters - the offset current 
resistor (R20». 

If the output voltage developed across a passive load is to be amplified, attention must be 
paid to the common-mode and offset drift requirements of the output configuration and 
the choice of resistor ratio in the amplifier feedback circuit, especially if large amounts of 
gain are desired. The problem of gain temperature coefficient due to non-compensation of 
the absolute TCR by the unused built-in feedback resistor may be solved to a degree by us-
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ing a discrete 48kn -resistor, matching the TCR of the external load resistor, to set the ref
erence current (and another matching resistor to replace R20 for bipolar applications). 
Though the loading effect of the interquad resistances will tend to worsen it, the gain
temperature coefficient will be greatly improved by good discrete-resistor tracking. 

ON ERROR BUDGETS 

One can see, from the above discussion, that there are many sources of error. As desired re
solution and linearity increase, and as first-order errors are decreased, the many sources that 
contribute 2nd and 3rd-order errors become more important. One way that some designers 
keep these sources in mind and try to account for their probable contributions is to use 
some form of error-budget analysis. 

This consists of listing all the anticipated sources of error, with their expected worst-case 
and probable contributions, and using some form of linear or root-sum-of-the-squares sum
mation to estimate the total error. 

Error budget analysis, used as an intelligently-applied checklist, is at its most-useful in pin
pointing those sources of error that must be minimized, either by circuit design, by trimming, 
by component selection, or by performing some cost tradeoff. 

As a means of predicting total error, error budgets are no better than the assumptions made, 
both about the individual error sources and about the way they will occur and combine 
when the circuits are assembled in production quantities. A too-conservative design for no
rejects, based on straight summation of worst-case errors, may result in greater overall cost 
of production than a less-conservative but more-clever design (utilizing some insight into how 
errors might combine), even though the less-costly design may (nay, should) produce (an ac
ceptable number of) rejects in testing. (The cost of rejects can be reduced by recycling.) On 
the other hand, it is possible to defeat the best estimate of overall error by poor layout or 
component choice, or the best estimate of cost by requiring excessive tweaking or rejects. 

LAYOUT CONSIDERATIONS 

Up to this point, we have dealt with the strictly electrical circuit design of digital-to-analog 
converters. We have discussed some of the finer points of error and drift compensation. Now 
let us turn our attention to those factors that do not show up in the schematic. 

Sources of both static and dynamic errors must be considered when designing the layout of 
the converter. Static errors are most often caused by voltage drops in "ground loops" and 
result from carelessness in the layout process. To give an appreciation for how easily this 
problem can arise, consider a hypothetical example. Suppose an analog ground line has 50 
milliohms of resistance between two points. Suppose the current variation through that 
piece of track is 0 to lOrnA for various code combinations in the converter. The resulting 
change in ground potential is 0.5mV. If this ground happens to be in common with the out
put signal, this type of error can be disastrous in converter designs calling for 12-bit and 
better resolutions. 

Furthermore, the selpction of input/output sockets and pins is very important. It is not dif
ficult to pick up 100mn of contact resistance in an improperly-chosen connector. Suffice 
it to say that an1ines carrying analog output currents must be carefully located, and calcu
lations should be performed to ensure that lead-resistance and ground-loop errors are mini
mal. Never try to second-guess. Improper layout can also cause dynamic errors. To avoid 
them, the current-output bus of current switches (whether discrete or integrated) must be as 
short as possible and carefully laid out from three standpoints. 

First, the longer the run from the current-summing point of the bit switches to the summing 
point of the output amplifier, the more likely it is to pick up extraneous EMI signals. Second, 
the longer the track from the output current bus to the summing point, the greater is its dis
tributed capacitance. Third, the longer that track, the higher the inductance. This can lead 
to high-frequency oscillations, as mentioned previously. (NPN common-base current-sources, 
with ft's of 500 MHz, can easily oscillate in the 200- 300MHz region.) 
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Because converters interface high-speed, high-energy digital signals with high-resolution ana
log signals, great care is needed to minimize stray coupling of digital waveforms into the ana
log circuitry. For example, some D/A converters contain buffer registers to store the digital 
input words. All digital information is transferred with fast-rising edges of voltage and fast
changing currents. These produce radiation, which must be kept away from critical points in 
the analog section. A primary design rule is that the digital and analog sections be separated 
physically with (if at all possible) some sort of ground plate between them. 

In addition, the SV supplies used for TTL logic should be kept apart from the ±ISV sup
plies normally used for analog signal processing. In particular, the ground lines from the con
verter to the supplies should be kept separate and terminated only at the power supplies 
themselves. This will tend to keep the fast-rising current edges in the logic sections away 
from the relatively stationary currents encountered in the analog sections. It is generally 
true that the critical points in the analog sections of the converter are of relatively high im
pedance. Hence they are very prone to electrostatic pickup. Even though the foregoing dis
cussion would appear to be applicable where speed is important, high-speed transients can 
sometimes cause dc shifts through rectification and ringing in marginally-stable circuits, and 
will often require filtering of the analog output. 

The faster the desired analog response, the more critical such things as digital feedthrough 
become, because the analog output is not ready for use until the digital transients have died 
away. Even though the basic electrical design goal for settling time is several hundred nano
seconds, transients coupled to the output by poor layout may result in IllS or greater set
tling time. 

In the design of high-speed D/A converters for CRT display applications, digital transients 
due to stray coupling must be kept to very low levels. Also, the "glitches" due to interme
diate states in code switching must be minimized. In Figure 14 is shown a DAC- lODF, a 
high-speed D/A converter specifically designed for CRT applications. It includes a sample
hold network to hold the output during switching, while the glitch-causing intermediate 
codes occur. Of greater relevance to this section, is the attention paid to layout consider
ations. 

Figure 14. Deg/itched high-speed display D/A converter. 

The digital section is separated from the analog sections as though a physical barrier existed 
on the board of the MDA- IOF D/I converter module. All the input lines enter through an 
edge connector on the digital side of the printed-circuit card. All those lines that pass into 
the analog section are pre filtered by a ferrite-bead, ceramic filter-capacitor combination. 
For complete isolation, the analog output is not brought back to the edge connector, since 
it would have to pass through the digital section once again. Instead, a 90-ohm-cable con
nector is provided at the analog end of the board. The additional module shown in the 
photograph is the "deglitcher" circuit that minimizes transients resulting from the unavoid
able glitches that occur at the switch outputs during code changes. 

SUCCESSIVE-APPROXIMATION A/D CONVERTERS 

Of all the techniques for analog-to-digital conversion in use today in data-acquisition sys
tems, "successive approximations" is perhaps the most widely used. A simplified block dia-
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gram of a converter using this technique is shown in Figure 15. The basic idea of successive 
approximation is simple, as explained in preceding chapters. In somewhat more detail: 

When the appropriate logic signal is applied to the convert command input terminal, the 
D/ A switches are set simultaneously to their "off' state, except for the most significant bit 
(MSB), which is set to logic "1". This turns on the corresponding D/ A switch, * which applies 
the analog equivalent of the MSB to the comparator. Simultaneously an internal clock is re
leased from the inhibit state and allowed to free-run. Until the first clock-pulse edge arrives, 
the MSB is being compared with the analog voltage. (The scheme shown is only one of 
several ways). When the first clock pulse arrives, the MSB has shown itself to be either 
too "heavy" or too "light." 
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Figure 15. Block diagram of successive-approximations AID converter. 

If the analog input voltage is less than the MSB weight, the MSB will be switched off at the 
first leading edge of the clock pulse; if the analog input is greater than the MSB, the "1" will 
remain in the register. Besides enabling the MSB decision, the clock pulse simultaneously 
turns on the second bit. During the period of the second pulse, the sum of the result of the 
first choice and the second bit is being compared with the analog input voltage. The compa
rator's state, when gated by the next clock pulse, will cause the register to either accept or 
reject that bit. In a similar manner, succeeding clock pulses cause the bits, in order of de
creasing significance, to be tried, and accepted or rejected, until the LSB is finally accepted 
or rejected. 

During this conversion time, the output of a status flip-flop is in its "busy/not valid" state, 
indicating that a conversion is taking place; it signals the end of a conversion by returning to 
its "ready/conversion valid" state. 

Data from the parallel output lines of a successive-approximation converter are not valid un
til the end of conversion. However, in some applications, it is desirable to read out the data 
serially. When this is done, as it is in many successive-approximation converters, one must be 
careful to accept the serial data only as each bit becomes valid (such as on the leading edge 
of each clock pulse). Hence, after each bit decision is made, the data becomes valid, and the 
bit can be immediately shipped serially down a data line. Serial data can also be obtained at 
any later time if the parallel data is "jammed" into a shift register which can then be inter
rogated at will. Serial data should not be taken from the comparator output, unless it is bist-

*If complementary logic is necessary, as is typical of D/A converters using the quad switches described in this chapter, 
the "on" state would be "0", as discussed in "Complementary Codes" in Chapter II-I. 
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able, since ambiguous levels (comparator in the linear range) can cause erroneous serial out
put if the internal flip-flop and external shift register have different thresholds. Ignoring this 
consideration will result in errors as large as Y:z.F.S. 

THE LOGIC SEQUENCER 

Since modem integrated-circuit logic families are continually in a state of change, it is dif
ficult to say that anyone particular logic scheme is "best." A number of criteria determine 
suitability of a logic scheme for a given application. For example, it may be necessary to 
minimize the number of logic elements used; or to minimize the cost, no matter how much 
real estate is consumed by the logic elements; or to minimize power dissipation, or to maxi
mize speed, etc. The design of successive-approximation AID converters has been greatly 
simplified in recent years by the introduction of the integrated-circuit successive-approxi
mations register (SAR). However, since general-purpose devices are not always applicable, 
especially for high-speed conversion, it may be useful to discuss the inner workings of a 
typical successive-approximations sequencer. 

The scheme in Figure 16 can be considered representative among A/D-converter-module de
signs now in use. The 7496 shift registers are parallel-entry-type S-bit shift-registers. The 
7474 elements are dual-D edge-triggered flip flops. The way this scheme works is: At the 
leading edge of the input convert command, the 7496 shift registers are preset to a 011. . 1 
condition. The 0 preset into the MSB immediately presets the Q output of the most signifi
cant bit flip-flop. This Q output* is applied to the MSB logic input of the DI A, so that at 
the start of conversion, the MSB immediately begins its comparison with the input voltage. 
On the first clock pulse to the shift register, the 0 is shifted to the second bit position, and 
the MSB is backfilled with a 1 (lOll. .1). As the second-bit flip-flop is preset and the second 
bit is turned on in the DI A, the second flip-flop's Q output is coupled back to the clock in
put of the first flip-flop. Hence, the level appearing on the data (D) line of the first flip-flop 
is retained "forever" in that flip-flop. Similarly, on the 3rd clock pulse, the zero in the shift 
registers is shifted into the 3rd bit position (110 1. . 1), causing the third D-type flip-flop to 
preset. As previously, its Q, going to the I state, clocks data on the D line into the 2nd-bit 
flip-flop. And so the sequence goes until the LSB is reached, at which time the status flip
flop trips and terminates the conversion (and inhibits the internal clock). 

TO Sin OF NEXT 
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Figure 16. Logic diagram of successive-approximations ADC. 

A new logic scheme, of growing popularity, hinges on the use of 8-bit addressable latches, 
recently available from several logic manufacturers. Basically, this MSI element consists of 8 

*Complementary logic 
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latch-style flip-flops. The individual flip-flops are addressed by a 3-bit input code to the MSI 
element. This address simply enables the D line to that particular flip-flop. To sequence this 
arrangement, a 3- or 4-bit counter is used. A note of caution, however: the timing between 
clock pulses is somewhat more critical, because the addressable latch must be disabled and 
enabled between address changes to avoid changing the data in intermediate states in the 
addressable latch. 

COMPARATORS: THE MOST CRITICAL ELEMENT 

Many IC comparators are available on the market today, and the number continues to in
crease. Simple in concept, but tricky in practice, these intriguing circuits are a never-ending 
challenge to IC designers and users alike. 

The ideal comparator would have infinite gain and zero comparison time. Practical compa
rators are limited by parameters similar to those of op amps: open-loop gain, slew rate, 
bandwidth, and dc and dynamic differential input characteristics. Beyond these, compa
rators are further distinguished by the availability of such features as enable terminals and 
output drive capability. 

There are basically two different ways in which a comparator can be used: To compare volt
age, differentially, and to compare current. In the voltage mode, the analog output of the 
D/ A converter is in a voltage form (for instance, from the output of an amplifier) and is pre
sented at the inverting input of the comparator. The analog input voltage is connected to the 
noninverting terminal. Comparators used in this scheme must have high common-mode input 
range and excellent common-mode rejection. For instance, a 12-bit converter should have at 
least 96dB of CMR to keep common-mode error well below 1/IOLSB. The voltage mode is 
generally used in situations where the analog output from the D/A is restricted to the zero
to-I-volt region (e.g., by taking the output from a resistive load on a current-output D/A). 
The analog input is scaled down by the proper amount and applied to the + input of the 
comparator, while the I-volt D/A output is applied at the minus input. 

The use of comparators in the current mode is perhaps more common these day, because it 
allows better speed and temperature tracking, and places no severe requirements on the com
parator's common-mode rejection. This is particularly well-implemented with the quad
current-switching D / A's discussed earlier in this chapter. Figure 17 shows why. The SkU 
gain resistors that are normally used as the op amp feedback element to convert current to 
voltage in a DAC are used as the input scaling resistors. The summing point (pin 22, AD8S0) 
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is connected to the minus input of the comparator. The plus input is returned to analog sig
nal signal ground through an appropriate bias-current cancellation resistor (5 or 10kO II 
15kO, for single-ended converters, additional II 6kO for bipolar converters). By doing this, 
we make use of the temperature tracking of the resistors of the AD850L network to retain 
near-perfect gain tracking. 

The ''window'' determines the conversion accuracy one can obtain with any given compara
tor. The window is that range of input voltage over which the comparator output is travers
ing the linear region, between logic thresholds, and as such is a measure of the open-loop 
gain of a comparator circuit. For example, if the analog input is form 0 to + I OV, and it 
is desired to perform a 12-bit conversion, the window must be less than ImV for the con
version to be within one-half LSB (neglecting quantization uncertainty). Since the output 
of the comparator must swing between 0.4 and 2.4V to effect logic changes (TTL), the 
open-loop gain required for 12 bits is at least 2000. However, in practice, this figure 
should be at least 5000 to minimize the errors due to finite open-loop gain. 

Besides gain, dc offset and drift, and impedance level, another spec that must be carefully 
considered in the selection of a comparator is its speed. The typical performance of integrat
ed circuit comparators available today is specified by means of response diagrams on data 
sheets. A typical plot is shown on Figure 18; it can be seen that the speed is sharply influ
enced by the amount of overdrive of the comparator. The amount of overdrive applied to a 
given comparator in an AID application depends on the input voltage range used and the re
solution sought. The designer must be careful to plan for the minimal amount of overdrive 
appropriate to any given application. 
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Figure 18. Typical comparator response as a function of input overdrive. 

The most troublesome aspect of using any comparator, be it discrete or integrated, is the 
problem of maintaining frequency stability while within the linear region (i.e., in the "win
dow"). Although the comparator is like an operational amplifier with no overt feedback, 
it is operating at high gain-bandwidth, with minimal feedback compensation. Even small 
amounts of parasitic feedback, either directly around the device, or via the power supply 
leads, can cause oscillation. These oscillations are generally caused by improper layout, for 
example, in separating the fast-rising output edges from the high-impedance input points. 
It is intuitively obvious that capacitive coupling of fast edges to the negative input could 
develop ringing or sustained oscillation when the net input is in the "window" region. 

For this reason, it is recommended that adequate shielding, e.g., by ground plane, be used 
between the input and output. Also, it is wise to keep the digital ground terminal (normal
ly returned to the output transistor of a comparator) away from the analog input grounds 
and signal lines. Furthermore, for Ie comparators (whether the data sheet suggests it or not), 
it is a wise idea to buffer the load driven by the comparator output with a discrete transistor. 
This not only leads to a higher gain in the comparator, but will also lighten the changes in 
power dissipation in the internal output transistor, thereby eliminating thermal feedback 
effects. 

The effect of an oscillating comparator on the AID conversion is: as the analog input ap
proaches the edge of a quantization level, the codes become indecisive and in fact, exhibit 
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non-monotonic behavior. For example, one can raise the analog input voltage sufficiently 
to increase the code by ILSB, and then find that, for a slight further increase in analog in
put, the code goes back to the original digital output. This often-troublesome behavior can 
be cured in a rather surprising way - elimination by "size." If the comparator gain is in
creased, such that the window size is reduced to a very small fraction of the total LSB 
weight, then the region of each code over which the oscillation occurs is reduced to an 
infinitesimal amount, approaching a magnitude comparable to that of the circuit back
ground noise. 

OTHER CONSIDERATIONS IN A/D CONVERTER DESIGN 

The additional error sources that occur when a D/A converter is used in A/D conversion 
are primarily centered around the comparator's input and gain characteristics. In particular, 
offset drift and input bias-current drift are important in the selection of a comparator. Fur
ther errors are introduced by extraneous noise pickup in the analog sections due to fast
rising and -changing edges of nearby digital logic. 

Hence it is most important that much consideration and effort be given to adequate sepa
ration between digital and analog components in the circuit layout. Once again, the digital 
power supply should be kept entirely separate from the analog power supply, the analog 
input signals, and the D/A output section. This separation should be physical as well as 
electrical. One should take great care to minimize the number of digital signals that must 
be brought into or near the analog sections. 

Another aspect that can spell trouble if not anticipated is the adequacy and use of the con
version time. Two factors place lower limits on this to a significant degree: one is the set
tling time of the D/A output, the other the switching time of the comparator. 

Since the D/ A output is driving the comparator towards its new value, the switching times 
of both elements are accumulated, but not in purely additive fashion. A useful trick is to use 
the fact that the most-significant bits take much longer to settle to their final values than do 
the LSB steps of a successive-approximations converter. Hence, to speed the overall con
version time one can use a frequency-modulated clock having decreasing period as the con
version progresses. 
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Testing Converters 

INTRODUCTION 

The methods and test-fixture configurations used to test DAC's and ADC's are influenced 
by a number of factors relating to converter applications, nature and speed of tests to be 
performed, and skill of test personnel involved. The relative importance of various convert
er performance specifications is dependent on each particular application, and the convert
er user is naturally interested in testing those parameters which significantly influence his 
system performance to a greater extent than those which have little effect on this perform
ance. Two typical applications illustrate how usage influences the relative importance of 
various performance parameters: 

Differential linearity, fast settling time, and small switching transient (glitch) amplitude are 
generally of great concern when DAC's are used as cathode-ray tube vector generators, since 
display quality is critically dependent on these parameters. Small absolute-calibration errors 
or zero drift are generally of little consequence, since they cause only small display size and 
position shifts, which can be corrected easily by operator display adjustments. 

By contrast, a DAC used as a programmable stimulus generator in an automatic checkout 
system might require good absolute calibration and zero-stability, while not requiring fast 
dynamic response, transient-free switching, or exceptional differential linearity . Converter 
test-circuit configuration and degree of automation is influenced by: the purpose of the test; 
e.g., engineering performance evaluation, incoming inspection, functional checks only, etc; 
its versatility; measurement speed; data-reduction and display capability; and skill level re
quired for its operation. Simple test fixtures designed to test relatively few converter para
meters can be implemented easily and inexpensively. These generally must be operated by 
relatively skilled persons, and test data obtained usually must be reduced to extract mean
ingful performance information. 

Versatile automatic testers are of necessity complex and are generally costly. A general
purpose automatic tester generally performs tests faster, and can be operated by less-skilled 
personnel, however. High-resolution converters have a potentially large number of data 
points which must be examined to extract meaningful converter performance information. 
A 12-bit DAC or ADC, for example, has 212 , or 4096 possible input/output combinations. 
Fortunately, by knowing the type of converter errors, or deviations from ideal performance, 
that are commonly encountered, one can devise tests which permit useful performance data 
to be gained by investigating significantly fewer than the 2n possible input/output combi
nations associated with an n-bit converter. 

Converter performance parameters that are generally of importance are: calibration accu
racy (both absolute and relative to full-scale), linearity (both cumulative and differential), 
offset, noise, conversion time, and, in the case of DAC's output-switching-transient ampli
tude-time product. Also of concern are stability of these parameters with variations in time 
and temperature. The purpose of this chapter is to illustrate common converter errors and 
deviations from ideal performance, and to outline test schemes, for evaluating converter 
performance, that can be adapted to both manual and automatic testing. 
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LINEARITY 

D/A CONVERTERS 

The analog output of the n-bit DAC shown in Fig. 1 a is related to its input binary 
number in the following manner: 

where the digits Bl ... Bn of the binary N each have the value 0 or 1 and ENFS is the 
nominal full-scale output. Since 

n L 2-i = 1-2-n, 

i= 1 

(2) 

the relation between the output with all bits "1 ", and nominal full-scale output ENFS is 

(3) 

and, since 2-n = lLSB, EFS, the output with all bits "1" is the nominal full-scale output 
minus lLSB. That is 

EFS = ENFS (1 - LSB] (4) 

The analog values associated with each of the bits acting individually can be found by 
setting the desired bit Bi to logic "1" and all other bits to "0". Then 

(S) 

Relation (1) indicates a linear relationship between analog output and digital input. It fol
lows that the sum of the analog output values obtained for any combination of bits acting 
individually should equal the analog output obtained when all bits of this combination are 
applied simultaneously. This forms the basis for a simple and effective linearity test: Vari
ous combinations of bits are turned on and the associated analog output noted. Each bit of 
this combination is then applied independently and its output recorded. The algebraic sum 
of these outputs is then compared to that obtained for all bits of the chosen combination 
turned on together. The difference is the linearity, or summation, error. 

With most converters, the maximum linearity error occurs at full-scale. In this case, "all bits 
on" is the worst-case bit combination. 

Converter linearity errors are independent of scale-factor calibration or gain errors. Accu
rate linearity measurements can be made, even on an uncalibrated DAC. The nonlinearity 
of the measurement device must be significantly less than that being measured. A 12-bit 
DAC having a nonlinearity of the order of ±Y2 LSB (= 1 part in 8192) requires as-digit 
DVM for meaningful linearity measurements in the circuit of Figure 1 a. In addition, one 
should note that a zero error {non-zero output for zero input) must be corrected, so as not 
to introduce an error in the linearity measurement, since it is added once for each output 
reading taken. Consider the inequality, 

(6) 
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where eLIN is the full-scale linearity error and eZ is the zero error. The left side of inequal
ity (6) has the zero error added once (all bits on), while the right side has the zero error ad
ded n times (n individual readings). Converters using a half-scale offset to accomplish bipolar 
operation (e.g., offset-binary coding) must be tested for linearity (by this method) in the 
unipolar operating mode (half-scale offset disconnected) to prevent large errors similar in 
nature to those indicated by relation (6), but greater in magnitude. When making linearity 
(or gain) measurements, there is less possibility for computational error if the zero error is 
recorded and subtracted from each subsequent bit reading before any linearity or gain cal
culations are made. The simplest way to correct for zero (computationally, at least) is to 
electrically zero the converter before data are taken. 

AID CONVERTERS 

The process of ascertaining linearity of an ADC is similar to that described above for a DAC. 
Consider the ADC of Fig. I b, having its output binary number N related to its input analog 
signal EIN in the following manner: 

ENFS (B 1 r 1 + B2 r 2 + B3 r 3 + ... + Bnrn) = EIN ±Y2 LSB* 

(7) 

where the definitions associated with relation (1) apply. The analog input EIN required to 
turn each bit on can be found by setting each bit except the desired one to zero in the re
lation (7). That is, 

*Quantizing uncertainty 
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ADC linearity can be evaluated by applying each of the analog input values required to turn 
on only one bit of a particular bit combination to be examined for linearity. The sum of 
these analog inputs, when applied to the ADC input, should turn on all bits of the selected 
combination, and no others. 

The most convenient method of generating binary-scaled analog reference values, with 
which to test ADC's for gain calibration or linearity, is by means of a precision reference 
DAC and associated toggle-switch register, as shown in Fig. lb. To simplify linearity measure
ment, the ADC is first calibrated in the following manner: all bits of the reference DAC are 
turned off; this applies zero analog input to the ADC. The ADC zero control is adjusted for 
digital zero on the binary display. (The reference DAC and ADC are assumed to have identi
cal scale factor so that, ideally, the ADC, when properly adjusted, will have a full-scale out
put for full-scale input to the toggle-switch register.) For convenience, the ADC is calibrated 
at half-scale. Bit I (MSB) of the toggle switch register is turned on, and the ADC gain con
trol is adjusted for bit 1 on only, as viewed on the binary display. 

Individual bit gains can then be checked by turning each of the toggle switch bit inputs on 
and off in succession and looking for correspondence on the binary display. Since linearity 
error is generally greatest at full-scale, nonlinearity can be checked quite easily, assuming 
that the individual bit gains are correct, as determined by correspondence between ADC 
output and reference DAC input for each individual bit. Starting at the most-significant 
reference-DAC bit-input, each bit, in descending order, is turned on and left on. Any dif
ference between the displayed ADC output and toggle-switch-register input codes, as full
scale is approached, is then caused by an ADC nonlinearity (assuming the nonlinearity of 
the reference DAC to be negligible). 

The methods described above for ADC calibration and linearity testing tacitly assume that 
the ADC can be calibrated so that each analog calibration value is centered in the respective 
quantization band corresponding to the desired output code. Methods for accomplishing 
this are described in the section on ADC testing. 

GAIN CALIBRATION 

Converter accuracy can be specified in two ways: (a) absolute and (b) relative to full-scale. 
In testing for (a), one is concerned with ascertaining the calibration of any bit or combina
tion thereof with respect to some absolute external standard. In testing for (b), one is con
cerned only with ascertaining calibration accuracy relative to the converter's full-scale value. 
Since, in most instances, the converter's internal calibration reference consists of a temper
ature-compensated zener reference diode, which might age at the rate of O.OI%/IOOOh 
operation, one usually accepts the fact that high-accuracy converters require periodic re
calibration to maintain rated absolute calibration accuracy. 

Testing for converter accuracy relative to full-scale is generally of greater interest, since this 
tests the stability and ratio-accuracy of the converter's precision weighting network and ac
tive switching elements; weighting-network ratio adjustments are normally not provided on 
contemporary modular converters (whereas full-scale adjustment is, because of the reali-
ties mentioned above). The evaluation of converter gain accuracy can be expedited by nor
malizing gain to some convenient reference value. In the case of converters having zero and 
gain adjustments, this is simply accomplished by calibrating zero and full-scale before record
ing the various bit (or combination of bits) readings. The evaluation of gain accuracy relative 
to full-scale for units having no external calibration adjustments can be expedited by normal
izing gain prior to recording the data. 

Two methods for accomplishing gain normalization external to the DAC under test are 
shown in Figs. 2a and 2b. In both figures, it is assumed that the relative accuracy of the in
dividual bit gains and the linearity of the converter are to be tested. 

In Figure 2a, a DVM, operated in the ratio mode, is used to read the DAC output. The DAC 
zero output is first "adjusted (all bits off). Bit 1 is then turned on. The value of a stable de 
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precision reference standard applied to the DVM ratio reference input is adjusted to make 
the DVM read +S .OOOOV (nominal full-scale assumed to be + I OV). 

In Figure 2b, a precision potentiometer is used to measure the DAC output as a fraction of 
some reference voltage applied to the high side of the potentiometer. At any bit setting, the 
position of the potentiometer arm is varied until the pot output voltage equals that of the 
DAC, as indicated by a zero reading at the null detector. The measurement is ftrst normal
ized at any desired DAC setting - half-scale in the example of Figure 2b - by adjusting 
the reference voltage for null at the corresponding potentiometer setting. 
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Figure 2. DAC gain normalization methods. 

If the converter is nonlinear, the peak linearity error is dependent upon the point chosen 
for gain calibration or normalization, as illustrated in Figure 3. In Figure 3a, a peak error 
of I bit is assumed to exist at some point on the device transfer function when the unit is 
calibrated at full-scale. In Figure 3b, the device gain has been adjusted to minimize the peak 
error - in this case, to ±Y2 bit. In practice, it is generally found that peak linearity error 
(deviation from a "best straight line") will be minimized if the converter gain is calibrated 
at roughly 3/4 scale. If the device nonlinearity is less than ~ bit, the exact point chosen for 
gain calibration has little effect on device accuracy. 

If this nonlinearity is greater than ~ bit, the output point chosen for gain calibration can 
determine whether or not the converter meets its accuracy speciftcation (generally ±~ bit), 
since some differential nonlinearity (to be described shortly) must be presumed to exist in 
any converter. Because calibration at full-scale is straightforward and requires the most con
servative linearity and relative-accuracy specification, Analog Devices does this as a standard 
practice in specifying converters, rather than choosing a "best straight line" approach. 
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ZERO AND GAIN CALIBRATION 

Calibration of the transfer function of a linear device requires determination of two points 
within the linear operating region of the device. The choice of calibration points and exact 
procedure depends somewhat on the nature of the particular device under test; generally, 
device zero is adjusted and then gain is calibrated. 

UNIPOLAR DAC 

The typical calibration procedure for a unipolar DAC is illustrated in Figure 4a: all bits are 
turned off (binary zero), and the zero control is adjusted for zero analog output. All bits are 
then turned on, and the gain control is adjusted for correct full-scale output. (Gain could 
equally well be calibrated at either 1/2 or 3/4 scale, as discussed above. Device accuracy can 
then be checked by turning on and off each bit in succession and comparing each bit output 
with its corresponding theoretical reference value. Worst-case gain error can then be found 
by turning on all bits having low individual outputs in relation to their respective reference 
values and noting the DAC output. The process is repeated for all bits having high individual 
bit outputs with respect to their respective reference values. The DAC output for each of 
there two bit combinations, which corresponds to worst-case negative and positive gain 
error, respectively, is then compared to the theoretical value for each of these sums. The 
worst-case + or - bit-sum error should be less than the device error specification :- generally 
±~ bit at room temperature. 

It should be noted that testing for worst-case calibration error in the manner described 
above assumes negligible nonlinearity errors. The bit combination corresponding to worst
case positive or negative gain error will not necessarily correspond to that which causes 
greatest nonlinearity. Nonlinearity can be checked independently of calibration as de
scribed earlier. 

BIPOLAR DAC USING OFFSET BINARY OF 2'S COMPLEMENT(OFFSET-BINARY 
WITH COMPLEMENTED MSB) 

DAC's or ADC's having offset binary coding (as distinguished from sign-magnitude coding) 
are generally made bipolar by summing with the unipolar output of the DAC weighting net-
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work a fixed analog output equal in magnitude, but opposite in polarity, to the first bit 
(MSB) analog equivalent. This shifts the DAC unipolar transfer characteristic of Fig. 4a 
down by half-scale, as shown in Figure 4b. With most DAC's (or ADC's), the gain control 
affects only the unipolar scale factor, and not that of the bipolar offset. DAC's (or ADC's), 
of this type are generally calibrated in the following manner: All bits are turned off (binary 
zero) and the bipolar offset is adjusted for correct negative full-scale reading. Bit I is then 
turned on and the gain is adjusted for zero output. All bits can then be turned on, provid
ing a calibration check at + full scale. (Alternatively, the gain can be calibrated at + full 
scale, with zero analog output providing the calibration check point.) The general calibra
tion procedure, while described for DAC's, is quite similar for ADC's (ADC calibration is 
discussed under ADC testing). 
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Figure 4. Typical DAC calibration procedure. 

TEMPERATURE EFFECTS 

The manner in which the DAC unipolar and offset-binary bipolar DAC output can shift with 
temperature is illustrated in Figures Sa, Sb, and Sc. In the unipolar DAC transfer curve of 
Figure Sa, a zero shift moves the transfer curve up or down. Since a zero shift affects all out
put readings by the same amount, zero temperature coefficient is expressed either directly 
in /lVrC, or as a fraction (% or ppm) of full-scale per °C. A gain shift, on the other hand, 
causes the slope of the transfer curve to change. This affects all output readings by the same 
percentage. Gain temperature coefficient is therefore generally specified as % or ppm of 
readingrC. 

In the case of a bipolar DAC, if the temperature coefficient of the half-scale offset were ex
actly matched to that of the unipolar transfer curve, and there were no zero shift, the bipolar 
transfer curve would rotate about the zero output point with temperature, as shown in Fig
ure Sb. In actual practice, this does not occur. The difference between the bipolar offset and 
unipolar gain temperature coefficients, plus the zero temperature-coefficient of the unipolar 
transfer characteristic will cause the bipolar transfer curve to shift up or down with temper
ature. The unipolar gain-temperature coefficient causes the bipolar transfer curve to rotate 
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about the intersection of this curve with the output axis as shown in Figure 5c. Figure 5c 
illustrates that in the case of bipolar converters having offset binary coding, the shift in outA 
put zero with temperature is a function of both gain and offset shifts. 
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Figure 5. Effects of gain and offset shifts on DAC output. 

DIFFERENTIAL NONLINEARITY 

Differential nonlinearity is a measure of the variation in analog value change associated with 
a one-bit change in the associated digital number, for either a DAC or an ADC. Ideally, a 
one-bit digital value change should have associated with it a constant (i.e., I LSB) incre
mental change in analog signal anywhere on the input/output transfer characteristic. Dif
ferential nonlinearity can be quantified in the following manner: Assume an analog signal 
span Es' and an D.-bit bmary converter. A normalized I-bit increment AEN can be defined, 
such that 

AEN'= ES 2-11 

DIfferential linearity error, €DL, can then be defined by the relation: 

€DL = (AE -AEN)/AEN 

where AE is the actual change in analog value associated with any l-digit change in the 
binary number. 

The greatest differential nonlinearity occurs at major carry transitions of the digital number, 
where significant weighting network gain-factor switching occurs. To illustrate, consider a 
3-bit DAC, driven by a 3-bit binary counter to sequentially generate all possible 3-bit codes 
corresponding to the fractions 0 to 7/8 of full-scale, as shown in Figure 6a. Ideally, this 
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should produce a staircase output waveform having equal step heights. If the weight of the 
MSB (Bit 1) is ~-bit low, the output transition from code 011 (3/8) to 100 (4/8) will be 
~-bit too small. All succeeding code transitions will have correct amplitude, but the output 
values associated with each of the codes 5/8 ... 7/8 will be ~-bit low in terms of absolute 
calibration. In this case, a ~-bit differential linearity error occurs at the major-carry code 
transition, shown in Figure 6b. 

MONOTONICITY 

A monotonic output is one that either increases or remains constant, for increasing input, so 
that the output will always be a single-valued function of input. (Mathematically, this re
quires that the 1st derivative of a continuous output-input transfer function be ~ 0; for a 
variable having discrete steps, the first difference must be ~ 0.) Assume in the example of 
Figure 6a that the DAC has a bit 1 weight more than one bit low in relation to the weights 
of bit 2 and bit 3. In this case, the code transition from step 3 to step 4 will actually be 
negative, as shown in Figure 6c, a non-monotonic response. It should be noted that a con
verter specification of ±~-bit differential nonlinearity is more stringent than one of guaran
teed monotonicity, since non-monotonicity implies a differential nonlinearity greater than 
1 bit. 

Normal device nonlinearity, as shown in Figure 3, has negligible effect on differential non
linearity. To illustrate, consider a 10-bit converter having a ±~-bit nonlinearity. If this non
linearity is assumed uniformly distributed over the full range of 21 0 = 1024 bits, the dif
ferential nonlinearity contributed at any code transition by this ±~-bit linearity error is no 
greater than 1/2048 bit. 
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The effect of switch and weighting-network differential nonlinearity on the digital output 
of a successive-approximation ADC is illustrated in Figure 7. Figure 7 shows a 3-bit suc
cessive-approximation ADC configuration using the DAC of Figure 6a as its weighting net
work. The analog ramp input to this converter is assumed to be slowly-varying with respect 
to the conversion rate, so that each point on the analog waveform is successively digitized 
within the ±V2-bit quantization-error limits inherent in the AID conversion process. The con
verter's ideal output is a sequence of codes corresponding to the binary numbers 000 
through 111 (0-7), with each code corresponding to the ideal analog value. If bit 1 (MSB) 
of the weighting network has a weight V2 bit low with respect to those of bits 2 and 3, as in 
the example of Figure 6, the digital output will jump to the code 100 (4) V2-bit sooner than 
it should. The effect on the output is to cause a narrowing of the step width corresponding 
to the code 011 (3) immediately preceding the code 100 when bit 1 turns on and bits 2&3 
tum off, as shown in Figure 7b. Conversely, if the weighting network has its bit-1 gain V2-bit 
high with respect to bit-2 and bit-3 gains, the width corresponding to the code 011 (3) will 
be V2-bit too large. In both cases, the widths corresponding to output levels 4-7 will have a 
correct I-bit amplitude. 
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Figure 7. Effects of noise and weighting network differential 
nonlinearity on ADC output 

The waveform inset of Figure 7b illustrates that noise in the analog input to the converter 
circuit introduces an uncertainty in the analog code transition value. (The noise band as
sociated with each code transition value can be found using an ac dither signal, as will be 
described in the section on ADC testing.) 

If the bit-l gain of the weighting network is more than 1 bit low, as in the DAC output 
waveform of Figure 6b, the code 011 will not occur and the digital output will skip from 
010 (2) to 100 (4), i.e., a non-monotonic weighting network causes missing ADC output 
codes. A comparison of the waveforms of Figures 6b and 7b shows that a differential non-
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linearity causes a variation in the output step height for the case of a DAC transfer function, 
and causes a variation in output step width for the case of an ADC transfer function. 

DACTESTING 

A simple and effective DAC test configuration is shown in Figure 8. The digital inputs to 
both the device under the test (DUT) and a highly accurate reference DAC are driven in 
parallel from either a toggle-switch register or a dynamic programmer. Both the reference 
DAC and DUT have the same output range. The output of the reference DAC is compared 
to that of the DUT. The difference between the two outputs is amplified in an error ampli
fier, which has its gain calibrated to provide a defined error output with some convenient 
volts-per-bit scale factor. The toggle-switch register permits selection of logic 0, logic I, or 
"dynamic program" for each input bit. This permits entry of any desired code for static
accuracy tests, or dynamic programming for high-speed dynamic testing. Gain and zero ad
justment can be provided in the reference DAC to effect gain normalization and zero cali
bration in the event the DUT has no provision for internal gain or zero calibration. 
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Figure 8. Basic DAC tester. 

DYNAMIC PROGRAMMING 
There are two dynamic programming modes that are of particular value in permitting the 
linearity and accuracy characteristics of the DUT to be assessed quickly; they are the bit
scan and count modes. 

Bit-Scan Mode 

In the "bit-scan" mode, the individual bit inputs to both the DUT and the reference DAC 
are time-division multiplexed, so that each bit input is turned on and off in succession. Two 
additional multiplexed time slots are allocated to full .. scale (all bits on) and zero (all bits off) 
to facilitate device calibration. A bit-scan dynamic programming configuration is illustrated 
in Figure 9. The resulting bar graph of output error can be displayed on an oscilloscope or 
a high-speed strip-chart recorder (if a permanent record is desired). Figure lOa shows a typi
cal commutator time-slot allocation for testing a 12-bit DAC in the bit-scan mode. 
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Figure 9. DAC dynamic test - BIT -SCAN mode. 

Typical error displays resulting from this test are shown in Figures lOb, c, and d. Figure lOb 
illustrates an error display for a DAC having the correct binary scaling weights for all bits, 
but full-scale gain calibration I-bit high. Since a I LSB full-scale gain error (with correct 
relative scaling) causes the bit I error to be ~-bit high, bit 2 to be *-bit high, bit 3 I IS-bit 
high, etc., the error display is exponential in shape, in this case. Figure IOc illustrates the 
error display for the case of a +*-bit offset error, combined with a -I-bit full-scale gain 
error, assuming perfect relative weighting (Le., differential1inearity). This causes a rever-
sal in full-scale error polarity from that shown in Figure lOb. In addition, the +*-bit off-
set (zero) error shifts the complete display +* bit from the zero baseline. The DUT is cali
brated in the following manner, using the bit scan display: Zero is adjusted to bring the bar 
representing the zero error (time slot T13 in Figure lOa) to the display baseline. The gain is 
then adjusted to bring the bar corresponding to full-scale (time slot TO) to the baseline. 
Zero and full-scale of the DUT are now calibrated. (If the DUT does not have zero or full
scale adjustments, zero and full-scale of the reference DAC can be adjusted instead, to 
normalize the display.) 

A typical "bit-scan error" display after zero and full-scale of the DUT (or reference DAC) 
have been calibrated, is shown in Figure IOd. If the DUT is perfectly linear, the sum of all 
positive bit errors should equal the sum of all negative bit errors after zero and full-scale 
calibration; any residual error is caused by device nonlinearity. 
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Figure 10. 12-bit DAC dynamic test waveforms, bit-scan mode. 

COUNT MODE (FIGURE 11) 

In the dynamic-programming "count" mode, the digital inputs to both the reference DAC 
and DUT are driven from a counter so that all possible DAC input code combinations are 
sequentially generated. This produces a staircase output waveform from the DUT and the re
ference DAC. Zero and full-scale are most conveniently calibrated in the bit scan mode, as 
described above. After this calibration has been completed, the error display in the "count" 
mode is ideally a straight line. Using this testing technique, combined with a high-speed re
cording oscillograph, and a count rate of lms/step, all codes can be generated and a perma
nent error record obtained in approximately 4 seconds for a 12-bit DAC, and 64 seconds 
for a 16-bit DAC. 
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Figure 11. DAC dynamic test - COUNT mode. 

COUNT-MODE ERROR RECORD EXAMPLE 

The usefulness of the error record obtained in the count mode as a means of quickly assessing 
DAC performance at various temperatures is shown by the error records in Figures 12a and 
12b, obtained from an ADI Model DAC-IOZ-2 lO-bit ±SV bipolar D/A converter, tested at 
25°C and 70°C, respectively. In these figures, the output eo of the DUT is recorded direct
lyon another oscillograph channel, to provide a scale reference. A line is drawn through the 
error-sweep waveform between zero and full-scale. 
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Figure 12. DAC tester output waveform-COUNT mode 
typical chart recording. 

The slope of this line represents the gain error of the DUT. Deviations from this straight line 
are caused by linearity and differential-linearity errors. Differential nonlinearity is measured 
by the peak-to-peak amplitude of the abrupt transition in the error curve occurring at the 
major-carry transitions of the digital-input code to the DUT. This is a measure of the dif
ference in analog increment corresponding to a change of 1 LSB in the input digital code. 

As can be seen from the error record of Figure 12a, the DUT has gain, offset, differential 
linearity, and linearity errors less than 0.1 bit at +2S oC. The error waveform of Figure 12b 
shows that, at +70°C ambient temperature, full-scale and bipolar zero outputs have shift-
ed -0.4 bit and -0.3 bit from their respective values at 25°C. At 70°C, the differential non
linearity is 0.3 bits; the nonlinearity (deviation from the straight line joining the digital zero 
and full-scale analog values) is approximately half the differential nonlinearity, or 0.15 bit. 
Since 1 LSB, for a 10-bit DAC, is 1/1024 of FS (or 977ppm), the average gain and zero TC's 
in the range 25°C to 70°C are 0.4 X 977ppm/4SoC = 8.7ppmrC and 0.3 X 977ppm/4SoC 
= 6.5ppmrC. The unipolar zero (all bits off) has shifted - 0.1 bit, while the bipolar zero 
(digital half scale) has shifted - 0.3 bit at 70°C, corresponding to average unipolar and bi
polar zero TC's of 2.2 and 6.5ppmrC, respectively, in the temperature range 25°C to 70°C. 

The error records of Figure 12 illustrate the important point that device differential non
linearity is almost independent of the gain calibration points. That is, choosing a "best 
straight line" through the DAC output/input transfer curve to minimize gain or linearity 
error will have negligible effect on the differential linearity of the device, since the differ
ential nonlinearity is the peak-fa-peak error occuring at the I-bit code changes associated 
with major carries in the input digital number. 

DIFFERENTIAL LINEARITY TESTER 

A simple scheme for testing DAC differential linearity is shown in Fig. 13a, for the case of a 
4-bit DAC (for simplicity). A three-selection ganged switch is wired to the DAC bit inputs so 
that the bit codes at either side of each carry-transition are examined by means of two out-
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of-phase square-waves applied to the two switch input lines. The carry transitions examined 
in each switch position are tabulated in Table I below. 

Switch position 

Code transition 

1 

1000 
0111 

2 

0100 
0011 

3 

0010 
0001 

4 

0001 
0000 

Table 1. 4-bit DAC code transitions for differential linearity test 

Ideally, the ac component of DAC output for each switch position is a square-wave having 
1 LSB amplitude. Waveforms for several differential linearity possibilities are shown in Fig
ure 13b. It should be noted that this test configuration tests differential linearity at major 
carry transitions only up to half-scale. This is generally sufficient to accurately characterize 
the differential linearity behavior of the device, since, unless the device is markedly non
linear, the differential nonlinearity pattern associated with bit-2-bit-4 code transitions will 
repeat itself in the range from half-scale to full-scale output. 
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Figure 13. Simple DAC differential linearity tester. 

Offset Method of Differential Nonlinearity Measurement 

An alternate technique to that shown in Figure 13 for measurement of differential non
linearity is shown in Fig. 14. The reference number, NR, corresponding to the code of in
terest is applied to the DUT through the toggle-switch register. A digital subtractor subtracts 
1 digit from this reference number so that NR - 1 is applied to the input of a highly-accurate 
reference DAC. The difference between the output of the DUT and the reference DAC is 
amplified and displayed on an error indicator. Ideally, this indicator should display a con
stant I-bit difference for any number, NR, applied to the input of the DUT. Differential 
nonlinearity at each bit code transition is tested merely by turning each individual bit 
switch in the toggle-switch register on and off in succession. For example, at the major 
carry, NR = 1 000 O .. 0, and NR - 1 = 0 1 I 1 1 1 1. . 1. Differential nonlinearity is 
measured as the deviation from the ideal I-bit step. 
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Frequently, the evaluation of DAC dynamic response characteristics relating to differen
tiallinearity, settling time, and switching transient (glitch) amplitude can be expedited if the 
DAC output can be periodically cycled through a few counts either side of each specific in
put code transition of interest so that the DAC output can be observed with an oscilloscope 
as that particular code transition is repetitively traversed from each direction. Two methods 
for accomplishing this are now described. 

Open-Loop Digital Dither Generation 

An open-loop scheme for generating a digital dither signal is shown in Figure 15. An up/down 
counter is preset to the reference number NR corresponding to the code of interest. A divide
by-four binary counter and count-direction control flip-flop are driven from the clock so 
that groups of 4 clock pulses are counted in the up and down directions alternately, so that 
there is no net change in the counter state at the completion of an 8-count up-down cycle. 
The up/down counter is preset to NR in the middle of each burst of up and down pulses. 
This redundant input forces the up/down counter into the correct reference state twice per 
cycle, thus preventing this counter from becoming inadvertently offset from the desired 
reference state NR by spurious noise pulses. 
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Figure 15. Digital dither generation for DAC differential
linearity dynamic testing. 
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Alternatively, by incorporating independent digital high and low limit comparators, the 
count direction of the up/down counter can be reversed each time the high or the low limit 
is reached, rather than after a defined number of pulses has been counted in each direction, 
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as in the scheme of Figure 15. This variation of the scheme permits independent control of 
digital dither amplitude as well as the reference code through the application of programmed 
high and low limits. 

Qosed-loop Dither· Generation 

A closed-loop digital dither generation scheme is shown in Figure 16. In this scheme, the 
reference number, NR, corresponding to the code of interest is applied to the digital input of 
a reference DAC. A digital accumulator configured as a I-bit adder/subtractor generates the 
digital dither, causing the code applied to the OUT to oscillate about the reference number 
NR' This is accomplished in the following manner: At each "add" time the digital number 
stored in the accumulator is incremented 1 bit, either up or down, depending on the state of 
the add/subtract enable line. The output of the OUT is compared to that of the reference 
DAC, which has NR as its input. The difference in these two outputs is amplified and applied 
to the input of a Schmitt trigger. The output of this Schmitt trigger drives the add/subtract 
enable line of the digital accumulator. A cycle of operation is as follows: The analog error 
increases at each "add" time until the output of the error amplifier exceeds the Schmitt 
trigger hysteresis-threshold reference level. This causes the Schmitt trigger to change state, 
causing the accumulator to increment in the opposite direction until the analog error ex
ceeds the new threshold level of the Schmitt trigger, at which point the add/subtract enable 
line again changes state, causing the accumulator to increment in the original direction. Dith
er amplitude can be controlled by varying the gain of the error amplifier to control the num
ber of increments required to overcome the Schmitt trigger hysteresis level. Sufficient filter
ing must be provided to avoid triggering the Schmitt trigger by transient spikes (glitches), 
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Figure 16. Closed-loop digital dither generation. 

DAC SETTLING-TIME MEASUREMENT 

DAC settling time is a parameter of importance in high-speed applications. Settling time is 
defmed as the time required for the output to approach a final value within the limits of a 
defmed error band, for a step change in input. This fixed error band is generally expressed as 
a fraction of full scale, typically ±V2-bit. If the device step response is oscillatory, so that the 
output swings through the defined error band before entering it for the final time, the above 
definition tacitly implies that settling time is measured as the time required for the output 
to enter the defined error band for the final time. The above settling time defmition implies 
that the greater the output step change, the longer the settling time (a I-bit output step 
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change, for example, will be within ±~ bit of final value when this change has reached only 
50% of its final value). 

In addition to the usual constraints imposed on settling time by normal closed-loop linear 
bandwidth considerations, large output changes are generally slew-rate limited. There are 
two settling times of interest, depending on the application. These are full-scale and bit
to-bit tracking, depending on whether successive digital inputs are sequential or completely 
random in nature. 

The accurate measurement of settling time for a high-resolution, high-speed DAC is fraught 
with practical difficulties. Measurement instrument bandwidth and thermal unbalance ef
fects, coupled with the unavoidable presence of noise, can introduce significant measure
ment uncertainties when high-speed settling times to within error bands of the order of the 
order of 0.01 % of final value are being measured. 

Zero and Full-Scale 

The general test configuration for measuring full-scale settling time is shown in Figure 17a. 
All digital input lines except that driving the LSB are connected together and driven with a 
square-wave having fast rise and fall times with respect to the response times being measured. 
The LSB DAC input line is connected to a three-position switch so that logic "0", logic "1 ", 
or "dynamic" input (consisting of the square-wave drive applied to the other bits) can be 
selected. When this switch is in the "dynamic" position, the DAC output is driven alternate
ly between zero and full-scale. The DAC output is compared to a threshold reference level 
at the input to a high-speed comparator so that the comparator output will change state 
when the DAC output Eo exceeds the threshold reference level ER' The comparator output 
is displayed on an oscilloscope having its sweep start synchronized to the square-wave ap
plied to the DAC's digital input. Choice oflogic "0", logic "1 ", or "dynamic" for the LSB 
DAC digital input facilitates setting the comparator threshold reference level to within 
V2-LSB of the DAC full-scale output. 
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Figure 17. DAC zero and full-scale settling-time measurement. 
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Full-scale settling time measurement is made in the following manner: The comparator 
threshold reference level is adjusted to bias the comparator output corresponding to DAC 
full-scale digital input into its linear operating region with the LSB set to "dynamic." This 
line is then switched to logic "0", reducing the full-scale DAC output level by 1 bit. This, in 
tum, causes the comparator output corresponding to full-scale DAC output to shift by the 
equivalent of 1 LSB. In the case of high-resolution DAC's having small LSB analog equiva
lent values, the comparator output will still remain in its linear region. This procedure es
tablishes a calibrated l-LSB band on the oscilloscope tube face, independent of comparator 
gain. Settling time is then measured from the time the digital input code changes until the 
time the comparator output enters a I-bit band centered about full-scale for the final time. 
Typical waveforms associated with settling-time measurements made in this manner are 
shown in Figure 17b. 

In the case of current-output DAC's, settling time can be measured by terminating the out
put in the inverting node of a high-speed operational amplifier, such as the ADI Model 46, 
connected in the inverting configuration, and making the measurement in the manner de
scribed above. Alternatively, the current output can be terminated in a resistor to convert 
to voltage directly. Since most current-output DAC's are output-voltage limited to approxi
mately ±2V, the 1 LSB analog voltage equivalent is less than 1mV for DAC's having resolu
tion beyond 11 bits, using this technique. This reduced voltage range heightens the problem 
of making accurate settling-time measurements, since any noise voltage present becomes a 
more significant fraction of full-scale. 

In general, to make accurate settling-time measurements for a current-out DAC terminated 
directly in a resistor, it is necessary to keep all lead lengths to an absolute minimum to re
duce spurious noise pickup and ringing due to excessive lead inductance. The general tend
ency of high-gain comparators to oscillate can sometimes be reduced by connecting the out
put of the DUT to the negative, rather than the positive, comparator input, to reduce 
inter-wiring capacitive coupling from the comparator output to its positive input, as shown 
in the configuration of Figure 17. 

Comparator Thermal Effects 

High-speed comparators of the type used in the test setup of Figure l7a generally have input 
stages biased at a relatively large current level to maximize comparator gain-bandwidth. As a 
result, these comparators generally exhibit a thermal time constant of the order of several 
milliseconds, due to differential self-heating of the input transistor pair as the comparator 
output changes state. This can add a "tail" of several parts in to,OOO to the final settling 
time of the comparator output, attributable to the comparator, rather than the DUT. The 
most effective way of establishing with certainty that observed thermal settling times are 
due to the measurement system, rather than the DUT, is to make the settling time measure
ment using the technique described above twice: first with a high-speed comparator, using a 
square-wave frequency consistent with the anticipated settling time, then with an ultra-low
drift comparator which has been designed to minimize thermal effects (at the expense of 
gain-bandwidth), and a square-wave frequency below 100Hz. 

Alternate Method for Zero and Full-Scale Measurement 

A simpler scheme for settling-time measurement than that shown in Fig. 17a which does not 
require a differential comparator is shown in Figure 18. A square-wave, synchronized to the 
dynamic digital input square-wave drive, but out of phase with the output of the DUT, is 
summed with this output. The amplitude of this reference square-wave, ER, is adjusted to 
exactly equal that of the DAC output Eo when switching transients have subsided. This pro
duces a zero-volt steady-state error signal or ''virtual ground," by analogy to the error volt
age existing at the inverting node of an operational amplifier configured in the inverting 
mode. 

Oamp diodes at the "virtual ground" point limit the voltage excursion during the switching 
transient period, and the subsequent oscilloscope overdrive; this reduces the oscilloscope 
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overload recovery time. A calibrated I-bit threshold level at either zero or full-scale DAC 
output can be established by switching the LSB digital input from "dynamic" to logic "1 ", 
or logic "0", respectively, as in the scheme of Figure 17a. A I-bit band centered about the 
steady-state display level corresponding to full-scale, or zero, DAC output, can then be read
ily established on the oscilloscope tube face, and settling time to ±Y2 bit of final value is 
measured as the time for the error voltage existing at the ''virtual'' ground point to enter 
this band for the fmal time. 

If only settling time from full-scale to zero volts is to be measured, the offset square-wave 
reference, ER, and its summing resistor R can be eliminated, simplifying the measurement 
process, using the scheme of Figure 18. 
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Figure 18. DAC zero and full-scale settling time measurement
virtual-ground method. 

Major Carry 

When a DAC is operated in a tracking mode, as shown in Figure 6a, for example, the bit-to
bit, rather than full-scale settling time is of importance. The one-bit digital code transition 
causing the greatest switching transient, and consequently, the longest settling time at the 
DAC output, generally occurs at the major (YJ-scale) carry transition of the digital code. At 
this particular code transition, the digital number changes from 0111. . 1 to 1000 .. 0 (or 
vice-versa when counting in the opposite direction), causing all bits to change state, and gen
erally introducing the worst-case l-LSB switching transient into the DAC output. 

Figure 19 illustrates a test configuration for measuring settling time at the major-carry code 
transition. All bits, except the MSB, are driven in parallel by a square-wave alternating be
tween logic "0" and logic "I" levels. This square-wave is inverted and applied to bit 1, caus
ing this bit to be driven out-of-phase with all the other bits. The steady-state output for this 
input drive is a square-wave having a l-LSB peak-to-peak amplitude at half-scale DAC out
put, corresponding to the major-carry input code transition being traversed from either di
rection. The DAC output is ac-coupled into an oscilloscope having its sweep start synchro
nized to the input square-wave. Settling time to ±YJ bit of final value, in this case, is merely 
the time required for the I-bit output step-change to reach 50% of its final value. (If the 
amplitude of the square-wave output is used to establish a I-bit calibration reference band 
to expedite the measurement of tracking settling time, the differential nonlinearity occur
ring at the major carry should first be checked, since this generally represents the code tran
sition causing greatest differential nonlinearity, as well as the greatest switching transient at 
the DAC output (as discussed under Differential Linearity J. 
Accurate measurement of DAC major carry transient "glitch" duration or amplitude using 
the scheme of Figure 19 is significantly easier than that of full-scale settling-time measure
ment, since the DAC analog output steady-state signal excursion in this instance is only 1 
bit. As a result, amplifier or comparator overload recovery and thermal response time prob
lems associated with large signal swings at the input to the measurement system are virtually 
eliminated. 
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Figure 19. DAC major-carry settling-time measurement. 

ADCTESTING 
Because of the fundamental ~-bit quantization uncertainty associated with analog-to-digital 
conversion, ADC testing is more difficult than DAC testing, owing to the need for determin
ing both the output code and the transition point, referred to the input, rather than simply 
measuring an output response to a predetermined code. The effects of noise (occurring in 
either the signal or the converter, or picked up in the wiring) are to introduce an uncertainty 
in the precise determination of the analog input values at which the output code transitions 
take place, and to, in effect, increase the quantization band. The nature of these quantiza
tion and noise uncertainty errors is shown in Figure 20. (It should be noted, in passing, that 
the fundamental ±~-bit worst-case quantization uncertainty sets the requirement that the 
device accuracy can be no better than its resolution in the case of ADC's. This is in contrast 
to DAC's, which can have accuracy specifications exceeding their resolution capability. This 
distinction (or duality) comes about because of the inverse nature of the devices: the DAC 
output can, with arbitrary precision, locate a level which is a measure of one precise number 
representing either itself or the quantum determined by the digital number, while the ADC's 
output level is determined by any input value within the quantized range of input.) 
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A simplified diagram of an ADC test setup was seen in Figure I a. The ADC calibration is 
established by observing correspondence between the state of the input digital toggle-switch 
register driving the reference DAC and the output digital display representing the state of 
the ADC. This simplified setup suffers from the disadvantage that the precise location of 
each analog calibration level within the I-bit quantization band encompassing each of these 
respective values cannot be determined. As a result, calibration accuracy, linearity, and dif
ferentiallinearity cannot be determined to a precision greater than I LSB using this basic 
scheme. 

One is generally concerned with establishing the calibration of the ADC so that the nominal 
analog calibration voltage is centered in the quantization band determined by the adjacent 
transition values. In addition, one normally is interested in checking linearity and differen
tiallinearity to a degree better than the ±~-bit quantization uncertainty imposed on 
accuracy. 

DYNAMIC CROSSPLOT 

By summing a small ac signal with the analog reference voltage applied to the input of the 
ADC under test~ the ADC output can be dithered about each of its digital output codes of 
interest with a large number of analog inputs in a short time. This permits the analog values 
corresponding to the transitions and the center of each code quantization level to be readily 
determined, using a dynamic crossplot test. This in turn permits determination of device 
nonlinearity and differential nonlinearity to a precision greater than ±~-LSB. 

The dynamic crossplot test configuration is shown in Figure 21. The digital code of interest, 
NREP, is entered into the reference DAC via the toggle-switch register, thereby applying 
EREP, the analog equivalent ofNREP, to the analog input of the DUT. Low-frequency ac 
dither Eac and adjustable dc offset Eos voltages are summed with the reference DAC's out
put. The dither signal has a frequency that is low with respect to the conversion rate, so that 
the digitized output of the DUT will exactly track its analog input, within the ±Y2-LSB quan
tization limits. A digital register stores the results of each conversion. A 2-bit DAC is formed 
using resistors having weights of 2R and R to sum the LSB and the adjacent bit, respectively, 
of the stored ADC output. The decoded 4-step analog output, corresponding to the two 
stored-ADC least-significant-bit states, is applied to the Y axis of the oscilloscope. The ac 
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Figure 21. ADC dynamic cross-plot test. 
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dither signal is applied to the X axis of the oscilloscope, which is operated in the X-V cross
plot mode. A number of dynamic-crossplot waveforms, obtained using the test configura
tion of Figure 21, are shown in Figures 22b-22e. 

The DUT is calibrated using the dynamic-crossplot display in the following way: The CRT 
beam is positioned in the center of the tube face, with the X-axis drive signal initially re
moved, to establish the Y-axis position. All bits, except the LSB of the reference DAC, are 
turned off; the LSB is turned on. The DUT's zero is adjusted to center the first step of the 
decoded output staircase waveform, corresponding to the digital code 000 ... 01 on the 
Y-axis of the display, as shown in Figure 22b. Next, all bits, except the LSB of the refer
ence DAC, are turned on, corresponding to the digital code 111 ... 10, and the gain of the 
ADC is adjusted to center the next-highest step of the decoded staircase waveform on the 
Y axis, as shown in Figure 22c. These steps calibrate zero and full-scale. 

Using the dynamic crossplot display, differential nonlinearity and noise at each bit code 
transition can be investigated. Figure 22d illustrates the waveform that appears at the major 
(half-seal e)-carry code transition (0 I 1 1 ... I to 1 000 ... 0) of the digital output code 
of the DUT when its bit-1 gain is j2 LSB too large with respect to the gains of the other bits. 
This causes the staircase step width corresponding to the code 0 1 1 1 ... 1 to be j2-LSB 
too wide. 

Figure 22e shows the waveform at the 3j4-scale-carry code transition, 1 0 1 1 ... 1 to 
1 1 0 0 ... 0, when the bit-2 gain of the DUT is j2-LSB too small with respect to the other 
bit gains. This causes the staircase step width corresponding to the code 1 0 1 1 1 ... 1 to be 
Y2-bit too narrow. ADC differential nonlinearity is measured as the deviation in staircase step 
width from the average step width. The waveforms in both Figures 22d and 22e, show 
~-LSB differential nonlinearity. 
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Figure 22. ADC dynamic cross-plot waveforms. 
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Differential nonlinearity, non-monotonicity (missing codes), and noise can be investigated 
at each bit code-carry transition by turning on and off each bit of the reference DAC in suc
cession and observing the dynamic crossplot waveform in each case. Summation errors are 
investigated by turning on all bits, one at a time, in descending order of significance, and 
leaving them on. The dynamic crossplot waveform is observed as each new bit is turned on. 
This tests the performance of the DUT in the range from half scale to full scale. 

The effects of noise and nonlinearity can also be assessed using the dynamic crossplot test. 
Noise is seen as a jitter in the location of each staircase-waveform step transition. Device 
nonlinearity will gradually displace the staircase waveform either to the left or right, as 
successive bits are turned on and full-scale is approached. 

Several points should be noted with respect to the dynamic crossplot test configuration of 
Figure 21: 

1) Since, for simplicity, only the two least-significant bits of the DUT's digital output are 
decoded, the dynamic crossplot waveform repeats every four steps. Initial DUT calibration 
must therefore be made statically to an error less than 2 bits before the dynamic crossplot 
is used, so that one can be assured that the desired code transition is being examined, and 
not one that is 4 LSB's away, which does not have associated with it the desired carry 
transitions. 

2) A triangular dither waveform is shown in Figure 21. This waveform could just as well be 
a sine-wave, since a linear time relationship is not required in the X-Y display mode for a 
linear X vs Y presentation. 

3) The external storage register shown in Figure 21 can be eliminated (at the expense of 
minor crossplot display degradation) if the conversion rate is reduced so that the time be
tween conversions is large, compared to the conversion period, since conversion switching 
transients will be observed in the crossplot display in this case. Typical dither and conver
sion clock frequency ranges that have been found useful for dynamic crossplot analysis of 
high-speed successive-approximation ADC performance using the configuration of Figure 21 
are 4-4OHz, and 10kHz to 100kHz, respectively. 

ANOMALOUS ERRORS 

The dynamic crossplot test just described is very useful in quickly detecting certain ADC 
performance anomalies, such as might be caused by oscillating comparators and hysteresis, 
for example. An oscillating comparator causes an excessive randomness in the code tran
sition points on the displayed crossplot - more than could be attributable to random noise. 

Some converters exhibit a hysteresis effect, which causes the location of the code transition 
points to be dependent on the direction from which the point is approached. This causes 
two horizontally-separated dynamic-crossplot waveforms to appear, much like a series of 
hysteresis loops. In addition, some converter families have been found to exhibit excessive 
noise at certain code transitions. The dynamic crossplot test is especially effective in facili
tating discovery of such anomalies, because they are displayed quite prominently. 

Single-Shot Conversion Errors 

Some converters, which appear correctly calibrated when triggered at a high repetition rate, 
exhibit conversion errors when triggered intermittently at a low rate. Errors of this type can 
generally be traced to a thermally-induced offset voltage at the comparator input when this 
device has remained in one state for more than a few hundredths of a second. These effects 
are more common in older designs, which incorporate discrete-transistor comparators. Use 
of monolithic comparators in most contemporary converter designs has largely eliminated 
this problem. One-shot conversion errors are not readily detected using the dynamic-cross
plot test configuration of Figure 21, since repeated conversions at a high rate are necessary 
to obtain a useful display, owing to the restriction on low dither rates imposed by the os
cilloscope's short disl'lay persistence. Single-shot errors can be detected by removing the 
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dither and observing the binary display as the conversion rate is reduced, while holding the 
analog input constant. Errors of this type will generally show up (if present) when the con
version rate is lowered to 1 Hz or less. 

SEMI-A UTOMATIC TESTING 

A more elaborate ADC test configuration than that of Figure 21, which lends itself to semi
automatic ADC testing, is shown in Figure 23. A 3-position toggle switch permits selection 
of logic "0", logic "1", or "dynamic" for each reference-DAC bit input. The output ER of 
the reference DAC is applied to the input of the DUT. The digital output word NO of the 
DUT is transferred to a storage register at the completion of each conversion. The digital 
word NR at the input of the reference DAC is subtracted from NO, and the digital error 
NO - NR is applied to a low-resolution DAC, permitting analog presentation of the error. 
Alternatively, this error, NO - NR, can be applied to a limit comparator having preset high 
and low error limits, permitting go-no testing. 

Dynamic testing using the configuration of Figure 22 can be done in two principal modes: 
bit-scan, and count, by analogy to the DAC test configuration, shown in Figures 9 and 11. 
The resolution of the reference DAC used in the configuration of Figure 23 should be at 
least two bits better than that of the ADC being tested, so that quantization of the analog 
input to the DUT will not limit the error readout resolution to less than that imposed by 
the ±Y2-bit quantization band attributable to the DUT. 
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Specifying Converters 

The applications for digital data-handling equipment and the products of the conversion
and-data-acquisition industry have spawned a multiplicity and diversity of companies, pro
duct lines, and products. We find it sobering (though not a little gratifying) to discover that, 
as a major manufacturer, with a reasonably complete line of monolithic, hybrid, and mod
ular products, we can deliver some 125 distillct converter types, of which a large number are 
in the "recommended-for-new-designs" category, and that the line is growing substantially 
each year. 

Thus the very large number of converter products available in the marketplace, even from a 
single manufacturer, can overwhelm even the most informed engineer, when faced with the 
problem of selecting a device, or a group of devices, for a given application. 

Interpretation of the specifications adds another dimension to the task, which is further com
plicated by the virtual absence, to date, of standardized definitions of specifications among 
manufacturers. 

To remedy this situation, and attempt to make the system designer's job of finding the 
"righ t" converter a little easier, * this chapter lists some of the elements of the decision and 
steps a user can take to help "home in" on a near-optimum selection. In this chapter are 
also summarized interpretations of the specifications consistent not only with the previous 
three chapters and with engineering practice at Analog Devices, but also - it is to be 
hoped - with interpretations that may become accepted as standard within the industry. 

A selection guide is provided for the convenience of the engineer who may seek orientation 
to the various categories of devices available off-the-shelf from Analog Devices. It is based 
on the 1977 Analog Devices catalog, which leads to the natural suggestion that the latest 
catalog available be consulted for specific choices. The reader is invited to request a copy 
from Analog Devices, either directly or via our nearest sales office. 

Finally, a brief example of a data-acquisition design process, based on the suggestions in this 
chapter, is given. 

TWO BASIC FACTORS 

The two key factors in choosing the right device are: 

Completely define the deSign objectives. Consider all known objectives and try to anticipate 
the unknowns that will pop up later. Include such factors as signal and noise levels, required 
accuracy, throughput rate, characteristics of the signal and control interfaces, environmental 
conditions and space factors, anticipated budgetary limitations that may force performance 
compromises or a different system approach. 

Understand what the specs mean. It is essential to have a firm understanding of what the 
manufacturer means by his set of specifications. It should not be assumed (in 1977) that any 
two manufacturers mean the same thing when they publish identical numbers defining a 

"'It's possible tha t some of the points raised here, if previously unanticipated by the reader, may actually make the initial 
selection more involved, wi th the benefit that problems will be fewer at a later (and more expensive) stage. 
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given parameter. In most cases, the manufacturer has honestly attempted to provide accu
rate information about his product. This information must be interpreted, however, in terms 
meaningful to the user's requirements, which requires a knowledge of how the terms are de
rmed. Two examples that give an insight into how differences arise are included and discuss
ed at length in the Specifications section: linearity and temperature coefficient. 

DEFINING THE OBJECTIVES "7" APPLICATION CHECKLISTS 

General Considerations 
A. Accurate description of input and output 

1. Analog signal range; source or load impedance 
2. Digital code needed: Binary, 2's complement, BCD, etc. 
3. Logic-level compatibility: TTL, CMOS, etc., logic polarity 

(Unless otherwise noted, logic levels mentioned in Analog Devices 
publications are standard TTL, positive true) 

B. Data throughput rate 

C. Control and data-interface details or constraints. 

D. What does the system error budget allow for each block? 

E. What are the environmental conditions: temperature range, supply voltage, 
re-calibration interval, etc., over which the converter should operate to the 
desired accuracy? '" 

F. Are there any special environmental conditions that must be coped with? 
High-power RF, high humidity, shock and vibration, and cramped space are a few. 

G. What are the bounds of integration for the purchased portion of the system? Turn-
key system, real-time interface, data-acquisition subsystem, subassemblies, components? 
What are the hardware/software, analog/digital tradeoffs? 

In addition to the above general considerations, there are specific items to consider when 
choosing each block in a system. 

Considerations for D/A Converters 

A. What resolution is needed? How many bits (e.g., 8, 10, 12, etc.) of the incoming data 
word must be converted? To what degree of accuracy, linearity, etc.? 

B. What logic levels and codes can be provided to the DAC? (The most popular logic sys
tem is TTL, and the most-frequently used codes are binary, 2's complement, offset binary 
(2's complement with a complemented MSB), as outputs of systems, and BCD, usually de
rived from digital voltmeters or thumb wheel switches.) Is digital input serial or parallel? 

C. What kind of output signal is needed: a current or a voltage? What is the desired full
scale range? (Most DAC's are available with either current output - at very high speed - or 
voltage output, with the added delay of an internal operational amplifier. Voltage-output 
DAC's are the more convenient to use and, with the exception of those designed specifi
cally for high speed, will serve in all but those applications calling for ps and sub-ps settling 
times. Current-output DAC's are used in applications where high speed is more essential 
than stiff voltage output, such as circuits with comparators (e.g., A/D converters), or where 
fast amplification is to be provided externally (e.g., via CRT deflection amplifiers». 

D. What kind of reference is needed, fixed (internal or external) or variable (mUltiplying 
DAC)? How many quadrants are needed, and how arranged, for multiplying DAC's (l-quad
rant, 4-quadrant, 2-quadrant digital, 2-quadrant analog)? 

E. What is the nature of the digital interface? What are the speed requirements? What is 
likely to be the shortest time between data changes? After a change in the digital input data, 
how long can the system wait for the output signal of the DAC to settle to the desired ac
curacy for a full-scale change? For a I-bit change at the major carry? Are switching tran
sients of any consequence? Can they be filtered? Must they be suppressed (Le., deglitched) 
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within the DAC? What is the analog signal feed through requirement for multiplying DAC's 
at low frequencies? At high frequency? 

F. Over how wide a temperature range (at the device, including its internal temperature 
rise) must the converter operate? Over how much of this range must the converter perform 
essentially within its specifications without readjustment? What deterioration of specifica
tions is permitted (gain vs. linearity, etc.)? 

G. How stable are the terminal voltages of the power supplies that will power the DAC? 
Is the power-supply sensitivity specification adequate to hold errors from this source within 
reasonable limits? Are there constraints on converter dissipation? 

Though no list can be complete, the above items will be the minimum consideration in any 
more-complete tabulation. 

Considerations for AID Converters 

The process of selecting an AID converter is similar to that involved in the selection of DI A 
converters. Some of the following considerations are analogous to those for DIA's, and 
others are unique to A/D's. 

A. What is the analog input range, and to what resolution must the signal be measured? 

B. What is the requirement for linearity error, relative accuracy, stability of calibration, 
etc.? 

C. To what extent must the various sources of error be minimized as ambient tempera
ture changes? Are missed codes tolerable under any conditions? 

D. How much time is allowed for each complete conversion? 

E. Is the reference to be fixed, adjustable, or variable (ratiometric measurement)? 

F. How stable is the system power supply? How much error due to power-supply 
variation is tolerable in the conversion system? Are there constraints on converter dissipation? 

G. What is the character of the input signal? Is it noisy, sampled, filtered, rapidly-varying, 
slOWly-varying? What kind of pre-processing is to be (or can be) done that will affect the 
choice (and cost) of the converter? What conversion circuit philosophies are acceptable 
for - or indicated by - the application? (e.g., successive-approximation, dual-slope inte
gration, counter-&-comparator, etc. As a rule, integrating types are best for converting noisy 
input signals at relatively slow rates, while successive-approximation is best suited to con
verting sampled or filtered inputs at rates up to 1 MHz. Counter-comparator types provide 
lowest cost but may be both slow and noise-susceptible; they are useful for peak followers 
and sample-holds that employ digital storage.) 

H. What is the format of the digital interface? Parallel, byte-serial, serial? What kind of 
logic? Three-state, CMOS, TTL? 

Considerations for Analog Multiplexers and Sample-Holds 
When a sampled-data system is to be assembled, in which one AID converter is time-shared 
among many input channels by the use of a multiplexer and sample-hold, their contribution 
to system performance errors must be taken into account. These accessory devices are dis
cussed elsewhere, but they are also discussed briefly in this chapter because of their rele
vance to the converter selection process. 

Multiplexers 

A. How many input channels are needed? Single-ended or differential? High-level or low
level? What dynamic range? 

B. What kind of hierarchy is used, if a great many channels are involved? What is the 
addressing scheme? 

C. How much time is needed for settling to desired accuracy when switching from one 
channel to another? Maximum switching rate? 
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D. How much ac crosstalk error between channels is allowable? At what frequencies? 

E. What error is produced by the leakage current flowing through the source resistance? 

F. What will be the mUltiplexer "transfer" error, produced by the voltage divider formed 
by the on resistance of the multiplexer and the input resistance of the sample-hold. Is the 
multiplexer active or passive (i.e., does it have an output amplifier?) 

G. Is the channel-switching rate to be fixed or flexible? Continuous or interruptible? 
Should it be capable of stopping on one channel for test purposes? 

H. Is there danger of damage to active signal sources when the power is turned off? 
(MOSFET multiplexers are inherently "safe" (at least in this sense), since the switches open 
when power is removed. JFET multiplexer switches can conduct when power is removed, 
making it possible to interconnect, and therefore damage active signal sources. 

Sample-Holds 

A. What is the input signal range? 

B. Considering the slewing rate of the signal and the multiplexer's channel-switching rate, 
what is the sample-holds's allowable acquisition time to within the desired error band? 

C. What accuracy is needed (gain, linearity, and offset errors)? 

D. What aperture delay and jitter are allowable, going into hold? (The delay component 
of aperture time is considered to be correctible, since the switching operation can be ad
vanced to compensate. The uncertainty (jitter) cannot be compensated, and a random jitter 
of Sns applied to a signal slewing at, say, 1 V/p.s produces an uncertainty of SmV. In sampled
data systems, operating at a constant sampling rate, with data that is not correlated to the 
sampling rate, delay is of no importance, but jitter modulates the sampling rate. 

E. How much droop is allowable in hold? 

F. What are the effects of time, temperature, and power supply variation? 

G. What offset error is caused by the flow of the sample-hold's input bias current through 
the series resistance of the multiplex switch and the signal source? 

DEFINING THE SPECIFICATIONS 

Figures 1 and 2 depict the specifications of typical DI A and AID converters. Though the 
specs probably mean "what you think they mean," it is important that their meaning and 
implications be spelled out. The following list, in alphabetical order, should prove helpful. 

Absolute Accuracy. Absolute accuracy error of a D/A converter is the difference between 
the analog output that is expected when a given digital code is applied and the output that 
is actually measured with that code applied to the converter. 

Absolute accuracy error of an AID converter is the difference between the analog input the
oretically required to produce a given digital output code and the analog input actually re
quired to produce that same code. Since a band of analog values can produce the same code, 
the "input required to produce a given digital output code" is defined as the midpoint of 
either the theoretical or the measured band. 

Absolute accuracy error can be caused by gain error, zero error, linearity error, or any com
bination of the three. Absolute accuracy measurements should be made under a set of stand
ard conditions with sources and meters traceable to an internationally accepted standard. 

Acquisition Time. The acquisition time of a sample-hold circuit is the time it takes to ac
quire the input signal to within the stated accuracy. When conservatively specified, as in 
Analog Devices' specifications, it includes the settling time of the output amplifier. Since it 
is possible, in some cases, for a signal to be fully acquired (and the circuit switched into hold) 
before the output has settled, one should be sure of what a manufacturer means by this term, 
since the output of the sample-hold is not meaningful until it has settled. 

Aperture Time. This is the time it takes in a sample and hold circuit, for the switch to open 
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SPECIFICATIONS (TA = +2SoC, unless otherwise specified) 

MODEL ADS63K AD563S 

MIN TYP MAX MIN TYP MAX UNITS 

DATA INPUTS 
TTL. Vcc = +SV. Pin 2 

Open Circuit 
Bit ON Logic "I" +2.0 +2.0 V 
Bit OFF Logic "0" +0.8 +0.8 V 

CMOS. 4.75 <;v cc <:;;1 5 .8, 
Pin 2 tied to Pin 1 

Bit ON Logic "I" 70%Vcc 70%Vcc V 
Bit OFF Logic "0" 30%Vcc 30%Vcc V 

Logic Current (each bit) 
Bit ON Logic "I" +20 +100 +20 +100 nA 
Bit OFF Logic "0" -so -100 -50 -100 /J.A 

OUTPUT 
Current 
Unipolar -1.7 -2.0 -2.3 -1.7 -2.0 -2.3 rnA 
Bipolar ±0.8S ±1.0 ±1.15 ±0.85 ±1.0 ±1.15 rnA 
Resistance (exclusive of 

span resistors) S.3k 6.6k 7.9k S.3k 6.6k 7.9k .0 
Unipolar Zero (all bits OFF) 0.01 0.05 0.01 0.05 % of F.s. 
Capacitance 33 33 pF 
Compliance Voltage -1.5 to -1.5 to V 

+10 +10 

RESOLUTION 12 Bits 12 Bits 

ACCURACY (Error relative ±~ ±\4 LSB 
to full scale) (0.006) (0.006) % of F.S. 

DIFFERENTIAL NONLINEARITY ±l-l ±Yz LSB 

SETTLING TIME TO l-lLSB 
All Bits ON·to-OFF or 

OFF-to'()N 1.2 1.2 /J.S 
POWER REQUIREMENTS 

Vcc. +4.75 to +IS.8VDC IS 20 15 20 rnA 
Vee. -ISVDC ±S% 20 25 20 25 rnA 

POWER SUPPLY GAIN SENSITIVITY 
Vcc@+SVDC 3 10 3 10 ppmofF.S./% 
Vcc@+ISVDC 3 10 3 10 ppmofF.S./% 
Vee@-ISVDC 14 25 14 25 ppm of F.S./% 

TEMPERATURE RANGE 
Operating o to +70 ·55 to +125 °c 
Storage -65 to +ISO -65 to +150 °c 

TEMPERATURE COEFFICIENT 
With Internal Reference 

Unipolar Zero 1 2 1 2 ppm of F.S./% 
Bipolar Zero 10 10 ppm of F.S./% 
Gain 20 30 ppm of F.S./% 
Differential Nonlinearity 2 2 ppm of F.S./% 

MONOTONICITY Guaranteed over full Guaranteed over full 
operating temp. range operating temp. range 

EXTERNAL ADJUSTMENTS' 
Gain error with fixed IOn resistor ±O.I ±O.l % of F.s. 
Bipolar Zero Error with Fixed 

IOn resistor ±O.l ±O.l % of F.s. 
Gain Adjustment Range ±0.2S ±0.25 % of F.s. 
Binary Bipolar Zero Adjustments 

Range ±D.25 ±D.25 % of F.S. 
BCD Bipolar Offset Adjustment 

Range ±0.17 ±D.I7 % of F.s. 

PROGRAMMABLE OUTPUT 
RANGES (See Figs. lao lb) Oto+S Oto +5 V 

·2.5 to +2.5 -2.5 to +2.5 V 
Oto +10 o to +10 V 
·5 to +5 ·5 to +5 V 
·IOto +10 ·10 to +10 V 

REFERENCE INPUT 
Input Impedance Sk Sk .0 

REFERENCE OUTPUT 
Voltage 2.425 2.500 2.575 2.425 2.500 2.575 V 
Current 5 5 rnA 
Impedance J 1 .0 

"Device calibrated with internal reference Specifications subject to change without notice. 

Figure 1. Typical microcircuit d/a converter specifications (AD563). 

after the control command has been given. In a good SHA, this should not exceed SOns 
delay, including IOns uncertainty. 

Common-Mode Range. Common-mode rejection usually varies with the magnitude of the 
range through which the input signal can swing, determined by the sum of the common
mode and the differential voltage. Common-mode range is that range of total input voltage 
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SPECIFICATIONS (typical @ +2SoC, ±1SV and +SV unless otherwise noted) 

MODEL 

RESOLUTION 

ANALOG INPUTS 
Voltage Ranges 

Bipolar ".' 
Unipolar 

Impedance (Direct Input) 
o to +5V, ±2.SV 
o to +10V. ±SV 
±10V 

Buffer Amplifier 
Impedance (min) 
Bias Current 
Settling Time 

to 0.01% of FSR for 20V step 

DIGITAL INPUTS 
Convert Command 
Logic Loading 

TRANSFER CHARACTERISTICS 
Gain Error (Note 2) 
Unipolar Offset Error 
Bipolar Offset Error 
Linearity Error (max) 
Inherent Quantization Error 
Differential Linearity Error 

No Missing Codes 
Power Supply Sensitivity 

±ISV 
±SV 

TEMPERATURE COEFFICIENTS 
Gain (max) 

Unipolar Offset 
Bipolar Offset (max) 
Linearity 

CONVERSION TIME (max) 

DIGITAL OUTPUTS (All Codes Positive-True) 
Parallel Data 

Unipolar Code 
Bipolar Code 
Output Drive 

Serial Data (NRZ format) 
Unipolar Code 
Bipolar Code 
Output Drive 

Status 
Status 

Output Drive 
Internal Clock 

Output Drive 
Frequency 

INTERNAL REFERENCE VOLTAGE 
Max External Current 
Voltage Temperature Coefficient (max) 

POWER REQUIREMENTS 
Supply Voltages/Currents 

Total Power Dissipation 
TEMPERATURE RANGE 

Specification 
Operating 
Storage 

"Same specification .. AD'72AD 

""Same speciflC&tioD .. AD'7ZBD 

Specif"lC&tions subject to cb..,.. witbour notice. 

AD572AD 

12 Bits 

±2.S, ±S.O, ±10.0V 
o to +S, 0 to +10V 

2.SkSl 
S.OkSl 
10kSl 

lOOMSl 
SOnA 

Note 1 
1 TTL Load 

±0.05% FSR (Adj to Zero) 
±O.OS% FSR (Adj to Zero) 
±0.1% FSR (Adj to Zero) 
0.012% FSR 
±I-i LSB 
±I-i LSB 
Guaranteed: 0 to +70°C 

±0.OO2% FSR/%t.VS 
±O.OOl% FSR/%t.Vs 

±3Oppm/C (-25 to +85°C) 

±3ppm FSR/C 
±ISppm FSR/"C 
±3ppm FSR/"C 

Binary 

ADS72BD 

• 
• 
• 
• 
o 

• 
• 

• 

• 
• 

• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
Guaranteed: -25 to +85°C 

• 
o 

±lSppm/OC (-2S to +8SoC) 

±3ppm FSR/oC (max) 
±7ppm FSR/"C 
±2ppm FSR/oC 

• 

Offset BinarylTwo's Complement • 
2 TTL Loads • 

Binary • 
Offset Binaty • 
2 TTL Loads • 
Logic "I" during Conversion • 
Logic "0" during Conversion • 
2 TTL Loads 

2 TTL Loads • 
SOOkHz • 
+10.00V. ±SmV • 
±4mA • 
±2Oppm/oC tlOppm/"C 

+15V, ±S% @ +2SmA * 
-15V, tS% @-2OrnA 
+SV, tS%@ +SOrnA • 
92SmW • 
-25 to +8SoC • 
-SS to +125°C • 
-55 to +1S0·C 

Narc 1 Posirive pulse 200ns wide (min). Leading cds« 
("0" to "1") resers regis ..... TraDing cdse 
("1" to "0") initiates conversion. 

Note 2 Witb '00, 1'110 f"",cd resisror in plaoe of GIlD 
Adju. pM: see Figures 4 and 5. 

AD572SD 

• 
• 
• 

• 
• 

• 

• 
• 

• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
Guaranteed: -S5 to +l25°C 

• 
• 

±ISppm/:C (-2S to +85°p 
±25ppml C (-55 to +l25 C) .. 
•• 
•• 

• 
• 
0' 

• 
• 
• 
• 
• 

• 
• 
• 
• .. 
• 
• 
• 
• 

• 
• 

Figure 2. Typical microcircuit aId converter specifications (AD572). 

over which specified common-mode rejection is maintained. For example, if the common
mode Signal is ±5V and the differential signal is ±5V, the common-mode range is ±lOV. 

Common·Mode Rejection. The ability of a device to reject the effect of voltage applied to 
both input terminals simultaneously. It is usually expressed either as a ratio (CMRR = 1 06 ) 

or as 20 log! 0 of the ratio (CMR = l20dB). A CMRR of l06 means that a lOV common
mode voltage is processed by the device as though it were an additive differential input 
signal of lOll V magnitude. 
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Common-Mode Voltage. A voltage that appears in common at both input terminals of a 
device, with respect to its output reference (usually "ground"). For inputs VI and V2 , with 
respect to ground, CMV= Y2 (VI + Va). Common-mode error is any error at the output due 
to the common-mode input voltage. 
Compliance-Voltage Range. For a current source (e.g., a current-output DAC), the maximum 
range ofterminal voltage for which the current source will maintain its defined characteristics. 

Conversion Time. The time required for a complete measurement by an analog-to-digital 
converter. In successive-approximation converters, it ranges typically from 1.0J.Ls (ADC-
1103-001) to 400J.Ls (ADC-16Q). Popular 12-bit general-purpose AID converters, such as 
the AD572, have conversion time of about 25J.Ls. 
Crosstalk. Leakage of signals between circuits or channels of a multi-channel system or de
vice, such as a multiplexer. Crosstalk is usually determined by the impedance parameters of 
the physical circuit, and actual values are frequency-dependent. 

Deglitcher (See Glitchl. A device that removes or reduces the effects of time-skew pulses in 
DI A conversion. A deglitcher normally consists of a sample-hold circuit, which holds the 
DAC output constant at the previous value until the switches reach equilibrium. Since the 
phenomena involved can be extremely fast, the deglitcher is usually a portion of the circuit, 
rather than a specific general-purpose modular device. 
Differential Nonlinearity. In a converter, differential linearity error describes the variation 
in the analog value of transitions between adjacent pairs of digital numbers, over the full 
range of the digital input or output. If each transition is equal to its neighbors (Le., 1 LSB), 
the differential nonlinearity is zero. If a transition differs from one of its neighbors by more 
than 1 LSB (e.g., if, at the transition 01111111 to 1000000, the MSB is low by 1.1 LSB), a 
DI A converter can be non-monotonic, or an AID converter using it may miss one or more 
codes. A specified maximum differential nonlinearity of ±1hLSB at 25°C ensures that mo
notonic behavior will exist over a tangible range of temperature, or each step is (1 ± Y2)LSB. 
Differential-Nonlinearity Temperature Coefficient. Since bit weightings vary to some degree 
with temperature, a converter having acceptable differential nonlinearity at 25° may have 
> 1 LSB error at some other temperature. The temperature coefficient describes the maxi
mum variation of differential1inearity error with temperature over the specified range. 
Often, instead of a temperature coefficient, this specification may appear as a range of 
temperature for which behavior is monotonic. 
Droop Rate. When a sample-hold circuit using a capacitor for storage is in hold, it will not 
hold the information forever. Droop rate is the rate at which the output voltage changes (by 
increasing or decreasing), and hence gives up information. As a rule, when using a SHA (sam
ple-hold amplifier) ahead of an ADC, the SHA should not droop more than 0.1 LSB during 
the conversion time of the ADC. 
Dual-8lope Converter. An integrating AID converter in which the unknown signal is con
verted to a proportional time interval, which is then measured digitally. This is done by inte
grating the unknown for a length of time determined by a counter. Then a reference input 
is switched to the integrator, which integrates "down" from the level determined by the 
unknown until a "zero" level is reached. The time for the second integration process is pro-
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Figure 3. Voltage-time relationships in dual-slope conversion. 
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portional to the average of the unknown signal level over the predetermined integrating 
period. The same counter and clock are used for this measurement, and thus the output is 
immune to long-term variations of the integrator's characteristic time and the clock fre
quency. The counter provides the digital readout. 

Feedthrough. A term referring to that characteristic of a circuit or device manifested by 
undesirable signal leakage around switches or other devices that are supposed to be turned 
off or provide isolation. Both digital and analog signals can cause analog feedthrough errors. 

Four-Quadrant. In afour-quadrant multiplying DAC, if both the reference signal and the 
number represented by the input may be bipolar, the output can be either positive or nega
tive, obeying the rules of multiplication as to algebraic sign in all four quadrants. 

"Gain" Adjustment. The "gain" of a converter is that analog scale factor setting that estab
lishes the nominal conversion relationship, e.g., I OV full scale. It is adjusted, typically, by set
ting the feedback resistor of a DAC, the input resistor in a current-comparing ADC. or the 
reference (voltage or current). 

"Glitch ". If one applies the output of a counter to the input of a DAC to develop a "stair
case" voltage, the number of bits involved in a code change establish "major" and "minor" 
transitions. The most major transition is at Y2-scale, when the Df A switches all bits, i.e. from 
011 ... 111 to 1000 ... 00. If, for digital inputs having no skew, the switches are faster to 
switch off than on, this means that, for a short time, the DAC will seek zero output, and 
then return to the required 1 LSB above the previous reading. This large transient spike is 
commonly known as a "glitch." The better-matched the input transitions and the switching 
times, and the faster the switches, the smaller will be the energy contained in the glitch. Be
cause the size of the glitch is not proportional to the signal amplitude, linear filtering may 
be unsuccessful and may, in fact, make matters worse. (See also Deglitcher) 

10000000 

WITH IDEAL DEGLITCHER 

Figure 4. Glitch at a major carry. 

Least-Significant Bit (LSB). In a system in which a numerical magnitude is represented by 
a series of binary (Le. two-valued) digits, the least-significant bit is that digit (or "bit") that 
carries the smallest value or weight. For example, in the natural binary number 1101 (deci
mal 13, or (1 x 23 ) + (1 X 22) + (0 X 21) + 2°», the rightmost "1" is the LSB. The weight 
of 1 LSB, in relation to full scale, is the resolution implied by the digital number. 

Linearity. Linearity error of a converter is the deviation of the analog values, in a plot of 
the measured conversion relationship, from a straight line. The straight line can be either a 
"best straight line," determined empirically by manipulation of the gain and/or offset to 
equalize maximum positive and negative deviations of the actual transfer characteristic from 
this straight line; or, it can be a straight line passing through the end points of the transfer 
characteristic after they have been calibrated (Figure 5). Sometimes referred to as "end
point" nonlinearity, the latter is the definition used by Analog Devices, both because it is a 
more conservative measure, and because it is much easier to verify in actual practice. "End
point" nonlinearity is similar to relative accuracy error (see Relative Accuracy). 

For Multiplying D/ A converters, the analog linearity error at a given digital code is defined 
in the same way as for multipliers, i.e., by deviation from a "best straight line" through 
the plot of the analog output-input response. 

Once the converter has been adjusted and calibrated, deviations from linearity become abso
lute errors. While differential-linearity errors are cyclic, other linearity errors, such as might 
be caused by amplifier nonlinearity, tend to follow the usual nonlinearity patterns of other 
analog devices. 
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Figure 5. Comparison of linearity criteria for 3-bit D/A converter. 
Straight line through end points is easier to measure, gives more
conserative specification. 

Monotonicity. The output of a monotonic DI A or AID converter never decreases in response 
to an increasing input stimulus (or vice versa). In high-speed converters, it is not especially 
hard to trim a design to be monotonic over limited temperature ranges. In order to be mono
tonoc over very wide temperature ranges, error components of DAC switches and resistor 
networks must track each other very closely with temperature change. Monotonic behavior 
requires that the differential nonlinearity be < lLSB. In ADC's, the counterpart of non
monotonic behavior is the "missed code," which is produced when a transition from one 
quantum of the analog range to the adjacent one does not result in the adjacent digital code, 
but in one removed by one or more counts. Monotonic behavior in high-resolution conver
sion over wide temperature ranges is not easy to accomplish at the present state of the art; 
consequently, converters like the AD572, which have no missed codes over the specified 
temperature range, at reasonable cost, are not commonly seen in the industry. Integrating 
converters, such as the AD7550 are inherently monotonic; AID converters of this class are 
also inherently slow (usually more than 35ms for a full conversion). 

Most Significant Bit (MSB). In a system in which a numerical magnitUde is represented by a 
series of binary (i.e., two-valued) digits, the most-significant bit is that digit (or "bit") that 
carries the greatest value or weight. For example, in the natural binary number 1101 (deci
mal 13, or (1 x 23 ) + (1 X 22) + (0 X 21) + (1 x 2°», the leftmost "1" is the MSB, with a 
weight of ~ nominal peak-to-peak full scale. In bipolar devices, the sign bit is the MSB. In 
AID converters having overrange bits, the MSB is the most-significant "overrange" bit. 

Multiplying DA C. A multiplying DAC differs from the conventional fixed-reference DAC 
in being designed to operate with reference signals that vary, often (ac) at high speeds. The 
output signal of such a DAC is proportional to the product of the reference voltage and the 
fractional equivalent of the digital input number. In addition to the usual DAC specifica
tions, the multiplying DAC is specified as to analog signal feedthrough at low and high fre
quencies, and number of quadrants (1, 2-digital, 2-analog, or 4). 

Noise. In high-resolution DAC's, such as the DAC1138, noise can be an important consider
ation, since the resolution is not confidently assignable when the peak noise exceeds the LSB 
value over a reasonable bandwidth. For an ADC, noise, either in the input signal, the input 
circuitry, or the conversion device itself, effectively increases the size of the quantization 
band, and may thus impart statistical properties to the output numbers, which may then 
require additional processing for successful interpretation. 

Noise: RMS vs. Peak-toPeak. For all but integrating converters, peak noise must be consid
ered carefully, especially where small numbers of readings and limited processing capacity 
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are available. An rms noise specification over a given bandwidth allows peak-to-peak pre
dictions for gaussian noise (peak-to-peak values greater than 7x rms will probably occur less 
than 0.1% of the time). However, both peak-to-peak and rms noise specs should be looked 
at, since large spikes could be present on the output of a chopper-stabilized amplifier, or 
could be coupled into the analog portion of the system. These spikes, if narrow, will con
tribute little to driving the rms noise out of spec, but could nevertheless be considerably 
greater than 7x rms. If a DAC having spike noise on its output were used in a display sys
tem, the noise would cause distortion of the pattern, and loss of useful resolution. 

Offset. For almost all bipolar converters (e.g., ±10 volts output) instead of actually gener
ating negative currents to correspond to negative numbers, a unipolar DAC is used, and the 
output is offset by half full scale (lMSB). For best results, this offset voltage or current is 
derived from the same reference supply that determines the gain of the converter. 

This makes the zero point of the converter independent of thermal drift of the reference, 
because the Yz scale offset completely cancels the weight of the MSB at zero, independently 
of the amplitude of both. 

"ON" Resistance. "ON" resistance of a device such as a FET, when used as a switch perform
ing a function (such as multiplexing), refers to the ohmic resistance while turned on. For 
multiplexer service, a few hundred ohms or less will usually provide adequate accuracy. For 
other switching service, such as in a DAC, values of 10 ohms or less are desirable. 

Power-Supply Sensitivity. The sensitivity of a converter to changes in the power supplies 
is normally expressed in terms of percent change in analog value (01 A output, AID input) 
for a 1% change in power supply, e.g., 0.05%/%b.Vs' As a rule, for a good converter, the 
fractional change in scale factor should be well below the equivalent of ±YzLSB for a 3% 
change in power-supply voltage. When power-supply voltage changes affect conversion ac
curacy excessively, the key culprit is often a marginal "constant-current-circuit" for the 
reference diode. 

Quad-Slope Converter. This is an integrating analog-to-digital converter that goes through 
two cycles of dual-slope conversion, once with zero input and once with the analog input 
being measured. The errors determined during the first cycle are subtracted digitally from 
the result in the second cycle. The scheme results in an extremely accurate converter. For 
example, the 13-bit single-chip AD7550 is a CMOS quad-slope AID converter with temp co 
(gain and zero temperature coefficients) less than IppmtC. 

Quantizing Uncertainty (or "Error"). The analog continuum is partitioned into 2n discrete 
ranges for n-bit conversion. All analog values within a given quantum are represented by the 
same digital code, usually assigned to the nominal midrange value. There is, therefore, an 
inherent quantization uncertainty of ±YzLSB, associated with the resolution. in addition to 
the actual conversion errors. This uncertainty is a property of the system resolution. 

Relative Accuracy. Relative accuracy error is the deviation of the analog value at any code 
(relative to the full analog range of the device transfer characteristic) from its theoretical 
value (relative to the same range), after the full-scale range has been calibrated. 

Since the discrete points on the theoretical transfer characteristic lie on a straight line, this 
deviation can also be interpreted as a measure of nonlinearity (see Linearity). 

The "discrete points" ofa D/A transfer characteristic are measured by the actual analog out
puts. The "discrete points" of an AID transfer characteristic are the midpoints of the quan
tization bands at each code (see Absolute Accuracy). 

Resolution. Nominal Resolution is the relative value of the LSB, or 2-n for binary devices, 
for n-bit converters. It may be expressed as 1 part in 2n, as a percentage, in parts-per-mil
lion, or simply by "n bits." Useful resolution (not usually specified explicitly) is the small
est uniquely-distinguishable bit for all conditions of required operation (time, temperature, 
etc.) For example, a "12-bit" converter may have a useful resolution, over its temperature 
range, of only 1 0 bits. Useful resolution of DAC's and devices using them (including ADC's) 
is limited by the relative accuracy. but resolution need not limit accuracy. For example, a 
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4-bit D/A converter used in a programmable power supply has 16 levels, but it could have 
a required accuracy within 0.01 % (absolute and/or relative). Note that low-cost completely
monolithic 8-bit DAC's need not necessarily have sufficient accuracy for such an application, 
although their resolution is more than adequate. 

Settling Time. This is the time it takes for a DAC to settle for a full-scale code change, usu
ally to within the analog equivalent of ±Y2LSB. For some applications, e.g., in staircase wave
form generation, another important specification is the settling time for a single LSB change 
(at the major carry, and elsewhere). 

Slew(ing) Rate. A limitation in the rate of change of output voltage, usually imposed by 
some basic circuit consideration, such as limited current to charge a capacitor. Amplifiers 
with slew rate of more than a few volts//lS are usually seen only in more sophisticated (and 
expensive) devices. The output slewing speed of a modern D/ A converter is usually limited 
by the slew rate of the amplifier used at its output. Slew rate magnitude is usually a guide 
(but by no means infallible) to settling time. 

Stability. In a well-designed intelligently-applied converter, dynamic stability is never a seri
ous question. The term stability usually connotes the insensitivity of a converter's character
istics to time, temperature, etc. All measurements of instability are difficult and time-con
suming (especially in high-resolution devices), but instabilities vs. temperature are sufficiently 
critical in most applications to warrant universal inclusion in tables of specifications (see 
temperature coefficient). 

Successive Approximations. A method of comparing an unknown against a group of weight
ed references (usually binary), capable of high speed. The process of successive approxima
tions in an A/D converter is generally similar to the orderly weighing of an unknown quan
tity on a precision chemical balance, using a set of weights, such as 1 gram, Y2 gram, % 
gram, etc. 

Switching Time. In a D/A converter, the switching time is the time taken for an analog 
switch to change to a new state from the previous one. It includes delay time, and rise time 
from 10% to 90%, but does not include settling time. 

Temperature Coefficient (See also Differential-Nonlinearity Temperature Coefficient). Tem
perature coeffiCients of gain and offset are defined in terms of the "average" deviation over 
a range of temperature variation, i.e. (€r 1 - €r 2 }/(T 1 - T 2)' For specified temperature 
ranges that extend from below room temperature to above room temperature, the device is 
zeroed and calibrated at room temperature, and the temperature coefficient for the "high" 
range (T H - T A) and for the "low" range (T R - T A) are both compared with the speci
fication; both must be better than specified. 

a. Gain TC This is affected by the reference zener « SppmrC for a good diode) and 
the reference circuitry, including the reference amplifier and switches (3ppmrC in very 
good converters). The total gain (or scale factor) change is specified in ppmrC. 

b. Zero TC (unipolar converters) The zero stability of a unipolar DAC is almost en
tirely governed by the output amplifier's zero stability. Since output amplifiers are usually 
employed essentially as current-to-voltage converters, they operate at low values of closed
loop gain, and the zero TC is not greatly affected by the choice of programmable gain set
ting (i.e., O-SV or O-IOV). Zero TC is usually expressed in /lV/oC. Zero TC in ADC's is gen
erally dependent only on the zero stability of the input buffer amplifier (if included) and 
the comparator and is expressed in /lVrC, referred to the input. 

c. Zero TC (bipolar converters) Converters that use offset-binary coding are "zero" 
set at the all-bits-off point, and their scale factor is set at either all-bits-on, or (for more pre
cise zero) at the MSB transition. However, the zero TC is measured at the MSB transition 
(analog zero). It is affected by the reference TC, the tracking of the offset reference, and the 
tracking of the bipolar-offset and gain-setting resistors. For such precision DAC types as 
ADS61, which use the same reference for both the scale factor and the MSB offset, and 
monolithic resistor networks (with their excellent tracking), the zero-TC specification differs 
little for both the unipolar and bipolar connections. 
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Zero Setting. The zero level of a unipolar DAC is set to zero volts at the code correspond
ing to OV. The LSB transition of an ADC is offset by ~ LSB, so that all subsequent tran
sitions ideally occur midway between the nominal code values. (See also offset and zero 
Te.) 

SYSTEM-COMPONENT SELECTION PROCESS 

The most natural process for selection of appropriate off-the-shelf components to meet a 
system requirement involves a method of "successive approximations:" Choose the least 
costly device that meets the most significant requirements, and perform an error analysis 
to check its adequacy. 

If its performance seems far in excess of that needed (at possibly excessive cost), or inade
quate in some respects, inspect the discrepancies for possible design tradeoffs, make a new 
choice (if necessary) and repeat the analysis. Remember, though, that in a maturing indus
try, costs can be expected to decline. It is often less costly, in the long run, to go for better 
performance {rather than lowest possible cost} in the initial stages of a deSign. Also, efforts 
aimed at reducing the cost of any element of a system should bear in mind the relationship 
of its cost relative to that of the entire project. 

In fact, where new designs are concerned, and early results are essential, unless one is an ex
perienced system designer with plenty of component and manufacturing experience (if quan
tities are involved), it is usually good judgement to ignore initial cost (within the limits of 
good sense) and go for performance, convenience, and the highest level of system integra
tion that the budget will allow (see Chapter 1-4). 

TYPICAL CONVERTER CLASSIFICATIONS 

Once the problem is defined and the key specifications have been determined, one is still 
faced with the question of narrowing the choices to devices (converters) likely to "fIll the 
bill" as rapidly as possible, so as to conserve the time needed for actual evaluation. 

The selection guides from the 1977 Analog Devices Short-Form catalog are useful for this 
purpose and are reproduced on the following 6 pages for the convenience of our readers. 
They are classified by family (aId, dla, vlf, etc.) and by technological groupings (IC's, 
modules), and within that grouping, by salient specifications (resolution, linearity error, 
settling time, gain tempco, etc.) They are up-to-date as of Spring, 1977.* 

AN EXAMPLE OF THE SELECTION AND VERIFICATION PROCESSt 

A computer data-acquisition system is to be assembled to process data from a number of 
strain gages. Signal-conditioning hardware, to be purchased with the gages, delivers ±lOV 
full-scale signals with 10-ohm source impedance. The signal channels must be sequentially 
scanned in no more than SO microseconds per channel. Maximum allowable error of the sys
tem is about 0.1 % of full scale. System logic is to be TTL, and hardware may work in either 
binary or 2's complement code. Parallel data readout will be used. 

Probable temperature range in the equipment cabinets (including equipment temperature 
rise) is +2SoC to +SSoC. Sufficient power at both ±ISVand +SV is available, but the regu
lation of the ±ISV supply is ISOmV. 

The objective: specify a set of conversion components having appropriate accuracy and 
speed. 

FIRST APPROXIMATION 

A useful rule of thumb that usually provides satisfactory results is this: For the critical specs 
of a multi-component system, choose each component to perform roughly 10 times better 

*Readers of this book are invited to communicate with ADI or our representatives for more recent listings, or to 
receive additional product suggestions for a given application. 

fFor maximum tutorial benefit, to avoid clutter, and to fit the available space, somc of the less-salient sources of error 
have been intentionally omitted. If there are any that you're concerned about for your application but don't see here, 
we invite you to communicate with out Applications Engineers. 
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CONVERTER ICs: DIGITAL·TO·ANALOG 
SPECIFICATIONS (typical @ +2SoC unless otherwise noted) 

Model 

AD559K 
AD559S 

AD7520JN/JD 
AD7520SD 
AD7520KN/KD 
AD7520TD 
AD7520LN/LD 
AD7520UD 

AD7521JN/JD 
AD7521SD 
AD7521KN/KD 
AD7521TD 
AD7521LN/LD 
AD7521UD 

AD7522JN/JD 
AD7522SD 
AD7522KN/KD 
AD7522TD 
AD7522LN/LD 
AD7522UD 

AD7S30JN/JD 
AD7S30KN/KD 
AD7530LN/LD 

AD7531JN/JD 
AD7531KN/KD 
AD7S31 LN/LD 

AD561J 
AD561K 
AD561S 
AD561T 

AD562K 
AD562A 
AD562S 

AD563J 
AD563K 
AD563S 
ADS63T 

Description Resolution 

8-bit DAC, replaces 8-Bits 
Motorola 1408/1508 8-Bits 

10-bit monolithic 
CMOS multiplying 
DAC 

12-bit, monolithic 
CMOS multiplying 
DAC 

10-bit, monolithic 
CMOS multiplying 
DAC with micro
processor com" 
patible input buffer 
& holding register 

Low cost 10-bit 
monolithic CMOS 
multiplying DAC 

Low cost 12-bit 
monolithic CMOS 
multiplying DAC 

10-bit DAC 
with reference, 
monotonic 
perfonnance 

12-bit DAC, mono
tonic performance 

12-bit DAC with 
reference, monotonic 
performance 

10-Bits 
10-Bits 
10-Bits 
lO-Bits 
10-Bits 
10-Bits 

12-Bits 
12-Bits 
12-Bits 
12-Bits 
12-Bits 
12-Bits 

10-Bits 
10-Bits 
100Bits 
10-Bits 
lO-Bits 
10-Bits 

10-Bits 
10-Bits 
10-Bits 

12-Bits 
12-Bits 
12-Bits 

lO-Bits 
lO-Bits 
lO-Bits 
10-Bits 

12-Bits 
12-Bits 
12-Bits 

12-Bits 
12-Bhs 
12-Bits 
12-Bits 

Differential 
Nonlinearity Gain T.e. 

±0.19% max 
±0.19% max 

±1I2LSB max 20ppm/oC 
±1I2LSB max 20ppm/oC 

±0.2%max 
±0.2%max 
±O.l% max 
±O.l% max 
±0_05% max 
±0.05% max 

±o.2%max 
±o.2%max 
±O.l% max 
to.l% max 
±0.05%max 
to.05%max 

to.2% max 
to.2% max 
to.l% max 
to.l% max 
to.05% max 
to.05% max 

to.2% max 
±O.l% max 
±0.05%max 

±0.2% max 
to.1% max 
to.05%max 

to.05%max 
to.025% max 
to.05% max 
to.025%max 

±0.4% max 
±0.4% max 
±0.2% max 
±0.2% max 
±O.I% max 
±O.I% max 

±0.4% max 
±0.4% max 
±O.2% max 
±0.2% max 
±O.I% max 
±O.I% max 

±0.4% max 
±O.4% max 
±0.2% max 
±0.2% max 
±O.l% max 
±O.l% max 

±0.4% max 
±0.2% max 
±O.l% max 

to.4% max 
±0.2% max 
±0.1% max 

±0.05% 
·±0.05% max 
±0.05% 
±0.05% max 

±0.006% maX ±0.012% 
±0.006% max ±0.OI2% 
±0.006% max ±O.012% 

±0.012% max ±O.012% max 
±O.006% max ±O.012% max 
±0.006% max ±0.OI2% max 
±O.006% max ±0.012% max 

10ppmfCmax 
10ppmfCmax 
10ppmfCmax 
10ppm/oC max 
lOppm/oC max 
IOppmfC max 

10ppmfCmax 
10ppmfCmax 
10ppmfCmax 
IOppm/oC max 
10ppmfCmax 
10ppm/Cmax 

10ppmfCmax 
10ppm/oC max 
10ppmfCmax 
10ppm/oC max 
lOppmfCmax 
10ppmfCmax 

IOppm/oC max 
IOppm/oC max 
IOppm/oC max 

10ppmfCmax 
10ppmfCmax 
lOppm/oC max 

80ppmfCmax 
30ppmfCmax 
60ppm/oC max 
30ppm/oC max 

5ppm/oC max 
5ppmfC max 
5~pmtC max 

30ppmfC max 
20ppmfC max 
30ppmtC max 
10ppmtC max 

Inputs 

TTL 
TTL 

TTLI 
CMOS 

TTU 
CMOS 

TTU 
CMOS 

TTL! 
CMOS 

TTL! 
CMOS 

TTLI 
CMOS 

TTL! 
CMOS 

TTLI 
CMOS 

Output 

Unipolar 

Power 
Dissipation 

280mW max 
280mW max 

Unipolarl 20mW 
Bipolar 20mW 

20mW 
20mW 
20mW 
20mW 

Unipolar! 
Bipolar 

20mW 
20mW 
20mW 
20mW 
20mW 
20mW 

Unipolarl 20mW 
Bipolar 20mW 

20mW 
20mW 
20mW 
20mW 

Unipolar! 20mW 
Bipolar 20mW 

20mW 

Unipolar! 20mW 
Bipolar 20mW 

20mW 

Unipolar! 290mW max 
Bipolar 290mW max 

290mWmax 
290mWmax 

Unipolarl 475mW max 
Bipolar 475mW max 

475mW max 

Unipolar! 
Bipolar 

475mW max 
475mW max 
475mW max 
475mW max 

"Note: C = 0 to +70oC I = -25°C to +85°C M = -55°C to +12SoC Suffix N - Plastic Suffix D - Ceramic 

CONVERTER ICs: ANALOG·TO·DIGITAL 

SPECIFICATIONS (typical @ ~2SoC unless otherwise noted) 

Model 

AD7570]D 
AD7570LD 

AD7SS0BD 

ADS72A 
ADS72B 
ADS72S 

Desa-iption 

8 & IO-bit, CMOS, 
successive approxi
mation A/D 

13-bit, quad slope 
AID 

12-bit bipolar AID 
with reference, 
comparator, buffer 
amplifier 

"Note: C = 0 to +70°C 
1= -2So C to +8SoC 
M = -SSoC to +12SoC 

Resolution 

8-Bits 
lO-Bits 

13-Bits 

12-Bits 
12-Bits 
12-Bits 

Differential 
Accuracy Nonlinearity 

±O.19% max No missing 
±O.OS% max codes 

±O.OO6% max No missing 
codes 

±o.012% max 
±o.012% max 
±o.012%max 

±Y..LSB max 
No missing 
codes 

Gain T.C. 

10ppmtC max 
10ppm/oC max 

Ippm/°<; 

Conversion 
Time 

20llS 
20lls 

40ms 

3Oppm/C max 251ls max 
ISppm/C max 2SIlS max 
25ppml"C max·· 2SIls max 

··±lSppm/C max for temperature range -2SoC to +8SoC 

CONVERTER ICs: VOLTAGE·TO-FREQUENCY 

SPECIFICATIONS (typical @ +2SoC unless otherwise noted) 

Power 
Dissipation 

20mW 
20mW 

9mW 

900mW 
900mW 
900mW 

Temp. 
Range" 

C 
M 

CII 
M 
CII 
M 
C/I 
M 

CII 
M 
CII 
M 
CII 
M 

ell 
M 
Cll 
M 
CII 
M 

Cll 
C/l 
ClI 

C!I 
Cll 
CII 

C 
C 
M 
M 

C 
I 
M 

C 
C 
M 
M 

Temp. 
Range· 

C 
C 

C 

M 

Model Description Input Output 
Nonlinearity 
(lOkHz) 

Quiescent 
Current 

Temp. 
Range- Package 

ADS37J 
ADS37K 
AD537S 

Low cost 
monolithic VII' 
converter 

±10V 
±lOV 
±10V 

0.001 to 100kHz 
0.001 to 100kHz 
0.001 to 100kHz 

"Note: C = 0 to +70oC 1= -2SoC to +85°C M = -5SoC to +12S·C 
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0.15% max 
0.07% max 
0.07% max 

1.2mA 
1.2mA 
1.2mA 

C 
C 
M 

14 Pin DIP 
14 Pin DIP 
14 Pin DIP 

Package 

16 Pin DIP 
16 Pin DIP 

16 Pin DIP 
16 Pin DIP 
16 Pin DIP 
16 Pin DIP 
16 Pin DIP 
16 Pin DIP 

18 Pin DIP 
18 Pin DIP 
18 Pin DIP 
18 Pin DIP 
18 Pin DIP 
18 Pin DIP 

28 Pin DIP 
28 Pin DIP 
28 Pin DIP 
28 Pin DIP 
28 Pin DIP 
28 Pin DIP 

16 Pin DIP 
16 Pin DIP 
16 pin DIP 

18 Pin DIP 
18 Pin DIP 
18 Pin DIP 

16 Pin DIP 
16 Pin DIP 
16 Pin DIP 
16 Pin DIP 

24 Pin DIP 
24 Pin DIP 
24 Pin DIP 

24 Pin DIP 
24 Pin DIP 
24 Pin DIP 
24 Pin DIP 

Package 

28 Pin DIP 
28 Pin DIP 

40 Pin DIP 

32 Pin 
Metal 
DIP 
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CONVERTER MODULES: DIGITAL-TO-ANALOG 

SPECIFICATIONS (typical® +2SoC unless otherwise noted) 

DAC·IOZ 
MDA-IOZ 

DAC-I2QZ 

l>ACHI8 

DACl009 

HiJIh Perform ... .., DAC-8QS 
DAC-IOQ5 
DAC-IZQ5 

DAC-8QM 
DAC-IOQM 
DAC-12QM 

DACH3Z 

HighSpecd 

Higb Resolution 

Low Power 

Multiplying" 

He,m. Scaled 

Hilh Reliability 

DAC-IODF 

MDA-8F 
MDA-IOF 

DACHOMlOl 
DACIIOMlO2 

DACH08 

DAC-I4QG4 
DAC-16QG4 

DAC-I4QM 
DAC-16QM 

DACH36Js 
DAC1136K' 

DACIH8j' 
DACH38K' 

DAC1122j 
DAC1122K 

DAC-8M 
DAC-12M 

MDA-llMF 

DACI125 

MDA-12QD 

DACI1l2 

DACI1l7 

Resolution 

Ulbits to.OS% max 
10 bits tlI.lIS% max 

12 bitsl3 digits :t6.012S% 

12 bitsl3 digits to.0125% max 

12 bicsl3 digitS 

8 bits/2 digits 
10 bits 
12 bits/3 digit. 

8 bitsl2 digits 
10 bits 
12 bitsl3 digit's 

12 bits 

10 bit. 

8 bits 
10 bitS 

8 bits 
10 bit. 

12 bits 

14 bits 
16 bits/4 digits 

14 bits 
16 bitsl4 digits 

.16 bits 
16 bits 

'18 bits 
18 bits 

12 bits 
12 bits 

8 bits 
12 bits 

11 bits 

12 bits 

12 bit~ 

12 bit. 

12 bits 

:to.0125% max 

to.2% 
to.OS% 
±0.0125% 

±a.2% 
±0.05% 
to.0125% 

±0.0125% 

to.05%max. 

';0.2% 
to.OS% 

to.2% 
±0.05% 

±0.0125% msx 

:1:0.003% 
:1:0.0015% 

:1:0.003% 
:1:0.0015% 

:to.OOIS% 
:1:0.00076% 

±0.00038% 
:1:0.00019% 

±O.OI%max 
±O.Ol%max 

to.2% 
:1:0.02% 

:1:0.03% 

±O.012S% max 

±0.0125% 

:1:0.0125% 

±0.11125% max 

Settling Time ... 
... Aecuracy 
for F.S. Stq> 

5,... to ±0.05% 
300ns to ±0.05% 

'I'sto ±a.01 % 

'I's to ±0.01% 
4#:5 [0 ±O.Ot % 

Sl'sto ±0.01 % 
51's to :to.01% 
'''''to ±0.01% 
51's to ±0.01% 
SI'SlO ±0.01% 
51's to to.OI% 

2IJs t6 ±O.Ol% 

200ns max to ±O.05% 

4005 to ±O.03% 

40ns to ±O.OS% 

25n5 to ±O.2% 
SOns t& ±O.OS% 

lSOns to ±O.Ol% 

2501'S to ±0.0015% 
2'OIls to ±O.ooIS% 

2501lS to ±0.0015% 
2'01'''0 ±O.OOI'% 

181" to ±O.OO 15% 
301lS to ±0.00076% 

601lS to ±0.00038% 
2301" to ±0.00038% 

20l's to ±0.01 % 
10l'sto ±0.01 % 

lOllS to ±0.2% 
lSI'S to :to.01% 

1,... to ±0.01% 

31'sto :to.Ol % 

31'S to ±0.01% 

'I'SlO ±0.01 % 
41'sto ±a.01% 

Cain 
TC 

±30ppmlOC 
t30ppmloC 

t30ppmloC max 

:t30ppmloC max 

%l1ppm/oC 

±7ppm/OC max 
:t7ppm/oC max 
±7ppm/oC max 

:!:7ppmlC max 
:t7ppml'C max 
±7ppm/oC max 

±]OppmtC max 

tSOppm/C max 
±2SppmloC 
:t2'ppm/C 
:tIOppm/C 
±lOppm/C 
±30ppmloC 

±7ppm/C 
±7ppmloC 

±ISppml'C 
±ISppmloC 

±'ppm/C 
±Sppm/C 
:tlppmlC 
:l:lppml'C 

±30ppm/oC 
±15ppmloC 

±2'ppmloC max 
±S ppm/o C maX 

:t30ppml'C 
±Jppm/oC 

±7ppmlcmax 
±15ppmJoC max 

Sioe 
(Inches) 

2 x 2 x 0.4 
2 x 2 x 0.4 

2x2xO.4 

2x4xO.4 
Z x Z xO.4 

2 x 2 ,,0.4 
2 x 2 x 0.4 
2 x 2 x 0.4 

2 x 4 x 0.4 
2 x 4 x 0.4 
2 x 4 x 0.4 

2 x 2 x 0.4 

4.5 x6 

2 x 4x 0.4 
2 x 4 ,,0.4 

2 x 2 x 0.4 
2 x 2 ,,0.4 

2 x 2 x 0.4 

4.5 x 4.75 
4.5 x 4.75 

2 x 4x 0.4 
2 x4 x 0.4 

2 x 4xO.4 
2 x4 xO.4 
2 x4xO.4 
2x4xO.4 

2 x 3 x 0.4 
2 x 3 x 0.4 

2 x 2 x 0.4 
2 x2 x 0.4 
2 x4xO.4 

2 x 2 xO.4 

I x 1.5 x 0.4 

2x2xO.4 

I x 1.5 x 0.4 

Input 
Code 
Options' 

BIN,OBN 
BIN,OBN 

CoB, COB, CBD 

BIN, BCD, OBN, 2SC 

BIN, OBN, BCD 

COB, COB, CBD 
C-B, COB 
CoB, COB, CBD 

BIN, OBN, 25C, BCD 
BIN, OBN, 25C 
BIN, OBN, 25C, BCD 

BIN,OBN 

OBN,25C 

C-B, COB 
C-B, COB 

BIN,OBN 
BIN,OBN 

BIN,OBN 

BIN, OBN, 25C, 5MB 
BIN, OBN, 25C, 5MB,SMD, BCD 

C-B, COB 
CoB, COB, CBD 

CoB, COB 
CoB, COB 
C-B, COB 
C-B, COB 

BIN, OBIN, CoB, COB 
BIN, OBIN, CoB, COB 

BIN,OBN 
BIN,OBN 

BIN,OBN 

CoB, OBN, 2SC 

C-B,COB 

C-B,COB 

C-B,COB 

CONVERTER MODULES: ANALOG-TO-DIGITAL 

SPECIFICATIONS (typical ® +2SoC unless otherwise noted) 

General PurpeK 

Model 

ADC-8S 
AOC-IOZ 
ADC-12QZ 

R_lutlon 

8 bitS/2 digits 
to bits 
12 bits 

Linearity 
Error 

iO.2% max 
:1:0.05% max 
:1:0.0125% max 

High Performance ADC-8QM 
ADC-IOQM 
AOC-l2QM 

AOC-8QU 
AOC-IOQU 
ADC-12QU 

ADClI33 

8 bits/2 digits 
10 bits 

iO.2% 

Dual Slope 

High Speed 

High Resolution 

High Reliability 

ADCllOO 

ADC-141 
AOC-17I 

AOC1l0'J 
AOCllO'K 

AOCll02 

AOCllOJ.(lOl 
AOCII03-OO2 
AOCll03-OO3 

AOCll09 

ADC-I6Q 

AOC-1ZQLIJ 
AOC-12QLIK 

ADCl121 

AOCllZ3 

AOCllll 

12 bitsl3 digits 

8 bitsl2 digit. 
10 bits 
12 bits/3 digits 

12 bit. 

11 bits/3Y.1 digits 

14 bits 
4\oidigits 

up to I,Z,OOO 
up to 1,20,000 

12 bits 

8 bits 
10 bit. 
12 bits 

10 bits 

16 bits 

12 bits 
12 bits 

12 Bits 

16 bits 

12 bit. 

;to.OS% 
:1:0.012'% 

:1:0.2% 
to.OS% 
:1:0.02'% 
.0.0125% max 

;to.05% il bit 

to.OI % tl bit 
10.01 % ±I bit 

:l:0.1%±1 bit 
to.OI% ±I bit 

to.OI2,% max 

to.2%max 
to.OS%max 
to.02S%max 

to.OS'" 

to.0015% 

:1:0.01% 
to.Ol% 

:1:0.0125% max 

to.OS%max 

:1:0.0125% 

HOTI8, I. Loti<: Codes, BIN, b;ury; Coli, """'Pfemenwy binary; OBN, off ... 
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biHryl COB. eomplemcawy offset binary; BCD. biBary coWed deei
_,CBD. eompiemcBtll}" BCD; 2SC. two'. GeRJpltme8l:; 5MB.._ 
__ ~inary, SMD, ........... ;Ndc BCD. 

I. __ ......... 0II __ 1II0 ... 7ffC._ 

IfOnIe Nmpn'a!Ule from ."oC to +Ut'C. M.,. mud ... '" .... 
IbIe in an exlCRded operarinB Hmpeutuft ¥Inion at eXira OBIt. TIlt 
~ opemint; taaperature ra.nae iI.IlGfIMlly _'Joe to +lZ"C 
far BIId 18 WI_lid -U·C '" +BI·C for U WI_ 

Conversion 
Time 

Imsmax 
ZOlls max 
40~s max 

18#tsmax 
221" max 
251's max 

6.4l'smax 
S,...max 
15I',max 

251'0 max 

42msmsx 

40msmax 
40msmax 

(depends on 
the resolution) 

8jls max 

I,... max 
·!.S,...max 
!.S,...max 

4jl. max 

4ool's 

85-130,... 
85-130". 

52j.1s mllX 

65-901l5 

Z51'smax 

Gaia 
TC 

±60ppmtC 
t40ppm/oC 
i30ppmloC max 

:l:5ppmloC 
;t5ppmloC 

±'ppm/C 
:!:5ppmloC 
±JppmloC' 

:I:'ppml'C 

±7"ppml"C 

:l:50ppmtC max 

t5ppmloC 
t'ppm/oC 

:!:20ppmtC max 
±SppmtCmsx 

tlOppmloC max 

tlOppm/oC max 
tl0ppml'C max 
:t10ppm/oC max 

t30ppmtC 

t8ppmtCmax 

t5Oppm/o C max 
t2Oppm/'C mill 

tZOppmfC 

±40ppm/·C 

t7ppmi" C max 

Size 
(Inches) 

z x 3 x 0.4 
Z x 4 x 0.4 
Z x 4 x 0.4 

2 x 4 x 0.4 
2 x 4 x 0.4 
2 x 4 xO.4 

2" 4xO.4 
2 x 4x 0.4 
2 x 4 x 0.4 
2 x 2 x 0.4 

2 x 4 xO.4 

J X 4 xO.4 
3 x 4x 0.4 

2 x 4xO.6 
2 x 4,x 0.6 

2 x 4xO.4 

2 x 4x 0.8 
2 x4xO.8 
2 x4x 0.8 

2 x 3 x 0.4 

4.' x6 

3.65 x 4.1 
3.65 x 4.1 
2 x4xO.4 

3.65 x 4.1 

2 x 4xO.4 

Output 
Code 
Options' 

BIN, OBN, Z5C, BCD 
BIN, OBN, 2SC 
BIN,OBN,25C 

BIN, OBN, 2SC, BCD 
BIN,OBN,25C 
BIN, OBN, 2SC, BCD 

BIN, OBN, 2SC, BCD 
BIN, OBN, 2SC 
BIN, OItN, 25C, BCD 
BIN, OBIN, 25C 

5MB,SMD 

5MB 
SMD 

(any sign. 
magnitude code) 

BIN, OBN, 2SC 

BIN, OBN, 2SC 
BIN, OBN, ZSC 
BIN, OBN, 2SC 

BIN, OBN, ZSC 

BIN, OBN, 2SC 

BIN,OBN 
BIN,OBN 

BIN. OBIN, 2SC 

BIN,OBN 

BIN, OBN, ZSC 

,. AaaIos ;"put ,_ of DAC·8M, DAC-I2M, lid DACUZS III olOY. 
iRpat _ of MDA-IIMF III 0 to -IOV. 

4. Also available II a eard moun"d a8llembly with input wde 
opt;"n <_ DACl6QG) and oulpu, ampur .. n model 4411: 
or model 2J4L. 
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CONVERTER MODULES: DIGITAL·TO·SYNCHRO 

SPECIFICATIONS (typical @ +2SoC and ±15VDC and +5VDC unless otherwise noted) 

Input Accuracy Signal & Signal Reference Minimum Temp Settling 
Resolution (See Note) Ref. Freq. Level Level Output Load Output Size Range Time 

Bits Arc·Min Hz Vrms Vrms ZLL Ohms VA (See Note) (See Note) Micro-Sec 

DSC1605511 14 ±4 400 11.8 26 107 1.3 A C 100 
DSC1605512 14 ±4 400 90 lIS 6200 1.3 A C 100 
DSC160SS07 plus 14 ±4 00 90 115 6200 1.3 A plusE C 100 

STM1634522 
DSC1605711 14 ±4 400 11.8 26 107 1.3 A M 100 
DSC1605712 14 ±4 400 90 11S 6200 1.3 A M 100 
DSC1605707 plus 14 ±4 60 90 115 6200 1.3 A plus E M 100 

STM1634722 
DSC1606S11 10 ±30 400 11.8 26 107 1.3 A C 80 
DSC1606512 10 ±30 400 90 115 6200 1.3 A C 80 
DSC1606S07 plus 10 ±30 60 90 115 6200 1.3 A plusE C 80 

STM1633522 
DSC1606711 10 ±30 400 11.8 26 107 13 A M 80 
DSC1606712 10 ±30 400 90 115 6200 1.3 A M 80 
DSC1606707 plus 10 ±30 60 90 115 6200 1.3 A plusE M 80 

STM1633722 . 
DSC1607517 16 ±l 50-1000 7.5 2 2000 N/A A C 150 
DSC1607717 16 ±1 50-1000 7.5 2 2000 NfA A 150 

Sizes: A is 3.125" X 2.625" x O.S" Tem2 Ranges: Cis O"c to +71fC Accuracy applies: over operating temp range and ±10% reference frequency 
- E is 4.5" x 2.0" x 1.5" I is -SS'c to +8So C and amplitude changes and 10% harmonic distortion and 

Mis -SS'C to +IOS'C ±S% power supply variation and any balanced load from 
full power to +8SoC no load to full load. 
~ power at +10S'C DSCI605 and DSC1606 models shown are synchro outputs. Con!'l1lt factory 

for resolver versions. . 
DSC1607 is resolver form, without power amplifiers. 

CONVERTER MODULES: SYNCHRO·TO-DIGITAL 

SPECIFICATIONS (typical @ +25°C and ±15VDC and +SVDC unless otherwise noted) 

Output Accuracy Signal Signal Reference Tracking Acceleration Temp Frequency 
Resolution (See Note) Ref. Freq. Level Level Rate for 1 LSB Error Size Range Range 

Bits Arc-Min Hz Vrms Vrms !leg/Sec !legfSec' (See Note) (See Note) Hz 

SOC160251Z 14 ±4 400 11.8 or 90 26 or 115 2800 240 A C 3S0-1500 
SOC160261Z 14 ±4 400 11.8 or 90 26 or 115 2800 240 A M 350-1SOO 
SDC1602507 plus 14 :1:4 60 90 115 430 6 AplusD C 50-4S0 

STM 1631 522 
SOC1602607 plus 14 :1:4 60 90 115 430 6 AplusD M SO-4S0 

STM1631622 
SOC1603SlZ 10 ±30 400 H.S or 90 26 or 115 2880 480 A C 350-1500 
SOC160361Z 10 ±30 400 11.8 or 90 26 or 115 2880 480 A M 350-1500 
SOC1603507 plus 10 :1:30 60 90 11S 2880 48 AplusD C 50-450 

STM1630S22 
SOC1603607 plus 10 :1:30 60 90 115 2880 48 A plus D M 50-450 

STM1630622 
SOC1604507 plus 16 :1:1.3 400 11.8 or 90 26 or 115 360 60 A plus D C 350-450 

STM163251Z 
SOC1604707 plus 16 %2 400 11.8 or 90 26 or 115 360 60 AplusD 350-450 

STM163271Z 
SOC178651Z 10 ±30 400 11.8 or 90 26 or 115 8640 34,000 A C 350-1500 
SDC178661Z 10 ±30 400 11.8 or 90 26 or 115 8640 34,000 A M 350-1500 
SDC1786S07 plus 10 :1:30 60 90 115 1260 850 AplusD C 50-450 

STM1630522 
SDC1786607 plus 10 :1:30 60 90 115 1260 S50 AplusD M 50-450 

STM1630622 
SOCI7oo51Z 12 ±S.5 400 11.8 or 90 26 or 115 12,960 10,800 B C 350-1600 
SOC17OO52Z 12 ±8.S 60 11.8 or 90 26 or 115 1800 200 B C 50-1200 
SOC 1700S4Z 12 ±8.S 2600 11.8 or 90 26 or lIS 27,ooQ 54,000 B C 2300-2700 
SOC17OO61Z 12 ±8.5 400 11.8 or 90 26 or lIS 12,960 10,800 B M 350-1600 
SOC17OO62Z 12 :1:8.5 60 11.8 or 90 260r,llS 1800 200 B M 50-1200 
SDC17oo64Z 12 :1:8.5 2600 11.8 or 90 26 or 115 27,000 54,000 B M 2300-2700 
SDC170451Z 14 ±5 ±ILSB 400 11.8 or 90 26 or 115 3240 720 B C 350-1000 
SOCI704S2Z 14 ±5 ±ILSB 60 11.8 or 90 26 or 115 500 16 B C 50-500 
SOC170461Z 14 :1:5 ±lLSB 400 11.8 or 90 26 or 115 3240 720 B M 350-1000 
SOC170462Z 14 :1:5 ±ILSB 60 11.8 or 90 26 or 115 500 16 B M 50-500 

~, A is 3.12S· " 1.625· "OJt' Accuracy' Applies over operating temp range and ±10% frequency Consult factory for other options. 
B .. 3.1ZS· " 2.62S· ,,0.4" variation and ±10% signal and ref amplitude variation and 
Oil 3.125· " 1.5· " 1.0" 10% signal and ref hannonic distortion and ±S% power 

supply variation. 

Temp RI!!8!!' C isCOllUllerCiallfc to +71fC Z is replaced by a number, when ordering, to specify 'input type: 
I is industrial _55° C to +85" C Z • 1 signifIeS syncbro, signal 11.BV, reference 26V 
M is military -5S·C CO +10S·C Z & 2 signifies synchro, signli 90V, reference 115V 

Z & 8 signiflCS resolwr. signaJll.8V, reference 26V 
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CONVERTER MODULES: FREQUENCY-TO-VOLTAGE 

SPECIFICATIONS (Typical @ +2S oC and Vs = ±lSVDC unless otherwise noted) 

Model 
10kHz Full Scale 
4S1J (K) (L) 

100kHz Full Scale 
453J (K) (L) 

DC to 10kHz min DC to 100kHz min 
10% min 10% min 

Frequency Input 
Frequency Range 
Overrange 
Waveforms 
Threshold 

__ Sine, Square, Triangle, Pulse Train ---~ ...... 

With External Adjustment 
Hysteresis 
Levels (TTL Compatible) High 

Low 

Accuracy 
Nonlinearity 

+1.4V +1.4V 
OVto ±12V 
±SOmV 
+1.4SV to +12V 
-12V to +1.3SV 

OVto ±12V 
±100mV 
+1.SV to +12V 
-12V to +1.3V 

FIN = 1Hz to 11kHz 
FIN = 1Hz to 110kHz 

Gain vs. Temperature. (0 to +70oC) 

±0.03%(0.01S%)(0.OOS%) max 

±100 (SO) (SO) ppm/C max 
±0.03%(O.01S%)(0.OOS%) max 
±100 (SO) (SO) ppm/oC max 

Response 

Step Response to ±0.5% of Final Value 
FIN = DC to Full Scale 
FIN = Full Scale to DC 

Output 

4ms 
30ms 

O.Sms 
4ms 

Voltage (FIN = Full Scale). 
Current (Eo = +10V, -lQV) 
Offset Voltage @ +2SoC 

+9.SSV min; +9.9SV max 
(+20, -2lmA min 
±7.5mVmax 

+9.S5V min; +9.95V max 
(+20, -2)mA min 
±7.5mV max 

vs. Temperature (0 to +70oC) 

Power Supply 

±30j.lV 1° C max ±30j.lV/oC max 

Voltage, Rated Performance 
Current, Quiescent 

Temperature Range 
Rated Performance 

Case Size 

±15VDC 
(+10, -8lmA 

o to +70oC 
1.5" x 1.5" x 0.4" 

±1SVDC 
(+10, -SlmA 

o to +700 C 
1.5" x 1.5" x 0.4" 

CONVERTER MODULES: VOLTAGE-TO-FREQUENCY 

SPECIFICATIONS (typical @ +2SoC and Vs = ±lSVDC unless otherwise noted) 

Economy High Performance Versatile Economy 
10kHz 10kHz 20kHz 100kHz 

Model 456J (K) 450J (K) 454J (K) 452J (K) (L) 

Analog Input 
Voltage Signal Range o to +10V, min o to +lOV, min o to +20V, min o to +10V, min 
Current Signal Range o to +0.67mA, min o to +O.5mA, min 
Overrange SO%,min SO%,min 10%,min 10%,min 

Accuracy 
Nonlinearity, max 

Voltage lnpu t ±0.03%(±0.2%) ±O.Ol%(±O.OOS%) to.01%(±0.00S%) ±0.015% 
Current Input ±0.01 %(±O.OOS%) to.015% 

Gain vs. temperature, ppmfC, max ±120(±80) ±50(±2S) t50(±25) t150(±100)(tSO) 
Input Offset Voltage ±10mV tSmV,max t5mV,max ±7.SmV,max 

vs. Temperature (0 to +70oC) ±lOOI'V/oC tSO(t25)I'V/oC, max t50(t2S)I'V/C, max ±30I'V/oC, max 
Response 

Settling Time 1201'S 1201'S 1201'S 221'5 
Overload Recovery 15ms ISms 22ms I.Sms 

Output 
Waveform .. TRAIN OF TTL/DTL COMPATIBLE PULSES 
Pulse Width 501'5 SO/Js 2 51's 6/Js 
Pulse Polarity .. POSITIVE 
Logic "1" (HIGH) Level .. +2.4V, min 
Logic "0" (LOW) Level .. +0.4V,min 

Power Supply 
Voltage, Rated Performance .. ±lSVDC 
Current, Quiescent (+lS,-9)rnA (+15, -9)rnA (+15, -9)rnA (+25, -10)mA 

Temperature Range 
o to +70oC Rated Performance .. 

Case Size 1.5" x 1.5" x 0.4" 1.5" x 1.5" x 0.4" 1.5" x 1.5" x 0.4" 1.5" x 1.5" x 0.4" 

Low Drift 
100kHz 
458J (K) (L) 

o to t10V, min 
o to +0.5 rnA, min 
10%,min 

±0.01% 
±0.01% 
t20(±10)(t5) 
±10mV,max 
±30I'V/C, max 

221'5 
10ms 

S/Js 

(+25, -8)mA 

2" x2" x 0.4" 

Low Drift 
1 MHz 
460J(K) (L) 

o to ±10V, min 
o to + LOrnA min 
10%,min 

±O.ot5% 
±0.015% 
±SO(±2S)(±IS) 
±10mV,max 
±30I'V/oC, max 

lS/Js 
1ms 

... 
O.SI'S ... 

~ ... .. 
(+35, -8lmA 

... 
2" x 2" x 0.4" 
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Ie SAMPLE·HOLD AMPLIFIERS 

SPECIFICATIONS (typical @ +2SoC) 

ADS82K ADS82S ADS83K 

Open Loop Gain 2Sk min 2Sk min 2Sk min 
RL = 2kU 

Output Swing ±10Vmin ±10V min ±10Vmin 
Gain Bandwidth 1.5MHz l.SMHz 2MHz 
Acquisition Time (0.1%) 5p.sec Sp.sec 4p.sec 
Av = 1, RL = 2k, CL = SOpF 
Aperture Time 150nsec 150nsec 50nsec 
Drift Current 50pAmax SOpA max SOpAmax 
Charge Transfer SpC max 5pC max 20pC max 
Operating Temp. * C M C 

·C = 0 to +70oC; M = 55°C to +12SoC 

MODULAR SAMPLE·HOLD AMPLIFIERS 

SPECIFICATIONS (typical @ +2S°C) 

Product Acquisition Time Droop Aperture Aperture Input Size 
Model Classification To % Accuracy Rate Delay Jitter Resistance (inches) 

SHA-1A General Purpose 5p.s max to ±0.01% ±50p.V/ms max 40nsmax Snsmax 1012 n 2 x 2 xO.4 
SHAll 34 3.4p.s to ±0.01% ±SOp.V/ms 50nsmax Snsmax 10'n min 1.125 x 2 x 0.4 

SHA-ZA High Speed SOOns max to ±0.01% ±lOp.V/p.s IOns O.ZSns 10lln 2 x 3 x 0.4 

SHA-3 Low Droop 75p.s to ±0.01 % ±IOp.V/ms SOns Sns 108 n 1.125 x 2 x 0.4 
SHA4 75p.s to ±0.01 % ±IOp.V/ms SOns 5ns 10Bn 1.125 x 2 x 0.4 

SHA-5 Low Cost ISp.s max to ±0.01% ±20p.V/ms 40ns 4ns 4x 109n 1.125 x 2 x 0.4 

SHA-6 High Resolution Sms max to ±0.0007S% ±10p.V/ms max -1.7p.5 IOns 109nmin 2 x 4xO.4 

SHA1l14 High Reliability 500ns max to ±0.01% ±100p.V/p.s max IOns 0.25ns 10lln 2 x 3 x 0.5 

NOTES 

1 Gain of all SHA's is +1 except that the SHA-6 and SHA-2A can be connected for gains greater than unity: the SHA-2A can 
also be operated in the inverting mode. 

'SHA·3 and SHA-4 differ only in that the SHA-4 settles much faster when switched from HOLD to SAMPLE. Settling time to ±1mV 
is 100,,5 for SHA-3 and 20"s for SHA-4. 

CMOS MULTIPLEXERS 

SPECIFICATIONS (TA = +2SoC, VSUPPLY = ±lSV unless otherwise noted) 

Out Temp2 

Type1 Function RoN Leakage Range Package 

AD7S01JN/JD lOnA,max CII 
AD7S01KN/KD 8-Channel MUX 300n,max lOnA,max ell 16-pin 

AD7S01SD SnA,max M DIP 

AD7S02JN/JD SnA,max ell 
AD7S02KN/KD Dual 4-Channel MUX 300n, max SnA,max ell 16-pin 

AD7S02SD 3nA,max M DIP 

AD7S03JN/JD lOnA, max ell 
16-pin AD7S03KN/KD 8-Channel MUX 300n, max lOnA,max ell 

AD7503SD SnA,max M DIP 

AD7S06JN/JD 4S0n,max 20nA,max CII 
28-pin AD7506KN/KD 16-Channel MUX 450n, max 20nA,max ell 

AD7506SD/TD 400n,max lOnA,max M DIP 

AD7507JN/JD 450n,max lOnA,max ell 
28-pin AD7S07KN/KD Dual 8-<:hannel MUX 4S0n,max lOnA,max ell 

AD7S07SD/TD 400n,max 5nA,max M DIP 

I Suffix "N": plastic; SUfIIX "D": ceramic 
2C: Commercial (0° to +700 C) 

I: Industrial (-2SoC to +8SoC) 
M: Military (-SSOC to +12SOC) 
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MODULAR MULTIPLEXER 

SPECIFICATION SUMMARY (typical@ +25°C) 

Model 

Channels 
Single-Ended 
Differential 

Voltage Range 
Rated Operation 
Overload Protection 

Transfer Error 
Settling to 0.01 % 
Cross Channel Coupling 
Common Mode Rejection 

DC 
60Hz 

Package Dimensions 

Sl 

4 

MPX-8A 

±10V 
±ISV 

0.01% 
<21JS 

<-SOdB 

120dB 
106dB 

2" x 2" x.o.4" 

I MPX-SA includes logic for expansion to 64 channels. 

CMOS SWITCHES 

SPECIFICATIONS (TA = +25°C, VSUPPLY = ±15V unless otherwise noted) 

Off TempS 

Type1 Function RoN Leakage Range 

AD7S 10DIJN/JD SnA,max C/I 
AD7S 10DIKN/KD Quad SPST 100n,max SnA,max, C/I 
AD7Sl0DISD Note 2 3nA.max M 

AD7S llDIJN/JD 
Quad SPST 

SnA.max C/I 
AD7S IIDIKN/KD lOon. max SnA.max C/I 
AD7S11DISDITD Note 2 3nA.max M 

AD7S 12DIJN/JD lSnA, max C/I 
AD7S12DIKN/KD Dual SPDT lOon. max lSnA, max C/I 
AD7S 12DISDITD Note 2 9nA.max M 

AD7S13JN/KN SOO.max SnA.max C 
AD7S13JH/KH DualSPST 800. max SnA.max I 
AD7S 13SH/TH 700. max 2nA.max M 

AD7S 16JN/KN QuadSPST 40012800. max IOOpA C 
AD7S16 SD/TD Note 4 400/2800. max M 
AD7S19JN Quad SPST 1000. max SOnA C 

Current Switch 
Note S 

Package 

16-pin 
DIP 

16-pin 
DIP 

14-pin 
DIP 

14-pin DIP 
TO-IOO 
TO-IOO 

14-pin DIP 

14-pin DIP 

• SUff'1X N: plastic/Suff'ix D: ceramic/Suffix H: TO-tOO 
I Dielectrically isolated-features latch free, overvoltage proof operation 
'C: Commercial (o·e to +70·C 

4VDD - VSS (supply voltages) .. +15V 
I VDD (supply voltage) .. SV 

I: Industrial (-2S·C to +SSoC) 
M: MilitarY (-SSoC to +12S·C) 

IC REFERENCES 

SPECIFICATIONS 

Output *Error, mV max 
Model Voltage Tm .... Tmax 

ADS80J 2.S00 ±3% ±90 
ADS80K 2.500 t2% %!)7 
AD580L 2.500t2% ±S4.3 
ADS80M 2:S00 ±l% ±26.7S 
AD580S 2.S00t3% ±100 
ADS80T 2.SOO±2% ±61 
ADS SOU 2.S00±1% ±29.S 

AD2700L/U 10.000 ±0.02S% ±s 
AD270lLlU -10.000 to.025% ts 
AD2702L/U ±10.000 to.025% ts 

·Inc:ludins initial offset. 

ttc .. 0 to +7cf'C, I. -25"C to +s5"c, M .. ·S5°C to +12S·C 

Temp 
Rangett 

C 
C 
C 
C 
M 
M 
M 

11M 
11M 
11M 
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than the overall desired performance. Thus, for a system that needs 0.1 o/a-grade performance, 
use a 0.01% converter (12 bits) with compatible multiplexer and sample-hold 

Reviewing the available A/D converters, we find ADC-12QM to be a possible choice. The 
ADC-12QM completes a conversion in 2Sps. For sample-hold, the compatible SHA-IA is 
chosen, adding Sps of settling time. Thus, the combination appears to be amply capable of 
meeting the 50Ms/channel scanning requirement. Since the multiplexer will scan sequen-
tially, its settling time is inconsequential. The multiplexer can be switched to the next ad-
dress as soon as the SHA goes into hold on data from the current address. Thus it has at 
least 25ps to settle before a measurement is called for. For convenience, one may use the 
MPX-SA; the small 2" x 2" x 0.4" module fits into the packaging concept, and the built-in com
plete binary-address decoding makes it easy to work with. 

ERROR ANAL YSIS 

It's clear that the MPX-8A, the SHA-IA, and the ADC-12QM generally meet the problem's 
requirements for speed and resolution. Now we must look further into the details of errors, 
to determine if the worst-case situation is within the allowable 0.1 % system error. 

Multiplexer 

The switches of the MPX-SA, being MOSFET's, with variable-resistance channels, are not 
subject to voltage offset errors. Errors here will be due to two factors: 

1. Leakage current into the on channel from the off channels develops an offset voltage 
across the source impedance. 

Leakage current @ 25°C 10nA 
Source impedance . IOn 
Error voltage = lOx lOx 10-9 = 10-7 V (negligible 

2. Transfer error due to voltage division across the MOSFET on resistance and input im
pedance of the SHA-IA: 

ON resistance 1000n maximum 
SHA-IA Rm 1012 n 
Divider ratio attenuation error: 10-9 (negligible) 

Sample-Hold 
1. Nonlinearity is 2mV over the 20V range, or 0.01% 
2. Gain error of 0.05% maximum (and other similarly small initial gain errors in the sys
tem) may be compensated for overall when calibrating the system by setting the scale con
stant of the ADC. It is not considered as part of the error budget. 
3. Input bias current of 10nA (max) causes an offset error voltage in the source resistance. 

Source resistance = Ion (source) + lkn(MPX switch) 
Offset error = 103 x 10-8 = 10pV (negligible) 

4. Offset vs. temperature = 25pVrC 
Since the temperature inside the housing may change by as much as 30°C, the total change 
over the range will be 

25 x 30 = 750pV, or 7S ppm of ±IOV 
An offset adjustment is provided for initial trimming. 

5. Offsetvs power supply = 100pV/%b.Vs 
Since the supply may vary by 150mVor 1% of lSV, the error contribution is 100pV, or 
0.001 % of full scale. 

By an analysis comparable to the above, we would normally also prepare a system timing 
diagram, and assign operate-and settling-time allowances. However, the components select
ed for this example have more than adequate settling time, even for 0.01 % operation; con
sequently, we can overlook the need for a formal timing analysis to determine whether 
settling times are adequate. 
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Converter 
1. Specified linearity error (relative accuracy) YlLSB, or 0.0125% 

2. Quantizing uncertainty: YlLSB, or 0.0125%. This is a resolution limitation, not norm
ally considered in the error budget. 

3. Temperature errors 
a. Gain temperature coefficient: 5ppmrC for 30°C 

5 x 30 = 150 ppm, or 0.015% 
b. Zero temperature coefficient: 5ppmrC for 30°C 

5 x 30 = 150 ppm, or 0.015% 

4. Power supply sensitivity error: 0.002%/%b.Vs 
For a 1% shift, the error is 20ppm 

5. Differential nonlinearity temperature coefficient, 3ppmrC. 
For 30°C temperature change, error is 90ppm, less than YlLSB. Therefore, 12-bit mono
tonicity can be maintained, with no missing codes. 

In this example, the worst-case arithmetic sum of these errors is 0.07%, and the rms sum is 
0.03%. Since these values are reasonably conservative for a system with specified error of 
0.1 %, the designer may either rest with these choices and go on to the more-difficult hard
ware, software, interface, and wiring problems, or - if absolute-minimum cost or size of 
conversion hardware is an important objective - seek to reduce cost by considering a per
haps more marginal design. 

Two approaches might be considered. The first would use integrated-circuit components, 
such as the AD572 12-bit AID converter, the AD582 or AD583 sample-hold, and the 
AD7501 or AD7503 multiplexer. The compromises that this approach makes necessary 
would have to be determined and negotiated in terms of the advantages gained. On the 
other hand, one might consider a product embodying a higher level of integration, such as 
the DASl128 data-acquisition subsystem (Chapter 1-4). The advantages gained by this ap
proach would include the consolidation of a number of specifications, the elimination of 
a number of system-design details, and possible savings in both space and initial cost. 

CONCLUSION 

In this chapter, we have sought to help the designer in his process of choosing a converter 
by providing checklists of relevant questions in making a choice, definitions of specifica
tions and related features, a selection guide, and an example of selection and evaluation. 
We now go on to some considerations for what must be done to make the system work as 
expected. 
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Converters 
Applying 

Successfully 

In Chapter 5, it was pointed out that, considering the many different types of converters 
on the market, the complex manner in which converter specifications relate to a specific 
system application, and the fact that prices of converters range from less than $10 to sever
al hundreds of dollars, selecting the most economical converter for an application is not a 
simple task. To make the most appropriate converter choice requires that the user consider 
a number of questions: What are the real objectives of the conversion process, and how do 
they relate to the converter's specifications? How may the system be configured to relax 
the converter's performance (and price) requirements, and at what overall cost? How will 
the other system components limit and degrade the converter's performance? What tradeoffs 
are available in the system error budget? Is it more economical to make a long-term choice 
of one "general-purpose" converter, which will meet the needs of a large number of system 
designs, or to go through an optimum selection process for each individual application? 

In this chapter, we will discuss system aspects of selecting converters, a continuation of the 
discussion in the last chapter. 

Mter selecting the appropriate converter, the user should be fully aware that the thorough 
preliminary analysis and economic component choice usually involved is not by itself suf
ficient to ensure that the system performance needs will be met. The system designer must 
take into account the physical surroundings, interconnections, grounding and power sup
plies, protection circuitry, and all the other details that constitute good engineering practice. 

While these few pages cannot (and are not intended to) be a primer on engineering practice, 
it is useful for the converter user to become aware of those elements of practice that are of 
particular relevance to converter-system design. 

MAKING THE PROPER SYSTEM CHOICES 

A general rule of thumb used by some designers may be expressed as follows: "As the con
verter performance requirements approach state-of-the-art converter capabilities in both 
speed and accuracy, the price of the converter will increase exponentially." The user may 
expect substantial cost savings if he can relax either of these parameters. 

Data-Acquisition Systems 

An example will serve to illustrate the process of elimination and winnowing that can be 
profitably employed to determine a converter's minimum performance requirements. Fig
ure I shows, in the simplest terms, a block diagram of an analog data-acquisition system, 
the primary application for which AID converters are used. 

The data-acquisition system, under the direction of the control unit, selects the multiplexer 
input points, one at a time, and directs the signal appearing on each point to the analog in
put of the AID converter via the associated multiplex channel. The signal level is encoded by 
the converter and outputted to storage. The storage unit retains each piece of data in a pre
determined format, and holds it for further processing. 
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Figure 1. Data-acquisition system. 

Three Qasses of Converter Specifications 

STORAGE 
UNIT 

In attacking the problem of determining the converter performance requirements, it is use
ful to divide the converter specifications into three classes: Those that determine accuracy 
under optimum conditions, those that are dependent on time (or speed of response), and 
those that are substantially affected by the environment. 

In the frrst class are included resolution, relative accuracy, differential linearity , noise, quan
tization uncertainty, mono tonicity , and differential-linearity temperature coefficient. The 
reason this last term is included, though it would appear to be an environmental specifica
tion, may be somewhat unexpected: Although the ambient temperature may be in the 
steady state, it can be elevated (e.g., 2Soe above normal room temperature) by virtue of en
closure in a cabinet. Although calibration in situ can correct for errors produced by variation 
of gain and offset with temperature, no correction can normally be effected for errors char
acterized by the differential-linearity T.e., dueto individual bit variations with temperature. 
For this reason, the differential-linearity error at 2Soe is augmented by the product of the 
steady-state temperature rise and the differential-nonlinearity temperature coefficient. 

Speed-dependent specifications in the second category include conversion time, bandwidth, 
settling time of the input circuitry, etc. Environment-related specifications in the third cate
gory include gain (i.e., scale-factor) T.e., offset T.e., limits of the operating temperature 
range, etc. 

Approaches to Relaxing the Specifications 

Relaxation of the specifications in the first class may be effected through the use of signal 
conditioners. Choice of the specific form signal-conditioning may take is based on our know
ledge of the input signals to be encoded and the information to be extracted from the encod
ed data. Known or unwanted signal components may be extracted from the input signals, 
and the peak-to-peak variation of the remaining signals may be scaled to equal the input 
voltage range of the AID converter with an analog subtractor having adjustable gain. For 
example, if the signal conditioner is a differential instrumentation amplifier, such as the 
Model AD521 or AD522, it may be used to bias out dc offsets, and to scale the input appro
priately (Figure 2). 

The level-shifting-and-scaling operation can be used to obtain efficient use of the converter's 
input range. By scaling, voltage increments in the original signals that were less than I LSB 
of the converter's input voltage range may be measured. 
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Figure 2. Differential instrumentation amplifier as a 
signal conditioner for data acquisition. 

. Logarithmic Compression 

In applications calling for wide dynamic signal range but capable of tolerating constant frac
tional error (e.g., 1 % of actual value), rather dramatic efficiency can be realized through the 
use oflogarithmic amplifiers for data compression, as shown in Figure 3. Here, a logarithmic 
amplifier allows encoding of signals, that would ordinarily require a minimum of 20-bit con
version to handle the dynamic range, with a far-Iess-costly 12-bit converter. Modest accuracy 
in a fixed ratio to (e.g., % of) actual value is 'substituted for extreme accuracy in relation to 
the entire full-scale range, at considerably less cost. For many applications this is an ideal 
performance mode, except for those applications in which extremely small errors are requir
ed at all points in the range (e.g., measuring long-term stability of voltage sources). The log
arithmic data can be dealt with easily if the data is to be processed digitally; or it can be re
covered in linear analog form (if it is simply to be stored or transmitted digitally) by the use 
of another log amplifier, in the antilog connection, with a D/A converter. 

Filtering 

3.2" 10-8 
to 10-3 A 
.±.1% 

LOG 
AMPLIFIER 
2V/DECADE 

MODEL 755N I 
+5V to-4V 

± 8.6mV 

MPX, 
S/H 

0.01% 

AID 
CONVERTER 

12 BITS 

Figure 3. Using a log amplifier for range compression 
in a data-acq,uisition system. 

Another commonly-used signal-conditioning unit is the filter. Low pass filters are used to 
extract carrier, signal, and noise components, above the frequencies of interest, from the in
put signals. These components appear as noise if the converter is unable to follow them. 
AID converters often incorporate follower circuits for impedance buffering. With a modicum 
of external wiring, they can be connected as active low-pass filters. (Figure 4) 
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Figure 4. Input buffer of an A/D converter connected 
as an active low-pass filter. 

A relaxation of the second class of specifications can also be effected by adding a sample
hold amplifier to the system configuration, as depicted in Figure 5. 
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Figure 5. Data-acquisition system with sample-hold 
and input pre-conditioning. 

STORAGE 
UNITS 

The use of a sample-hold amplifier can increase the system throughput rate and increase the 
highest-frequency signal, of a given amplitude, that may be encoded within the resolution of 
the converter. The system throughput rate, without the sample-hold, is determined primari~ 
ly by the multiplexer's settling time, plus the AID converter's conversion time. 

The multiplexer settling time is the time required for an analog signal to settle to within its 
share of the system error budget, as measured at the input to the converter, after selection 
by the multiplexer. For a l2-bit conversion system, with a ±lOV range, multiplexers typical
ly settle within Ips, and typical conversion times are 20ps. The sample-hold can be used to 
hold the last channel's signal level for conversion, while the next channel is selected and set
tles. Since sample-hold amplifiers with acquisition times ofless than 5ps to within 0.01% are 
readily available, the throughput time can be reduced to approach the conversion time. Pairs 
of sample-holds and AID converters can be used for alternate conversions to increase 
throughput rate even further, though at considerable increase in cost. 

The following example indicates the improvement possible with a sample-hold: If the input 
is a full-scale sine wave, EpSsin(21Tft), the maximum rate-of-change is at zero, and (as can be 
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found by differentiating with respect to t) equal to 21TfEpS. If the change is to be less than 
1 LSB in the conversion time, the highest frequency that can be applied is 

For a 12-bit converter with a 20~s conversion time, fmax "'" 2Hz! Using a sample-hold, one 
can reduce the uncertainty in the time of measurement from the ADC's conversion time to 
the aperture time of the sample-hold, thus effecting an improvement in fmax by the ratio of 
the conversion time to the aperture-time uncertainty. 

Since 20ns or better is routinely available in sample-holds designed for operation with 12-
bit converters, an improvement of 1000: 1 is quite feasible, assuming that the S/H has ade
quate bandwidth. 

If the speed of A/D conversion is significantly limited by the settling time of the input 
buffer-follower, the sample-hold may be connected to bypass it, providing an even greater 
increase in throughput rate. 

Relaxation of the third class of errors, those due to environment-related specifications, may 
be abetted by allotting one multiplexer channel to carry a ground-level signal, and another 
to carry a precision reference-voltage level that is near-full scale. Data obtained from these 
channels may be used by a processor to correct gain and offset variations common to all 
channels, generated in the sample-hold, the AID converter, and the associated wiring. 

Contributions to Error 

The decision to seek means of relaxing the required specifications is based on the availabil
ity and cost of devices that meet the original specifications, as compared to the cost of al
ternatives and any additional problems engendered by departing from a straightforward 
approach. To evaluate the performance tradeoffs, an error budget is a useful tool. 

Three classes of errors should be considered: 
Errors due to the non-ideal nature of each component 
Errors due to the physical interconnections of the system components 
Errors due to the interaction of system components. 

The first group of errors can be determined from the spec sheets for the system components. 
The second group result from parasitic interactions that are a function of the way the inter
connections are managed, e.g., grounding, shielding, contact resistance, etc. The third group 
result from specific interactions between components in the system; though they are not 
specifically called out in spec sheets, they can be predicted from careful reading of the spec
ifications of the individual devices, or from the user's knowledge of how they are designed. 
An example of this class of error sources might be the offsets created by series impedances 
in the signal path (signal-source impedance, multiplexer-switch on impedance) and the bias 
and leakage currents of the stages following these impedances, to which they are connected. 
A second example might be disturbances caused at the signal source as the multiplexer 
switches it into the circuit. 

By showing where the Important contributions to error lie, the error budget is used as a tool 
for establishing tradeoffs to set the final performance requirements for the system. The 
error budget can be used as a tool in predicting the overall expected error, whether by 
worst-case summation, by root-sum-of-the-squares summation, or by combinations of the 
above using specific knowledge of possible compensations and common sense. 

INSTALLATION AND GROUNDING 

The current popularity of modul~ and IC converters make it worthwhile to consider some 
elements of their design. . 
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For one thing, many types are "customer-programmable." This means that the customer 
may select one of several possible signal voltage ranges by choosing the appropriate jumper
wifing configuration at the module's terminals. It goes without saying that all terminals used 
to determine the signal voltage range involve analog signals; to protect their low resolution 
levels, they should be kept away from circuit-card etch runs that carry logic signals. 

Customer-programmable inputs also permit modification by the connection of external re
sistors, in addition to the jumpering mentioned above. Care should be exercised in doing 
this, for the reasons mentioned above. In addition, it should be noted that the excellent gain 
and offset T.C.'s of these devices are achieved by depending, not on absolute stability with 
temperature, but rather on the close tracking with temperature of key resistors within the 
module. Therefore, even if OppmrC TCR resistors are used externally, the overall gain and 
offset performance vs. temperature may be appreciably degraded. Since there may be ways 
of avoiding excessive errors, the manufacturer should be consulted before external resistors 
are "frozen" into the design. It may also be helpful to read about resistor tracking in actual 
designs, as covered in Chapters 11-2 and 11-3. 

In the design of the converter module, great care is taken to separate the analog and digital 
signal lines. This procedure should also be followed with the external layout of the board on 
which the converter is mounted. Etch runs of digital signal lines should not run parallel in 
close proximity with etch runs of analog signal lines. If these lines must cross, they should 
do so at right angles. Particular care should be taken with low-level high-gain points, e.g., the 
comparator input on AID converters and the summing junction of the output amplifier on 
DI A converters. Etch runs to these points should be as short as possible and should notcre
ate loops. Analog-ground guard runs may also help reduce interference. 

Grounding 
Converter modules (actually, most data-acquisition components) have a number of ground 
terminals, which are not connected together within the module. These "grounds" are usual
ly referred to as the Logic Power Return, Analog Common (Analog Power Return), and 
Analog Signal Ground (or Sense). These grounds must be tied together at one point, the sys
tem "mecca," usually at the system power-supply ground. Ideally, a single solid ground 
would be desirable. However, since current flows through the ground wires and etch stripes 
of the circuit cards, and since these paths have resistance and inductance, hundreds of milli
volts could be generated between the system mecca point and the ground terminal of the 
module. Separate ground returns are provided to minimize the current flow in the path from 
sensitive points to the system mecca point. In this way, supply currents do not flow in the 
same return path with analog signals, and logic-gate return currents are not summed into the 
return from a precision reference-zener diode. (Figure 6) 
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In any event, the connections between the system mecca point and the ground terminals 
should be as short as possible and should have the lowest feasible impedance. 

Each of the module's supply terminals should be capacitively decoupled as close to the mod
ule as possible. A large-value capacitor with a high resonant frequency should be used. A 
15ILF solid-tantalum capacitor is usually sufficient. Analog supplies are bypassed to the mod
ule's analog power return terminal, and the logic-supply terminal is bypassed to the logic 
power return terminal. 

When gain and offset adjustments are available and are intended to be used, the potentio
meters with which they are performed should be mounted (with short leads) in such a posi
tion that they will be accessible when the mounting board is installed in the system. 

The same care should be taken to locate a converter properly within a system as is taken to 
mount a module on its circuit board. A converter should never be located near a transformer 
or fan blower motor. Using mu-metal shielding to protect against electromagnetic and RFI 
pickup is an expensive and not-always-successful proposition. D/ A converters should be lo
cated at their loads. This may require long cable runs for the digital control signals; however, 
the reduction in noise pickup and ground-potential differences between the D/ A's output 
and the load can easily justify the expense. Similarly, A/D converters should be located near 
the signal source when possible. Since this is not always possible, one suggestion is to use a 
differential amplifier to receive the signal at the end of a long cable run before presenting it 
to the AID converter. When the system is laid out, unshielded analog signal lines should 
never run in channels with either digital signal lines or power lines. 

Reducing Common-Mode Errors 

As we have indicated, a differential amplifier may be used to eliminate ground-potential dif
ferences in various parts of the system in which the converter is used. In Figure 7, the signal 
source is a remotely-located transducer, and the differential amplifier is located near the 
A/D converter. The common-mode signal is the potential difference between the ground sig
nal at the converter and the ground signal at the transducer, plus any undesirable common
mode signal produced by the transducer, and any voltages developed across the unbalanced 
impedances of the two lines. 

POWER SUPPLY LEAKAGE 
AND STRAY AC PICKUP 

RS' I, 

SIGNAL 
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C, 

COMMON MODE ERRORS 
OCCUR IF: 

CMRR< ~ 

IBl RS' #' IB2 RS2 

RSl C, #' RS2 C2 

t 
EOUT 

~ 
Figure 7. Common·mode and the difference signals 
due to line unbalance. 

If the signal source is the output of the system's D/ A converter, the differential amplifier 
would be located near the remote load. The common-mode signal is developed by the dif
ferences in ground potential at the two locations. 

The amount of dc common-mode offset that is rejected depends on the CMRR of the ampli
fier. However, bias currents flowing through the signal source leads can cause offsets if ei
ther the bias currents or the source impedances are unbalanced. DC CMRR specifications 
generally include a specified amount of source unbalance (e.g., lkn). Such specifications 
also indicate a top frequency for which the dc spec is valid, usually the line frequency (50-
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60HZ), but sometimes 100Hz. At higher frequencies, unbalanced RC time constants (bal
anced or unbalanced series resistance and shunt capacitance to common, plus the amplifier's 
internal unbalances) reduce the common-mode rejection, by producing a quadrature normal
mode signal. This source of error can be greatly reduced by proper use of a guard shield, as 
shown in Figure 8. 
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Figure 8. Use of guard shield to improve common-mode 
rejection at higher frequencies. 

·Here, no part of the common-mode signal appears across the capacitors CA and CB, since 
the shield is driven by the source of the common-mode signal. The shield also provides elec
trostatic shielding to minimize coupling to other signal1ines in close proximity to the input 
leads. 

When installing a guard shield, it is important that the guard shield connect only at one point 
to the source of the common-mode signal and that the shield be continuous, i.e., through 
multiplexers, connectors, patch panels, etc. Since the shield is carrying a common-mode 
signal, it should be properly insulated to prevent it from shorting to other shields or the 
earth ground. A final precaution that should be taken is to make sure that a conductive re
turn path exists for the bias and leakage currents of the differential amplifier (unless it has 
transformer or optically-isolated, floating inputs). 

It is helpful, in reducing noise and improving common-mode rejection, to connect the larg
est tolerable capacitance between the input leads. It will provide some filtering, and will re
duce the capacitive unbalance by more than its ratio to the stray capacitance. (Figure 9) 

In portions of a system where differential amplifiers are not used, sufficient precautions 
should be taken to insure that voltages are not induced in ground return leads to the single
point ground, and that the system is free from ground loops. 
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HOW TO ADJUST ZERO AND GAIN OF CONVERTERS 

Many converter types are pretrimmed and require no adjustments as purchased to meet speCI
fied accuracy. For those cases where adjustments are called for, or where cost-savings can be 
effected by trimming inexpensive pre-trimmed devices, with modest specs, for use over nar
row ranges for better-than-specified accuracy, or where long-term corrections are necessary 
during years of operation, here are some general principles of adjustment for converters. 
Naturally, the user should follow the specific instructions on product data sheets, especially 
where they conflict with these general guidelines. 

Proper adjustment of zero and gain in DAC's and ADC's is a procedure that requires great 
care, and the use of extremely sensitive reference instruments. The voltmeter used to read 
the output of a DAC, or the voltage source used as a driving signal for the ADC, must be 
capable of stable and clear resolution of 1/10 LSB at both ends of the range of the con
verter; e.g., at zero and full scale. 

Most DAC's and successive approximation ADC's manufactured by Analog Devices are pro
vided with Zero and Gain adjustments which are completely independent of each other, as 
long as the adjustment of Zero is attempted only when the actual conversion circuit is pro
ducing Zero, and as long as the Zero (or Offset) adjustment is accurately completed before 
proceeding to adjustment of Gain (at full scale - 1 LSB). Of course, it is possible to make 
Zero and Gain adjustments in reverse order and at other points on the transfer function -
but it must be expected that the adjustments will no longer be independent, and the pro
cedure will require a series of successive approximations. 

Adjustment Process 

Particularly for bipolar converters, fast and successful adjustment requires knowledge of the 
technique used in the circuit to convert the inherently unipolar DAC or ADC for bipolar 
operation. 

1. Sign & Magnitude Codes are generally obtained by use of a unipolar converter with 
separate means of reversing polarity. The Zero adjustment is always made by calling for a 
zero from the converter. (Logic zero into a DAC produces zero volts output, or zero volts 
into an ADC produces data-zero output.) 

2. Bipolar binary converters utilizing offset binary or two's complement coding usually 
employ analog offsetting to convert a unipolar design into bipolar. For instance, a 0 to 
+ 1 OV DAC may have its output amplifier offset by -SV, resulting in an output of -5 volts 
corresponding to 000000 input and +5 volts (minus 1 LSB) corresponding to a 111111 in
put. Such a converter should have its "Zero" adjusted at -5V (100000 in 2's complement) 

An alternate explanation is as follows: converter Zero controls should always be set at the 
"All Bits Off" condition, and then Gain should be set at the "All Bits On" condition. 

Adjustment For DAC's 

ZERO: set input code so that all bits are "off", then adjust pot until output signal is within 
l/lOLSB of proper reading, or zero. 

GAIN: set input code so that all bits are "on", then adjust pot until output signal reads 
within 1/l0LSB of Full Scale less lLSB. 

Adjustment For ADC's 

ZERO: set input voltage precisely at YzLSB above the "all bits off" specified input. Zero 
control should be adjusted so that the converter just switches in its LSB. 

GAIN: set input voltage precisely at YzLSB less than "all bits on" input. Note that this is 
I YzLSB's less than the nominal full scale value: Le., all-l's value of a zero to +l OV 12-bit 
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ADC is actually +9.9976. Gain adjustment should be made with an input ~LSB less, or 
+9.9963 volts. With input voltage set as described, GAIN control is rotated to the point 
where the last bit just comes on. For instance, in a 12 bit binary converter, reading of 
111111111110 would change to 111111111111. 

Converter Converter Range 

Resolution 20V IOV SV 

8 bits 39.06mV 19.53mV 9.77mV 

10 bits 9.77mV 4.88mV 2.44mV 

12 bits 2.44mV 1.22mV 610llV 

14 bits 610llV 3051lV 1531lV 
16 bits 1531lV 761lV 381lV 

Table 1. Voltage equivalent of %LSB for 
various resolutions and voltage ranges. 

It is important to note that this discussion is relevant for offset-binary positive-true coding. 
For 2's complem~nt, the "all-bits-off" positive-true condition is 1 0000000 and " all bits on'· 
is 01111111. For negative-true devices, the "all-bits-off' condition is 11111111 in offset 
binary, 01111111 in two's complement. When in doubt (or to avoid doubt), consult the 
data sheet. 
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